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Preface 

"“.. dt is important not to lose sight of the fact that there is a 
difference between training and education. If computer science is a 
fundamental discipline, then university education in this field 
Should emphasize enduring fundamental principles rather than 
transient current technology.” 

Peter Wegner, Three Computer Cultures [Weg 70] 

This text is nominally about LISP and data structures. However, in the 

process it covers much broader areas of computer science. The author has 
long felt that the beginning student of computer science has been getting a 
distorted and disjointed picture of the field. In some ways this confusion is 
natural, the field has been growing at such a rapid rate that few are 
prepared to be judged experts in all areas of the discipline. The current 
alternative seems to be to give a few introductory courses in programming 
and machine organization followed by relatively specialized courses in more 
technical areas. The difficulty with this approach is that much of the 
technical material never gets related. The student’s perspective and 
motivation suffer in the process. This book uses LISP as a means for relating 
topics which normally get treated in several separate courses. The point is not 
that we can do this in LISP, but rather that it is natural to do it in LISP. 

The high-level notation for algorithms is beneficial in explaining and 

xi
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understanding complex algorithms. The use of abstract data structures and 
abstract LISP programs shows the intent of structured programming and 
step-wise refinement. Much of the current work in mathematical theories of 
computation is based on LISP-like languages. Thus LISP is a formalism for 
describing algorithms, for writing programs, and for proving properties of 
algorithms. We use data structures as the main thread in our discussions 
because a proper appreciation of data structures as abstract objects is a 
necessary prerequisite to an understanding of modern computer science. 

The importance of abstraction obviously goes much farther than its 
appearance in LISP. Abstraction has often been used in other disciplines as 
a means for controlling complexity. In mathematics, we frequently are able to 
gain new insights by recasting a particularly intransigent problem in a more 
general setting. Similarly, the intent of an algorithm expressed in a 
high-level language like Fortran or PL/I is more readily apparent than its 
machine-language equivalent. These are both examples of the use of 
abstraction. Our use of abstraction will impinge on both the mathematical 
and the programming aspects. Initially, we will talk about data structures as 
abstract objects just as the mathematician takes the natural numbers as 
abstract entities. We will attempt to categorize properties common to data 
Structures and introduce notation for describing functions defined on these 
abstractions. At this level of discussion we are thinking of our LISP-like 
language primarily as a notational convenience rather than a computational 
device. However, after a certain familiarity has been established it is 

important to look at our work from the viewpoint of computer science. Here 
we must think of the computational aspects of our notation. We must be 
concerned with the representational problems: implementation on realistic 
machines, and efficiency of algorithms and data structures. However, it 
cannot be over-emphasized that our need for understanding is best served at 
the higher level of abstraction; the advantage of a high-level language is 
notational rather than computational. That is, it allows us to think and 
represent our algorithms in mathematical terms rather than in terms of the 
machine. It is after a clear understanding of the problem is attained that we 
should begin thinking about representation. 

We can exploit the analogy with traditional mathematics a bit further. 
When we write sqgrt(x) in Fortran, for example, we are initially only 
concerned with sqrt as a mathematical function defined such that 
x = sgrt(x)xsqrt(x). We are not interested in the specific algorithm used to 
approximate the function intended in the notation. Indeed, thought of as a 

mathematical notation, it doesn’t matter how sgrt is computed. We might 
wish to prove some properties of the algorithm which we are encoding. If so, 
we would only use the mathematical properties of the idealized square root 
function. Only later, after we had convinced ourselves of the correct encoding 

of our intention in the Fortran program, would we worry about the 
computational aspects of the Fortran implementation sqrt. The typical user
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will never proceed deeper into the representation than this; only if his 
computation is lethargic due to inefficiencies, or inaccurate due to 
uncooperative approximations, will he look at the actual implementation of 
sqrt. 

Just as it is unnecessary to learn machine language to study numerical 
algorithms, it is also unnecessary to learn machine language to understand 
hon-numerical or data structure processes. We make a distinction between 
data structures and storage structures. Data structures are abstractions, 

independent of how they are implemented on a machine. Data structures are 
representations of information chosen to exhibit certain ordering and 
accessibility relationships between data items. Storage structures are 
particular implementations of the abstract ideas. Certainly we cannot ignore 
storage structures when we are deciding upon the data structures which will 
encode the algorithm, but the interesting aspects of the representation of 
information can be discussed at the level of data structures with no loss of 
generality. The mapping of data structures to storage structures is usually 
quite machine dependent and we are more interested in ideas than coding 
tricks. We will see that it is possible, and most beneficial, to structure our 

programs such that there is a very clean interface between the abstract 
algorithm and the chosen representation. That is, there will be a set of 
representation-manipulating programs to test, select or construct elements of 
the domain; and there will be a program encoding the algorithm. Changes of 
representations only require changes to the programs which access the 
representation, not to the basic program. 

One important insight which should be cultivated in this process is the 
distinction between the concepts of function and algorithm. The idea of 
function is mathematical and is independent of any notion of computation; 
the meaning of “algorithm” is computational, the effect of an algorithm being 
to compute a function. Thus there are typically many algorithms which will 
compute a specific function. 

This text is not meant to be a programming manual for LISP. A 
certain amount of time is spent giving insights into techniques for writing 
LISP functions. There are two reasons for this. First, the style of LISP 
programming is quite different from that of “normal” programming. LISP 
was one of the first languages to exploit the virtues of recursive 
programming and explore the power of procedure-valued variables. Second, 
we will spend a great deal of time discussing various levels of implementation 
of the language. LISP is an excellent medium for introducing standard 
techniques in data structure manipulation. Techniques for implementation of 
recursion, implementation of complex data structures, storage management, 
and symbol table manipulation are easily motivated in the context of 
language implementation. Many of these standard techniques first arose in 
the implementation of LISP. But it is pointless to attempt a discussion of 
implementation unless the reader has a thorough grasp of the language.
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Granting the efficacy of our endeavor in abstraction, why study LISP? 
LISP is at least fifteen years old and many new languages have been 
proposed. The difficulty is that the appropriate combination of these 
features is not present in any other language. LISP unifies and rationalizes 
many divergent formulations of language constructs. One might surmise that 
a new language, profiting from LISP’s experience, would make a better 
pedagogical tool. A strong successor has not arrived, and toy languages are 
suspect for several reasons. The student may suspect that he is a subject in a 
not too clever experiment being performed upon him by his instructor. 
Having a backlog of fifteen years of experience and example programs 
should do much to alleviate this discomfort. The development of LISP also 
shows many of the mistakes that the original implementors and designers 
made. We will point out the flaws and pitfalls awaiting the unwary language 
designer. 

We claim the more interesting aspects of LISP for students of computer 
science lie not in its features as a programming language, but in what it can 
show about the structure of computer science. There is a rapidly expanding 
body of knowledge unique to computer science, neither mathematical nor 
engineering per se. Much of this area is presented most clearly by studying 

Again there are two ways to look at a high level language: as a 
mathematical formalism, and as a programming language. LISP is a better 
formalism than most of its mathematical rivals because there is sufficient 
organizational complexity present in LISP so as to make its implementation a 
realistic computer science task and not just an interesting mathematical 
curiosity. Much of the power of LISP lies in its simplicity. The data 
structures are rich enough to easily describe sophisticated algorithms but not 
so rich as to become obfuscatory. Most every aspect of the implementation of 
LISP and its translators has immediate implications to the implementation of 
other languages and to the design of programming languages in general. 

We will describe language translators (interpreters and compilers) as 
LISP functions. The structure of these translafors when exposed as LISP 
functions aids immensely in understanding the essential character of such 
translators. This is partly due to the simplicity of the language, but perhaps 
more due to our ability to go right to the essential translating algorithm 
without becoming bogged down in details of syntax. 

LISP has very important implications in the field of programming 
language semantics, and is the dominant language in the closely related study 
of provability of properties of programs. The idea of proving properties of 
programs has been around for a very long time. Goldstein and von 
Neumann were aware of the practical benefits of such endeavors. J. 
McCarthy’s work in LISP and the Theory of Computation sought to 
establish formalisms and rules of inference for reasoning about programs. 
However, the working programmers recognized debugging as the only tool
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with which to generate a "correct" program, though clearly the 
non-occurrence of bugs is no guarantee of correctness. Until very recently 
techniques for establishing correctness of practical programs simply did not 
exist. 

A recent set of events is beginning to change this. 

1. Programs are becoming so large and complex that, even though we write 
in a high-level language, our intuitions are not sufficient to sustain us 
when we try to find bugs. We are literally being forced to look beyond 
debugging. 

2. The formalisms are maturing. We know a lot more about how to write 
"structured programs’, we know how to design languages whose constructs 
are more amenable to proof techniques. And most importantly, the tools 
we need for expressing properties of programs are finally being 
developed. 

The development of on-line techniques. The on-line system, with its 
sophisticated display editors, debuggers and file handlers, is the only 
reason that the traditional means of construction and modification of 
complex programs and systems has been able to survive this long. The 
interactive experience can now be adapted to program verifiers and 
synthesizers. 

ad
 

This view of the programming process blends well with the LISP 
philosophy. We will show that the most natural way to write LISP programs 
is “structured” in the best sense of the word, being clean in control structure, 
concise by not attempting to do too much, and independent of a particular 
data representation. 

Many of the existing techniques for establishing correctness originated 
in McCarthy's investigations of LISP; and some very recent work on 
mathematical models for programming languages is easily motivated from a 
discussion of LISP. 

LISP is the starting point for those interested in Artificial Intelligence. 
It is no longer the "research" language, but has become the "systems" 
language for A.I. Today's research languages are built on LISP, using LISP 
as a machine language. 

Finally there are certain properties of LISP-like languages which make 
them the natural candidate for interactive program specification. In the 
chapter on implications of LISP we will characterize "LISP-like” and show 
how interactive methods can be developed. 

This text is primarily designed for undergraduates and therefore an 
attempt is made to make it self-contained. There are basically five areas in 
which to partition the topics: the mechanics of the language, the evaluation 
of expressions in LISP, the static structure of LISP, the dynamic structure of
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LISP, and the efficient representation of data structures and algorithms. 
Each area builds on the previous. Taken as a group these topics introduce 
much of what is interesting computer science. 

The first area develops the programming philosophy of LISP: the use 
of data structures in programming; the language primitives, recursion, and 
other control structures. The second area, involving a careful study of the 
meaning of evaluation in LISP, gives insights into other languages and to 
the general question of implementation. The next two areas are involved 
with implementation. The section on static structure deals with the basic 
organization of memory for a LISP machine -- be it hardware or simulated 
in software. The dynamics of LISP discusses the primitive control structures 
necessary for implementation of the LISP control structures and procedure 
calls. LISP compilers are discussed here. The final section relates our 
discussion of LISP and its implementation to the more traditional material of 
a data structures course. We discuss the problems of efficient representation 
of data structures. By this point the student should have a better 
understanding of the uses of data structures and should be motivated to 
examine these issues with a better understanding. 

A large collection of problems has been included. The reader is urged 
to do as many as possible. The problems are mostly non-trivial, they attempt 
to be realistic, introducing some new information which the readers should 

be able to discover themselves. There are also a few rather substantial 
projects. At least one should be attempted. There is a significant difference 
between being able to program small problems and being able to handle 
large projects. Small programming projects can be accomplished in spite of 
any admonitions about "good programming style". A large project is an 
effective demonstration of the need for elegant programming techniques. 
The text is large and covers much more than is recommended for a 
one-semester course. A typical one semester course on data structures covers: 

Chapter |: al 

Chapter 2: without 2.4, 2.5, and 2.10. 

Chapter 3: without the mathematical aspects of 3.13 

Chapter 4: without 4.7, 4.8, and the mathematical aspects of 4.11 

Chapter 5: without 5.8, 5.19, and 5.20 

Chapter 6: without 6.8, and 6.12 through 6.20 

Chapter 7: without 7.5, 7.6, and 7.10 through 7.14 
Chapter 8 is also optional. 

If a good interactive LISP implementation is available, then the pace 
can be quickened and the projects enlarged. However, if only a poor or 
mediocre implementation is accessible, then the course time is better spent 
without any actual programming, or the course should be augmented to 
include an implementation laboratory. LISP is an interactive language;
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attempts at other modes of operation do a disservice to both the language 
and the user. 

Finally a note on the structure of the text. The emphasis flows from the 
abstract to the specific, beginning with a description of the domain of LISP 
functions and the operations defined over that domain, and moves to a 
discussion of the details of efficient implementation of LISP-like languages. 
The practical-minded programmer might be put off by the “irrelevant” 
theory and the theoretical-minded mathematician might be put off by the 
“irrelevant” details of implementation. If you lie somewhere between these 
two extremes, then welcome. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Symbolic Expressions 

Li Introduction 

This book is a study of data structures and programming languages; in 
particular it is a study of data structures and programming languages 
centered around the language LISP. However, this is not a manual to help 
you become a proficient LISP coder. We will study many of the formal and 
theoretical aspects of languages and data structures as well as examining the 
practical applications of data structures. We will show that this area of 
computer science is a discipline of importance and beauty, worthy of careful 
study. How are we to proceed? How do we introduce rigor into a field whose 
countenance is as ad Aoc and diverse as that of programming? We must bear 
in mind that the results of our studies are to have practical applications. We 
must not pursue theory and rigor without proper regard for practice. Our 
study is not that of pure mathematics, our results will have applications in 
everyday programming practice. However, for guidance let’s look at 
mathematics. Here is a well-established discipline rich in history and full of 
results of both practical and theoretical importance. 

One of the more fertile, yet easily introduced areas of mathematics, is 
that of elementary number theory. It is easy to introduce because everyone 
knows something about the natural numbers. Number theory studies 
properties of a certain class of operations definable over the set N of 

1



2 Symbolic expressions 1.1 

non-negative integers also called natural numbers. A very formal 

presentation might begin with a construction of N from more primitive 
notions, but it is usually assumed that the reader is familiar with the 

fundamental properties of N. In either case the next step would be to define 
the class of operations which we would allow on our domain. 

We shall begin our study of LISP in a similar manner, as an 

investigation of a certain class of operations definable over a domain of 
objects, called Symbolic Expressions. Though most people know something 
about the natural numbers, the term "symbolic expresssions” has no standard 
interpretation. We must define what we mean by “symbolic expression”. If 

we asked someone to define the domain N, the definition we would receive 
would depend on how familar that individual was with the properties of the 

natural numbers. ' 
For most people and most purposes, the following characterization of a 

natural number is satisfactory: 

I A natural number is a sequence of decimal digits. 

The definition assumes the terminology of "sequence", “decimal” and “digit” 
are known. If any of these terms are not understood, they can be further 
elaborated. However, this process of explanation and description must 
terminate. We must assume that some concepts require no further 
elaboration. The current definition suffers from a different kind of 
inadequacy. It fails to illuminate the relationships between natural numbers. 
The “meaning” of the natural numbers is missing. It is like giving a person 
an alphabet and rules for forming syntactically correct words but not 
supplying a dictionary which relates these words to the person’s vocabulary. 

If pressed for details we might attempt a more elaborate 
characterization like the following: 

1. zero is an element of N. 

II 2. If n is in N then the successor of n is in N. 

3. The only elements of N are those created by finitely many applications 
of rules 1 and 2. 

Definition II appears to be completely at the other end of the spectrum; it 
tells us very little about the appearance of the integers. It gives us an initial 
element zero and an operation called successor, which is to exhibit a new 
element, given an old one. Unless we are careful about the meaning of 
successor, definition II will be inadequate. For example if we define the 

'We will not attempt to arrive at a completely self-contained definition 
of “natural number". That is a difficult undertaking. See {Goo 57]. We will 
be satisfied with discussing some of their characteristics.
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successor of a natural number to be that same number then II is satisfied but 
unsatisfactory. 

We can define successor as a specific mapping, $, which creates new 
elements sub ject to the rules that two elements, x and y are equal just in the 
case that S(x) equals S(y); and S(x) is different from x, for any element x. 
We select a distinguished element, 0, as a notation for zero; and abbreviate 

S(O) as I, and abbreviate S(S(0)) as 2 etc. in the usual manner. 
The characterization of decimal digits given in I is syntactic. The 

notation itself tells us nothing about the interrelationships between the 
numbers, but it does give us a notation for representing them. Thus 2 can 
be used to represent two. One benefit of the S-notation is that it explicitly 
shows the means of construction. That is, it shows more of the properties of 
these numbers than just distinguishability. We shall refer to the digit 
representation as numerals and reserve the term, natural number, for the 
abstract object. Thus numerals denote, stand for, or represent the abstract 
ob jects called natural numbers; and definition I is better stated as: "a natural 

number can be represented as a finite sequence of digits". 
But notation and syntax are necessary and we must be able to give 

precise descriptions of syntactic notions. Given a choice between the two 
previous definitions, I and II, it appears that II is more precise. Much less 
is left to the imagination; given zero and a definition of successor the 

definition will act as a recipe for producing elements of N. This style of 
definition is called an inductive definition or generative definition. 

The basic content of an inductive definition of a set of objects consists 
of three parts: 

(i) A description of an initial set of objects; the elements of this set 
are the initial elements of the set we are describing in the inductive 
definition. 

IND 
(2) Given the description of some existing elements in the set, we 
are given a means of constructing more elements. 

(3) A termination clause, saying that the only elements in the set are 
those which gained admittance by either (1) or (2). 

Notice that our definition of N, in terms of zero and successor, is an instance 

of IND: we are defining the set of natural numbers: zero is initially included 
in the set; then applying the second phrase of the definition we can say that 
one is in the set since one is the successor of zero. 

We can recast the positional notation description as an inductive 
definition.
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1. A digit is a numeral. 

If n is a numeral then n followed by a digit is a numeral. 

The only numerals are those created by finitely many applications of 1 
and 2. 

y2
 
bo
 

In words, "a numeral is a digit, or a numeral followed by a digit”. 
In this application of IND, the initial set has more than one element; 

namely the ten decimal digits. Again, we assume that the questioner knows 
what “digit” means. This is a characteristic of all definitions: we must stop 
somewhere in our explication. Notice too that we assume that "followed by” 
means juxtaposition. 

Inductive definitions have been the province of mathematics for many 
years; however, computer science has developed a style of syntax specification 
called BNF (Backus-Naur Form) equations which has the same intent as that 
of inductive definitions. Here is the previous inductive definition of 
“numeral” as a set of BNF equations: 

<numeral> = <digit> 

<numeral> ::= <numeral><digit> 
As an abbreviation, the two BNF equations may also be written: 
<numeral> = <digit> | <numeral><digit>. 

A comparison between the BNF and the inductive descriptions of "numeral" 
should clarify much of the notation, but we will give a more detailed 
analysis. The symbol ":=" may be read "is a", the symbol "|" may be read 
"or". The character strings beginning with "<" and ending with ">" 
correspond to “numeral” and “digit” in 1 and 2; by convention, components of 
BNF equations which describe elements are enclosed in "<" and ">"; and 
elements which are given expdicitly are written without the "< >" fence. Thus 
“<digit>" is not a numeral but is a description; to make the definition of 
<numeral> complete we should include an equation like: 

<digit> neOlE[2;F7 (4171617 | 819 

Juxtaposition of objects implies concatenation of the syntactic objects. Thus 
"89" is an instance of "<numeral><digit>". 

It will be convenient to have notations for the abstract objects as well 
as notations for the syntactic representations. The BNF equations describe 
syntactic classes; for example, the set described by <numeral> is the syntactic 

class of numerals. ® When we are talking about a syntactic class of ob jects we 

2Note we could have written <numeral> := <digit> and 
<numeral> ::= <digit><numeral>, generating the same class, but in a different 
order. Questions of syntax and grammars will not be stressed in this book. 
See [Aho 72].
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will write <object>; when we are talking about the abstract object we will 
write <object>. For example <numeral> is the class of natural numbers. 

What should be remembered from the discussion in this section? We 
need precise ways of describing the elements of our study on data structures. 
We have seen that inductive definitions are a powerful way of describing 
sets of objects. We have seen a variant of inductive definitions called 
Backus-Naur Form equations. We will use BNF equations to describe the 
syntax of our data structures and our language. 

We have also introduced the difference between an abstract ob ject and 
a representation for that object. This distinction has been well studied in 
philosophy and mathematics, and we will see that this idea has strong 
consequences for the field of programming and computer science. Abstract 
objects and their representations will play crucial roles in this text. 

1.2 Symbolic Expressions: Abstract Data Structures 

We wish to show that the use of abstraction will benefit the study of data 
structures and LISP. To begin our study we should therefore characterize 
the domain of LISP data structures in a manner similar to what we did for 
numbers. 

Our objects are called Symbolic Expressions. Our domain of 

Symbolic Expressions is named <sexpr>. Symbolic expressions are also 
known as S-expressions or S-exprs. 

The set of symbolic expressions is defined inductively over a base set 

named <atom>. The set <atom> can itself be defined inductively. We give a 
set of BNF equations for elements of <atom> below, but the essential 
character of the domain is that it represents two kinds of objects: the literal 

atoms and the integers. The elements of <atom> are called atoms. 

<atom> : = <literal atom> | <numeral> | -<numeral> 

<literal atom>  :: = <atom letter> 

:: = <literal atom><atom letter> 

: = <literal atom><digit> 

<numeral> : = <digit> | <numeral><digit> 

<atom letter> :=A[BIC..|2 3 
<digit> ne O[1[2..|9 

A <literal atom> is therefore a string of uppercase letters and digits, sub ject 
to the provision that the first character in the atom be a letter. 

3We use ellipses here as a convenient abbreviation.
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For example: atoms non atoms 

ABC123 2A 

12 a 

A4D6 $h2 

NIL ABD. 

T (A.B) 

The characteristics of atoms which most interest us are their 
distinguishability: the atom ABC is distinguishable from the atom AB. That 

"AB" is a part of "ABC" is not germane to our current discussion. 4 Similarly, 
we will seldom need to exploit numerical relationships underlying the 
numerals; at most we will use simple counting properties. Therefore most of 
our discussions will deal with non-numeric atoms. Most implementations of 
LISP do however contain a large arithmetic entourage. Many 
implementations also give a wider class of literal atoms, allowing some special 
characters to appear; for most of our discussion the above class is quite 
sufficient. 

The domain of Symbolic expressions, calied <sexpr> is defined 

inductively over the domain <atom>. ® 

1. Any element of <atom> is an element of <sexpr>. 

2. If @, and @> are elements of <sexpr>, then the pair of @, and ap is in 

<sexpr>. Pairs are also called dotted-pairs since their standard 

representation in LISP is (@,.¢5). 

Thus <sexpr> includes <atom> as a proper subset. The notation we chose 
for the dotted-pairs is the following: 

A dotted-pair consists of a left-parenthesis followed by an 
S-expr, followed by a period, followed by an S-expr, 
followed by a right-parenthesis. 

For example, let a@, be (A.B) and @ be (1.7), then (a@,.a@,) is 

((A.B).(1.T)). 

Greek letters @ and § will be used in the text to designate pattern 
matches. In the current context the pattern matches will involve 
S-expressions; they can match any well-formed S-expression. For a further 

example, let (4.(B.C)) be (a. 8) then @ is A and B is (B.C). These 
variables are called match-variables or meta-variables. 

Finally here’s a BNF description of the full set of S-expressions. 

<sexpr> :: = <atom> | (<sexpr> . <sexpr>) 

“However, we will discuss such topics in Section 7.3 on string 
processing. 

>We will not give the termination clause, but it is assumed to hold.
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Notice that if we allow real numbers as atoms then some care would 
need to be exercised when writing S-expressions. For example, should (3.1.2) 
be interpreted as the dotted pair (3 . 1.2), as the dotted pair (3.1 . 2), or is it 
just an ill-formed expression? Interpretation of such ambiguous constructs 
will depend on the implementation; such details are discussed later. 

Examples: S-exprs non S-exprs 

A A.B 
(A.B) (A.B.C) 
((A.B).C).(A.B)) ((A. B)) 

The set described by <sexpr> is a specific syntactic representation of the 

domain <sexpr>. However, the set <sexpr> will be a convenient notation 
since it makes explicit the construction of the composite S-expr from its 

components, 6 and the notation is also consistent with LISP history. 

However there is more to the domain <sexpr> than syntax, just as 

there is more to N than positional notation.’ What are the essential features 
of S-expressions? Symbolic expressions are either atomic or they have two 
components. If we are confronted with a non-atomic S-expression then we 
want a means of distinguishing between the "first" and the “second” 
component. The "dot notation" does this for us, but obviously "(", ")", and "." 
of the dotted-pairs are simply notation or syntax. We could have just as well 
represented the dotted-pair of A and B as the set-theoretic ordered pair, 
<A,B> or any other notation which preserves the essentials of the domain 

<sexpr>. 
The distinctions between abstract objects and their representation are 

quite important. As we continue our study of more and more complex data 
structures the use of an abstract data structure instead of one of its 
representations can mean the difference between a clear and clean program 
and a confusing and complicated program. There are similar gains for us 
when we study algorithms defined over these abstract data structures. The 
less the algorithm knows about the representation of the data structure, the 

easier it will be to modify or understand that algorithm. Indeed you may 
have already experienced this phenomenon if you have programmed. A 
program written in a high-level language is almost always more 
understandable than its machine-language counterpart. The high-level 
program is more abstract whereas the machine-language program knows a 

®Just as the “successor” notation shows the construction of the numbers 
from 0. This kind of notation will be much more useful in LISP, since our 

interest in data structures will focus on the construction process and the 
interrelationships between components of an S-expr. 

72, I] in Roman numerals, 10 in binary, “zwei” in German ... are all 
representations of the same number.
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great deal about representations. Finally, if you still doubt that 
representations make a difference in clarity, try doing long division in 
Roman numerals. We will say much more about abstraction and 
representation in algorithms and data structures as we proceed. 

1.3 Trees: Representations of Symbolic expressions 

Besides the more conventional typographical notations, S-expressions also 
have interesting graphical representations. S-exprs have a natural 
interpretation as a structure which we call a LISP-tree or L-tree. 

Here are some L-trees: 

A B NIL 

I 2 A 
DE 

We can give an inductive definition: 

1. Any element of <atom> is an L-tree. 

2. If n; and no are L-trees then 

ny no 

also forms an L-tree. Most important: there are no intersecting branches. 
Later we will talk about more general structures called list-structures. 

You can see how to interpret S-exprs as L-trees. The atoms are 
interpreted as terminal nodes; and since non-atomic S-exprs always have two 
sub-expressions we can write the first sub-expression as the left branch of an 
L-tree and the second sub-expression as the right branch.
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For example: 

(A.B) (A .{B.C)) ((A.B).C) 

S/d A 
Other representations of LISP-trees are possible; for example 

(A .(B .C)) can be expressed as: 

et A 

or: 

—EE+——EBIe 
These tast two representations are called box-notation. 

Please keep in mind the distinction between the abstract S-expr and the 
several representations which we have shown. The question of 
representation is so important and will occur so frequently that we introduce 

notation for a representational mapping, #. To represent domain D in 

domain E, we will define a function Rp,¢ which usually will be specified 

inductively, and will express the desired mapping. 

For example a representational mapping RP esexproat-tree can be given: 

R[ <atom> |] = <atom> 

and for @ and @ in <sexpr>: 

RI[(o . 8) ]] - 

Re] Rie] 
Typically context will determine the appropriate subscript on the 

Rt-mapping; thus we will omit it. 

Problems 

1. Which of the following are dotted-pairs? 

a.(X.¥) vb. ((A.(B.C)) c. A2 d.(X .¥2.Z) 

2. Write the following as LISP trees: 
a. ((A.B).(B.(C.D))) b. (((A.B).C).£) 
ce. (X. NIL) .(Y .(Z. NIL))) d. (NIL . NIL)
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3. Write the following Hee trees as S-exprs: 

na 
A NIL 

  ee Tee 
oka NIL 

QUOTE NIL 

14 Primitive Functions 

So far we have described the domain of abstract objects called S-exprs and 
have exhibited several representations for these objects. We will now 
describe some functions or operations to be performed on this domain. We 
need to be a bit careful here. We are about to see one of the main differences 
between mathematics and computer science: mathematics emphasizes the idea 
of function; computer science emphasizes the idea of algorithm, process, or 
procedure. 

Mathematically a function is simply a mapping such that for any given 
argument in the domain of the function there exists a unique corresponding 
value. In elementary set theory, a definition of function f involves saying that 
f is a set of ordered pairs f = { <x), 9)>,..}; the xs are all distinct and the 

value of the function f for an argument x; is defined to be the corresponding 

4; No rule of computation is given to locate values; with the first definition 

it is implicit that the internal structure of the mapping doesn’t matter; in the 
set-theoretic definition, the correspondence is explicitly given. 

An algorithm or procedure is a process for computing values for a 
function. The factorial function, n/, can be computed by many different 
algorithms; but as a function it is a set 

{<OI>, <LI>, <2,2>, <3,6>, .<nnl, ..}. 

The domain of a function is the set of all values for which the function is
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defined; the range of a function is the set of all values which the function 

takes on. A careful definition of a function requires specification of a 
further set called the domain of discourse. The domain of discourse, named 

D, consists of all possible values which may occur as the argument to a 

function. If the domain of a particular function f coincides with D then f is 

said to be a total function over D, if there are elements of D which are not 

in the domain of f then f is a partial function over D, and f is said to be 
undefined for those values. For example, the factorial function is typically 
considered to be partial over the integers: total for the natural numbers, but 
undefined for negative integers. Thus the concept of “total” or "partial" is 
relative to a specified domain of discourse. However, a function f total over 

a domain D, can be extended to be total over a domain D,uDp by assigning 

values to f(d) for déDz-D,. In this way, for example, factorial can be 

extended to be total over the integers by defining n/ to be O for n less than 
0. We may extend the range of a function when we extend the domain; thus 
f(d) need not be in the range of the original f. For example, we added 0 to 
the range when we extended the factorial function. When we extend the 
range we must specify what additions have been made. 

A substantive decision needs to be made on how we are to handle 

partial functions. ® Since we are attempting to be reasonably realistic about 
our modelling of computation we should be as precise as possible in our 
formalism. We could introduce a class of error values and include them in 
the range of f; these values would be given as the result of applying f to an 
argument not in its domain; or we could simply say that the result is 

"unspecified". ° We shall pick an intermediate position; we shall introduce 

one new element, L, called "unspecified" or “undefined”, or “bottom”. 10 We 
will define all our functions over domains augmented with this element; thus 

constructs like f{L) = @ are allowed. For the moment, think of L as covering 
all anomalous conditions which could be detected and printed as error 
messages; later we will refine this interpretation. 

As we define new data structures we will frequently want to extend our 
functions to larger domains. For most of our purposes, a function f defined 
on (an augmented domain) D will be extended to a larger domain, DuD,, by 

Partial functions occur naturally in computation. Most programs will 
fail to give results under some circumstances. The function which that 
program is computing is a partial function. Some error conditions can 
produce error messages; some error conditions may cause the program to 
loop. We will analyze both situations. 

°How “unspecified” manifests itself on a machine will depend on the 
implementation. Sometimes error messages are given; sometimes not. 

1"bottom” is sometimes written w.
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defining f(d,) = f(L) for d,¢D,-D, 1] therefore f(-L) need not be L. 

However many of the functions which we will examine are defined such that 

ft... L,..) = .. Functions which possess this property are called strict 
functions. 

To apply this discussion of L to S-exprs we will define an extended 

domain § to be: 

$= <sexpr> u {1} 

Then we can talk about functions which are total over S or over <sexpr>, 

and we will talk about functions which are partial over <sexpr>. When we 
ask if an S-expr function is partial or total without specifying a domain, we 

are asking the question over the natural, unextended domain, <sexpr>. 
We will now move towards a more algorithmic presentation. We will 

return to the mathematical aspects occasionally, but our main concern in this 
text is a treatment of algorithms expressed in LISP. We will continue to say 
"LISP function" or just "function", but what we are expressing or describing 
is a particular algorithm or procedure, not a function in the mathematical 
sense. When we wish to stress the distinction we will use “procedure” or 
“algorithm”. 

The first LISP function we consider is cons. This binary function is 
used to generate S-exprs from less complicated S-exprs. cons is called a 

constructor-function and is a strict function; '? it is a total function over the 

domain S. More precisely, since cons is a binary function, each argument of 

cons is free to take on values from S. '? Whenever cons is presented with two 

elements @ and 8 from <sexpr>, cons[a,;8) returns a new S-expr (a. B). 

Interpreted as a LISP-tree, cons{a,8) forms a new LISP tree which has a left 

branch @ and has a right branch 8. 

For example: conslA; B] = (A. B) 

consl(A . B); C) = ((A.B).C) 

Expressions which can have a value, are called forms. S-exprs are 
forms since they are the constants of our language: the value of a constant is 
that constant. Function applications are forms: the value is the result of 
performing the designated function on the designated arguments. 

Notice that we are designating function application in LISP by 

'!The exception to this extension convention involves the definition of 
predicates which can tell whether or not an arbitrary element is in a specified 
domain. These predicates always give true or false when applied to any 

element other than 1. 

'2For an alternative interpretation of cons see [Fri 76a). 
'3We could also say that cons is total over the Cartesian product SxS.
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“function name, followed by a list of arguments delimited by ‘’ and ‘7." '4 
The ‘...}-notation is part of the LISP syntax and we will reserve 
..)-notation for the function application of mathematics. In a few places in 
our discussions the distinction will be important. Typically the distinctions 
will occur when we wish to distinguish between the LISP algorithm and the 
mathematical function computed by that algorithm. 

A critical distinction has already arisen in discussing forms like 
cons(A;B]. The constructor cons is actually an algorithm. Since it is a 
primitive algorithm it will be represented on a machine by a sequence of 
operations which depend on the implementation of S-exprs and depend on 
the primitive operations of the hardware machine. The process of extracting 
a value from the form cons[A; B] is called evaluation. Evaluation is an 
algorithmic idea; there is no idea of evaluation involved with the concept of 
“function”. To reinforce this algorithmic interpretation we will say things 
like “a function returns as value ..." meaning the algorithmic representation 
of a function computes and produces a value. 

We have two strict, unary selector functions, car and car, 15 for 

traversing LISP-trees. We already know the meaning of “strict"; a unary 
function expects one argument; and a selector function is a data structure 
manipulating function which will select a component of a composite data 
structure. Such LISP functions are called selectors since they will select 

components of non-atomic elements of <sexpr>. Thus car and cdr are 

partial functions over <sexpr>: they give values in <sexpr> only for 

non-atomic arguments; they give L whenever they are presented with an 
atomic argument. 

When given a non-atomic argument, (a . 8), car returns as value the 

first subexpression, a; cdr (pronounced could-er) returns as value the second 

sub-expression 8. 

For example: carl(A. B))= A 

car[A] = 

cdrv[(A. B)) = B 

carvl(A .(B.C))] = (B.C) 

car[((A. B).C)) = (A.B) 

The syntax equations for forms are given on page 17. 

'8These names are hold-overs from the original implementation of 
LISP on an IBM 704. That machine had partial-word instructions to 

reference the address and decrement parts of a machine location. The @ of 
car comes from "address", the d of cdr comes from “decrement”. The c and 7 
come from “contents of” and "register". Thus car could be read "contents of 
address part of register”.
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We will include functional composition as a notation for combining 
LISP expressions. The composition of two unary functions f and g is 

another function, denoted in mathematics by feg. The value of an 

expression, fog[x], is the value of f{g{x]]. That is, the value of feg[x] is a z 

such that y is the value of glx] and z is the value of fly]. fog may be 
undefined for several reasons: g{x] may be undefined and f is strict, or fly] 
may be undefined. 

Here are some examples of composition: 

carecdr[(A .(B .C))] = carledri(A . (B.C) = carl(B.C)]= B 

cdrecdr{(A .(C . B))} = cdr{car{(A .(C. B)) I) = cdr[(C . B)) = B 

edr{cdr[A]] = 1 

car{ed7[(A . BJ = 

carlcons[X;A}] = X — cdr[cons[¥;X]] = X 

All the functions in these examples are strict; for that reason, if glx] gives L 

then the composition foglx] also gives L. That need not be the case if f is 
non-strict. 

The composition of many car and cdr functions occurs so frequently 
that an abbreviation has been developed. Given such a composition, we 
select in left-to-right order, the relevant a’s and d’s in the car’s and cdr’s. We 
sandwich this string of a’s and d's between a left-hand ¢ and a right-hand r 
and give the composition this name. 

For example: cadr[x] <= carledr[x]] 

caddrix) <= carledrledr[x]]] 

cdar{x] <= edr{car[x]] 

These compositions are also called car-cdr-chains, and are useful in 
traversing LISP-trees. The notation "<=" is to be read “is defined to be the 
function ...". This notation is only a temporary convenience and not part of 
LISP. Soon we will study what is involved in giving and using definitions 
in LISP (Section 3.4). For the moment intuition will suffice. 

It is useful to introduce some terminology for the components of a 
function definition. Let 

fix; oy Xnl <= E 

represent a typical definition. The name of the function is f; the body of the 

function is the expression £) The list (x); ...j X;] appearing after the function 

name is called the formal parameter list. The elements of the formal 
parameter fist are called formal parameters and will play a role similar to
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that of variables in mathematics. '® Therefore we will also refer to formal 

parameters as variables. Lower-case identifiers '? will be used as variables 
and function names. So for example Y and CAR are atoms; y and cer could 
be used as variables. Be clear on the distinction between LISP variables like 

x, y or foo, and the match variables '® like @ or B. If @ and 6 denote 

S-expressions then (@ . 8) denotes a well-formed S-expr. The construction, 
(x . ), is not well-formed, but cons[x,y] is correct. 

A function is applied using the common notation of function 
application: 

flay; «5 Gq] 

The a;’s are called actual parameters; for an application to be well formed, 

the actual parameters must agree in number with the formal parameters of 
the definition and they are to be associated in a one-for-one order, a; with x;. 

Thus in the expression cer{edr[(A . B)]] the actual parameter to the car 
function is cdr[(A.B)], and the actual parameter to cdr is (A.B). The 
process of associating formal parameters with actual parameters is called 
binding. A large part of our study will invoive various aspects of the 
binding process. 

It is convenient to introduce some terminology to distinguish between 
an algorithmic idea and its mathematical counterpart. The phrase 
"function call" is used to name the procedural counterpart to 
“function application". LISP is called an applicative language since it is 
based on the idea of function application. Mathematically speaking, a 
composition of functions is simply another function -- ie. a mapping -- and 
therefore nothing need be said about how to compute composed functions. 
From a computational point of view, we want to express evaluation of 
expressions involving composed functions in terms of the evaluation of 
subexpressions. This would allow us to describe a complex computation in 
terms of an appropriate sequence of subsidiary computations. One of the 
more natural ways to evaluate expressions involving compositions is to 
evaluate the inner-most expressions first, then work outwards. Assume 
arguments to multi-argument functions are evaluated in left-to-right order. 
Thus: 

cons[earl(A . B)ljcdri(A. (1. 2))1] reduces to cons[A;cdr[(A . (2. 2))]) 
reduces to cons[A;(1 . 2)] 
reduces to (A. (1. 2)) 

This may seem to be a simple operation but in fact evaluation is a very 

‘©The behavior of formal parameters and variables is mot identical. 
We will say more about the distinction in Section 4.1. 

See page 17 for the BNF equations for <identifier>. 

'8aiso called meta-variables
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complex process. The value of an expression may depend on the order in 
which we do things. For example, consider the evaluation of 
seconalcar[A]; B] where secondlx,y] <= y. If we expect second to be a strict 

function, then second[car[A]; B] must return 1 even though it is reasonable 
to believe that the value of the computation should be B since second does 
not visibly depend on the value of its first parameter. It appears that if we 
postponed the evaluation of the arguments until those values were actually 
needed, then at least this problem would be solved. However, the 

consequences of defining a function to be strict are severe; they cannot be 
sidestepped by resorting to different schemes for evaluating arguments. 
There is an alternative, but not particularly attractive, strategy for assigning 
strictness: we could examine the body of the function; if the function uses all 
its parameters, then it’s strict. If the function doesn’t depend on one or more 
parameters, then it’s non-strict. Thus with this interpretation, second is 
non-strict. We prefer the initial interpretation, reasoning that, if a function 

is passed bad information, then we wish to know about it, even if the 

function does not use that specious result. 
Strictness is closely related to evaluation schemes for parameter passing. 

Here are two common techniques: 

CBV Evaluate the arguments to a function; pass those evaluated 
arguments to the function. 

This scheme, called Call By Value, is what we were informally using to 
evaluate the previous examples. 

An alternative evaluation process is Call By Name: 

CBN Pass the unevaluated arguments into the body of the function. 

Assuming second is defined to be strict, then second[car[ A]; B] yields under 
either CBV or CBN. However if we define second to be non-strict then CBV 

and CBN will both give value B. With CBV, x is bound to 1; while with 

CBN x is bound to ca7{A]. 
Further relationships between evaluation schemes and strictness will be 

investigated. On page 21 we discuss non-terminating computations. In 
Chapter 3 we will discuss evaluation techniques and will give a precise 
characterization of the evaluation of LISP expressions. On page 20 we will 
introduce a non-strict language construct but, until that time, intuitive 
application of CBV will suffice. 

We must exercise care when discussing the process of evaluation; the 
function we are characterizing by computing its values will often depend on 
our choice of evaluation scheme.
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Before introducing a further class of LISP expressions we summarize 
the syntax of the LISP expressions allowed so far: 

<form> s= <constant> | <application> | <variable> 

<constant> ne <S€xpr> (where <sexpr> is given on page 6) 

<application> == <function-part>[<arg>; ..;<arg>] 

<function-part> «= <identifier> 

<arg> us <form> 

<variable> s= <identifier> 

<identifier> = <letter> | <identifier><letter> | <identifier><digit> 

<letter> ssafble ..|z 

<digit> se I{2[..|9 

The use of ellipses in the last equation is an abbreviation we have seen 
before. The use of ellipses in the <application> equation is different. It is an 
abbreviation meaning “zero or more occurrences". Thus the equation means 
an <application> is a <function-part> followed by the symbol "{" followed by 
zero of more <arg>’s followed by the symbol "]". This use of ellipses can 
always be replaced by a sequence of BNF equations. for example, this 
instance can be replaced by: 

<application> := <function-part>[<arg-list>] | <function-parte[ ] 
<arg-list> n= <arg> | <arg-list>;<arg> 

To improve readability we will frequently violate these syntax equations, 

allowing function names containing special characters, e.g. factx, fib’ or + ; or 
writing x+y instead of +[x,y]. No attempt will be made to characterize these 
violations; occurrences of them should be clear from context. 

Notice that the class <form> is a collection of LISP expressions which 
can be evaluated. A <form> is either: 

1. a constant: the value is that constant. 

2. an application: we’ve said a bit about evaluation schemes for these 
constructs. 

3. a variable: a variable in LISP will typically have an associated value in 
some environment. 

We will wait to Section 3.4 for a precise description. 
An important constraint on LISP forms which is not covered by the 

syntax equations is the requirement that functions are defined as being n-ary 
for some fixed n. Any n-ary LISP function must have exactly n arguments 
presented to it whenever it is applied. Thus cons[A], cons(A,;B,;C], and 

car{A;B] are all ill-formed expressions and therefore denote L.
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Problems 

1. Discuss cons{car[x];edr{[xJ]] = x. 

2. Discuss cons{car{e);cdr{a]) = a. 

1.5 Predicates and Conditional Expressions 

We cannot generate a very exciting theory based simply on car, edr, and cons 
with functional composition. Before we can write reasonably interesting 
algorithms we must have some way of performing conditional actions. To do 
this we first need predicates. A LISP predicate is a function returning a 
value representing truth or falsity. We will represent the concepts of true 

and false by t and f respectively. Since these truth values are distinct from 

elements of S, we will set up a new domain Tr which will consist of the 

elements, t and f. As usual the extra element L is included so that we may 

talk about partial predicates just as we talked about partial functions on 

<sexpr>. !° 
LISP has two primitive predicates. The first is a strict unary predicate 

named atom; atom is total over <sexpr>, and is a special kind of predicate 
called a recognizer or a discriminator. Recognizers are used to determine 

the type of an instance of a data structure. Thus afom will return t if the 

argument denotes an atom, and will return f if the argument is a non-atomic 
S-expr. 

atom[ A] = atom[NIL] = t 

atom{(A . B)] =f 

atom[car[(A . B))) = t 

atom[.L] = 1 

What should we do about the value of constructs like: cons[atom[A]; Al? 

The evaluation of atom[A] gives t, but t is not an element of S and thus is 
not appropriate as an argument to cons. Using our discussion of page i1, we 
extend the domains of the S-expr primitives to 

S, = SuTr 

For example, for s€Tr:car[s] = ca7[.L], and cons{s; A) = cons{L; A] 

'94 word for the previous LISP user: our use of t and f marks our 
first major break from current LISP folklore. The typical LISP trick is to 

use the atoms T and N/L rather than ¢ and f as truth values. Our 
convention will disallow some mixed compositions of LISP functions and 
predicates. We will relax this restriction when we write LISP programs.
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Since those primitives are strict with respect to undefined we have: 

atom[t] = 1 

cons[L; A] = Lb 

cons[A; L] = + 

Notice that we now have two separate domains: S-expressions and truth 
values. Since we will be writing functions over several domains we will need 
a general recognizer for each domain to assure that the operations defined on 
each abstract data structure are properly applied. Thus we introduce the 

recognizer issexpr which will give t on the domain of S-exprs, f for for any 

element not in <sexpr> and will give L for L. 

issexpr[(A . B)) = issexpr[A] = t 

issexprit] = f 

issexpriL] = 1 

Another primitive predicate we need is named eq. It is a strict binary 

predicate, partial over the set <sexpr>; it will give a truth value only if its 

arguments are both atomic. It returns t if the arguments denote the same 

atom; it returns f if the arguments represent different atoms. eg yields 1 if 

either argument to eg denotes an element not in the set <atom>. 

egiA;A] = t eq AB) = f 

eqt(A . B); A) = 1 egl(A. B)(A. B= b 

eqleqlA;B];D) = 1 egiLjx) = 4 

egicar[(A . B)),carledr{(A . (B.C))]]) = f 

Rather than define a version of eg, say eqy,, which is defined over Tr 

and acts like eg, we will simply extend the definition of eg to S, so that it 

may compare two elements of Tr. 

egit,;t] = t eg ft] = 1 

eg ff) = ¢ eqit;¥] = f 

egi AA] = 1 

We need to include a construct in our language to effect a 
test-and-branch operation. In LISP this operation is indicated by the 
conditional expression. It is written: 

[py > ey; Po > Cn, 5 Py > nl
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Each p; is an expression which takes on values in the set Tr or gives L; each 

e; is an expression which will give a value in S,. We will restrict the 

conditional expression such that all the e, must have values in the same 

domain or be ; ie. all be in <sexpr> or all be in Tr. 
Assuming that an instance of a conditional expression meets this 

restriction, the rule for evaluation is given by the following: 

We evaluate the p;’s from left to right, finding the first 

which returns value t. When we find such a pi we 

evaluate the corresponding e. The value of the 

conditional expression is the value computed by that e; if 

all of the p;s evaluate to f then the conditional expression 

gives L. The conditional expression also gives L if we 

come across a p,; which has value before we reach a p; 

with value t. 

For example: 

[atom [A] > B; eg [AX A. B)] > C]=B 

Notice that the p» expression is undefined, but the conditional gives value B 

since p; gives value {; this means that conditional expressions are non-strict. 

(eg [A;(A . B)] > C; atom [A] > B) = 1 

Here a reordering makes the evaluation return L. 

[atom [(A . B)] > B; 
eg [A; BJ + C; 
eq [car[(A. B)J;cdr[(B. AJ > EE] = E 

This example is more complex so, to improve readibility, we split the 
conditional clauses across several lines. This stylistic formatting is called 
pretty printing. 

[eg [A; A} > t; atom [A] > fJ = t 

[eq [A; A] > t; atom [A] > B) = 1 

Note that non-strictness is relative to a single domain; thus the last example 

above gives L since it contains e/s of differing domains. 

Frequently it is convenient to use a special form of the conditional 
expression where the final p, is guaranteed to be true. There are many 

expressions which always evaluate to ¢; egl/;l] is one. The simplest 

expression is the constant t.
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Consider the special form:  [p, > e,;..;t > e,] 

If we know that the previous p;s are either true or false, 20 the final 

Pn > encase is a catch-all or otherwise-case which will be executed if none of 

the previous p;s give t. Thus the use of t in this context can be read 

“otherwise”; and the conditional can be read: 

"If p, is true then ey, else if po is true then ..., otherwise e,” 

The introduction of conditional expressions has further widened the 
gap between traditional mathematical theories and computational theories. 
Previously we could almost side-step the issue of order of evaluation; it didn’t 

really matter unless L was involved. But now the very definition of meaning 
of conditionals involves an order of evaluation. 

The order of evaluation is important from a computational viewpoint: 

if we are going to give as value the leftmost e; whose p; evaluates to t, then 

there is no need to compute any of the other e/s; those values will never be 

used. A more pressing difficulty is that of partial functions. If we did not 
impose an order of evaluation on the components of a conditional, then 
frequently we would attempt to evaluate expressions which would lead to 

undefined results: [egl0;0] > 1; car[A]] gives 1 using the meaning of 
conditionals, whereas the expression would be undefined if we were required 

to evaluate car[A]. If we think of an occurrence of L being mapped to an 
error message, evaluating car[A] would cause termination of the computation. 

But, if we continue to allow £ as an argument or value, then we can 
characterize the effect of a conditional expression as a non-strict function. 

Recall, a non-strict function is allowed to return a value other than L when 

one of its arguments is 1; or, put another way, we don’t examine the 
definedness of arguments before applying the function. 

For example, let if(x,y,z) be the conditional function 21 computed by: 

[x + y; tz] We can define if as a non-strict function such that: 

y if x ist 

if(xy,z)= xifxisf 
if xis L 

However there is more to the "strictness" implied by conditional 
expressions than just making sure that proper arguments are passed on 
function calls. 

Consider the following algorithm: 

one[x] <= [x=0 3 1; 3 onelx-1]] 
Assume that one is non-strict and assume the domain of discourse is the 

integers. That means, one will try to compute with any (integer) argument it 

20We must also know that all the e’s are elements of the same domain. 

2!Notice we are writing ‘(...)’ rather than ‘L...] since we are talking about 
the function and not the algorithm. See page 12.
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is given. The algorithm for one defines a function giving J for any 
non-negative integer and is undefined for any other number. From a 
computational point of view, however, onel-1] appears “undefined” in a 
different sense from car[A] being "undefined". The computation one[-1] does 
not terminate and is said to diverge. For a partial function like car, we can 
give an error message whenever we attempt to apply the function to an 
atomic argument, but we cannot expect to include tests like “if the 

computation fla] does not terminate then give error No. 15."?? From the 
purely functional point of view, one still defines the partial function which is 
1 for the non-negative integers, but computationally there’s an important 
distinction to be made. 

So we see that a computation may be “undefined” for two reasons: it 
involves a non-terminating computation or it involves applying a partial 

function to a value not in its domain. @? Note that the distinction between 
"undefined" and "diverges" is fuzzy. If we restrict the domain of one to the 
natural numbers, then one[-J] denotes 1 rather than diverges. Or, put 
another way, "undefined strictness" is a special case of “divergent strictness" 
where we are able to predict which computations will not terminate. Those 
cases can be checked by defining the function to be strict over a domain 
which rules out those anomalies. Thus a case can be made for identifying 

divergent computations with 1; however there is typically more to 
non-termination that just "wrong kind of arguments”. 

We want to extend our discussion of strictness to encompass divergence. 
Recall the discussion on page 15 of second[x,; y] <= y. Defining second to be 
strict required that each application of second determine whether either 

argument denoted 1+. If we want second to be strict with respect to 
divergence, then we must test each argument for divergence. That implies 
evaluation of each of the arguments, which in turn implies that if a 
computation of an argument diverges, then the computation of the function 
application must also diverge. This implies that it is natural to associate 
"strict with respect to divergence” with CBV, since in the process of checking 
for termination, we must compute values. However if a function is strict then 
calling style doesn’t matter. In contrast, a non-strict function does not check 
arguments for divergence, and indeed the divergence of a computation may 
depend on the calling style. Consider the evaluation of secondlone[-1]; B] 
where one is total over the integers. This evaluation will diverge under CBV 
while it converges to B using CBN. 

We cannot require all our functions to be strict if we expect to do any 
non-trivial computation. That is, we need a function which can determine its 

value without computing the values of all of its arguments --a “don’t care 

22 discussion of such topics involves a description of the "halting 
problem" for computational devices. See [Rog 67] for details. 

23Compare w-undefined and E-undefined in [Mor 68].
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condition"--. The conditional function is such a non-strict function. That is 

if(t,q;r) has value g without knowing anything about what happens to r. In 

particular, if(t.g;L) = ¢ and if(f Lr) = r. Now since if is to be a function 

and therefore single-valued, if if(t;g,1)=q then for any argument x, 

if(t,q;x) = q. Notice that L is now carrying an additional “don’t-care" 
interpretation, this is consistent with its previous meaning when we think of 

the function being computed by the algorithm. 
Even given that a computational definition is desired, there are other 

plausible interpretations of conditionals. Consider the definition: 

glx,y] <= [liclx] > 1;t > 1]. Assuming that lic is a total predicate, any value 
computed by g will be /. But requiring left-to-right evaluation could spend a 
great deal of unnecessary computation if dic is a dong involved calculation. 
One might further request that gfx,y] give J even if lic is non-terminating. 
Questions of evaluation are non-trivial. We will spend two chapters, 
Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, discussing LISP evaluation and its possible 
alternatives. 

What benefits have resulted from our study of 4 and divergence? We 
should have a clearer understanding of the difference between function and 
algorithm and a better grasp of the kinds of difficulties which can befall a 
computation. We have uncovered an important class of detectable errors. 
The character of these miscreants is that they occur in the context of 
supplying the wrong kind of argument to a function. This kind of error is 
called a type fault, meaning that we expected an argument of a specific type, 
that is from a specific domain, and since it was not forthcoming, we refuse to 

perform any kind of calculation. Thus atom[f] and cons(t;A] are undefined 
since both expect elements of S$ as arguments. Divergent computations are 
equally repugnant but there is no general method for testing whether an 
arbitrary calculation will terminate. 

This discussion concludes the applicative portion of LISP constructs. It 
may not seem like you can do much useful computation with such a limited 
collection of operations as those proposed so far for LISP; there are no 
assignment statements or explicit control constructs. Things are not quite as 
trivial as they might seem. In elementary number theory all you have is zero 
and some simple functions, and elementary number theory is far from 
"elementary." Manipulation of our primitives, with composition, and 
conditional expressions, coupled with techniques for definition can also 
become complicated. 

Let’s apply the LISP constructs which we now have, and define a new 
LISP function. For example: our predicate eq is defined only for atomic 
arguments. We would like to test for equality of arbitrary S-exprs. What 
should this more complex equality mean? By equality we mean: as trees, the 
S-exprs have the same branching structure; and the corresponding terminal 
nodes are labeled by the same atoms. Thus, we would like to define a 
predicate, equal, such that:
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equall(A . B)({A. B)) = 

equallA;A] = t 

equall(A. B)(B. A) = f 

equall(A .(B.C))(A.(B.C))] = t 

equall(A .(B.C));((A.B).C)l =f 

Here’s an informal description of the egual predicate. 

1. If both arguments are atomic then see what eq says about them. We can 
test if they are both atomic by using atom and a conditional expression. 

2. If one is atomic and the other is not they can’t be equal S-exprs. 

3. Otherwise both are non-atomic S-exprs. Both have two sub-expressions. 
Look at both first subexpressions. If these sub-expressions are not equal 
then the original expressions cannot be equal either. If the first 
subexpressions are equal then the question of whether or not the original 
expressions are equal depends on the equality of the second 
subexpressions. Thus the following definition: 

equallx;y] <= [atom[x] > [atomly] > eg [x,y]; t > f); 

atomly) > f; 
equal [carlx],carly]) > equal{cdr[x],;cdr[y]]; 

t > f] 

Notice that the third informal clause translates into a LISP conditional clause 
which involves applications of the equal predicate itself. The use of recursive 
definitions is an important and powerful programming tool. 

Notice too that we use nested conditional expressions in equal: e, is 

itself a conditional. Also we have used predicates in the e; positions at eg and 

€,1; this is allowable, and in fact expected, since equal is a predicate. 

Let’s show that equal does perform correctly for a specific example. 
This will also show a complicated evaluation of a conditional expression. 
We will use the call-by-value rules. We will perform the evaluation by 
substituting the evaluated actual parameters for the formal parameters in the 

body of the definition. Then we will simplify the resulting expression. 24 

24T his is not the method LISP uses to perform call-by value, but it has 
the same computational effect in most cases. The anomalous cases involve an 
important area in language design. For example, how should /12;3] be 
evaluated when f{x,y] <= +[x,[y;z]] ?
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equall(A . B),A . C)] reduces to: 

[atom[(A . B)] > [atom[(A .C)] > egi(A . B){A .C)]; t > f); 
atom[(A . C)) = f; 
equallcar[(A . B));carl(A . C)]) > equadledr[(A . B)I;edr[(A . C)N); 

t > f] 

We find that p, (ie, atom[(A .B)]) and po ( atom[(A .C)]) when evaluated 

(in order) give f. We must now evaluate pa, which is: 

equallcar[(A . B)ljcar[(A . C)V]. This reduces to equai[A;A], and: 

equallA;A] = [atom[A] > [atom[A] > eg{A;A]; t > f); 

atom[A] > f; 
equal{car[ A],car{A]] + equalledr[A];ear[ AJ); 

t+ f] 

This conditional expression will evaluate to t. So pg in the original call of 

equall(A . B)A .C)] is true and we must evaluate the eg expression which is 

equalledr[(A . B)],cdr{(A . C)]]. That expression simplifies to equal[B;C] and 
we call equal. After substitution and simplification equa? will finally return 

value f. That means that equal{(A.B)A.C)] gives f. Notice that 
eql(A . B);,(A .C)] appeared but was never evaluated because of left-to-right 
evaluation scheme of conditional expressions. 

Clearly, evaluation of LISP expressions in this amount of detail is not a 

process which we wish to do very often by hand. Fortunately the process can 
be executed by a machine. 

Finally, to include conditional expressions in our syntax of LISP 
expressions, we should add: 

<form> «= <conditional expression> 

and <conditional expression> ::= [<form> ~ <form>; ..; <form> > <form>] 

where <form> was defined on page 17. 

These syntax equations fail to capture all of our intended meaning. For 
example, the <form>s appearing in the p,;position are restricted to be forms 

taking values in Tr, the truth domain. That restriction is not expressed in 
the equations, and indeed, is difficult to express naturally in such syntax 
equations. See [Hop 69] for a discussion of expressibility and grammars. 

Problems 

1. Evaluate the following: 

a. eg(X,Y] b. cons[X,;Y] 
ec. car[(X . Y)] d. car[eonslX YJ 

e. cadr[(X {¥ . NIL))] f. cdarl(X {Y . NIL))] 

g. egicdrl(A . B)I;cdr{(C . B)I] h. atom[cons[(A . B);(C . D)I) 
i. conslatomLA],atom{[(A . B)I] j. eglatom[ ATOM), atom[ZQ)]
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k. [t+ A; t > B) [f+ 4;t> B] m. [eglA;B] > 4] 

n. [atom[X] > atom[X]; t + FOO] 

o. {eglEQ; X) > A; eglA; B]> B; t > C) 

p. cons[leqlA; B] > 1; t + FOO); cons[A; cadr[(A . (B . C))N)] 

q. equall(A . B),A. B)) r. egl(A. B)XA. B)) 

2. Consider the following definition: 

twist{s) <= {atom[s] > 5; 

t > consltwist(cdr[s]],twiselcar[s]) 

a. Is the function partial or is it total? Now evaluate: 

b. twistlA] c. twist((A.B)) — d. twistl((A. B).C)) 

3. Now try: 

findem[x,9] <= [atom[x] > [eqlx,y] » T; t > NIL; 

t > conslfindem{car{x];y],findem[cdrIx],y]]] 

a. Is this function total? Now evaluate: 

b. findem{(A . B);A] c. findeml(B (A . C));A) 

d. findem[(B {A.C)),C] — e. findeml(A . B),{A. B)] 

1.6 Sequences: Abstract Data Structures 

In several areas of mathematics it is convenient to deal with sequences of 
information. For example, a problem domain may be more naturally 
described as ordered collections of numbers rather than individual numbers. 
This may either simplify understanding of the problem or simplify the 
formulation of the functions defined on the domain. Several programming 
languages include arrays as representations of these mathematical ideas. We 
should notice that sequences are data structures. We will have to describe 
constructors, selectors, and recognizers for them. Subsequently we will explore 
applications of sequences as data structures. 

After a certain familiarity is gained in the application of algorithms 
which manipulate sequences, we will discuss the problems of representation 
and implementation of this data structure. We will first give an 
implementation of sequences in terms of S-expressions. That is, we will 

describe an §t-mapping giving a representation of sequences and their 
primitive operations in terms of LISP’s S-exprs and primitive functions. Still 
later in Section 7.2 we will discuss low-level implementation of this data 
structure in terms of conventional machines.
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But now we will study sequences as abstract data structures: what are 
their essential structural characteristics? What properties should be present 
in a programming language to allow a natural and flexible representation? 
This discussion wilt shed light on the important problems of representation 
and abstraction. 

A sequence is an ordered set of elements. 25 For example, (Xj, Xa, Xg), is 

the standard notation for a sequence of the three elements x), X2, and x3. 

The length of a sequence is defined to be the number of elements in that 
sequence. We will allow sequences to have sub-sequences to an arbitrary 
finite depth. That is, the elements of a sequence will either be individuals or 
may themselves be sequences. For example, a sequence of length n, each of 
whose elements are sequences of length m, is a matrix. Here are BNF 
equations for sequences and their elements: 

<seq> = ( <seq elem>, ....<seq elem> ) 26 

<seq elem> w= <indiv> | <seq> 

<indiv> : = <Jiteral indiv> | <numeral> | -<numeral> 

<literal indiv> =: = <indiv letter> 

: = <literal indiv><indiv letter> 

= <literal indiv><digit> 

<numeral> = <digit> | <numeral><digit> 

<indiv letter> :=A|BI[C..|Z 

<digit> s=O[1]2..]9 

Notice that the structure of <indiv> is the same as that for LISP’s <atom>; 
the only difference is in the fonts used for letters and digits. We have made 
the distinction between LISP atoms and sequence individuals intentionally. 
Thus (A, (B, C), D, (E, B)) is a sequence of length four, whose second and 
fourth elements are also sequences whose length is two. We will use "{ )" as 
notation for the empty sequence. 

We want to write LISP-like functions operating over sequences, so we 
will at least need to give constructors, selectors, recognizers, and predicates for 
sequences. As in the case of S-exprs, we will include the undefined element, 
and the full domain of sequences will be named 

Seq = <seq>u{L} 

As on page 18, we extend the primitive LISP operations to include this 
new domain, by defining: 

S, = S,u<seq> 

and extend each operation appropriately over So. For example: 

25For an alternative description of sequences and a discussion of a 
different view of data structures see page 41. 

6For the meaning of these ellipses see page 17.
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atom[A] = L 

car[A] = 1 

car{(A, B)J = 4 

cons[A; B] = L 

issexpri(A)] = f 

We need to define some data structure operations specific to sequences. 
What are the essential characteristics of a sequence? First, a sequence either 
is empty or has elements. Thus we will want a predicate to test for emptyness. 
Next, if the sequence is non-empty, we should be able to select elements. 
Finally, given some elements, we should be able to build a new sequence 
from them. 

Predicates on sequences are like predicates on S-expressions, mapping 

sequences to truth values in Tr. 2” The basic predicate, which tests for 

emptyness, is called nud. 

t if x is the empty sequence, ( ). 

nulllx]is  f if x is a non-empty sequence. 

-L otherwise. 

nulll( )] = t 

null[(A, B)] = f 

null[f] = 2b 

Thus null gives usable values only for sequences. Since we intend to operate 
on domains which contain data structures other than sequences, we will need 

a recognizer to be sure that nud/ is not applied to arguments which are not 
sequences. We will name this recognizer isseq. 

isseqi(A, B, C)] = t 

issegiA] = f 

isseglA] = f 

isseg{t] = f 

issegl{ )] = t 

issegl.L] = 1 

27T he reason for restructuring LISP predicates might now be apparent 
to previous users of LISP: if we mapped the truth values to the atoms T and 
NIL as is typically done, then we'd have to map truth values of 
sequence-predicates to representations as sequence elements, and we would 
have to perpetuate that decision for every new abstract data structure 
domain that we wanted to introduce.
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The predicate isseg is total over all domains, whereas null is only partial: 
total over <seq>, but undefined for S-exprs. 

While on the subject of predicates, there are a couple more we shall 

need. The first one is a recognizer, isindiv, which will give value t if its 

argument is an individual, give f if its argument is a sequence, and will give 

L otherwise. 
The second predicate is the extension of the equality relation to the 

class of sequence individuals. We shall use the same name, eg, as we did for 
the S-expression predicate. In fact, whenever we define a new abstract data 

type we will assume that an appropriate version of eq is available for the 
elements of the base domain. One of our first tasks will be to extend that 
equality relation to the whole domain. We will do so for sequences later in 
this section. Equality is a basic relation in mathematics so it is not surprising 
to see it play an important role here. eq is one of the few relations which we 
shall define across all domains. Functions or predicates like eg, which are 
applicable on several domains, are called polymorphic functions. 

Next, the selectors for a (non-empty) sequence include: first, second, etc, 

where: 

firstl(A, B, C)] = A 

secondl(A, B, C)] = B 

third{(A, B)) = L 

It is also convenient to define an "all-but-first" selector, called rest. 

rest{(A, B, C)] = (B, C) 

res¢[(B, C)] = (C) 

rest{(C)] = () 

resti{C] = 1 

rest{()] = 1 

In conjunction with rest, we shall utilize a constructor, concat, which is to add 

a single element to the front of a sequence. 

concat[A ,{B,C)] = (A, B, C) 

concat[A,{ )] = (A) 

concat[(A),(B,C)] = ((A), B, C) 

concat[(B,C);A] = 1 

concat(A; BJ = L
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The final constructor is called seg, it takes an arbitrary number of 
sequence elements as arguments and returns a sequence consisting of those 

elements (in the obvious order). Let a, ...,a@, be elements of <seq elem>, 

then: 

segl@); @p; 3 @,) = (@), ..., &,) 

One question may have come to mind: how do we know when we have 
a sufficient set of functions for the manipulation of an abstract data 
structure? How do we know we haven't left some crucial functions out? If we 
have enough, how do we know that we haven’t included too many? Actually, 
this second case isn’t disastrous, but when implementing the functions it 

would be nice to minimize the number of primitives we have to program. 
These problems are worthy of study and are the concern of anyone interested 
in the design of programming languages. We will say a bit more about 
solutions to these questions beginning on page 36. 

Notice that we have been describing the sequence functions without 
regard to any underlying representation. We have said nothing about these 
sequence operations except that they construct, test, or select. We consider 
sequences as abstract data structures, suitable for manipulation by LISP-like 

algorithms; we define algorithms over the domain of sequences, using the 
primitive operations, conditional expressions, and recursion. How sequences 
are represented as S-exprs or represented on a machine, is irrelevant. 
Sequences have certain inherent structural properties and it is those 
properties which we must understand before we begin thinking about 
representation. In the next section we will show how to represent sequences 
as certain S-expressions and sequence operations as LISP operations on that 
representation. 

Let's develop some expertise in manipulating sequences. The first 
example will be an extension of the equality relation to sequences. We 
perpetuate the name equal from S-exprs, and the basic structure of the 
definition will parallel that of its namesake, but the components of the 
definition will involve sequence operations rather than S-expr operations. It 
will be of value to compare the two predicates. The S-expr version is to be 
found on page 24. 

equallx,y] <=[isindiv[x] > [isindivly] > eglx,y]; t > f); 

isindivly] > fF; 

null{x) > {nudlly] > t; t > f]; 

nullly) > f; 
equallfirst{x],firstly]] + equallrestlx],resely]]; 

tf] 

This egual works on sequences and sequence elements as its S-expr 
counterpart worked on dotted pairs and atoms. 

Next, we will write a predicate member of two arguments x and 9. x is
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to be an individual; y is to be a sequence; member is to return t just in the 

case that x is an element of the sequence y. What does this specification tell 
us? The predicate is partial. The recursion should be on the structure of 4; 

and termination (with value f) should occur if y is the empty sequence. If y is 

not empty then it has a first element; call it z. Compare z with x. If these 

elements are identical then member should return 4; otherwise see if x occurs 

in the remainder of the sequence 9. 

Notes: 

1. We cannot use eg directly to check equality since, though x is an 
individual, there is no reason that the elements of y need be. We will 

introduce a subsidiary predicate same to assure that eq is applied only to 
arguments of the correct type. 

2. Recall that we can get the first element of a sequence with first, and the 
rest of a sequence with rest. 

So here’s member: 

member(x,9] <=[nullly] = f; 
samelfirstly];x] > t; 

t + member[x,restly]]] 

where: samelu;v) <= [isindivlu] + eqlu,v]; t > f) 

Next is an arithmetic example to calculate the number of elements in a 
sequence. 

length{n) <= [null[n] > 0; t > plusU;lengtAlrese[n]])] 

1.7 Lists: Representations of Sequences 

We can now write LISP-like functions describing operations on sequences; 
the algorithms are clean and understandable. However, if we wish to run 
these programs in a LISP environment, then we have to represent the data 

structures and the algorithms in terms understandable to LISP. ?® This is the 
problem of representation. Granted, we could have overcome the problem by 
representing sequences directly as LISP S-expressions and could have written 
functions in LISP which used car-cdr-chains to directly manipulate the 
representations. However, the resulting programs would be much more 
difficult to read and debug and understand. More important, the programs 
would be explicitly tied to a specific representation of the abstract data 

281f we wish LISP to run on a conventional machine we have to 
represent LISP’s data structures and algorithms in a manner understandable 
to that hardware. This task is the subject of later chapters in the book.
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structure. At some later date it might be desired to change the representation; 
then many programs would have to be rewritten. We will illustrate these 
difficulties soon. In Section 2.3 we develop a complex algorithm for 
differentiation on a class of polynomials, moving from an unclear and highly 
representation-dependent formulation, to a clear, concise, 

representation-independent algorithm. 
Obviously we will always have to supply a representational bridge 

between the abstract data structures and algorithms, and their concrete 

counterparts. One aspect of this study of data structures is to understand 
what is required to build this bridge and how best to represent these 
requirements in a programming language. 

The first decision to be made is how to represent the abstract data 
structure; how should we represent sequences as S-expressions? How should 
we choose representations in general? Usually there is not just one "best" 
representation. Some obvious considerations involve the difficulty of 
implementing the primitive operations (constructors, selectors, recognizers, 
and predicates) on the abstract data structure. Also we must keep in mind the 
kinds of algorithms which we wish to write; computation takes time, and 

since this is computer science we should give consideration to efficiency. 
A reasonable choice for a representation of sequences as S-expressions 

is the following: 

RL <indiv> ]] = <atom> 

and for a, ..., @, in <seq elem>: 

RIL («,,... ¢,) ]] = 

RI a, ] 

R[ a, J 

NIL 

RL a, J 
The right-hand branch in this LISP-tree representation of a sequence will 
always point to the rest of the sequence or will be the atom N/L. Notice that 

the description of the §t-mapping is recursive. Thus for example:
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RIL (A.B,C)(D)) J] = 

RIL (A,B,C) J 

NIL 

RT) J 
which will finally expand to ((A .(B.(C. NIL))).((D. NIL). NIL)) since 

RIL (4.B,C) J] is (4. (B.(C. NIL))) and RIE W) Tis (dD. NIL) 
For convenience sake we will carry over the sequence notation 

-- (A, B, C) -- to that for the representation in LISP -- (A, B, C) -- 29 thinking 
of (A, B, C) as an abbreviation for (A .(B.(C. NIL))). 

Next, what about a representation for the empty sequence? Looking at 
the representation of a non-empty sequence it appears natural to take N/L as 

RIL \] since after you have removed all the elements from the sequence 
NIL is atl that is left in the representation. To be consistent then: 

RIO T= Nie 

This gives us a complete specification of the R-mapping for the 
domain; we have represented the abstract domain of sequences in a subset of 
the domain of Symbolic Expressions. The S-expr representation of a 
sequence is called a list; and we will refer to the abbreviation, 

(a,,..,%,) for (a, .(@,. ..(a,.NIL)..)) as list-notation. 

Sequences are the abstract data structure; lists are one of their 

representations. Since the atom N/L takes on special significance in 
list-notation it is endowed with the special name list terminator. 

And a notational point: in graphical interpretation of list-notation it is 
often convenient to write: 

Te} = C7 

2°Re aware that A is an atom and A is a sequence element; they are not 
the same data structure.
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For example (A, (B, C), D) is: 

bbe te 

Lorem 
or, in "dotted-pair" notation: (A. ((B.(C .NIL)).(D. NIL))) 

Finally, in list-notation the commas can be replaced by spaces 

eg. (A, (B,C), D) = (A (BC) D) 
but beware: the "dots" in dot-notation are never optional! 

thatis (4.(B.C))#(A(BC)) 

At this point we have an intuitive understanding of what we mean by 
"sequence"; we have described selectors, constructors, and recognizers, albeit 
at an abstract level, for manipulating sequences, and we have represented our 
notion of sequences as a subset of the S-expressions called lists. The final 
step is to represent our sequence-manipulators as certain LISP functions. Let 

first, be a LISP function which will represent the sequence operation first. 3! 

Then for example we might expect: 

RI] firstl(A, B, C)] I] = firse[(A, B,C)] = A 

The problem is that this line is not quite right. LISP functions expect their 
inputs to be S-expressions but (A, B, C) is not an S-expression. To be correct 
we should have written: 

first (A .(B.(C. NIL)))] = A 

  

30 

It might be argued that (A, B, C) is just a convenient abbreviation for 

(A.(B.(C.NIL))), but even so, if we wish the machine to use the 
abbreviation we must be able to express that translation scheme to the 
machine. We must therefore examine the implications of the notation. 
Clearly it is easier to read and write in list notation and, as long as we 
perform only list-operations on lists, there is no reason to look at the 

3°This convention is one of the few instances of a "good" bug. The 
early LISP papers required full use of commas, but due to a programming 
error in the LISP output routine, lists were printed without commas. It 
looked so much better that the bug became institutionalized. 

3'Indeed, once the R-mapping is defined on the domain it is induced 
on the operations.
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underlying dotted-pair representation. 9 However, we must keep in mind 
that list operations are carried out on the machine using the dotted-pair 
representation. We might carry out the "list-to-dotted-pair” transformations 
implicitly, but a machine which evaluates LISP expressions will have to have 
an explict transformation mechanism. So a necessary part of our 
representation of sequences is the specification of transformations between 
the abstract data structure notation and the notation of the underlying 
representation. We can give representations for the sequence operations. We 
should continue to write the subscript , on the LISP representation of a 

sequence operation, like seq being represented by seq, In most circumstances 

the distinction between abstraction and representation will be clear, so we will 
usually omit the subscript. The construction of a sequence from an arbitrary 
number of elements will be represented by a LISP function seg,. We will use 

list interchangeably with seq,. 

RI seg ] = dise 

list[@,; @; ... ;@,] generates a list consisting of the @, arguments. That is, for 

n2i, dist is the appropriately nested composition of conses: 

cons[e, ,conslay; .. cons[a,;NIL]) ...], and for n = 0, distl J= () 

Examples: listlA;B] = (A B) 

list(A;B;C] = (A BC) 

listtA,listlB;C)) = listLA,(B C)) = (A (B C)) 

listINIL] = (NIL) 

Notice that dist is not strictly a LISP function as we have prescribed them; 
list does evaluate its arguments, but it can take an arbitrary number of them. 
On page 17 we required that LISP functions be of fixed arity. For the 
moment, éist is simply a notational abbreviation for nested applications of 
cons. The representation of the selector functions should be apparent from 
the graphical representation. We leave it as an exercise for the reader to 
Specify representations for these functions; however, here are a few of the 
other representations: 

32Indeed, a strong case can be made for never allowing any operations 
on lists except list operations! See the discussion of type-faults on page 23 and 
page 241.
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RIL isindiv ]] = atom 

RI isseg ]] = isstricttist where: 

isstrictlist[x] <= [atomlx] > leglx; NIL] > t; t > f]; 
islistelement{car[x]) > isstrictlisttedr[x]); 

t > f] 

where: islistelement[x] <= [atom[{x] 2 t; t 9 isstrictlist{x]] 

The predicate atom does not quite characterize isindiv. We have been 
assuming that: 

RE e,; sD = REM RL, D; ROD; ..; RED 

but R[Lisindivl( 1] « R[Lisindio [RTL Th 

Some descriptions of LISP use this strict definition of lists, so that elements 

of a list are either atomic or are lists themselves. In practice it is often 
convenient to allow elements of a list to be arbitrary S-expressions. This more 
liberat interpretation of lists is expressed by the following recognizer: 

istist[x] <= [atom[x] >feglx;N/L] > t; t > f]; t > ististlcdr[x]] ] 

Therefore (A,(A.B),C) is a tist of three elements. But beware: 
(A, (A . B), C) is not a sequence, and neither is (A, (A . B), C). 

Since lists may have dotted pairs as elements, it is natural to extend dist 
to handle such cases: 

list(cons(A;B);carl(A . B)J) = ((A. B) A) 

To summarize the accomplishments of this section, we have in effect 

added a new data structure to the repertoire of LISP. The addition process 
includes: 

1. The abstract operations. We give constructors, selectors, 
and predicates for the recognition of instances of the data 
structure. 

2. The underlying representation. We must show how the 
new data structure can be represented in terms of existing 
data structures. 

8. Abstract operations as concrete operations, We must write 
LISP functions which faithfully mirror the intended 
meaning of the abstract operations when interpreted in the 
underlying representation. 

4. The input/output transformations. We should give 

conventions for transforming to and from the internal 
representation. 

There is another view of the representability of data structures 
([Mor 74}). We use transfer functions which are mappings between the
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abstract structure and its representation. We need two transfer functions; a 
write-function, W, to map the representations into the abstract ob jects; and a 
read-function, R, to map the abstract objects to their representations. 

Consider the problem of representing sequences. We want R to map 

from elements of <seq elem> to <sexpr> (see page 27 and page 5); and we 

want W to map from <sexpr> to <seq elem>. Before we give such R and 
W, let’s see what they will do for us. We could define first, such that: 

first [x] = WIear[RIx]]] 

What the equation says is that given a sequence x, we can map it to the 
S-expression representation using R; the result of this map is an S-expr and 
therefore suitable fare for car; the result of the car operation is then mapped 
back into the set of sequence elements by W. The other operations for 
manipulating sequences can be described similarly. With this introduction, 
here are appropriate transfer functions: 

Wie] <=[isnil[e] > maznull[); 

atomle] > mkindivle); 

t + concat(WIcarle]];Wledr[e]]] ] 

RQ) <={null{l] + NIL; 
isindiv[/) > atomizelt]; 

t + cons[R[ firse(2]],Rlrese(/N) ] 

We have seen all of the functions and predicates involved in R and W 
except atomize, mknudl and mkindiv. In terms of our current representation of 
sequences, these three functions are essentially the identity function, i[x] <= x. 
However that is true only because of the particular representations that we 
picked; the functions need not be so simple. A more careful inspection would 
show that mkindiv expects as input an atomic S-expression and outputs a 
sequence individual; atomize acts conversely. If the representations of the 
atomic S-expressions were different from the representations of sequence 
individuals, then we would have some work to do. 

We review what has transpired since it is a model of what is to come. 
We developed a new abstract data structure called sequences; discussed 
notational conventions for writing sequences; described operations and 
pertinent control structures for writing algorithms; and finally showed that it 
was possible to represent sequences in the previously developed domain of 
S-exprs. If we had a machine which could execute S-expr algorithms we 

could encapsulate that machine within the R-mapping such that we could 
write in sequence-notation and have it translated internally to S-expr form; 
we could write sequence-algorithms and have them execute correctly using 

the "t-maps of the sequence primitives; and finally it would produce 
sequence-output rather than the internal S-expr form. For all intents and 
purposes our augmented LISP machine understands sequences. Indeed, this
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is the way most LISP implementations are organized; input may either be in 
S-expr form or list-notation; internally all data structures are stored as 
S-exprs; all algorithms operate on the S-expr form, and finally, any S-exprs 
which can be interpreted as lists are output in list-notation. 

We will approach the other abstract data structure problems in a 
similar manner, first developing the data structures independent of their 
representation, and later showing how to represent this new domain in terms 
of some previously understood domain. We will see in Section 9.4 that 
much of the mapping from input through output can be specified in a 
natural style and LISP can automatically generate the necessary input and 
output programs. 

Problems involving list-notation 

—
 . Discuss consle@ ,cons{@o;a4)) 

as opposed to cons{@, ,cons{ao; cons[ag; NIL]]) 

as a representation for (a), @5, &3) 

2. Translate the following lists into S-expr dotted-pair notation. 
a.(A BC)  b.(A) c. ((A)) d. (A (B (C))) e. (NIL) 

Now go the other way and translate the following S-exprs into list notation. 

f. ((A.(B.NIL)).((C. NIL). NIL)) g. (NIL. NIL) 

h. (CONS . ((QUOTE .(A. NIL)). NIL)) 

3. Evaluate the following: 

a. firstl(A B)) b. rest[(A B)] 
c. concat[A;(B C)] d. concatlA;NIL} 

e. concatleglA;A],(A B C)) f. firstlrest{(A B)}) 

18 A Respite 

".d think that one of the chief difficulties is that the general 
standard of programming is extremely low. ..1 think that 1 would 
like to suggest again that the general standards of programming 
and the way in which people are taught to program is abominable. 
They are over and over again taught to make puns; to do shifts 
instead of multiplying when they mean multiplying; to multiply 
when they mean shifts; to confuse bit patterns and numbers and 
generally to say one thing when they actually mean something quite 
different. Now this is the standard way of writing a program and 
they take great pleasure in doing so-‘Isn’t it wonderful? It saves a 
quarter of a microsecond somewhere every month’. Now I think we
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will not get a proper standard of programming ... until we can have 
Some proper professional standards about how to write programs, 
and this has to be done by teaching people right at the beginning 
how to write programs property ..." 

C. Strachey, Conference on Software Engineering, 1968 

This section summarizes and reflects on the material of this chapter. First a 
reiteration of a previous admonition: though most of this material may seem 
quite straightforward, the next chapter will begin to show you that things are 
not all that trivial. LISP is quite powerful. The preceding material is basic 
and the sooner it becomes second nature to you the better. 

A second admonition: besides learning about the basic constructs of the 
language, the previous material should begin to convince you of the necessity 
for precise specification of programming languages. In particular we have 
seen that the process of evaluation of expressions must be spelled out quite 
carefully. Different evaluation schemes lead to quite different effects. Since 
evaluation is the business of programming languages we should do all we 
can to make a precise specification. 

And a final warning: a major point of this whole book is to instill a 
respect for abstraction as a tool for controlling complexity in programming, 
and as a means of writing implementation independent programs. As we 
begin writing more complex algorithms, the power of abstraction will become 
more apparent, but the lessons we learned in representing sequences contain 
the essential ideas of abstraction and representation. 

We have now seen two examples of abstract data structures. First, we 
studied S-expressions without any consideration for their implementation; 
they were abstract objects of sufficient interest in their own right. We then 
introduced the operations on the data structures: car, cdr, cons, eq and atom. 

Finally the control structures, conditional expression and recursion, were 
given. Control structures are used to direct the flow of the algorithm as it 
executes. These three components, data, operations, and control, are the 
main ingredients of any programming language. Most languages have an 
apparently richer class of control devices; “while"-statements and "DO"-loops 
are examples. Later we will show how to introduce such constructs into LISP. 
Most control structures are explicit language constructs like the conditional 

expression, whereas recursion is typically implicit. 9? The interaction between 
recursion and the procedure-calling mechanism gives LISP a powerful 
control structure. 

As we introduce each new abstract data structure we add new 

33H owever some languages do require some kind of declaration to the 
effect that a procedure is recursive.
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operations tailored to its needs. When we introduced sequences we also 
introduced first, rest, null, ...etc. We did not add any new control structure, 

though a simpler control structure which operated on sequences, selecting 
elements and performing operations on those elements, might be useful. 
There is a natural relationship between data structure and control structure; 
sometimes we can exploit it to good measure. When we consider abstract 
data structures in future chapters we will again see the three components: 
data, operations, and control. 

The new feature which we considered in discussing sequences was the 
problem of representation. We showed how to represent sequences in terms 
of S-expressions. We will continue this pyramiding of data structures in the 
future; we will consider our work done as soon as we have a representation 
of our new data structure in terms of an existing one. Finally we will exhibit 
a representation of the underlying layer of S-expressions. Later we will 
discuss different representations of data structures, independent of their 
possible S-expression representation; there are data structures which are not 
best represented as S-expressions. A further consideration appears because 
of the representation issue; even though we have represented a particular 
data structure as a complex S-expression we should not operate on that 
representation with S-expression functions. We should refrain from using car 
and cdr on lists even though the representation is well-known, In our 

representation of lists we could find the n‘? element in a list by using cad™'y, 
And we know that cdr represents the rest of the list. Though our 
representation of sequences is such that first, rest and concat are identical to 
car, cdr, and cons respectively, we should use the names first, rest, and concat 
to make it clear that we are operating on lists) These 

representation-dependent coding tricks 4 are dangerous. They are really type 
faults as discussed on page 23 and page 241. 

For a more practical benefit, consider the problem of program 
modification. We might wish to change the representation of a data 
structure. If the programming has been done in terms of abstract operations 
on abstract data structures then only those functions which relate the 
abstraction to the representation need be changed. If we had used the 
representation throughout the program, then every use of the representation 
must be changed. While we are discussing some of the more practical 

implications of our work we should discuss how .L should be understood. As 

things currently stand, the appearance of 1 in any application of strict 
functions will immediately cause the termination of the computation. No 

information other than the fact that L did appear results from such an 

occurrence. If we thought of the evaluation of 1 as resulting in a divergent 
computation, then no information at all would be forthcoming. In reality, a 

LISP implementation can handle many computations which involve L. The 

%called "puns" by C. Strachey
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computation might be terminated and an error printed; in an interactive 
implementation, the user might be given an opportunity to correct the error 
and have the computation continue; and alas, some implementations just 
continue computation with some arbitrary piece of information produced by 
an excursion into the subsconscious of LISP. Divergent computations cannot 
be detected in such a clear manner and implementations differ in their 

handling of this interpretation of L. We will have more to say about the 

implementation of .L in Section 6.23. 
Later, we will motivate the more traditional studies of data structures 

by considering the implementations of LISP-related languages. But the path 
to those studies is at least as important. On the way we will show that we can 
exploit abstraction as a means for giving a clear specification of evaluation 
of LISP expressions, and the representational techniques we will use will 
involve applications of abstract data structures. A more tangible benefit 
should be an increased awareness of the structure and behavior of 
programming languages, and the beginnings of a better style of 
programming. 

Another part of our investigation should be to answer the question 
“What is a data structure?". As we mentioned at the beginning of Section 1.6 
there is a different characterization of sequences which will give a different 
interpretation of data structures. The standard mathematical definition of a 
sequence is as a function from the integers to a particular domain. 

Thus a finite sequence $ might be given as: 

S= {<1, $\>; <2, S27, -.<N, s,>} 

To select components of $s, we use ordinary function application: s{i) = s.. 

Indeed, if you have programmed in a language which has array constructs, 
you will recognize “application” as the style of notation used: A[3] selected the 
third component for the array A. 

However this is quite different from what we did in the section on 

sequences. For example, if (A, B,C) is a sequence, $, then in the new 
interpretation we should write: 

s = {<], A>, <2, B>,<3, C>} 

Thus s(2) is B, etc. What has happened is that what was previously 
considered to be a data structure has become a function, and the selector 

functions on the data structure have now become static indices on the 

function. Or to make things more transparent: 

s = {<first, A>, <second, B>,<third, C>} 

Then we would write s(first) rather than first(s). °° This idea can easily be 

The language PPL (Polymorphic Programming Language) lets you 
do this: car[s] and s{car] both work.
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applied to S-exprs and their functions. In graphical terms we are 
representing the structures such that the arcs of the graph are labeled with 
the selector indices. With L-trees the labeling was implicit: left-branch was 
car; right-branch was cdr. With explicit labels on the branches, the trees 
need not be ordered. Several languages implement such unordered trees; 
they are called structures in Algol 68 and ELI, and called records in Pascal. 

Several formalisms exploit this view of data structures; in particular the 
Vienna Definition Language ([Weg 72]), which is a direct descendant of 
LISP, represents its data in such a manner. 

What then is a data structure? It depends on how you look at it. For 
our immediate purposes we will try to remain intuitive and informal. We 
will try to characterize an abstract data structure as a domain and a collection 
of associated operations and control structures. The operations and control 
mechanisms should allow us to describe algorithms in a natural manner but 
should, if at all possible, remain representation independent. 

A few tricks were embedded in the problem sets, Recall problem h on 

page 25. The composition atoml[cons{ ...J] will always evaluate to f °° since 

the result of cons is always non-atomic. In j, we used atoms with the same 
letter strings as predicate names, ATOM and EQ. ATOM and EQ are 
perfectly good atoms, and are not to be confused with the LISP predicates. 
Problem p shows that conditional expressions may appear within a 
functional composition. 

Notice that twist in problem 2 is total whereas findem is partial. 
findem is partial since y must be atomic. Both functions build new trees: 
twistem reverses left- and right-branches recursively; findem builds a tree 
with the same branching structure as x, but the terminal nodes contain T at 

the points where the atom y appears in the original tree, and N/L otherwise. 
Be clear on the difference between the representation of the empty list: 

NIL, and the list consisting of N/L: (N/L); note that (N/L) is an 
abbreviation for (NIL . N/L), which certainly is not N/L. List-notation is 
an abbreviation and can always be translated back into a S-expr, but not 
every S-expr is the representation of a list. 

The distinction between concat and list is sometimes confusing: 

concatl@,; (Gz, ..@,)] is (4, &,... @,) 

listle(@,..@,)] is (@ (Gp... &,)) 

So concat will add a new element to the front of an existing list, whereas dist 

will create a new list whose elements will be the values of the arguments to 
list. 

361¢ it has a value at all! If the computation of the arguments to the 

cons does not terminate or gives .L then we won't get f.
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1.9 Becoming an Expert 

We have already traced the development of a few LISP algorithms, and we 
have given a few programming hints. It is time to reinforce these tentative 
starts with a more intensive study of the techniques for writing good LISP 
programs. This section will spend a good deal of time showing different 
styles of definition, giving hints about how to write LISP functions, and 
increasing your familiarity with LISP. For those of you who are impatiently 
waiting to see some real applications of this programming language, we can 
only say “be patient". The next chapter wild develop several non-trivial 
algorithms, but what we must do first is improve your skills, even at the risk 

of worsening your disposition. 
First some terminology is appropriate: the style of definition which we 

have been using is called definition by recursion. The basic components of 
such a definition are: 

1. A basis case: what to compute as value for the function in one or 
more particularly simple cases. A basis case is frequently referred to 
as a termination case. 

REC 
2. A general case: what to compute as value for a function, given 
the values of one or more previous computations with that function. 

You should compare the structure of a REC-definition of a function with 
that of an IND-definition of a set (see IND on page 3). Applications of 
REC-definitions are particularly useful in computing values of a function 
defined over a set which has been defined by an IND-definition. For 

example, assume that we have defined a set A using IND then a typical 

algorithm for computing a function f over A would involve two parts: first, 

an indication of how to compute f on the base domain of A, and second, 

given values for some elements of A say a, ...8,, use IND to generate a new 

element a; then specify the value of f(a) as a function of the known values 
of f(a,),.., fla,). That is exactly the structure of REC. 

Here is another attribute of IND-definitions: Suppose we have defined 

a set A using IND, and we wish to prove that a certain property P holds for 
every element of A. We need only show that: 

1. P holds for every element of the base domain of A. 
PRF 

2. Using the technique we elaborated in defining the function f 
above, if we can show that P holds for the new element perhaps 
relying on proofs of P for sub-elements, then we should have a 
convincing argument that P holds over add of A.
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This proof technique is a generalization of a common technique for proving 
properties of the integers. In that context it is called mathematical induction. 

We are seeing an interesting parallel between inductive definitions of 
Sets, recursive definitions of functions, and proofs by induction. As we 
proceed, we will exploit various aspects of these interrelationships. However 
our task at hand is more mundane: to develop facility at applying REC to 

define functions over the IND-domains of symbolic expressions, $, and of 

sequences, Seq. 
First let’s verify that the functions we have constructed so far do indeed 

satisfy REC. Recall our example of equal on page 24. The basis case 

involves a calculation on members of <atom>; there we rely on eg to 

distinguish between distinct atoms. The question of equality for two 
non-atomic S-exprs was recast as a question of equality for their cars and 
cdrs. But that too, is proper since the constructed object is manufactured by 
cons, and car and cdr of that object select the components. 

Similar justification for length on page 31 can be given. There the 

domain is Seq. The base domain is the empty sequence, and length is 
defined to give O in that case. The general case in the recursion comes from 

the IND-definition of a sequence. 9” Given a sequence s, we made a new 
sequence by adding a sequence element to the front of s. Again the 
computation of length parallels this construction, saying that the length of 
this new sequence is one more than the length of the sequence s. 

For a more traditional example consider the factorial function, nt. 

1. The function is defined for non-negative integers. 

2. The value of the function for 0 is 1. 

3. Otherwise the value of n! is n times the value of (n-1)t. 

It should now be clear how to write a LISP program for the factorial 
function: 

fact(n] <= [egln,0] > 1; t > times[n,factlsubi[n])] 5* 

The implication is that it is easier to compute (n-1)! than to compute n!. But 
that too is in accord with our construction of the integers using the successor 
function. 

These examples are typical of LISP’s recursive definitions. The body 
of the definition is a conditional expression; the first few branches involve 

37Note (page 27) that we didn’t give an explicit IND-definition, but 
rather a set of BNF equations. The reader should supply the explicit 
definition. 

38:imes is a LISP function which performs multiplication, and subi 

subtracts / from its argument.
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special cases, called termination conditions. Then the remainder of the 
conditional covers the general case-- what to do if the argument to the 
function is not one of the special cases. 

Notice that fact is a partial function, defined only for non-negative 
integers. When writing or reading LISP definitions pay particular attention 
to the domain of definition and the range of values produced. The following 
general hints should also be useful: 

1. Is the algorithm to be a LISP function or predicate? This information can 
be used to double-check uses of the definition. Don’t use a predicate 
where a S-expr-valued function is expected; and don’t use an 

S-expr-valued function where a list-value is expected. 

2. Are there restrictions on the argument positions? For example, must some 
of the arguments be truth values? Similar consistency checking as in J can 
be done with this information. 

3. Are the termination conditions compatible with the restrictions on the 
arguments? If it is a recursion on lists, check for the empty list; if it is a 
recursion on arbitrary S-exprs, then check for the appearance of an atom. 

4. Whenever a function call is made within the definition, are all the 
restrictions on that function satisfied? 

Don’t try to do too much. Try to be lazy. There is usually a very simple 
termination case. If the termination case looks messy, there is probably 
something wrong with your conception of the program. If the general 
case looks messy, then write some subfunctions to perform the brunt of 
the calculation. 

ox 

Apply the suggestions when writing any subfunction. When you are finished, 
no function will do very much, but the net effect of all the functions acting 

in concert is a solution to your problem. That is part of the mystique of 
recursive programming. 

As you may have discovered, the real difficulty in programming is 
writing your own programs. But who says programming is easy? LISP at 
least makes some of your decisions easy. Its constructs are particularly frugal. 
So far there is only one way to write a non-trivial algorithm in LISP: use 
recursion. The structure of the program flows like that of an inductive 
argument. Find the right induction hypothesis and the inductive proof is 
easy; find the right structure on which to recur and recursive programming is 
easy. It’s easier to begin with unary functions; then there’s no question about 
which argument is to be decomposed. The only decision is how to terminate 
the recursion. If the argument is an S-expr we typically terminate on the 
occurrence of an atom. If the argument is a list, then terminate on ( ). If the 
argument is a number then terminate on zero.
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Consider a slightly more complicated arithmetical example, the 
Fibonacci sequence: 0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8,.... This sequence can be characterized 

by the following recurrence relation: 

f(0) = 0 
f(1) = 1 

f(n) = f(n-1)+f(n-2) 

The translation to a LISP function is easy: 

fibln] <= [egin,0] > 0; 
eqin,1) > 1; 

{> pluslfiblsubi[n]],fiblsubl{subi[n]N]] 

where plus is a representation of the mathematical function +. 
A few additional points can be made here. Notice that an evaluation 

scheme may imply many duplicate computations. For example, computation 
of fibl5] requires the computation of fib[4] and fid[3], But within the 
calculation of fibl4] we again calculate fib[3], etc. It would be nice if we 
could restructure the definition of fib to stop this extra computation. °° Since 
we do wish to run programs on a machine we should give some attention to 

efficiency. 40 

We will define another function, called fib’, on three variables x, y, and 

n. The variables, x and 9, will be used to carry the partial computations. 
Consider: 

fibj[n] <= fib'[n;0;0) 

where: fib’in,x,y] <= [eqin,0] > x; 

t > fib’[subi[n);pluslx;y],x]] 

This example is complicated enough to warrant closer examination. The 

initial call, fib;[n], has the effect of calling fib’ with x initialized to O and 

with y initialized to 1. The calls on fib’ within the body of the definition, say 

the i'* such recursive call, has the effect of saving the i’ Fibonacci number 

in x and the i-1®* in y. 

38An alternative solution is to supply a different evaluation scheme 
which might be able to remember previously calculated results. [Got 74]. 

“For those readers with some programming experience, the solution 
may appear easy: assign the partial computations to temporary variables. 
The problem here is that our current subset of LISP doesn’t contain 
assignment.
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For example: 

(fib\l4] = fib'l4;0;0 

= fib’[3;1,0] 

= fib (2310) 

= fibU;2,0) 

= fib'[0;3;2] 

Functions like fib’, used to help fib,, are called “help functions” or 

auxiliary functions, variables like x and y in fib’ are called 
accumulators ([Moor 74]), since they are used to accumulate the partial 

computations. The technique of using auxiliary functions and accumulators 
can also be applied to the factorial example. When viewed computationally, 
the resulting definition will be more efficient, though the gain in efficiency is 

not as apparent as that in the Fibonacci example. 4! 
Thus: 

fact,[n] <= fact*{n;1) 

where: fact’[n,x) <= [egin;0] + x; t > fact’[subi[n],times(n;x]]] 

It appears that the pairs fact, fact, and fib, fib, are equivalent. Perhaps we 

should prove that this is so. We presented the crucial ideas for the proof in 
the discussion on page 43 concerning IND, REC and PRF. We shall 
examine the question of proofs of equivalence in Section 2.10. 

Auxiliary functions are also applicable to LISP functions defined over 
S-exprs: 

length{n] <= (null[n] » 0; t > addiflengtAtrest[n}))] 4? 

length [n] <= length'[n,0] 

where: length‘[n;x] <= {null[n] > x; t > length’lrest{n],addi[xJ]] 

Again, it appears that length is equivalent to length. 

So far our examples have either been numerical or have been 
predicates. Predicates only require traversing existing S-exprs; certainly we 
will want to write algorithms which build new S-exprs. Consider the 
problem of writing a LISP algorithm to reverse a list x. There is a simple 
informal computation: take elements from the front of x and put them onto 

“IThe fib, example improves efficiency mostly by calculating fewer 
intermediate results. The gain in the fact; example is involved with the 

machinery necessary to actually execute the program: the run-time 
environment, if you wish. We will discuss this when we talk about 

implementation of LISP in Chapter 6. The whole question of: "what is 
efficient?" is open to discussion. 

“add I[x] <= x4!
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the front of a new list 9. Initially, y should be ( ) and the process should 
terminate when x is empty. 

For example, reversal of the list (A B C D) would produce the sequence: 
x y 
(A BC D) () 
(BC D) (A) 
(C D) (B A) 
(D) (C B A) 
() (DC BA) 

What follows is reverse, where we use a sub-function rev’ to do the hard 

work and perform the initialization with the second argument to rev’. 

reverse(x] <= rev’[x,( )] 

rev'[x,y] <= (nuld[x] > y; t > rev‘lrestl[x);concat[first[x];y]]] 

This reverse function builds up the new list by concat-ing the elements onto 

the second argument of rev’. Since y was initialized to { ) we are assured that 
the resulting construct will be a list. We will see a “direct” definition of the 
reversing function in a moment. 

The development of an algorithm which constructs new objects may not 
always be so straightforward. Suppose we require a LISP function named 
append of two list arguments, x and y, which is to return a new list which 
has x appended onto the front of y. For example: 

appendl(A B D)(C E))= (ABDC E) 

append[A,(B C)] = 4 since A is not a list. 

appendl(A BC) )) = appendl( )(A BC)) = (A BC) 

append is a partial function; it should be defined by recursion, but recursion 
on which argument? If either argument is () then the value given by 
append is the other argument. The next simplest case is a one-element list; if 
exactly one of x or y is a singleton how does that help us discover the 
recurrence relation for appending? It doesn’t help much if y is a singleton; 
but if x is a singleton, then append could give: 

concatlfirs¢[x},y] as result 

So recursion on x is likely. The definition now follows. 

ap pendlx,y) <= [null[x] + 9; t > concatlfirst[x],ap pendlrest{x],y])). 

Notice that the construction of the result is a bit more obscure than that 
involved in reverse. The construction has to "wait" until we have seen the 

end of the list x. For example:
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append((A BC)(DEF)) = concatlA;appendl(B C),(D E F))) 

= concatlA;concat[B;appendl(C),(D E F)})) 
= concatlA; 

concat{B; 
concat(C, 

appendl( )(D EF) 
= concatlA,concatlB,concatlC;(D E F)))) 

= concatlA;concat([B;,(C D E F))) 

= concat[A(B C DE F)) 

(ABCDE F) 

We are assured of constructing a list here because y is a list and we are 
concat-ing onto the front of it. LISP functions which are to construct list 
output by concat-ing must concatenate onto the front of an existing dist. That 
list may be either non-empty or the empty list, (). This is why the 
termination condition on a list-constructing function, such as the following 
function, dotem, returns ( ). 

dotem[x,y] <= [ nuli[x] > ( ); 
t + concatlcons[firstlx],firsely]];dotem[rest[x),restly]]]) 

The arguments to dotem are both lists assumed to contain the same number 
of elements. The value returned is to be a list of dotted pairs; the elements of 

the pairs are the corresponding elements of the input lists. 
Note the use of both concat and cons: concat is used to build the final 

list output; cons is used to build the dotted pairs. Now if we had written 
dotem such that it knew about our representation of lists, then both functions 
would have been cons. The definition would not have been as clear. 
Look at a computation as simple as dotem[(A);{B)]. This will involve 

concat(cons[ 4,B];doteml( ),{ )7] 

Now the evaluation of dotem[( );{ )] returns our needed { ), giving 

concaticonsLA;B],;( )] = concatl(A . B);( )) = ((A. B)) 

If the termination condition of dofem returned anything other than ( ) then 
the list-construction would "get off on the wrong foot" and would not 
generate a list. 

As promised on page 48, here is a "direct" definition of reverse. 

reverselx] <= {nulllx] > ( ); 
t > appendlreverselrest(x)),concatlfirselx],( )J1] 

This reversing function is not as efficient as the previous one. Within the 
construction of the reversed list the append function is called repeatedly. You 
should evaluate something like reverse[(A B C D)] to see the difficulty. 

It is possible to write a directly recursive reversing function with no
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auxiliary functions, no functions other than the primitives, and with not 

much clarity. We shall persist because it is a good example of discovering the 
general case of the recursion by careful consideration of examples. Let us call 
the function rev. 

We consider the general case first, and postpone the termination 
conditions until fater. Consider, for example, rev[(A BC D)). This should 
evaluate to (D C B A). How can we construct this list by recursive calls on 

rev? Assume x has value (A BC D). Now note that (DC B A) is the value 
of concat[D,(C B A)). Then D is firstlrev[rest[x]]] (it is also firse[rev[x]] but 
that would not help us since the recursion must reduce the complexity of the 
argument). 

How can we get (C B A)? Well: 

(C B A)= revl(A B C)] 

= revlconcatlA,(B C)J] 
(we are going after rest[x] again, 

but first we can get A from x. 

= reulconcat[first[x](B C)]) 

= rev[concat[first[x];revl(C BI) 

= rev{concatlfirst{x];revlresti(D C B)I)]) 

= revlconcatlfirst[x],reulrestlrevfrest[xJ}]]]] 

That is, rev[x] looks like conca¢[first{rev[restlx])); 
rev{concatlfirst[x]; 

rev{rest{reulrese{x JI) 

Now, the termination conditions are simple. First rev[( )] gives ( ). But 
notice that the general case which we just constructed has two concats. That 
means the shortest list which it can make is of length two. So lists of length 
one are also handled separately: the reverse of such a list is itself. Thus the 
complete definition should be: 

rev[x} <= [ nudi[x] > (); 
null[rest[x]] > x; 

t  concatl firstlrev[rest[x]]]; 
revtconcatlfirst{x]; 

revlrest[revlrestxJ)]]) J 

We have only hinted at the issue of efficiency in computation. The 
question of efficiency involves deeper questions of the evaluation 
mechanisms. We will return to these issues after we have discussed the LISP 
evaluation scheme more completely.
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Problems 

1 Use the following definition: 

match[k,m] <= [null[k] + NO; 
null[m] + NO; 

eglfirstlk],firselm]) > firstlk]; 

t > matcAlrest(k]-resti{m]]] 

and evaluate: 

a. matcAl(X)(X)]_ b. matcal(A B E),( J O E)I 
c. matchl(F O O); (B A Z)) 

2. Now write your own functions: 
a. amonglx,y] <= ... : among is to be a predicate; x is an atom; 9 is a list 

of atoms. among is to return f if x is not found as an element 

of y; otherwise, among is to return t. 

e.g. amonglA,(A B C)}) = amonglAXC D E A))=t 

amonglA1;,(A2 B2)) = f. 

b. anywherelx,y] <= ... : anywhere is a predicate; x is an atom; y is an 

arbitrary S-expr or list. anywhere is to return t just in the 
case that x appears somewhere in 4. 

eg. anywherelA;,(A B C)] = anywherelA((A. B).C)) = t 

anywherelA,(B C D)) = f. 

c. collect pairlz,x,y] <= .. : x and y are atoms; z is an S-expression or list, 

some of whose subexpressions, may begin (x...) or 
(y..). collectpair is to return a dotted pair whose 
car-part is a list of all the occurrences of (x...) and 

whose cdr-part is a list of all occurrences of (y ...). 

eg. collectpairl((A 1) ((B. 2) (C A 4)));4,B) = (((A 1) (A 4). ((B . 2))) 

d. pred[x] <= ... : x is a positive integer. pred is a function, returning the 
predecessor of its argument. The only arithmetic function you 
may use is add]. 

eg. pred[3] = 2; pred[0] is undefined; 
prediaddi[x]] = x for x 20. 

e. signum[x] <= ... : x is an integer. signum returns NEGATIVE, ZERO, 
or POSITIVE depending on the sign of x. You may use 
addi and sub! but no comparision function other than eg.
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f. maxdeptAll) <= ... : 1 is a list. This function is to find the maximum 
depth of nesting of any element in 2. Assume that / is a 
strict list (see page 36); that is, any sub-element is either 

atomic or is itself a strict list. For example 

maxdepthl( )] = 0; maxdepthl(((B) C) A)] = 3



CHAPTER 2 

Applications of LISP 

“All the time | design programs for nonexisting machines and 
add: ‘if we now Ahad a machine comprising the primitives here 
assumed, then the job is done.’ 
.. In actual practice, of course, this ideal machine will turn out not 
to exist, so our next task --structurally similar to the original one-- 
is to program the simulation of the “upper” machine... But this 
bunch of programs is written for a machine that in all probability 
will not exist, so our next job will be to simulate it in terms of 
programs for a next lower level machine, etc, until finally we have 
a program that can be executed by our hardware..." 

E. W. Dijkstra, {[Dij 72] 

2.1 Introduction 

There are several ways of interpreting this remark of Dijkstra. Anyone who 
has programmed at a level higher than machine language has experienced 
the phenomenon. The act of programming in a high-level language is that of 
writing algorithms for a nonexistent high-level machine. Typically however, 

53
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the changes of representation from machine to machine are all done 
automatically: from high-level, to assembly language, and finally to hardware 
instructions. 

A related view of Dijkstra’s remark involves our discussions of abstract 
data structures and algorithms. We express our algorithms and data 
Structures in terms of abstractions independent of how they may be 
represented in a machine; indeed we can use the ideas of abstraction 

regardless of whether the formalism will find a representation on a machine. 
This use of abstraction is the true sense of the programming style called 
“structured programming”. We will see in this chapter how this 
programming style is a natural result of writing representation-independent 
LISP programs. 

As we have previously remarked, we will see a close relationship 
between the structure of an algorithm and the structure of the data. We 
have seen this already on a small scale: list-algorithms tend to recur “linearly” 
on rest to ( ); S-expr algorithms tend to recur “left-and-right” on cer and cdr, 
finally decomposing the expression to atoms. Indeed, the instances of control 
structures appearing in an algorithm typically parallel the style of inductive 

definition of the data structure which the algorithm is examining. } 
If a structure is defined as: 

D:= 9, | D2 | D5 

e.g. <seq elem> ::= <indiv> | <seq> 

then we can expect to find a conditional expression whose predicate positions 

are filled by the recognizers for the Ds. 
If the structure is defined as: 

D rid dD, see D, 

eg. <seq> = (<seq elem, .., <seq elem>) 

that is, a homogeneous sequence of elements, then we will have a "linear" 

recursion like that experienced in list-algorithms. 2 

'The ideas sketched here have more formal explanations in algebraic 
notions; see [Hen 75]. 

2 Indeed there are other forms of control like iteration or lit (page 196) 
which are related to such data structures.
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Finally if the structure is defined with a fixed number of components 
as: 

D = ®, Dp Do... D, 

eg. <sexpr> := (<sexpr> . <sexpr>) 

then we can expect occurrences of selector functions to extract the 

components from the structure. 3 
Thus a data-structure algorithm tends to "pass off” its work to 

subfunctions which will operate on the components of the data structure. 

Thus if a structure of type D is made up of components of types D1, Do, Da, 

and D4, then the structure of an algorithm f operating on D typically 

involves calls on subfunctions f; through f4 to handle the subcomputations. 

Each f; will in turn break up its D, Thus the type-structure of the call on f 

would be: 

AD] = gif, (Dl flD2) Faldo) falDq)) 

This is the essence of level-wise programming: we write f, f\,..,f4 

independently of the representation of their data structures. f will run 
provided that the fs are available. As we write the fs we will probably 

invoke computations on components of the corresponding ®, Those 

computations are in turn executed by subfunctions which we have to write. 
This process of elaboration terminates when all subfunctions are written and 
all data structures have received concrete representations. In LISP this means 
the lowest level functions are expressed in terms of LISP primitives and the 
data structures are represented in terms of S-exprs. Thus at the highest level 
we tend to think of a data structure as a class of behaviors; we don’t care 
about the internal mechanisms which implement that behavior. At the 
lowest level, machine-language routines simulate one of many possible 
representations. 

This process of elaboration of abstract algorithm and abstract data 
structure may modify the top-level definition of f. In reality, implementation 
considerations may effect some earlier decisions and require replanning of an 
earlier strategy. At that time the complete plan should be re-examined; local 
modifications may have global repercussions. A programming style is not a 
panacea; it is no substitute for clear thinking. It only helps control the 
complexity of the programming process. 

3You may have noticed that we are therefore dealing with essentially 
“context-free” abstract data structures; ie, those generated by context-free 

grammars. See [Hop 69].
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2.2 Examples of LISP Applications 

The next few sections will examine some non-trivial problems involving 
computations on data structures. We will describe the problem intuitively, 
pick an initial representation for the problem, write the LISP algorithm, and 
in some cases “tune” the algorithm by picking “more efficient" data 
representations. 

The examples share other important characteristics: 

1. We examine the problem domain and attempt to represent its elements as 
data structures. 

2. We reflect on our (intuitive) algorithm and try to express it as a LISP-like 
data-structure manipulating function. 

38. While performing 1 and 2, we might have to modify some of our 
decisions. Something assumed to be structure might better be represented 
as algorithm, or some algorithm might be better repesented as a data 
structure. 

4. When the decisions are made, we evaluate the LISP function on a 
representation of a problem. 

5. We reinterpret the data-structure output as an answer to our problem. 

Pictorially in terms of LISP: 

informal => LISP function 
algorithm 

evaluation 
interpret 

S-expr output as answer 

domain => S-expressions 

Whenever we write computer programs, whatever language we use, we 
always go through a similar representation problem. The process is more 
apparent in a higher-level language like FORTRAN or ALGOL, and is 
most noticeable in a language like LISP which primarily deals with data 
structures. 

When we deal with numerical algorithms, the representation problem 
has usually been settled in the transformation from real-world situation to a 
numerical problem. One has to think more explicitly about representation 
when we deal with structures like arrays or matrices. We are encoding our 
information in the array. But the preceding diagram occurs within the 
machine, even for strictly non-structured numerical calculation.
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numerical => machine 
algorithm instructions 

execution 
interpret 

binary number as answer 

numbers => binary 
representation 

  

The encodings are done by the input routines. The result of the execution is 
presented to the external world by the output routines. 

However, when we come to data-structure computations, the 

representation problem really becomes apparent. We have to think more 
about what we are doing since we tack certain preconceptions or intuitions 
about such computations. More importantly, we are trying to represent actual 
problems directly as machine problems. We do not attempt to first analyze 
them into a complex mathematical theory, but try to express our intuitive 
theory directly as manipulations of data-structures. This is a different kind 
of thinking, due wholly to the advent of computers. Indeed the field of 
computation has expanded so much as to make the term "computer" obsolete. 
"Structure processor” is more indicative of the proper level at which we 
should view “computers”. 

We have already seen a simple example of the representation problem 
in the discussion of list-notation beginning in Section 1.6. 

sequence 
algorithm => LISP function 

evaluation 
interpret 

S-expr result as answer. 

sequence 
expression => S-expression 

The following sections deal with representation of complex data 
structure problems in LISP. 

2.3 Differentiation 

This example will describe a rudimentary differentiation routine for 
polynomials in several variables. We will develop this algorithm through 
several stages. We will begin by doing a very direct, but 
representation-dependent, implementation. We will encode polynomials as 
special LISP lists and will express the differentiation algorithm as a LISP 
program operating on that representation. When this program is completely
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specified we will then scrutinize it, attempting to see just how much of the 
program and data structure is representation and how much is essential to 
the algorithm. 

You should recognize two facts about the differentiation algorithm for 
polynomials: first, the algorithm operates on forms (or expressions) as 
arguments and returns forms as values. Previously discussed algorithms have 
operated on simple values and produced simple values. The differentiation 
algorithm takes expressions as arguments and produces a new expression as 
value. Second, you should realize that the algorithm for differentiation is 
recursive. The question of differentiating a sum is reduced to the ability to 
differentiate each summand. Similar relationships hold for products, 
differences, and powers. There must be some termination conditions. 
Differentiation of a variable, say x, with respect to x is defined to be the 
number one; differentiating a constant, or a variable not equal to x with 

respect to x gives a result of zero. This begins to sound like the 
IND-definitions of sets (in this case the set of polynomials) and the associated 
REC-definitions of algorithms (in this case differentiation of polynomials). If 
this is the mold into which our current problem fits, then we must give an 

inductive definition of our set of polynomials. Though polynomials can be 
arbitrarily complex, involving the operations of addition, multiplication, 
negation, and exponentiation, their general format is very simple if they are 
described in our LISP-like notation where the operation precedes its 
operands. We assume that binary plus, times, and exponentiation are 
symbolized by +, x, and 1; we will write +[x;2] instead of the usual infix 

notation x+2. The general term for this LISP-like notation is prefix 
notation. 

Here are some examples of infix and prefix representations: 

infix prefix 

xez+2y +[x[x,2]; 2,97] 

MxPRZ alxyly,;z]] 

We now give an inductive definition of the set of polynomials we wish 
to consider. The definition will involve an inductive definition of terms. 

1. Any term is a polynomial. 

2. If p, and po are polynomials then the "sum" of p,; and pz is a polynomial. 
where: 

{. Constants and variables are terms. 

2. If ty and ty are terms then the "product" of t; and ty is a term. 

3. If t, is a variable and tp is a constant then “t, raised to the to" power” is 

a term. 
4. If t, is a term then "minus" t, is a term.
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We now give a BNF description of the above set using the syntax of prefix 
notation: 

<poly> = <term> | <plus>[<poly>;<poly>] 
<term> == <constant> 

:= <variable> 
<times>[<term>;<term>] 
<expt>[<variable>;<constant>] 

i= <minus><term> 

<constant> := <numeral> 

<plus> ne + 

<times> =o i= 

<expt> n= T 

<minus>  := 

<variable> ::= <identifier> 

It is easy to write recursive algorithms in LISP; the only problem here 
is that the domain and range of LISP functions is S-exprs, not the 

polynomials. We need to represent arbitrary polynomials as S-exprs. We 
will do the representation in lists rather than S-exprs. 

Let # be a function mapping polynomals to their representation such 
that a variable is mapped to its uppercase counterpart in the vocabulary of 
LISP atoms. Thus: 

WR <variable> |] = <literal atom> 

Let constants (numerals), be just the LISP numerals; these are also 

respectable LISP atoms. Thus: 

R[[ <numeral> |] = <numeral> 

We have now specified a representation for the base domains of the 
inductive definition of our polynomials. It is time to develop the termination 
cases for the recursive definition of differentiation. 

We know from differential calculus that if wu is a constant or a variable 
then: 

dujdx = lifx=u 
0 otherwise 

We will represent the d-operator as a binary LISP function named diff. The 
application, du/dx will be represented as difflu;x]. Since constants and 
variables are both represented as atoms, we can check for both of these cases 
by using the predicate isindiv. Thus a representation of the termination 
cases might be: 

difflu,x) <= [isindivlu] > [egix;u] > 1; t > 0)... ] 

Notice we write the abbreviation, isindiv instead of isindiv,, You should be
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a bit wary of our definition already: diff{;] will evaluate to /. 
Now that we have covered the termination case, what can be done for 

the representation of the remaining class of terms and polynomials? That is, 
how should we represent sums and products? 

First, we will represent the operations », +, -, and T as atoms: 

Rl + J - Plus 
RL» ] - Times 
RIL - J = minus 
RIL + = EXPT 

We will now extend the mapping ® to occurrences of binary operators 
by mapping to three-element lists: 

RI a[B | Bo] J- @lLe], Re, 1, Rs, ]]) 

Unary applications will result in two-element lists: 

RI a6) ] - Rlo], KL ]) 

For example: RUE +tx; 2] J] = (PLUS xX 2) 
For a more complicated example, the polynomial 

x? + 2yz + u 

will be translated to the following prefix notation: 

+[tlx;2]; Ll2paly;2)]; ul] 4 

From this it’s easy to get the list form: 

(PLUS (EXPT X 2) (PLUS (TIMES 2 (TIMES Y Z)) V)) 

Now we can complete the differentiation algorithm for + and »% We know: 

alf + glidx = df/dx + dg/dx. 

Expressing this phrase as part of diff, 

we would se: u=Mll f+¢ I = (PLus, Rly L Rg b 

where: _ second[u] = Rily sand, tirdtu) = RIL g ] 5 

‘This is messier than it really needs to be because we assume that + 

and » are binary. You should also notice that our R-mapping is applicable to 
a larger class of expressions than just <poly>. Look at (x + y)x(z + 2). 

5As we intimated earlier, we have entered an unwise course here. We 

have tied the algorithm for symbolic differentiation to a specific 
representation for polynomials. Believing that much can be learned from 
seeing mistakes, we will use that representation, and on page 62 we will 
examine our decision.
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The result of differentiating u is to be a new list of three elements: 

1. The symbol PLUS. 

2. The effect of diff operating RILY ] 

3. The effect of diff operating R[L¢ ]] 

Thus another part of the algorithm: 

eqlfirst{u);PLUS] > list [PLUS, difflsecondlu);x],difflthird{u)xJ) 

dl fxg]/dx is defined to be f* dg/dx + g xdffdx. 

So here’s another part of diff: 

eglfirsttu], TIMES] list[PLUS; 
listI TIMES; second[u],difflthirdlu);x]]; 
list(T IMES ;third[u] difflsecond{u);xJ)] 

Finally, here’s an example. We know: 

d[xxy + xdx = y+ 1 

Try: 

diff (PLUS (TIMES X Y) X); X] 
= listtPLUS; diffl(TIMES X Y); X];difftX;X]] 
= list] PLUS; 

list[PLUS; 
list[TIMES; X; difflY ;X]); 
listITIMES; Y; diff(X;X Ml]; 

difftX ;X]] 

= list] PLUS, 
listIPLUS; 

list TIMES, X ;0); 
list(T MES, Y,1)); 

1] 

=(PLUS (PLUS (TIMES X 0) (TIMES Y 1)) 1)
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which can be interpreted as: 

xx0 + ysl +] 

Now it is clear that we have the right answer; it is equally clear that the final 
representation leaves much to be desired. There are obvious simplifications 
which would have done before we would. consider this output acceptable. 

This example is a particularly simple case for algebraic simplification. We 
can easily write a LISP program to perform simplifications like those 
expected here: like replacing 0%*x by 0, and xx] by x. But the general problem 
of writing simplifiers, or indeed of recognizing what is a “simplification”, is 
quite difficult. A whole branch of computer science has grown up around 
symbolic and algebraic manipulation of expressions. One of the crucial parts 
of such an endeavor is a sophisticated simplifier. For more details and 
examples of the power of such systems see [Hea 68], [MAC 74], or [Mos 74]. 

Points to note 

This problem of representation is typical of data structure algorithms 
regardless of what language you use. That is, once you have decided what 
the informal algorithm is, pick a representation which makes your algorithms 
clean. Examine the interplay between the algorithm and the representation, 
and continue to examine your decisions as you refine your method. In 
Section 2.6 we will see a series of representations, each becoming more and 
more “efficient” and each requiring more "knowledge" being built into the 
algorithm. The remainder of this section will reexamine our representations 
in the differentiation algorithm. 

First, here is the complete diff algorithm for + and «: 

difflu;x] <= {isindivlu] > [eglx;u] > 1; t > 0); 
eglfirst [u); PLUS) > listtPLUS; 

difflsecondiul; x); 
difflthirdlu), x); 

eqlfirstlul; TIMES] > list] PLUS; 
list{TIMES; 

second[u]; 
difflthird[ul, J]; 

lisITIMES; 
third[u]; 
diffiseconalul; xJ); 

ts 4) ° 

As we mentioned earlier, the current manifestation of diff encodes too much 
of our particular representation for polynomials. The separation of algorithm 
from representation is beneficial from at least two standpoints. First, 
changing representation should have a minimal effect on the structure of the 

The element .L is not strictly part of LISP.
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algorithm, but diff knows that variables are represented as atoms and knows 
that a sum is represented as a list whose first-part is PLUS. Second, 
readability of the algorithm suffers greatly. How much of diff really needs 
to know about the representation and how can we improve the readability of 

diff? 
The uses of first, second, and third are not particularly mnemonic.’ We 

used second to get the first argument to a sum or product and used third to 
get the second. We used first to extract the operator. However first, second, 
and third select components of sequences; they know nothing about 
polynomials. We want to refer to polynomials as abstract data structures. 
Let’s define the selectors: 

oplx) <= firstlx] 
arg,{x) <= second[x] 

argalx] <= third[x] 

Then diff becomes: 

difflu;x) <= lisindivtu] > leglx;u] > 1; t > 0); 
eqloplu]; PLUS] > listLPLUS;, 

difflarg,[u]; x]; 
difflargalu); x]; 

egloplul; TIMES) > listLPLUS; 
listI TIMES; 

arg [ul]; 
difflarga[u]; x]); 

lis(TIMES; 
argalu); 
difflarg fu); «1)); 

t+ 1) 

Still, there is much of the representation present. Recognition of variables 
and other terms can be abstracted. We need only recognize when a term is a 
sum, a product, a variable or a constant. To test for the occurrence of a 

numeral we shall assume a unary LISP predicate called numberp which 

returns { just in the case that its argument is a numeral. Then, in terms of 

the current representation, we could define such recognizers and predicates 
as: 

issum[x] <= egloplx];PLUS] 

isprod[x] <= eglop[x);TIMES] 

isconst[x] <= number pix] 

isvar[x] <= [isindiolx] > notlisconstlx]]; t > f) 
samevar[x,y] <= eqlx;y] 

7However, they are more readable than car-cdr-chains.
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Now we can rewrite diff as: 

difflu;x) <= [isvar[u] + [samevarlx;u] » 1; t > 0]; 
isconst(u] > 0; 
issum[u) + listlLPLUS; 

difflarg lu); x); 
difflargolu); x); 

isprod{u] > listl[PLUS; 
list(TIMES; 

arg [ul; 

difflargalu), xl; 
listITIMES; 

argolul, 
difflarg (ul; x); 

t+ 1] 

Readability is certainly improving, but the representation is still known to 
diff. When we build the result of the sum or product of derivatives we use 
knowledge of the representation. It would be better to define: 

makesumIx,9] <= listlPLUS;x,9] 

makeprod(x,y] <= list((TIMESx;4] 

Then the new diff is: 

difflu,x] <= [isvar[u] > [samevarlx;u] > 1; t > 01; 
isconst{u] > 0; 
issum[u] > makesuml[ difflarg [ul]; x]; 

difflargatul; x]; 
isprodtu] + makesumbnakeprodlarg \{u]; 

difflarg alu]; x); 

makeprodlargolu); 
diff [arg lu); «J]]; 

t> 4) 

In the process, diff has become much more understandable and, more 
importantly, the details of the representation have been relegated to 
subfunctions. Changing representation simply requires supplying different 
subfunctions. No changes need be made to diff. There has only been a slight 
decrease in efficiency. The termination condition in the original diff is a bit 
more succinct, but speaking precisely it was incorrect. The gain in 
independence far outweighs the slight efficiency consideration. Looking 
back, first we abstracted the selector functions: those which selected 

components; next we abstracted the recognizers: the predicates indicating 
which kind of term was present; finally we modified the constructors: the 

functions which make new terms. These three components of programming:
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selectors, recognizers, and constructors, will appear again on page 164 in a 
discussion of McCarthy's abstract syntax. 

The diff algorithm is much more abstract now, in the sense that the 
representation of the domain and the representation of the functions and 

predicates which manipulate that domain have been extracted out. ® This is 

our ¥-mapping again; we mapped the domain of <poly>’s to lists and 
mapped the constructors, selectors, and recognizers to list-manipulating 
functions. Thus the data types of the arguments u and x are <poly> and 
<var> respectively, not list and atom. To stress this point we should make one 
more transformation on diff. We have frequently said that there is a 
substantial parallel between a data structure and the algorithms which 
manipulate it. Paralleling the BNF definition of <poly> on page 59, we write: 

difflu;x] <= [isterm[u] > difftermlu,x]; 
issumlu] > makesuml difflarg lu]; x]; 

difflargalul; x]; 

t+ 1) 

aiffterm[u,x] <= [isconst{u] > 0; 

isvar(u] > [samevarlx;u] > 1; t > 0); 
isprod[u] + makesumlmakeprodlarg lu]; 

difflergoful; x]; 
makeprod{largolu]; 

dif flarg [ul]; xJ)); 

{> 1] 

To satisfy our complaint of page 59 that diff{/; I] gives a defined result, we 
should also add: 

diff’lu; x) <= [isvarlx] > [ispolylu) > difflu; x]); t > 1) 

Finally, notice that our abstraction process has masked the order-dependence 
of conditional expressions. Exactly one of the recognizers will be satisfied by 
the form w. 

Problems 

—
 . Extend the version of diff of your choice to handle differentiation of 

powers such as t[x; 3]. 

2. Extend diff to handle unary minus. 

3. Extend diff to handle differentiation of the trigonometric functions, sin 
and cos and their composition with polynomials. For example it should 

handle sin@x + cos(x? + 5x -2), 

4. Write an algorithm to handle integration of polynomials. 

®To be particularly precise, our references to 0 and / should really be 
mkconst[0] and mkconsi{/], signifying the functions which make constants.
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2.4 Tree Searching 

A natural application of LISP’s recursive power occurs in tree searching 
algorithms. These algorithms are the heart of programs which play games. 
A ubiquitous feature of sophisticated game playing is "a strategy". In a 
simple game, for example tic-tac-toe, an optimal strategy may be easily 
computable. In games like checkers and chess, the algorithmic approach 
would require enormous computational power; heuristic methods are applied 
to reduce the computational requirements. 

The heart of this strategy formation is often a tree structure. That tree 
will have nodes representing “possible moves". In a single-person game, the 
evaluation of the tree will result in a "best move", any move that wins. In a 
two-person game we must be more careful; the branching structure will 
represent both your moves and those of the opponent, and the position 
evaluation must take that into account: "Now if I move here, then my 
opponent will move there, ... .” 

The tree-structured data and recursive programming style of LISP, 
allow simple formulations of complex tree strategies. The description 
involves discussion of the abstract data structures and their representations. 
The objects are finitely branching trees; that is, we assume that any node in 
a tree can have any finite number of branches. We will also assume that the 
trees will terminate on all of their branches. We need a recognizer, named 

is_term, which will return t if the tree is the trivial terminal tree with no 

branches. A terminal tree may either be a W/N or a LOSS. If it’s a win, we 
know how to achieve our goal; if it’s a LOSS, then we look further. That 
“further” says examine the alternatives the immediate parent of that node; if 
there aren’t any alternatives then back up to the grandparent. 

If a tree has branches they are located by the selector branches. We will 
assume those branches are presented as an ordered sequence, perhaps 
ordered by their plausible value. Therefore we will use the selectors first and 
rest to select candidate branches. 

eval_treeltr} <= ( is_termltr] > [is_winl[tr] > tr; t > LOSS}, 

t > eval_brancheslbranchesltr])] 

eval_branches[l] <= {null[2] » LOSS; 
eglLOSS ;eval_treelfirstt!])] + eval_brancheslrest[2]]; 

t > firse[/)) 

The simplicity of the description is pleasing. It encourages us to proceed to 
more complex tree strategies. 

Attempts at exhaustive search of game trees becomes prohibitively 
expensive when applied to games like checkers and chess. However, 
computers have had reasonable success at checkers, and are beginning to 
play passable chess. A recent article, [Sug 77], addresses the feasibility of
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home chess machines. Those successes are based on more sophisticated 
analysis of game trees. The ideas involved in that analysis are easily 
expressed in LISP. 

In the following discussions we will make several assumptions. 

1. Our opponent is as smart as we are. This assumption ajlows us to use our 
evaluation function in evaluating the positions of our opponent. 

2. We assume that our opponent is also trying to win. Therefore his move 
will reflect his best attempt to defeat us. Since we are using the same 
position-evaluator, his "Maximal harm" is our "minimal good". We are 
thus following a "max-min" strategy wherein we attempt to find the best 
move which our opponent cannot turn into a disaster for us. 

From these ideas we formulate our position evaluation strategy as 
follows: 

1. Grow a tree of moves. First our possible moves from a position, then his 
counter moves; then our responses, etc. Continue this until the branch 

terminates or until a termination condition is forced. ° 

2. Once the tree is built, we evaluate the terminal nodes. 

3. The values are propagated back up the tree using the min-max idea. If 
the preceding node is ours, we assign that node the maximum of the 
branch values; if the preceding node is his we assign the minimum of the 
values. We proceed in this fashion, finally returning the value of the 
“best path". 

We will simplify matters somewhat, returning only the "value" of the best 

path. '° First, we develop some subfunctions: 

maxlistlt;f] <= [nulllt] > -co, t > maxl fLfirselt]]; 
maxlist{rest{l),f 1) 

minlistll;f] <= [null{t]» o,;t- min[fLfirse(t]]; 
minlisttrest(1],f1) 

The "co" denotes a number, bigger than any other value our evaluation 
function f can concoct. The f is a different kind of variable from those we 
have seen before. It is used as a LISP function within the bodies of the 
definition, yet passed as a variable. It is therefore called a functional 
variable. We will discuss such variables in the next chapter, but for now the 

intent should be clear from some examples: 

maxlist((l 3 5 2),add1] = 6 and minlist((1 3 5 2),add!1] = 2 

With those preliminaries, we are ready to present the mini-max strategy: 

®We assume we have methods for determining when a move is already 
present in the tree. 

'OWe should really return the best value and a description of the best 
path.
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maxposlp) <= lis_terml[p] > value[p]; 
t + maxlist{[brancheslp],; minpos]] 

minpos(p) <= [is_term[p] > value[p]; 
t + minlistlbrancheslp]; maxpos)] 

maxpos gives the value of a position for the maximizing player and minpos 
gives the value of a position for the minimizing player. value is the 
terminal position evaluation function. 

What's even more interesting is that there is a simple technique which 
will allow us to discover the optimal path, usually without having to visit all 
the nodes. The technique, discovered by John McCarthy in 1958, is called 

a-8 pruning; it is based on the observation that if our opponent is assured 
that he can force us into an unfavorable position then he won’t make a move 
which would give us a better position. That’s obvious; what is not obvious is 
that he can often make such decisions on the basis of only a partial 
evaluation of the tree. Consider: 

0 

opponent’s moves 

N M 
rT rt veey our moves 

7 3 4 ? eae 

Since we are to evaluate the position at N, we maximize the position, getting 

7; that becomes the value of node N. It is up to our opponent to evaluate 

position 0, and he now knows we're going to get a 7 if he moves to N. He 

looks questioningly at "?"; if that value is greater than 7 then he immediately 

rejects move M without examining the other possibilities; things can only get 

worse for him. If "?" is less than 7, then he looks at additional alternatives at 

M. Once our opponent is finished evaluating the position, then it’s our turn to 

play the game at the position above 0, only now we will try to maximize 

what that stingy individual has left us. We let @ be the value which must be 
exceeded for a position to be desirable by the position about to play; and let 

B be the value which must not be exceeded if the move leading to the 

position would be made by the opponent, in the above example 7 is the 

8-value when evaluating M. With that, we modify the min-max algorithms to 

include @-8 pruning.
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maxlist y all;f;«;B) <= [nuli[?] > a; 

flfirst{N] 2 B > B; 

t > maxlist, al rese[d]; 

fi 
max(a,;f[first{Z])); 
8)) 

minlisty gllifse;B] <= [ null[!] > B; 
flfirstl/]] s a > a; 

t > minlist. gl resell]; 

i 
a; 

minlBfLfirstl2T1) 

max pos y lp ;e;8) <= [is_termlp] > maxla;min[8 ;valuel pl; 

t + maxlist, glbrancheslp]; minpos ,;o;8)] 

minpos [x] <= minpos., qlx;a,;8] 

min pos y al p;a;B] <= [ is_termlp] + maxla,;minI6 ;valuelp)); 

{> minlistglbrancheslp); max pos , 0,8] 

maxpos [x] <= maxpos, lx;a,8] 

The process can be initialized with @ and 8 set to -co and o respectively. 

Tighter bounds on “acceptablility” can be enforced by picking different a’s 

and §’s. The effect will be to shorten the search time while, perhaps, ignoring 
some winning moves; caveat emptor. 

This not a trivial algorithm. However its description as a LISP 
program is about as simple and as compact as you will find; anywhere. 

2.5 Data Bases 

One of the more intriguing applications of LISP is in the area of data base 
management. In this section we introduce the ideas and suggest how LISP 
can be applied to the problems. 

A data base is a collection of objects together with a set of functions to 
pose questions about the objects in the base, to select objects from the base, 
and to construct new entries in the base. Expressed differently, a data base is 
an abstract data structure. We need to locate information in the base. We 
should be able to ask the system for a specific ob ject or we should be able to 
partially specify our request ("find all books about LISP" or “find all books 
about LISP published before 1975"). We should be able to add entries and 
delete entries, but we will postpone these kinds of requests until later. 

The representational details of objects will be suppressed as usual, and 
we will concentrate on the abstract properties. In our first example, the
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ob jects in the data base will represent constants: an object will have a name 
and a collection of properties and values. 

  
propi | valli 
  
      prop2 | val2 

An object representation 

For example, a data base dealing with business supplies might have 
ob jects named boxes. Each box has properties like size and contents. 

Not all objects need to have the same number of properties. For 
example in a data base whose objects are bibliographic references, books 
need not have page references, whereas journal articles require them; journal 
references don’t include a publisher whereas books do. The programs which 
manipulate the data base must be structured to take changeablility into 
account. 

Here are some examples: the first one was extracted from the side of a 
Xerox paper box; the second might be a representation of a bibliographic 
entry for this book. 

  
NAME 4829258 

SIZE 8-1/2 x 11 

COLOR WHITE 

AMNT 18 REAMS 

  

  

        
  

  

  

  

  

AUTHOR ALLEN, JOHN, R. 

TITLE THE ANATOMY OF LISP 

TYPE BOOK 

PUBL MCGRAW-HILL 

DATE 1377         
Given a data base of objects, we need to be able to manipulate these 

objects in meaningful ways. We will not address the problems of designing
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input and output, but will concern ourselves solely with the problems of 
semantics of data base primitives: how can we use the information in the 
base? 

In requesting information from a data base, we typically specify part of 
the request and expect the system to come up with a set of possibilities which 
fit our description. For example, the request: "find all books about LISP”, 
specifies that we are interested only in books, not in journal articles or course 
notes; the topic is specified to be LISP, but the system is free to select the 
other components: the author, the title, the publisher and the date of 
publication. The objects which are specified are called constants, the 
unspecified components are variables. A request is a structure called a 
pattern and consists of an ordered collection of constants and variables. The 
elements in the data base are also patterns, for this example, they contain 
only constants; such constant patterns are also called records. The process of 
discovering whether or not a record in the data base matches the request is 
called pattern matching. 

We describe a simple pattern matcher named match. It expects two 
arguments. The first argument is a constant pattern called pat. The second 
argument, exp represents a request; it may be constant, or it may contain 
variables. If it does contain variables, then the pattern matching process 
must establish a match between those variables and components of our data 
base object. The value returned by match will either represent the 
associations built up to match the constant pattern to the expression, or the 
value returned will indicate failure if no match is possible. 

Patterns will be represented as lists with atoms representing constants, 
and variables represented as lower-case greek letters. We will represent 
failure by returning the atom NO. In the case that a match is possible, we 
will return a list of pairs, where each pair is a variable and its matching 

constant. 

For example: match[(A (B C));(A (B @))) = ((a C)) 

matchl(A B C),(A a B)) = ((a@ B) (BC)) 

matchl(A BC),(AC B)) = NO 

Pattern matching can become quite complex. For example: 

matcal(A (BC) (D C))(A (B a) (B C))] = ((a@ C) (B D)) 

match[(A (BC) (D C)){A(B @) (a C))) = NO 

The second example fails since once we have associated C with @ we must 
use that association throughout the rest of the pattern match; and (D C) does 

not match (a C) when @ denotes C. MW 

This assumes that the match proceeds in a left-to-right order.
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We will write match in terms of a subfunction named match’. This 
subfunction carries a third argument, mist, which represents the list of 
partial matches. Whenever we locate a variable in the expression, we 
examine the current miist. If the variable appears, then we must check its 

entry against the corresponding part of the pattern. If the variable does not 
occur in mist, then we associate the variable with the appropriate part of the 
constant pattern. : 

match  pat;exp] <= match'[pat;exp,( )] 

match'[pat;exp;mlist] <= [equal[mlist;NO] > NO, 
isconstlexp) > [ sameconst[ pat;exp] > mlist; 

t+ NO); 
isvarlexp] > check[ pat; 

exp; 
lookupl pat;mlist]; 
mlist); 

t + match’ [ suffixl pat]; 
suffixlexp], 

match'[ prefixl pat]; prefixlexp),miist)] 

check var ;exp,val;mlist] <= [not[val] > concat{mkentlvar;exp),miist); 
sameconstlexp,val) + mlist; 

t~ NO] 

lookuplvar;l) <= {null{l] > f; 
samevar[var;namel first) > vallfirse[2]]; 

t > lookuplvar,rest[1]]) 

To complete our description of match we should supply the data structure 
manipulating functions: isconst, isvar, prefix, suffix, samevar, and sameconst; 
and mkent, name, and val. The first five are related, dealing with the 

representation of patterns; the final three involve the representation of the 
match list. Note that we Aave assumed that mist is a list. We will restrict the 
match algorithm to simple matches on tree structure. We represent prefix as 
first and suffix and rest though much more general interpretations are 
possible. We leave it to the reader to supply representations of the missing 
functions. 

Given a basic pattern matcher, we can begin to elaborate on a data 
base management system. We need some means of controlling the matcher. If 
several entries in the system match the inquiry, then we must decide how to 
manage the matches. In simple cases we could make a list of all the 
possibilities. If the number of matches is very large we might want to return 
a few at a time, remembering where we were in the search of the base. The 

natural extension of this idea is to allow a potentially infinite set of elements 
present in the data base. In programming languages we are able to talk about 
such potentialities by using a procedure.
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Instead of having objects explicitly stored in the base, we may allow 

procedures to occur as data base elements. Such a procedure would generate 
elements. For example, instead of storing the integers as explicit objects, we 
could store a procedure to generate the integers. This introduces two 
problems: how do we store procedures as data ob jects; and, assuming that we 

have called such a procedure and it has delivered an explicit object, how do 

we represent the notion that the next time we call that procedure, we want 

the next object? That is, a procedure named get_next_integer should return 
J the first time it is called, but know to return 2 the next time it is called in 
the same context. It must also know to return J when it is called in a new 
context. 

Other possible extensions involve the operations on the base. Assume 
that the base contains “all roses are red" and knows that object ©, is a rose; 

if we ask the data base for all red objects, we should expect to see O, appear 

as a candidate. That expectation requires a deductive ability built into the 
base manipulator. That is, we need not have explicitly stored the information 
in the base, but we expect to be able to deduce facts from information in the 
base using some relationships and reasoning ability. 

There are at least two ways the “roses are red" problem can be solved. 
Notice that “all roses are red” is much like a procedure; given an object 
which is a rose, it generates an object which is red. So, on entering a rose 
ob ject in the data base, the system could also explicitly add the fact that the 
rose was red. This is an example of an input demon. A demon is a 
procedure which is not explicitly called but is activated by the occurrence of 
another event. Whenever an object is added to the base the collection of 
input demons is checked. If an applicable demon is found, it is activated; its 
activation might activate other demons. 

The activation of a demon is a different kind of procedure call than 
previously seen. The activation is done on pattern matching rather than by a 
user-initiated call. Thus the calling style is generally known as pattern 
directed invocation ([Hew 72], [Bau 72]). The demon procedure is stored in 
the data base along with a pattern which determines conditions for its 
activation. In the case of an input demon, an input to the base initiates a 
match of the input demon patterns against the input. If a match is found, the 
corresponding procedures are executed. The match process can bind 
variables to parts of patterns and therefore the procedure typically has access 
to the match information. 

Let’s establish some notation and give an example. To introduce 
records to our system we use a unary procedure named add_item. The 
argument to add_item is the record we wish to add. 

add_item[(ROSE O1)] 

We will use a ternary procedure named add_demon to insert demons in 
the base. The first argument is the type of demon; so far we have discussed
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demons invoked by adding elements; we will also have demons which are 
applied when items are removed, or when items are accessed. These three 
types will be named ADD, REMOVE, and FETCH. The second argument is 

the pattern which will invoke this demon; and the third argument is the 
action to be taken if the pattern matches. For example: 

add_demon[ADD;( ROSE «a);add_item[(RED a))}} 

Demons are also used to monitor the removal of information from the base. 
The third use of demons is involved with another possible solution to 

the “all roses are red” problem. Instead of explicitly adding the fact that O/ 
is a red object we might wait until a request for red objects occurs. At that 
time we could use the “all roses are red" demon backwards. That is, we could 
look for any roses in the data base; the assertion that a "rose" ob ject is also a 
"red" object allows us to accept "rose" objects as solutions to our inquiry. 
This feature introduces a certain deductive capability to our system. It also 
introduces some organizational problems. 

We have to recognize when a procedure is capable of producing ob jects 
of the desired type. We therefore index these data base procedures by a 
pattern which tells what the procedure accomplishes. That pattern is called 
the procedure’s goal and the invocation of such a procedure is again 
pattern-directed, but has an added connotation of being goal-oriented. 

Again, we introduce some notation and an example. Let the request for 
a data base item be given by: 

fetch{a], where @ is a pattern. 

Since a fetch request might discover several possibilities, some being items 
and some being goal-directed procedures, we need a way of examining the 
selected information. 

We introduce a function named try_next, whose single argument is the 
result of a fetch. Each call on ¢ry_next either produces a new item or signals 
that no more items exist on the fetch list. 

An extension to this basic data base manipulating system has become 
convenient in artificial intelligence research. Let us assume we wish to derive 
a plan or scheme for achieving a desired goal. In the derivation process we 
will make hypotheses and then pursue their implications. A similar behavior 
can be simulated if we allow the creation of multiple data bases. Each base 
corresponds to a hypothetical situation or world, and the fetch-ing of an 
object in a world corresponds to asking whether or not a desired state is 
attainable in that world. 

Instead of requiring that all transformations occur in one data base, 
several systems ([Con 73], [QA4 72}) have implemented a layered data base. 
In this situation we are able to add, delete and fetch from specified data 
bases. We add two operations push_base and pop_base which allow us to 
manipulate whole data bases as ob jects.
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The control structures necessary for handling such data base 
manipulations may be very non-structured; some of the implementation ideas 
for such control will be discussed in Section 4.5. We will discuss some 
details of the data structure implementation in Section 56. For more 
information see [McD 75) and [Con 73]. 

Problems 

. Recall our discussion of match on page 72. Supply a representation for 
match lists and supply the eight data structure functions. 

2. The match routine we developed on page 72 required that pat be a 
constant pattern. Write a more general pattern matcher named unify 
which allows either pat or exp to contain variables. This more gereral 
match routine is called a unifier ([Rob 65)). 

For example: 

unifyl(A (B a) A); (A (B D) 8)) = ((a D)(B B) (8 A)) 

unifyl(A (B a) A); (A (B D) B)] = NO 

unifyl(a A a); (BB B)]) = NO 

2.6 Algebra of Polynomials 

Assume that we want to perferm addition and multiplication of polynomials 
and further assume that each polynomial is of the form p, + po+.. + Dp 

where each term, #, is a product of variables and constants. The two 

components of each term are a constant part called the coefficient, and the 

variable part. We shall assume without loss of generality that the set of 
variables which appear in the polynomials are lexicographically ordered, 
eg. x << z; and assume that each variable part obeys that ordering; thus 

we would insist that xzy* be written xyz. We do not assume that the terms 
are ordered within the polynomial; thus x+xy and xy+x are both 
acceptable. We further assume that the variables of each p; are distinct and 

that no ; has O as its coefficient. The standard algorithm for the addition 

of £°,.,p; with X19, indicates that g; can be combined with a 9; if the 

variable parts of these terms are identical. In this case the resulting term has 
the same variable part but has a coefficient equal to the sum of the 
coefficients of p; and g. We will examine four representations of 

polynomials, before finally writing any algorithms. To aid in the discussion 

we will use the polynomial x? - 29 - z as our canonical example.
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First representation 

We could use the representation of the differentiation example. This would 
result in our example assuming the form: 

(PLUS (TIMES 1 (EXPT X 2)) (PLUS (TIMES -2 ¥) (TIMES -1 Z))) 

The above conventions specify an unambiguous representation for our class 
of polynomials. Strictly speaking, we did not need to impose the ordering on 
the set of variables. However, we need to impose some additional constraints 
before we have data structures which are well-suited to the class of 
polynomial algorithms we wish to represent. 

Second representation 

We are really only interested in testing the equality of the variable parts; we 
will mot be manipulating variable parts in any other way. So we might 
simply represent the variable part as a list of pairs; each pair contains a 
variable name and the corresponding value of the exponent. Knowing that 
polynomials are always sums, and knowing the class of algorithms we wish to 

implement, we write Xp; as: 

( (rep of p;), (rep of po), ...) 

This representation would make our example appears as: 

(TIMES 1 ((X . 2))) (TIMES -2 (Y .1))) (TIMES -1 ((Z . 1)))) 

This representation is sufficient and it does have the flexibility we need, but 
it is still not terribly satisfying. We are ignoring too much of the structure in 
our class of polynomials. 

Third representation 

We know that the occurrence of variables is ordered in each variable part; 
we can assume that we know the class of variables which may appear in any 

polynomial. So instead of writing x?y8z as 

((X . 2) (Y . 3) (2 . 1)), 
we could write: (2 3 1) assuming x, y, z are the only variables. 

In a further simplification, notice that the T/MES in the representation is 
superfluous. We always multiply the coefficient by the variable part. So we 
could simply concat the coefficient onto the front of the variable part 
representation. 

Let’s stop for some examples. 
term representation 
2xyz (2111) 

2x?z (2201) 
423 (400 3)
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Thus our canonical polynomial would now be represented as: 

((1 200) (-2010)(-100 1)) 

This representation is not too bad; the first-part of any term is the 
coefficient; the rest-part is the variable part. For example, the test for 
equality of variable parts is now simply a call on equal. 

Let’s start thinking about the structure of the main algorithm. 

Fourth representation 

The algorithm for the sum must compare terms. Finding similar terms, it will 
generate an appropriate new term, otherwise it simply copies the terms. 
When we pick a , from the first polynomial we would like to find a 

corresponding g; with the minimum amount of searching. This can be 

accomplished if we can order the terms in the polynomials. A natural 
ordering can be induced on the terms by ordering the numerical 
representation of the exponents. For sake of argument, assume that a 

maximum of two digits will be needed to express the exponent of any one 

variable. Thus the exponent of x? will be represented as 02, or the exponent 

of z!° will be represented as /0. Combining this with our ordered 
representation of variable parts, we arrive at: 

term representation 

43x7y8z4 (43, 020304) 
2x?z (2, 020001) 
423 (4, 000003) 

Now we can order on the numeric representation of the variable part of the 
term. One more change of representation, which will result in a 
simplification in storage requirements: 

represent axyByo as (a. ABC) 

This gives our final representation: 

((1 . 20000) (-2 . 100) (-1. 1) 

Note that 20000 > 100 > 1. 
Finally we will write the algorithm. We will assume that the 

polynomials are initially ordered and will write the algorithm so as to 
maintain that ordering. Each term is a dotted pair of elements: the 
coefficient and a representation of the variable part. 

As in the previous differentiation example, we should attempt to 
extract the algorithm from the representation. 
We shall define: 

coef{x] <= car[x] and expolx) <= cdr[x] 

To test the ordering we will use the LISP predicate: 

greater plx,y] gives t if x is greater than 4.
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In the construction of the ‘sum’ polynomial we will generate new terms by 
combining coefficients. So a constructor named mknode is needed. In terms 
of the latest representation mknode is defined as: 

mknodelx,y] <= cons{x,y] 

So here’s a graphical representation of our example polynomial: 

x? Qy-z 

1 282888 

-2 188 

NIL 

-1 1 

Here’s the algorithm: 

polyaddl p,q) <= 
{nullpolylp) > 9g; 
nullpolylq] > p; 
greater plexpolfirstlp]l,expolfirst[g]]] > concatlfirselp]; 

polyadalrestl p],q]); 
lessplexpolfirstlpll;expolfirst[qg]]] + concat[firse[q]; 

polyadd| p,restlq)}), 
zeropl pluslcoeflfirstl pll,coeflfirstiq]}] > polyadd{rest{ p),rest(q]l; 
t + concat[ mknodel pluslcoeflfirse pl); coeflfirselq]); 

expolfirst[p])]; 
polyaddlrest[ p],restlq]]]] 

where: zeroplx] <= eqlx;0] 
Notice that our algorithm is quite abstract. 

Now for an explanation and example. The form of polyadd is: 

[p; > €1; P2 > €2; Pg > &g; Pa > €a; Ps > 5s Pg > Ce]
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Pp) 7 e; and po > ep check if either polynomial is empty. 

P3 7 €3 and pq ~ eq examine the ordering of terms so that the resultant 

polynomial retains the ordering. 

Ps Or pg will not be reached unless the variable parts are equal. 

Ps 7 @s. Since the variable parts are equal, we can combine terms. However, 

we must check for cancellations and not include any terms with zero 
coefficient in our resultant polynomial. 

P6 > Pe In the final case we must add a new node to our polynomial. 

Here’s an informal execution of polyadd: 

polyaddl x+y+z; x?-2y-z ] 
= concatlx?, polyaddlx+y+z; -2y-z]] 
= concat(x?;concatlx;polyadd|y+z; -2y-z]]] 
= concat[x?,concatlx,concat[nodel1+-2;9];polyadalz;-z1) 

= concat(x? ,concat[x,concat|-y;polyaddlz; -z)))) 

= concatlx?;concatlx,concatl-9,polyaddl( ),( )I1) 

= concatlx®,concatlx,concatl-y,( yn 
= xP ayn) 

Extensive work has been done on polynomial manipulating algorithms for 
efficient storage and fast execution ([Got 76)). 

Problem 

1. Write an algorithm, polymult, to perform the multiplication of two 
polynomials. 

2.7 Evaluation of Polynomials 

Though you are undoubtedly quite tired of looking at polynomials, there is 
at least one more operation which is usefully performed on polynomials. The 
operation is evaluation. Given an arbitrary polynomial, and values for any 
of the variables which it contains, we would like to compute its value. First 
we will assume that the substitutions of values for variables has already been 

carried out. Thus we are dealing with polynomials of the form: £°,.,p, where 

p; is a product of powers of constants. For example: 

23 4 3442 45 

This could be represented as: 

(PLUS (EXPT 2 3) (PLUS (TIMES 3 (EXPT 4 2)) 5)) 

We have taken this general representation because we have great 
expectations of generalizing the resulting algorithm.
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We describe a LISP function, value, which will take such an S-expr 

representation and compute its value. Input to value will be numerals or lists 
beginning with either PLUS, TIMES, or EXPT and followed by two 

numerals or other expressions of the same form. 

<constexp>::= <constant> 

n= <sum> 

n= <prod> 

se <expt> 

<sum> s= (PLUS <constexp> <constexp> ) 

<prod> w= (TIMES <constexp> <constexp> ) 

<expt> = (EXPT <constexp> <constexp> ) 

The value of a numeral is that numeral; to evaluate the other forms of 

input we should perform the operation represented. We must therefore 
assume that operations of addition, multiplication, and exponentiation exist. 

Assume they are named +, *, and T, respectively. What then should be the 

value of a representation of a sum? It should be the result of adding the 
value of the representations of the two summands or operands. That is, value 
is recursive. It should now be clear how to write value: 

value(x] <= [isconstant[x] > x; 
issum[x] > +(valuelarg [x] valuelargolxJ]]; 
isprod[x] > s[valuelarg ,[x]];valuelargalx]]); 
isexpt[x) > Tlvaluelarg ,[x]],veluelargalx]))} 

where: isconstant{x] <= numberplx] 

issumlx] <= eqlfirst{x];PLUS] 

isprod[x] <= eq[first{x],TIMES} 

isexpt{x) <= eglfirstlx],EX PT] 

Compare the structure of the evaluator with that of the BNF equations. 

Problems 

1. Show how to extend value to handle binary and unary minus. 

2. Write an algorithm instantiate which will take two arguments, one 
representing a set of variables and values, the other representing a 
polynomial. The algorithm is to return a representation of the polynomial 
which would result from substituting the values for the variables. 

3. We would like to represent expressions like 2+3+4 as (PLUS 2 3 4) rather 

than (PLUS (PLUS 2 3) 4) or (PLUS 2(PLUS 3 4)); or represent 
229244546 as (PLUS (TIMES 2 3 4)5 6). Write a new version of value 
which can evaluate such n-ary representations of + and «.
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More on polynomial evaluation 

Though it should be clear that the current value function does perform the 
appropriate calculation, it should be equally clear that the class of 
expressions which value handles is not particularly powerful. We might wish 
to evaluate requests like: 

A "What is the value of xxy + 2*z when x=4, y=2, and z=J?" 

Now the function instantiate, requested in problem 2 above, offers one 

solution: make a new copy of the representation of xsy+2*z with the 

variables replaced by their values. '? This would result in a representation of 
4x2 +21, and this new expression is suitable fare for value. Computationally, 
this is a terrible solution. instantiate will go through the structure of the 
expression looking for instances of variables, and when located, will replace 
them with the appropriate values. value then goes through the structure of 
the resulting expression performing the evaluation. We desire a function, 

value’, which combines the two processes: the basic structure of value’ is that 

of mild-mannered value, but when a variable, say x, is recognized inside 

value’ then value’ would look at a table like that expected by instantiate, 
find x and return the value associated with the entry for x. 

Let’s formalize our intuitions about value’. It will be a function of two 
arguments. The first will be a representation of a polynomial; the second will 
be a representation of the table of variables and values. You may have 
noticed that the original version of value does handle expressions which are 
not actually constant polynomials, (2 + 3)*4 for example. Since we will wish 
to apply our evaluation functions to more general classes of expressions we 
will continue, indeed encourage, this generality. Regardless of the class of 
expressions we wish to examine, it is the structure of the table which should 
be the first order of business. An appropriate table, ¢b/, will be a set of 
ordered pairs <name, val>; thus for the above example the table 

{<x, #>, <y, 2>, <z, >} would suffice. Following our dictum of abstraction 

and representation-independent programming, we will not worry about the 
representational problems of such tables. We will simply assume that “tables” 

are instances of an abstract data structure called <table>, and we will only 
concern ourselves for the moment with the kinds of operations we need to 
perform. We will need two selector functions: name, to select the 

variable-component of a table entry; and vad, to select the value-component. 
A complete discussion of such a data structure would entail discussion of 
constructors and recognizers, and perhaps other functions, but for the current 

value’, these two functions will suffice. 

l2We have seen this substitution and simplification process before in 
discussing equal on page 24. It is a useful model for computation, but does 
not reflect current implementation practice. However, see [Ber 75].
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value’ will need a table-function, locate, to locate an appropriate 

variable-value entry. The binary function locate will take an argument, x, 
representing a variable; and an argument, tb/, representing a table. locate will 
match x against the name-part of each element in tbl; if a match is found 

then the corresponding val-part is returned. If no match is found then locate 
is undefined. 

So far, little structure has been imposed on elements of <table>; tables 
are either empty or not; but if a table is non-empty then each element is a 
pair with recognizable components of name and val. However, the 

specification of algorithms to examine elements of <table> imposes more 
structure on our tables. If we were dealing with mathematical functions 
rather than algorithms then a side condition to the effect that a table had no 
pairs with duplicate first elements would be sufficient (and required). 
However, we are dealing with algorithms and therefore must describe a 
method for locating elements. 

Recursion is the only method we have for specifying locate, and 
recursion operates by decomposing a structure. Sets are notorious for their 
lack of structure; there is no order to the elements of a set. But if we are to 

write a LISP algorithm for locate, that algorithm will have to be recursive on 

the “structure” of ¢b/, and so we impose an ordering on the elements of that 
table. That is, we will represent tables as sequences. We know how to 
represent sequences in LISP: we use lists. 

With this introduction, here’s locate: '% 

locate[x,tbl] <= [eglnamelfirse[tbl]],x] > vallfirst{ebl)); 

t > locatelx,rest[tbt]] J 

The effect of locate is to find the first element of tbl which has a 
name-component which matches x. Having found that match, the 
corresponding val-part is returned. If there were other matches further along 
in the sequence locate would not see them. Other representations of tables 
are certainly possible. This representation will be useful in later applications. 

And here’s the new more powerful value’: 

value‘[x,tbl] <= [isconstant[x] > x; 
isvar[x] > locate[x;tbl]; 

issum[x] > +{ value’[arg ,[x];tb1); 

value’[argolx];tb/]]; 

isprod[x] > s{ value’ larg ,[x],tbd]; 

value‘[argolx],tb/]]; 

isexptlx) > Tl value'larg ,[x],tb/]; 

value’ [arge[x];tbl]) ] 

'SThe interpretation of bf as a function implies that locate represents 
function application; i.e. docate[x,tb/] is tbl(x).This is a very acceptable view 
of table lookup.
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Notice that ¢b/ is carried through as an explicit argument to value’ even 
though it is only accessed when a variable is recognized. Notice too that 

much of the structure of value’ is quite repetitious; the lines which handle 

sums, products, and exponentiation are identical except for the function 
which finally gets applied to the evaluated arguments. That is, the basic 

structure of value’ is potentially of broader application than just the simple 
class of polynomials. In keeping with our search for generality, let’s pursue 

value’ a little further. 

What value’ says is: 

1. The value of a constant is that constant. 

2. The value of a variable is the current value associated with that variable 
in the table. 

3. The value of a function call is the result of applying the function to the 

evaluated arguments. It just turns out that the only functions value’ 
knows about are binary sums, products, and exponentiation. 

Let’s clean up value’ a bit. 

value’[x,tbl] <= [isconstantlx] > x; 
isvar[x] > locate[x,tbl]; 
isfun_args(x] > applyl fun{x); 

eval_args{args(x],tb.}); 

t+ 1) 

The changes are in the third branch of the conditional. We have a new 
recognizer, isfun_args to recognize function application. We have two new 
selector functions; fun selects the representation of the function -- sum, 
product, or power in the simple case; args selects the arguments or parameters 
to the function -- in this case all functions are binary. We have two new 
functions to define: eval_args, which is supposed to evaluate the arguments 
finding values for any of the variables; and apply, which is used to perform 
the desired operation on the evaluated arguments. 

We are still trying to remain as representation-free as possible: thus the 

generalization of the algorithm value’, and thus the care in picking 
representations for the data structures. We need to make another data 
structure decision now, when writing the function eval_args, we will be 

giving a recursive algorithm. This algorithm will be recursive on the 
structure of the first argument, which is a representation of the arguments to 
the function. In contrast to our position when writing the function /ocate, 
there is a natural structure on the arguments to a function: they form a 
sequence. That is f{/;2;3] is typically not the same as f{3,2;1) or f applied to 
any other permutation of {1, 2, 3}. Thus writing eval_args as a function, 
recursive on the sequence-structure of its first argument, is quite natural. 
Here is eval_args:
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eval_argslargs,tbl] <= [nulllargs] > (); 

t > concatl value[firstlargs];tbd]; 
eval_argslrestlargs];tb/)) J 

Notice that we have written eval_args without any bias toward binary 
functions; it will evaluate a sequence of arbitrary length, returning a 
sequence representing the evaluated arguments. 

There should be no real surprises in apply; it gets the representation of 
the function name and the sequence of evaluated arguments and does its job: 

applylfn; evargs)<= [issumlfn] > +[ arg levargs); 
argolevargs)]; 

isprod{fn] > sLarg,levargs]; 
argolevargs]]; 

isexptlfn] > tlarg levargs]; 
argolevargs)) ] 

If we should desire to recognize more functions then we need only modify 
apply. That would be a satisfactory short-term solution, but we would like a 
more general function-definition facility. Such a feature would allow new 
functions to be defined during a computation; then if an application of that 
function were needed, the value-function would find that definition and 

apply if in a manner analogous to the way the pre-defined functions are 
applied. How far away are we from this more desirable super-value? Well 

value’ is already well-endowed with a mechanism for locating values; perhaps 
we can exploit this judiciously placed code. In what context would we be 
interested in locating function definitions? Here’s an example: 

B "What is the value of f(4;2,;/] when flx,9,;z] <= xxy + 22?" 

If we have a means of recovering the definition of f, then we can reduce the 
problem to A of page 81. We will utilize the table-mechanism, and therefore 
will use locate to retrieve the definition of the function f. In our prior 
applications of locate we would find a constant as the associated value. Now, 
given the name f, we would expect to find the definition of the function. 
The question then, is how do we represent the definition of f? Certainly the 
body of the function, x#y + 2%z, is one of the necessary ingredients, but is that 
all? Given the expression x*y + 2%z can we successfully compute f4;2,1]? 
Not yet; we need to know the correspondence between the values /, 2, 4 and 

the variables, x, y, z. That information is present in our notation 

flx,y,;z] <= .., and is a crucial part of the definition of f. That is, the order of 
the variables appearing after the function name is an integral part of the 

definition: f[y,z;x] <= x+y +2%z defines a different function. 
Since we are now talking about representations of functions, we are 

entering the realm of abstract data structures again. We have a reasonable 
understanding now of the essential components of such a representation.
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For our purposes, a function has three parts: 

I. A name; f in the current example. 

2. A formal parameter list; [x,9,z] here. 

3. A body; xxy + 2¥z in the example. 

We do not need a complete study of representations for functions yet. For our 
current discussions we can assume a representation exists, and that we are 

supplied with three selectors to retrieve the components mentioned above. 

1. name selects the name component from the representation. We have 
actually seen name before in the definition locate on page 82. 

2. varlist selects the list of variables from the representation. We have 
already seen that the natural way to think about this component is as a 
sequence. Thus the name variist. 

3. body selects the expression which is the content of the definition. 

Given a function represented in the table according to these conventions, 
how do we use the information to effect the evaluation of something like 

fl4;2,;1)? First value’ will see the representation of /14;2;/]; it should 
recognize this as an instance of function-application at the following line of 

value’: 

isfun_args[x] > aepplylfuntx]eval_argslargs{x];tbJ] 

This should cause an evaluation of the arguments and then pass on the work 
to apply. 

Clever apply should soon realize that f is not the name of a known 
function. It should then extract the definition of f from the table; associate 

(or bind) the evaluated arguments (4, 2,/) with the variables of the 
parameter list (x, 9, 2), making a new table with name-value pairs 

(<x, 4>, <y, 2>, <z, I>). Now we are back to the setting of problem A of 

page 81. We should ask value’ to evaluate the body-component of the 
function using the new tbl. This works fine for x, y, and z; within the 
evaluation of the body of f we will find the right bindings for these 
variables. But we might also need some information from the original fb/. 
The evaluation of the body of f might entail the application of some 
function definition present in fb. For example, the representation of 

"what is gl2] where glx] <= x+s[x]; and s[x] <= xxx ?" 

Within the body of g we need the definition of s. Therefore, instead of 
building a new table we will add the new bindings to the front of the old 
table. Since locate begins its search from the front of the table we will be 
assured of finding the new bindings; since the old table is still accessible we 
are assured of finding any necessary previous bindings.
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We should be able to create a new value’’ now. Looking at the finer 

detail of value’ and apply, we can see a few other modifications need to be 

made. apply’ will locate the function definition and thus ¢b/ should be 

included as a third argument to apply’. That is, inside apply’ we will have: 

isfunlfn] > apply’llocatelfn,thl],evargs;tbe], 

After locate has done its work, this line (above) will invoke apply’ with a 

function definition as first argument. We should prepare apply’ for such an 
eventuality with the following addition: 

isdeflfn] > value’’[bodylfn]-newtbllvarlistlfn],evargs ;tbl)); 

What does this incredible line say? It says 

"Evaluate the body of the function using a new table 
manufactured from the old table by adding the pairings of the 
elements of the formal parameter list with the evaluated 
arguments.” 

It also says we should write newtbl. This LISP function will make a new table 
by adding new name-value pairs to an existing table. So we'd better name a 
constructor to generate a new name-value pair: 

mkent is the constructor to make new entries. It will take two arguments: the 
first will be the name, the second will be the value. 

Since we have assumed that the structure of tables, variable-lists, and 

calling sequences to functions are all sequences, we will write newfbl assuming 
this representation. 

newtbllvars;vals,tbl] <= (nulllvars) > tbl; 

t > concathmkent[firstlvars],firse[vals)); 
newtbll rest[vars]; 

rest(vals]; 
tbl}] ) 

And finally here’s the new value’’-apply’ pair: 

value*[x,tbl] <= [isconstant[x] > x; 
isvar{x] > locatelx,tbl); 

isfun_args|x] > apply’l funtx); 
eval_argslargs(x),tbl]; 
tbl] ]
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apply’[fn;evargs,;tbl] <= [issumlfn] > +larg,levargslargolevargs]]; 
isprod[fn] > xlarg,levargs);argfevargs]]; 
isexptlfn] > tlargjlevargs];argolevargs]); 

isfunlfn] > apply'{locatelfn;tbl];evar gs ;tbl); 
isdeflfn] > value’'[ bodylfn]; 

newtbll varlist[fn]; 
evargs;tbl)) ] 

eval_argslargs;tbl] <= [nudllargs] > ( ); 

t + concat{value’’[firstlargs];tbd]; 
eval_argstrestlargs},tbl]] J 

Let’s go through a complete evaluation of B of page 84. As before, we 

will use ® as a mapping from expressions to representations. Thus we want 
to pursue: 

value (RIL f(4;2:10 I]; RILE <f, (le,9:2] wey + 292 3]. 

Let us denote the initial symbol table, Ris <f, [Lx,9,;2] xxy + 2ezp i] as init. 
This will simplify many of the expressions. Notice that our representation of 
f in init has associated the variable list [x,y,z] with the body of the function. 
Thus locate, operating on this table with the name f, will return a 
representation of [[x,9,z] xxy + 2z]. 

The recognizer isfun_args should be satisfied and thus the 
computation should reduce to: 

apply funlRIL 4:2: Th; 

eval_argslargs{R[L fl42;0 Tinie); 
init] 

or: apply RIL f Vl sevat_argst RIL (4;2;10 J]; init]; init J 

eval_args will build a sequence of the evaluated arguments: (4, 2, 1), resulting 

in: 

apply RIL f I] (4, 2, 1) ; init) 

apply’ should decide that f satisfies isfun giving: 

apply'L locatel RIL ]] ; init J; (4, 2, 1) ; init] 

locate will retrieve the definition, and 

apply’ all [lx,9;2] xxy + 2ez] 1; (4, 2, 0 ; init) 
should be the result.
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Next, apply" should realize that Rl [Lx;9;2] xey + 2%] I satisfies isdef 
and thus: 

value body RIL x,y,z] xy + 22) ]]}; 

newtbll varlistR[| [lx,9,2] xxy + 282] Mh); 
(4,2,D); 
init]] 

or: value”{ RIL [xxy + 2%z] T] -neweott RL [x,9;2] T (4,2,Dénit]] 

after body and varlist are finished. 

RL tx,,2] J is REx TRL» J, RIL z ]), and therefore the computation 
of newtbl will build a new table with entries for x,y, and z on the front: 

RIL <x, 4, <y, 2>, <2, I>, <f, [Lx,9,2] xy + 2ez)} 31). 

Thus we call value’’ with: 

value REL (xxy + 242] I 

RIT{ <x, 4, <y, 2>, <z, b>, <f, Ulx,y;2] wey + 2ezb 
Now we're back at problem A of page 81. 

Time to take stock 

We have written a reasonably sophisticated algorithm here; we should 
examine the results quite carefully. Notice that we have written the 
algorithm with almost no concern for representation. We assume that 
representations are available for such varied things as arithmetic expressions, 
tables, calls on functions, and even function definitions. Very seldom did we 

commit ourselves to anything close to a concrete representation, and then only 
with great reluctance. It was with some sadness that we imposed a sequencing 
on elements of tables. Variable lists and calling sequences were not as 
traumatic; we claimed their natural structure was a sequence. As always, if we 
wish to run these programs on a machine we must supply some 
representations, but even then the representations will only interface with our 
algorithms at the constructors, selectors and recognizers. 

We have made some more serious representational decisions in the 
structure of the algorithm. We have encoded a version of the CBV-scheme 
of page 16. We have seen what kinds of difficulties that can cause. We will 
spend a large amount of time in Chapter 3 discussing the problems of 

evaluation. '4 

'44 second decision was implied in our handling of function 
definitions; namely we bound the function name to a data structure 
representing the formal parameter list and the function body. This 
representation gives the expected result in most cases, but involves one of the 
more problematic areas of programming languages: how do you find the
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Finally, our decisions on the data structures and the algorithms were 
not made independently. For example, there is strong interaction between our 
representation of tables and the algorithms, locate and newtbl which 
manipulate those tables. We should ask how much of this interaction is 
inherent and how much is gratuitous. For example, we have remarked that 
our representation can contain pairs with duplicate first elements. It is the 
responsibility of /ocate to see that we find the expected pair. If we wrote 
locate to search from right to left, we could get the wrong pair. We could 
write newtbl to be more selective; it could manufacture a table without such 
duplications: 

newtbi[vars;vals;tbl] <= (null[tbl] >[nudl[vars] > (); 

t + concat(mkent[first[vars],firse(vals)); 
newtbl[ rest(vars]; 

restlvals]; 

member[namelfirst[tbl]],vars] + newtbl{vars; 
vals; 

rest{tbl)], 

t + concat[first[tbl]; 
newtbilvars;vals;rest(tbl]]} J 

This version of newtbl requires much more computation than the alternative. 
Its advantage is that the "set"-ness of symbol tables is maintained. A 
disadvantage is that the rebinding process implies a rebuilding of the table. 
The "set" property is one which we need not depend on for our algorithms; 
in fact, we will frequently expect that a table is represented as a sequence 
with the previous values of variables found further along in the sequence. 

The main point of this example however is to impress on you the 
importance of writing at a sufficiently high level of abstraction. We have 
produced a non-trivial algorithm which is clear and concise. If it were 
desirable to have this algorithm running on a machine we could code it and 
its associated data structure representations in a very short time. In a very 
short time we will be able to run this algorithm on a LISP machine. 

bindings of variables which do not appear in the current variable list? For 
example, function names belong in this category. Such variables are called 
non-local variables. The scheme proposed in this section finds the binding 
which is current when the function was applied. This corresponds to the 
“latest active" binding made for the variable in question. Some programming 
languages, in particular LISP, follow this strategy; some other languages 
follow Algol 60 and use the binding which was current when the function 
was defined, and some languages allow both. The next two chapters begin a 
study of binding strategies.
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Problem 

I. On page 81 we mentioned the possibility of writing the new value as a 
combination of old value and instantiate. We rejected that scheme. On 
page 85 we had to save an old table since we might need some previously 
defined functions. We might not have had this difficulty if we had 
substituted directly. Write a substitution-type vaduwe and use it to evaluate 
the g{2] example.
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2.8 The Great Progenitors 

The following problems are written (intentionally) with a great deal of the 
representation built into them. 

1. The Great Mother of All Functions (¢gmoaf) 

tgmoaf{x] <= [isindiv[x] > [eqlx,T] > t; 

eqix;NIL) > f; 

t + TRY AGAINNEXTWEEK},; 
eq first[x],;QUOT E] > second[x]; 
eglfirst[x)];CAR] > carltgmoaf{second[x]]]; 
eqlfirst(x];CDR] > cdrltgmoaflsecond[x])]; 
eglfirst(x],CONS] > consltgmoaflsecond{x]]; 

tgmoaflthird[x]]]; 
eglfirst{x];ATOM] > atom[tgmoaflsecond[x]]]; 
eglfirst[x];£Q] > egltgmoaflsecond[x]],tgmoaflthirdlx]]]; 

t + TRY AGAINNEXTWEEK] 

Evaluate the following: 

a. tgmoafiT ] 
b. tgmoaf{A] 
c. tgmoaf{(CAR (QUOTE (A. B)))] 
d. tgmoafl(CDR (QUOTE (A B)))) 
e. tgmoafl(EQ (CAR (QUOTE (A . B))) (QUOTE A))] 
f. tgmoafl(EQ (CAR (QUOTE (A. B))) A)] 
g. tgmoafl(ATOM (CAR (QUOTE (A B))))] 

2. The Great Mother of All Functions Revisited (¢gmoafr) 

tgmoafrlx] <=[ésindivlx] > leqix,T] 5 t; 
egix;NIL] 3 f; 

t + TRYAGAINNEXTWEEK); 
eglfirst[x],QUOT E] ~ second[x); 
eqlfirst(x];CAR] > carltgmoafrlsecond[x])]; 
eglfirstlx],CDR] > cdrltgmoafrlsecondlx})]; 
eqlfirsttx],CONS] + consltgmoafr[second[x]]; 

temoafrithiralxJ)); 
eqlfirst[x];ATOM] > atom[tgmoafrlsecondlx]]); 
eqlfirst[x];EQ] > eqltgmoafrlsecondlx]),t gmoafrithirdlx]]); 
eqlfirst[x];COND] = evcondlrest{x]]; 

t + TRY AGAINNEXTWEEK]
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evcond[x) <= [tgmoafrlfirstlfirstx]]] + tgmoafrlsecondlfirstlx]]]; 

t + evcond{rest[x]] ] 

Evaluate the following: 

a. tgmoafr{T] 
b. tgmoafrl(CDR (QUOTE (A B)))] 
c. tgmoafrl(EQ (CAR (QUOTE (A. B))) (QUOTE A))) 
d. tgmoafr[(COND (EQ (CAR (QUOTE (A . B))) (QUOTE A)) 

(QUOTE FOO)))] 
5, tgmoafrl(COND ((ATOM (QUOTE (A))) (QUOTE FOO)) 

(T (QUOTE BAZ)))) 

Coming soon: Son of the Great Progenitor !! 

2.9 Another Respite 

We have again reached a point where a certain amount of reflection would 
be beneficial. Though this is not a programming manual we would be 
remiss if we did not analyze the programming style which we have been 
advocating. 

lL. Write the algorithm in an abstract setting; do not muddle the abstract 
algorithm with the chosen representation. If you follow this dictum your 
LISP programs will never use car, cdr, cons, and atom, and rarely use eq. 
All instances of these LISP primitives will be relegated to small 
subfunctions which manipulate representations. 

2. When writing the abstract program, do not be afraid to cast off difficult 
parts of the implementation to subfunctions. Remember that if you have 
trouble keeping the details in mind when writing the program, then the 
confusion involved in reading the program at some later time will be 
overwhelming. Once you have convinced yourself of the correctness of 
the current composition, then worry about the construction of the 

subfunctions. Seldom does the process of composing a program flow so 
gently from top-level to specific representation. Only the toy programs are 
easy; the construction of the practical program will be confusing, and will 
require much rethinking. But bring as much structure as you can to the 
process. 

3. From the other side of the question, don’t be afraid to look at specific 
implementations, or specific data-structure representations before you
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begin to write. There is something quite comforting about a "real" data 
structure. Essentially data structures are static objects, '® while programs 
are dynamic objects. A close look at a possible representation may get you 
a starting point and as you write the program a distinction will emerge 
between a dependence on the specific representation and the use of 
properties of an abstract data structure. 

Perhaps the more practical reader is overcome by the inefficiencies 
inherent in these proposals. Two answers: first, “inefficiency” is a very 
ethereal concept. Like “structured programming", it is difficult to define but 
recognizable when it occurs. Hardware development has enabled us to 
efficiently execute many operations which were quite inefficient on earlier 
machines. But even at a more topical level, much of what seems inefficient 

can now be straightened out by a compiler (see Chapter 6). Frequently, 
compilers can do very clever optimizations to generate efficient code. It is 
better to leave the cleverness to the compiler, and the clarity to the 
programmer. 

The current problems in programming are not those of efficiency; they 
are problems of correctness. That is, we have a better grasp of techniques for 
improving efficiency of programs than we do of techniques for guiding the 
construction of programs which work. How do you write a program which 
works? Until practical tools are developed for proving correctness it is up to 

the programmer to certify his programs. Any methodology which can aid the 
programmer will be most welcome. Clearly, the closer you can write the 
program to your intuition, the fess chance there is for error. This was one of 
the reasons for developing high-level languages. The original motivation for 
such languages was a convenient notation for expressing numerical problems. 
With data structures, we are able to formalize a broader range of domains, 

expressing our ideas as data structure manipulations rather than as 
numerical relationships. 

There are at least two kinds of errors which are prevalent in data 
structure programming: errors of omission -- misunderstanding of the basic 
algorithm; and errors of commission -- errors due to misapplied cleverness in 
attempting to be efficient. 

The occurrences of errors of omission can be minimized by presenting 
the user with programming constructs which are close to the informal 
algorithm. Such constructs include control structures, data structures, and 

representations for operations. 
Errors of commission comprise the great majority of the present day 

headaches. It is here that programming style can be beneficial: keep the 
representation of the data structures away from the description of the 
algorithm, write concise abstract programs, passing off responsibilities to 

'SAt least within the program presently being constructed.
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subfunctions. Whenever a definition of "structured programming” is arrived 
at, this advice on programming style will no doubt be included. 

The realization that programs will have errors or require modification 
raises some difficulties for highly structured languages. A realistic debugging 
system must allow program modification and data structure modification; if 
the language system imposes rigid restrictions on such activities the 
programmer’s productivity will suffer. Most language systems have been 
designed for the execution of programs. LISP systems put a higher premium 
on debugging, perhaps because of the nature of Artificial Intelligence 
research: the original motivation for LISP. LISP programming systems have 
a high degree of interactiveness; the result is an effective programming tool. 
It is a tool with sharp edges; one can either build mediocre tools which can’t 
hurt anyone, or can build a sharp tool and expect that it be applied by 
knowledgeable users. LISP programmers belong in the second classification. 
Our discussions of LISP programming style should develop some of the 
requisite knowledge. 

Before closing this discussion of LISP programming style, we can’t help 
but note that in the preceding section, The Great Progenitors have 
completely ignored our good advice. This would be a good time for the 
interested reader to abstract the tgmoaf algorithm from the particular data 
representation. This detective work will be most rewarding. 

Problems 

1. Write an abstract version of tgmoaf. 

2.10 Proving Properties of Programs 

People are becoming increasingly aware of the importance of giving 
convincing arguments for such concepts as the correctness or equivalence of 

programs. These are both very difficult enterprises. '® We will sketch a proof 
of a simple property of two programs and leave others as problems for the 
interested reader. How do you go about proving properties of programs? In 
Section 1.9 we noted certain benefits of defining sets using inductive 
definitions. There was a natural way of thinking about the construction of 
an algorithm over that set. We have exploited that observation in our study 
of LISP programming. We need to recall the observation that inductive style 
proofs (see PRF on page 43) are valid forms of reasoning over such domains. 
Since we in fact defined our data structure domains in an inductive manner, 

'6Question of “correctness” reduce to “equivalence” notions in a broad 
sense, relating perhaps a declarative specification to a procedural 
specification.
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it seems natural to look for inductive arguments when proving properties of 
programs. This is indeed what we do; we perform induction on the structure 
of the elements in the data domain. 

For example, given the definition of append given on page 48 and the 
definition of reverse given on page 49, 

appendlx,y] <= (nuld[x] + 9; t + concatlfirse{x],ap pendlrestlx],y]}) 

reverse(x] <= [nudé[x] > ( ); 
t + append{reverselrestlx)];concatUfirsttx]( )1]] 

we wish to show that: 

appendlreversely];reverselx]] = reverselappend[x,y]] 

for any lists, x, and y. The induction will be on the structure of x. 

Basis: x is ( ). 
We must thus show: appendlreversely],( )] = reverselappendl( ),9)] 
But: reverselap penal ),y]] = reversely] by the def. of append 
We now establish the stronger result: append{z,( )]) =z '7 

Basis: z is ( ). 
Show appendl( )( )) = ( ). Easy. 

Induction step: Assume the lemma for lists, z, of length n; 

Prove: appendlconcatlx;z],( )] = concat[x;z] 
Since concat[x,z] is not ( ), then applying the definition of append 
says we must prove: concatlx;appenalz,( )J] = concatlx;z] 
But our induction hypothesis is applicable since z is shorter than 
concatlx;z]. 
Our result follows. 

So the Basis for our main result is established. 

'7In the following proof several intermediate steps have been omitted.
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Induction step: Assume the result for lists, z, of length n; 

Prove: 
(1) append[reversely];reverselconcat[x,z}}] 

= reverselap pendlconcat[x,z],9]] 
Applying the definition of reverse to the LHS of (1) yields: 

(2) append{reversely]sap pendlreverselz);concatlx,{ )I)) 
Applying the definition of append to the RHS of (1) yields: 

(3) reverselconcat[x,append[z;y]]] 
Applying the definition of reverse to (3) yields: 

(4) appendlreverselappendlz,yl];concatlx,{ )1) 

Using our induction hypothesis on (4) gives: 

(5) appendlappenalreversely],reverselz]];concatlx;( )]] 
At this point we must establish that (2) = (5). 
But this is just an instance of the associativity of append: 

ap pend|x,appendly,z]] = appendlappendix,y],z] 
The structure of the proof is analogous to proofs by mathematical 

induction in elementary number theory. The ability to perform such proofs is 
a direct consequence of our careful definition of data structures. 
Examination of the proof will show that there is a close relationship between 
what we are inducting on in the proof and what we are recurring on during 
the evaluation of the expressions. A program written by Boyer and Moore 
has been reasonably successful in generating proofs like the above by 

exploiting this relationship. See [Boy 75] or [Moor 75b]. '® 

Problems 

1. Prove the associativity of append. 

2. Analysis of the above proof shows frequent use of other results for LISP 
functions. Fill in the details. Investigate the possibility of formalizing this 
proof, showing what axioms are needed. 

3. Show the equivalence of fact (page 44) and fact, (page 47). 

4. Show the equivalence of length and length, (page 47). 

5. Using the definition of reverse, given on page 48, prove: 

reverse[reverse[x]] = x 

'8There is also a formal system based on a typed A-calculus which has 
had = significant success in proving properies of programs. 
[LCF 72], [New 75]. More recently [Car 76] has developed a formal system 
including rules of inference, a proof checker, and a viable programming 
language which is based on a “typed LISP”.



CHAPTER 3 

Evaluation of LISP Expressions 

".. | always worked with programming languages because it seemed 
to me that until you could understand those, you really couldn’t 
understand computers. Understanding them doesn’t really mean 
only being able to use them. A lot of people can use them without 
understanding them. ..” 

Christopher Strachey[Str 74] 

3.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapters of this text we have talked about some of the 
schemes for evaluation. We have done so rather informally for LISP; we 

have been more precise about evaluation of simple arithmetic expressions. 
Section 2.7 discussed that in some detail. We shall now look more closely at 
the informal process which we have been using in the evaluation of LISP 
expressions. This is motivated by at least two desires. 

We want to run our LISP programs on a machine. To do so requires 
the implementation of a translator to turn LISP programs into instructions 
which can be carried out by a conventional machine. We will be interested 
in the structure of such implementations. Any implementation of LISP must 

97
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be grounded on a precise, and clear understanding of what LISP-evaluation 
entails. Indeed, a deep understanding of evaluation is a prerequisite for 

implementation of any language. ' 
Our second reason for pursuing evaluation involves the question of 

programming language specification. At a practical level we want a clean, 

machine independent,” “self-evident” language specification, so that the 
agony involved in implementing the design can be minimized. At a more 
abstract level, we should try to understand just what is specified when we 
design a language. Are we specifying a single machine, a class of machines, 
or a class of mathematical functions? Just what is a programming language? 
The syntactic specification of languages is reasonably well established, but 
syntax is only the tip of the iceberg. Our study of LISP will address itself to 
the deeper problems of semantics, or meaning, of languages. 

Before we address the direct question of LISP evaluation, we should 
perhaps wonder aloud about the efficacy of studying languages in the detail 
which we are proposing. As computer scientists we should be curious about 
the structure of programming languages because we must understand our 
tools -- our programming languages. People who simply wish to wse 
computers as tools need not care about the structure of languages. Indeed 
they usually couldn’t care less about the inner workings of the language; they 
only want languages in which they can state their problems in a reasonably 
natural manner. They want their programs to run and get results. They are 
interested in the output and seldom are interested in the detailed process of 
computation. For a simple analogy, consider the field of mathematics. The 
practicing mathematician uses his tools -- proofs -- in a similar manner to the 
person interested in computer applications. He seldom needs to examine 
questions like “what is a proof?” He does not analyze his tools. However not 
so many years ago such questions were raised, and for good reason. Some 
common forms of reasoning were shown to lead to contradictions unless care 
was taken. 

Our position is more like that of the foundations of mathematics; there 
the tools of mathematics are studied and analyzed. Mathematics has 
flourished because of it. Though our expectations are not quite that 
presumptuous, we do expect that programming language design cannot help 
but be improved. 

Our study of language implementation will proceed from the abstract to 

'The question of evaluation cannot be sidestepped by basing a 
language on a compiler. A compiler must produce code which when executed, 
simulates the evaluation process. 

?By “machine independent" we mean independent of any specific 
hardware implementation. A programming language, almost by definition, is 
a machine specification. What we would like is a “sufficiently high level” 
machine.
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the concrete. Each level will intimately involve the study of data structures. 
The next two chapters will be the most abstract, building a precise high-level 
description of an evaluation scheme for LISP. In fact, the discussion is much 

more general than that of LISP; the text addresses itself to problem areas in 
the design of any reasonably sophisticated language. In subsequent chapters 
we probe beneath the surface of this high-level description and discuss 
common ways of implementing the necessary data structures and control 
structures. In the process we will not only understand LISP but will develop 
a firm understanding of virtually any other language. 

But how can we begin to understand LISP evaluation? In Section 2.7 
we made a beginning, giving an algorithm for a subset of the computations 
expressible in LISP. This subset covered evaluation of some simple 
arithmetic expressions. From our earliest grade school days we have had to 
evaluate simple arithmetic expressions. Later, in algebra we managed to cope 
with expressions involving function application. Most of us survived the 
experience. We should now try to understand the processes we used in these 
simple arithmetic cases, doing our examination at the most mechanical level. 
The basic intent of the algorithm is fixed: evaluate the expression; but 

within that general constraint we often have several distinct alternatives. 
Those places at which we have choices should be remembered. We will make 
reasonable choices so that the process becomes deterministic and then 
proceed. Later, we should reflect on what effect our choices had on the 
resulting scheme. For example, recall the discussion of the representation of 
symbol tables on page 89. We had several options, but picked one which 
seemed to Satisfy our intuitions and was reasonably efficient. But we should 
subject that decision to close scrutiny: does it really fulfill our expectations? 
In absence of absolute standards, these questions are usually answered by 

examining the behavior of the algorithm. 
The first thing to note in reflecting on simple arithmetic examples is 

that nothing is really said about the process of evaluation. When asked to 
evaluate (2*3) + (56) we never specified which summand was to be 
evaluated first. Indeed it didn’t matter here. 6 + (5%6) or (23) + 30 both 
yield 36. Does it ever matter? Sums and products are examples of arithmetic 

operations; can we always leave the order of evaluation unspecified for 
arithmetic operations? What about evaluation of arbitrary functional 
expressions? If the order doesn’t matter, then the specification of the 

evaluation process becomes much simpler. If it does matter then we must 
know why and where. 

We have seen that the order of evaluation can make a difference in 
LISP. On page 15 we saw that CBV, LISP’s computational interpretation of 
function application, requires some care. On page 21 we saw that order of 
evaluation in conditional expressions can make a difference. Since we are 
using CBV we must make some decision regarding the order of evaluation of 
the arguments to a function call, say f[t),to; ...;t,]. We will assume that we
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will evaluate the arguments from left to right. This second decision about 
the order of evaluation can also effect the computation. 

Consider the example due to J. Morris: 

fle] <= [x = 0 9 0; t > flx-Lfly-227]) 

Evaluation of /(2;1] will terminate if we always evaluate the outermost 
occurrence of f. Thus: 

fl2;1) = fl fl-1,2]] = flo, flfl-1;21-2,10) = 0 

However if we evaluate the innermost occurrences ° first, the computation 

will not terminate: 

fl2,0) = fl f0-1:20] = fli fl-2,f10;-0 = fll,f1-2;00] = ... 

The choice of evaluation schemes has far reaching consequences. The 
evaluation scheme, CBV, which we chose is called call-by-value. It is called 
applicative order evaluation or inside-out style of evaluation, meaning that 
we evaluate the subexpressions before evaluating the main expression. 
Alternative proposals exist; call-by-name evaluation, also called normal order 
evaluation, is another common scheme. We introduced this outside-in scheme 

on page 16 as CBN. From an implementation perspective, call-by-value is 
favored; these issues will be discussed soon. However those advantages must 
be weighed against the knowledge that call-by-value may lead to 

non-terminating computations when call-by-name would terminate. 4 
Informally, call-by-value says: evaluate the arguments to a function 

before you apply the function definition to the arguments. Let’s look at a 

simple arithmetic example. Let f{x,;y] be x? +y and consider f[3+4,;22]. 
Then call-by-value says evaluate the arguments, getting 7 and 4; associate 
those values with the formal parameters of f (ie. 7 with x and 4 with y) and 

then evaluate the body of f resulting in 7? +4 = 53. This is the scheme we 
captured in Section 2.7. 

Call-by-name says pass the unevaluated actual parameters to the 

function, giving (3+4)* + 2#2. This expression will simplify to 53. In 
general, evaluation can be described as "substitution followed by 
simplification"; the different evaluation schemes involve different choices 
about the order in which those operations are performed. We will say more 

3The notions of "innermost" and “outermost” evaluation need to be 
slightly embellished for multiple-argument applications. If the chosen 
application has several arguments, then we must specify an order for their 
evaluation. Thus terms like “leftmost-outermost" and "rightmost-innermost" 
occur. For example, the LISP scheme is an instance of “leftmost-innermost" 
evaluation. 

“There are also examples where call-by-value will terminate but 
call-by-name will not. See page 227.
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about call-by-name and other styles of evaluation in Section 3.13 and 
Section 4.9. Most of this chapter will be restricted to call-by-value. 

If you look at the structure of value’’ and apply’ beginning on page 86 
you will see that they encode a call-by-value strategy and have the following 
interpretation: 

1. If the expression is a constant then tne value of the expression is that 

constant. (The value of 3 is 3).° 
2. If the expression is a variable then see what the current value associated 

with that variable is. Within the evaluation of, say, /[3;4] where 
flx,y] <= x? + 9 the current value of the variable x is 3. 

3. The only other kind of arithmetic expression that we can have is a 
function name followed by arguments, for example /[3,;4]. In this case we 

first evaluate the arguments © and then apply the definition of the 
function to those evaluated arguments. When we apply the function 
definition to the evaluated arguments we associate the formal parameters 
of the definition with the values of the actual parameters. This process 
of associating parameters is called binding and simulates some form of 
substitution. We then evaluate the bedy of the function using this new 
environment. Notice that we do not explicitly substitute the values for 
the variables which appear in an expression. We simulate substitutions 
by table lookup. 

We want to apply this treatment of evaluation to LISP expressions. If 
the LISP expression is a constant, then the value of the expression is that 

constant. The constants of LISP are the S-exprs. Thus the value of (A. B) 
is (A. B), just like the value of 7 is 3. Variables and functional applications 

appear in LISP and are handled similarly to 2 and 3 above. The additional 
artifact of LISP is the conditional expression. But its evaluation can also be 
precisely specified. We did so on page 20. 

In more specific detail, here is some of the structure of the LISP 
evaluation mechanism: 

1. If the expression to be evaluated is a constant then the value is that 
constant. 

2. If the expression is a variable find its value in the current environment. 

8. If the expression is a conditional expression then it is of the form 
[p17 €1; P2 > €2; -. sP_ > Cpl. Evaluate it using the semantics defined on 

page 20. 

®We are ignoring the distinction between the numeral 3 and the 
number 3. 

Here we are using the evaluation process recursively.
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4. If the expression is of the form: f[t);tg; ... ;t,] then: 

a. Evaluate the arguments fj, fo, ... , f, from left to right. 

b. Find the definition of the function, f. 

c. Associate the evaluated arguments with the formal parameters in 
the function definition. 

d. Evaluate the body of the function, while remembering the values 
of the variables. 

We saw in (Section 2.7) that a simple kind of arithmetic evaluation can 
be transcribed into a recursive LISP algorithm. That algorithm operates on 
a representation of the expression and produces the value. Most of our work 
in that example was done without giving explicit details of the 
representation. We had previously given a detailed representation in 
Section 2.3. 

We have demonstrated an informal, but reasonably precise, evaluation 
scheme for LISP; our discussion is ready for more formal development. It 

should be clear that we could write a LISP function representing the 
evaluation process provided that we can find a representation for LISP 

expressions as S-expressions. This mapping, ", of LISP expressions to 
S-exprs is our first order of business. We will accomplish this mapping by 
using an extension of the scheme introduced in Section 2.3. 

The rationale for mapping LISP expressions onto S-exprs and writing 
a LISP function to act as an evaluator may seem overly opaque, but the 
mapping is no more obscure than that in the polynomial evaluation or 
differentiation examples. It is just another instance of the diagram of 
page 56, only now we are applying the process to LISP itself. Once the 
representation is given we will produce a LISP algorithm which describes the 
evaluation process used in LISP. The effect is to force us to make precise 
exactly what is meant by LISP evaluation. This precision will have many 
important ramifications. The first dividend is an abstract, compact, and high 

level description of a LISP machine.
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In terms of the diagrams on page 56 we have: 

LISP evaluation => LISP evaluation algorithm 
Call-by-value eval 

LISP evaluation 

R[L 4 ]] interpret this output 
as answer A 

expression => Representation 

carl(A . B)] R[[carl(A. BY] 

The diagram is a/most circular. We evaluate an evaluation algorithm named 
eval. We break the circle by supplying a lower-level implementation of the 
original evaluator. That will be the subject of Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. 
With that, our diagram reduces to: 

LISP expression => => Representation 

car{(A . B)] R[lcar{(A . B))]] 
LL 

LISP evatuation 

eval 

dd 

Representation of answer 

RA] 
This picture reflects two points: we should pick a representation such that the 
reinterpretation of the answer is easy. We should also pick a representation 
such that the representation of the expression is easy. If those two conditions 
are satisfied, then we might as well write our programs in the representation 
and do the input and output transformations ourselves. With this in mind 
we can simplify further to: 

Rf] carl(A . B)III :=a LISP evaluation algorithm=> RLAl 

This last diagram reflects the typical LISP programming language. We 
program using the data structure representation. 

We've already seen the evaluation of representations of LISP 
expressions. The great progenitor of all functions is an evaluation 
algorithm for the LISP primitive functions and predicates, car, cdr, cons, atom 

and eg when restricted to functional composition and constant arguments. 
The representation used there was a list representation, and exemplifies a 
notation which we will develop further. 

In the next section we will give a specific mapping of LISP expressions 
onto lists and S-exprs. But remember that we should attempt to keep the 
knowledge of the representation out of the structure of the algorithm. Let’s 
stop for a description of the representation and some examples of translating 
LISP functions into that representation.
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3.2 S-expr Translation of LISP Expressions 

We will go through the list of LISP constructs, describing the effect of the 

representational map, t, and give a few examples applying #. The first 
class of LISP objects we represent are the numerical constants. We will 
represent numerals just as numerals, e.g.: 

RE <numeral> J] = <numeral> 

Rl 2 ]=2 

Other simple components of LISP syntax include the identifiers used as 
variable names and function names; and of course the LISP atoms and 
S-exprs themselves. We want to represent identifiers and S-exprs as 
S-expressions. The first request is understandable, but perhaps the second 
request seems vacuous: LISP S-exprs are S-exprs. Both requests are 
justifiable as we shall now see. 

In the evaluator, identifiers are used as variables; therefore we might 

represent a variable ¢ as: 

Ril] = WAR) 

For example x could be represented as (VAR X). 

Every LISP expression must have a representation; and the mapping 
function must be such that we can recover the original object from its 
representation. From (VAR X) we can tell that it is a representation of the 
variable x. Now consider the representation of the non-numerical LISP 
constant: atoms and S-exprs. Since (VAR X) is a LISP constant, it must have 
a representation under our mapping. We cannot represent the expression as 
itself since that would violate our inverse mapping property. Following our 

discussion of variable representation, we could represent a constant @ as: 

R[Le]] = (CONST a) 

This mapping will solve the problems, we can 

map the list (VAR X) to (CONST (VAR X)) 

Rx] = WAR Xx) 

RILx ]] = (coNsT x) 7 

When this maping is extended to represent al! LISP expressions the 
resulting expressions become very complex. Since we wish to use the mapped 
expressions as the programming language, human engineering considerations 
beg for a simplification. Therefore we use the following map: 

’To be consistent, we should represent numerals in this format too.
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Rix] - x 

RIX] = (QUOTE x) 

That is, we will translate identifiers to their upper-case counterpart. 

Thus: R[[ <identifier> ] = <literal atom> 

Examples: Rx J - x 

R[ly2 ] = v2 

Rllcar ] = CAR 

The mapping for LISP constants is: 

R[L<sexpr> ]] = (QUOTE <sexpr>) 

For example: Rx J] = (QUOTE x) 

R[l(4. B) J] = (QUOTE (A. B)) 

R[LQUOTE ]| = (QUOTE QUOTE) 

We must extend the mapping to the other constitutients of the 
language. We must map applicative expressions of the form fle, ; ... ;é,] 

onto S-exprs. Following the style of our initial mapping, we might map flix] 
onto something like (APP (VAR F) (VAR X)) or (APP (FUN F) (VAR X)), 
signifying that the list represents an applicative expression. However this 
leads to cumbersome expressions. We have seen one other mapping for 
functions in prefix form in Section 2.3. We will use that mapping, called 

Cambridge Polish, 8 here. That is: 

R{[Lfte,:e0; with 1 = ( RIL TI RI ej 7 RIL eo 7 sae RIL en 1 } 

Examples: R[[carlx} J] = (R[car ]] R[x J) = (CAR x) 

R[carlx)] J] = (RMcar J RILX ]) = (CAR (QUOTE X)) 

R[[consledri(A . B)]x] J] = (CONS (CDR (QUOTE (A. B))) X) 

®The name, Cambridge Polish, is derived from two sources: 

Cambridge, since M.I.T. is in Cambridge Massachusetts, and McCarthy was 

at M.LT. while developing his ideas; Polish, since the representation is a 
dialect of a notation developed by a school of Polish logicians.
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The %-mapping must also handle conditional expressions. A 
conditional is represented as a list whose first element is COND and whose 

next n elements are representations of the ;-e, pairs. The ft-map of such 

pairs is a list of the #-maps of the two elements: 

MIL, > €1; spy > nd = (cond (RE p, J] 

RIL ej) 

AL, URL e, I) 
An example: 

R [[fatomix} +1; gly] > X] J] = (COND ((ATOM X) 1) 
((QY) (QUOTE X))) 

Notice that (COND ...} and (QUOTE ...) look like translations of function 
applications of the form cond[ ...] and quotel ... ]) However since we expect 
application to be performed using call-by-value, we must handle these 

constructs in a special manner. Indeed, quote{a] stands for R[Le J] Similarly 
the “arguments” to cond are not to be interpreted as in function applications; 
for example, COND ((ATOM X) 1)...) does not represent 
cond[ atom[x][/], ... }. 

Finally, the translations of the truth values t and f will be T and NIL, 

respectively. 

Rt] = 7 

REF] = vie 

You might have noticed that these last two applications of the chosen 

Rt-mapping have the potential to cause trouble. They will spoil the 1-1 

property of St: 

RE] -7 

Rn] = NIL 

The usual way to escape from this difficulty is to outlaw ¢ and nil as LISP 

variables. ° 

Perhaps our concern for the "-mapping’s properties appears 

heavy-handed where a simple solution seems apparent: { is { and ¢ is t; when 

we want the truth value we write { and when we want the variable we write 

t, The answer is that when we write programs for a machine version of 

°In LISP 1.5 T and F were used as the representations of t and f; the 

atoms T and F were (permanently) bound to values T* and N/L. Note too, 
that our initial mapping could solve the problem by mapping ¢ to (VAR T) 

and mapping t to (BOOL T).
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LISP, we will be writing the §-image, rather than the more traditional 

syntax. Thus to ask a LISP machine to evaluate car[(A . B)] we present it 
with (CAR (QUOTE (A. B))). What this means is that we are presenting 

our programs to the machine as data structures of the language. '° It would 
be like expressing programs in Fortran or Algol as arrays of integers; that is, 
the data structures of those languages. We will explore the implications of 
this approach to programming in later sections. 

In essence, then, there are two LISP’s: there is the algorithmic language 
and there is the programming language. The programming language is a 
data structure representation of the algorithmic language. The algorithmic 
language is called the meta-language or M-expr LISP, and for historical 
purposes, the programming language is called S-expr LISP. 

Review the tgm’s (Section 2.8) now that you understand that they are 
evaluators for simple subsets of LISP expressions; discover what LISP 
expressions were encoded in arguments to the tgm’s and verify the answers 
you obtained earlier. Note that the only atoms which the great mothers 
recognize are T and N/L. Any other atoms elicit an error message. What do 

other atoms represent? Numerals are atoms and are the -maps of numerals. 
We could extend tgmoaf to handle this case. Atoms are also translations of 
variables and function names. So one task is to include a mechanism in our 
LISP evaluator to handle evaluation of variables and function names. We 
have already seen the necessary mechanism in Section 2.7 where we studied 
tables as abstract data stuctures. The other piece of LISP which did not 
appear in the evaluator for polynomials was conditional expressions. 
Conditional expressions were handled in tgmoafr. The “progenitors” did not 
handle variable references, however. In preparation for that work we 
reexamine the issues of symbol tables. 

3.3 Symbol Tables 

One distinguishing feature of computer science is the ubiquity of devices to 
store and recover information. A notation which addresses itself to computer 
science must treat this aspect. In hardware oriented languages and some 
high level programming languages we find the notion of “cell” or “location” 
and find operations to explicitly deposit and examine information in those 
cells. Our LISP subset has no such explict features; it relies on the 
implementation of binding and variable evaluation to perform similar 
notions. As part of our examination of evaluation we wish to expose these 
details to close scrutiny and understand how binding and variable evaluation 
can be mechanized. The most common notion used to implement these 

'CCompare this with the technique of Godel numbering in formal logic 
[Men 64].
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operations is the symbol table. '! This is the device we used informally in 
Section 2.7; we will review some of that discussion here. 

In its abstract form, a symbol table is a set of ordered pairs of objects; 
one of the elements of each pair is a name; the other is a value associated 

with that name. This means that symbol tables can be characterized as 
relations or perhaps even as functions. This latter characterization is indeed 
viable. On page 89 we showed that a table could be constructed and 
maintained in a manner preserving functionality. As an abstract operation, 
finding an element in a symbol table is also quite simple: given a set of 
ordered pairs and a name, find a pair whose first element is the same as the 
given name. This operation can be described as function application where 
the function being applied is the table and the argument is the name 
component. That is: locate[x,tbl] = tbi(x). 

The maintenance of symbol tables as sets was a bit too abstract; the 
level of abstraction we implemented viewed a symbol table as a sequence of 
pairs, each pair representing a variable and its corresponding value. The 
table manipulating algorithms, given in Section 2.7, depended reavily on the 
implied sequencing of call-by-value and recursion. Since this was consistent 
with the explicit sequencing used in adding elements to the table, we 
achieved the desired effect. We found the expected bindings, even though 

there may have been other candidates in the tables. In the remaining sections 
of this chapter we will utilize more features of this interplay between 
representation of data and calling style of algorithm. Symbol tables are just 
one manifestation of this phenomenon. 

Symbol tables are also known as association lists or a-lists; thus assoc is 

the traditional name of a LISP function to search a symbol table. More 
recently symbol tables have been called environments; thus we frequently 
will use the identifer env as a variable which is an environment. The binary 
function assoc expects a name and a symbol table as arguments. It will 
examine the table from left to right, looking for the first pair whose 
name-component matches the given name. If a pair is found, then that pair 
is returned; if no such pair is found, the result is undefined. We will need to 

designate a selector, name, to locate the name-component of a pair, and 
another selector, value, to retrieve the value-component. 

assoclx,env] <= [eg[namelfirstlenv]],x] > firstlenv]; 

t 3 assoc{x;restlenv]]) 

If the i ole is very long and the desired pair is close to the end of the 
table, then we will be in for a very long search. The search scheme encoded 
in assoc is called linear search, and is unnecessarily inefficient for tables of 

substantial length. However the phenomemona we wish to study now are not 

‘Recall, we are simulating substitution; see [Ber 75] for an alternative.
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directly related to efficiency of searching methods. 12 We will come back to 
symbol tables in Section 5.6 to study the problems of efficient storage and 
retrieval of information. It will suffice now simply to think of a symbol table 
as represented in LISP by a list of dotted pairs: a name dotted with value. 
In this representation, then, name[x] <= car[x], and value[x] <= cdr[x]. For 
completeness, we should also specify a constructor. Though we won’t need the 
function for a while, we will name it mkenz¢; it will take an identifier and a 

value and return a new symbol table entry. Its representation here is 
mkentlx,y] <= cons[x,y]. 

To illustrate the representation and algorithms, assume we wish to 
represent three variables x, y, and z which were to have values 2, 3, and 4. 

That fact could be encoded as: 

((X 22) (Y . 3) (Zz . 4) 

Then the retrieval of y and u could be encoded as: 

assocl¥,; ((X .2) (¥ .3)(Z .4))) = (¥ . 3) 

assoclU; ((X .2)(¥ .3)(Z.4))) = 1 

The retrieval of L for u could be implemented as an error message or, better 
yet, could interact with the user to isolate the misconception, correct it, and 

continue. 
We must also represent bindings of variables to non-numeric S-exprs, 

For example, we must represent information like: "the current value of x is 
A". We will place the dotted-pair (X . A) in the table. Now this 
representation is certainly open to question: why not add (X . (QUOTE A)}? 
The latter notation is more consistent with our conception of representation 
espoused on page 56. That is, we map LISP expressions to S-expressions; 
perform the calculations on this representation, and finally reinterpret the 
result of this calculation as a LISP expression. The representation we have 
chosen for symbol tables obviates the last reinterpretation step; recall the 
diagram on page 103. Now it will turn out that for our initial subsets of 
LISP this reinterpretation step simply would involve “stripping” the 
QUOTEs. The only "values" which a LISP computation can return are 
constants; however more general evaluation schemes are conceivable; partial 
evaluation may be useful, simplifying x+y+2 to x+6 when y has value 4. 
Perhaps the LISP representation of table entries is a poor one; we will see. In 
studying any existing language, or contemplating the design of any new one, 
we must question each detail of representation. Decisions made too early can 
have serious consequences. 

'2at least indirectly the discussion is related to search efficiency. LISP 
implements a dynamic binding or “latest active” binding strategy. A case can 
be made for static binding on the basis of shorter symbol table searches.
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Before continuing we should take stock of our current position. In this 
section we have recreated the table-lookup mechanism we used in Section 2.7, 
but now we are paying a bit more attention to representation. We can locate 
things in a table and we have seen how calling functions can add values to a 
table. We have said nothing about adding function definitions to the tables. 
Abstractly we know how to extract the definition from the table and apply it. 
We must give an explicit representation of the storage of a function. This 
turns out to be a reasonably non-trivial problem. We have seen that it is 
possible to mechanize at least one scheme for evaluation of functions -- 
call-by-value, evaluating arguments from left to right. We have seen that it 
is possible to translate LISP expressions into S-exprs in such a way that we 
can write a LISP function which will act as an evaluator for such 
translations. In the process we have had to mechanize the intuitive devices 
we might mentally use to recall the definition of functions and to recall the 
current values of variables. It became clear that the mechanism of symbol 
tables could be used. To associate a variable with a value was easy. To 
associate a function name with its definition required some care. That is, 
part of the definition of a function involves the proper association of formal 
parameters with the body of the definition. The next section introduces a 
notation for describing function definitions. 

3.4 -notation 

Recall our discussion of the problems of representation of function 
definitions. This discussion began on page 84 and our conclusion was that to 

represent a definition like fix,y] <= we needed a symbol table entry with 

name f and a value part which contained the body of the definition, & and 

the list of formal parameters, [x;y]. This view of the content of a definition 
will have to be revised, but its implementation contains sufficient complexity 
to support a lively and fruitful discussion. LISP uses a unique notation, 
called the A-notation to lend precision to our informal discussion of function 
representation. 

The A-notation is derived from the A-calculus, a formalism invented by 

the logician Alonzo Church ({[Chu 41]) to model functions which are 
describable by algorithms. The A-calculus is useful for discussing the 
concepts of function and function application. Since many algorithms 
compute functions and since function application is simulated by procedure 
calls, the calculus is well suited for a purified discussion of procedures in 

programming languages. We shall outline the A-calculus in Section 3.13. 
The A-notation was introduced into programming languages by John 
McCarthy in the description of LISP ([McC 60]). There are several 

important distinctions between Church’s A-calculus and the A-notation of 
McCarthy; we will point out the differences in Section 3,13.
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We begin the discussion by exemplifying the need for more precise 
terminology. We have been informally writing flx,y])<= xx#y+y as a 
definition of the function f. This notation is supposed to convey the 
following intent: f is the name of a function or rule; whenever f is supplied 
with two numeric arguments it is supposed to multiply those arguments and 
add the result to the second. The resulting sum is the desired answer. Since 
informality is susceptible to ambiguity, we should analyze the "<="-notation 
more closely. Though we say f is being defined, it is not f, but f[x,y] which 
appears to the left of the "<="-symbol. First, f{x,y] does not denote a 
function, f denotes a function. To see what fix,y] means consider the 
following example. When we are asked to evaluate car[(A . B)] we say the 
value is A. carl(A. B)) is an expression to be evaluated; we have called 
such expressions LISP forms. If car[(A . B)] is a form then so is car{x]; only 
now the form references a variable instead of a constant; therefore the value 

of the form depends on the current value assigned to the variable x. So the 
function is car; the form is car[x]. Therefore, the function is f; flx,;y] is a 
form, and so is xxp +. The informal notation has a form on both sides of 
the "<=". We would like a notation which clearly shows what is being defined 
and what is given. 

Further, our notation has really been specifying more than just the 
name. The notation specifies the formal parameters (x and y) and the order 
in which we are to associate actual parameters in a call with the formal 
parameters of the definition (x with the first, y with the second). More 

subtly, the notation tells which variables in the function body are to be 
supplied values when the function is called. For example define 
glx] <= xy + 9; then the expression g[2] specifies that x is to receive a value 
2, but leaves unspecified what the value of y should be. '® 

We also wish to have a notation so that function definitions can be 
inserted into the symbol table as “values” assigned to names. They will be 
parametric values, but they will be values. The A-notation performs this task 
by preceding the function body with a list of variables, called lambda list. 
The lambda list has been previously called the formal parameter list; either 
term is acceptable. Each parameter in the lambda list is called a lambda 
variable (or a formal parameter). The resulting construct is preceded by “A{" 
and followed by “]". Using the above example, the identifier f denotes 
exactly the same LISP function as X[[x,y] x+y + y]. The A-notation introduces 
nothing new as far as our intuitive binding and evaluation processes are 
concerned; it only makes these operations more clear. To analyze these ideas 
a bit further, notice that A{lx,y]x#y+ 9] is the "same" function as 
M[u,v] wv + v]. This means in effect that the formal parameters are "place 
holders” and can be uniformly replaced with other identifiers. Notice to that 
function names are also place holders. 

'3Note also, that the "values" for + and « are also unspecified.
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onelx) <= [x=0 » 1; t > onelx-i]] 

is the same function as: 

frotx] <= [x=0 9 1; t 3 frylx-27] 

There are certain restrictions on the replacement of identifiers; the 
precise description of that algorithm requires care. The implementation of 
that algorithm will be part of this chapter. 

One benefit of the A-notation is that we need not give explicit names to 
functions in order to perform the evaluation. Evaluation of expressions 
involving such anonymous functions, also called open lambdas, is within the 
province of LISP. Currently, we will restrict our discussion to A-expressions 
which are function constants, just like 4 is an S-expr constant. Since a 
A-expression is a constant, its value is itself. LISP will evaluate an 
application involving a A-expression in two stages; first, it will bind the 
evaluated actual parameters to the A-variables, and then it will evaluate the 

function body. 
Consider, for example: 

ALx,9] x? + 92,3] 

We associate 2 with x and 3 with y and evaluate the expression: 

xray 

This calculation will give 7. 
To evaluate the more complex: 

Allx] edricar[xJ((A . B). C)) 

we bind x to the S-expression ((A. B).C) and evaluate the function body. 
The evaluation procedure first evaluates car[x] with the current binding of x; 
this result, (A . B), is passed to cdr; and that calculation finally returns B. 

The A-notation can be used anywhere LISP expects to find a function, 
for example: 

AUlx] firseix]) 
(ACLy] restly]I(A B)1 

This expression equivalent to writing: 

figl(A Bl] where fix] <= firstlx] and gly) <= rest[y] 

Though the second form is perhaps easier for us to comprehend, the first 
form is equivalent and will be acceptable to the evaluator. In fact, the 
evaluation of the second formulation will effectively reduce to the first 
formulation on its way to final evaluation. 

Altx] firselxJOtly] resely NA B)I) = Alle] firselxT(B)) = B 

LISP evaluation requires care. For example the LISP function A{[x]2] 
is not the constant function which always gives value 2, The evaluation of
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an expression involving this function requires the evaluation of the actual 
parameter associated with x. That computation may not terminate. For 
example, consider A{[xJ2][factl-1]] where fact is the LISP implementation of 
the factorial function given on page 44. 

Since we intend to include A-expressions in our language we must 

include an §t-mapping into S-expression form for them. The character A will 
be translated to LAMBDA and the formal parameters will be translated into 
a list: 

RID Allx ys 5 xn) €] J] = (LamBDA (X,... X,) RE D) 

Here are some examples of \-expressions and their $t-translations: 

RP Allx;y] x2 + 9) J = (LAMBDA (X Y) (PLUS (EXPT X 2) Y)) 

R[Lallx,9} conslcarlx]-y]) ]] = (LAMBDA (X Y) (CONS (CAR X) Y)) 

To complete our introduction of d-expressions, our LISP syntax 
equations will be augmented to include: 

<function> «= Al<varlist><form>] 

<varlist> = [<variable>; ... ; <variable>] 14 

Besides giving a clear notation for function definitions, the A-notation 

is a useful computational device. Consider the following sketch of a function 
definition: 

g <= Alle Irllicix]) > diclx); ... x 

where dic may be a Jong involved calculation, and m is a predicate. 
We certainly must compute Jiclx] once. But as g is defined, we would 

compute liclx) twice if p, is true: once in the calculation of p,, and once as e). 

Since both calculations of Jiclx] will give the same value, '® 
calculation is unnecessary. Instead, we could write: 

g <= Allx) fllicix];x]] 

where: f <= Mlu,olrlu) 9 u; 0 0 

this second 

In this scheme lic will only be evaluated once; its value will be passed into f. 
This solution requires introduction of a new function name. Using 
A-expressions, in a style called internal lambdas we can improve g without 
adding any new function names to our symbol tables. 

Replace the body of g with: 

LAM Mlplaly] > 9, ... x dele] 

‘Recall that this use of ellipses means “zero or more occurrences of 
<variable>". 

'SOur current LISP subset has no side effects. That means there is no 
way for a computation to affect its surrounding environment. The most 
common construct which has a side-effect is the assignment statement.
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Call this new function g’: 

g” <= Alfx) Allylmly] > 9; x .. Miele] 

Now when g” is called we evaluate the actual parameter, binding it to x, and 
evaluate LAM. Evaluation of LAM involves only one calculation of lic{x], 
binding the result to y. We then evaluate the body of the conditional 

expression as before. If p, és true, then this definition of g’ involves one 

calculation of diclx] and two table look-ups (for the value of y), rather than 
the two calculations of Jiclx] in g. More conventional programming 
languages can obtain the same effect as this use of internal lambdas by 
assignment of diclx] to a temporary variable. We will introduce assignment 

statements in LISP in Section 4.2. '§ 

Problems 

1. What is the difference between A{{ ] xxy + 9] and xy + 9 ? 

3.5 Mechanization of Evaluation 

We first gave plausibility arguments for the existence of an evaluator for 
LISP; and then picked a representation for LISP expressions; finally we 
introduced a precise notation for discussing functions. It is now time to write 
an evaluator for representations of LISP expressions. The evaluator will be 
the final arbiter on the question of the meaning of a LISP construct. The 
evaluator is thus a very important algorithm. We will express it and its 
related functions in a representation-free form, but we will keep our 
Cambridge Polish representation in mind. 

As we have discovered, the great progenitors (Section 2.8) are 
evaluators for subsets of LISP. With our symbol-table mechanism we could 
now extend those algorithms to handle variable look-ups. Rather than do 
this we will make a total revision of the structure of the evaluators. In 
making the revision, the following points should be remembered: 

'6This technique is also related to the ideas of common sub-expression 
recognition in compiling algorithms (Section 6.16).
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1. Expressions to be evaluated can contain variables, both simple variables 
and variables naming -expressions. Therefore, evaluation must be done 
with respect to an environment or symbol table. We wish to recognize 
other function names besides CAR, CDR, CONS, EQ, and ATOM in our 
evaluator, but explicitly adding new definitions to the evaluator in the 
style of the recognizers for the five primitives is not an attractive 
approach. That scheme would require rewriting sections of the evaluator 
every time a new definition was introduced. An alternative solution is to 
hold the definitions in a symbol table. Our symbol table should hold the 
function definitions and the evaluator should contain the general schemes 
for finding the definitions, binding variables to values, and evaluating 
the function body. 

2. All function calls are to be evaluated "by-value." However, there are some 
special forms which are not evaluated in the normal manner. 
Conditional expressions, quoted expressions, and lambda expressions are 
handled differently, and the evatuator will recognize these constructs 
specially. 

The primary algorithm in the evaluator will be named eval. It will take 
two arguments; the first will be a representation of an expression to be 
evaluated, and the second will be.a representation of a symbol table. The 
evaluator will recognize numbers, and the constants T and N/L, and if 
presented with a variable, will attempt to find the value of the variable in 
the symbol table using assoc (Section 3.3). 

eval will also recognize the special forms cond and quote. When eval 
recognizes a conditional expression (represented by (COND ...) ), the body of 
the COND will be passed to a subfunction named evcond. evcond embodies 
the conditional expression semantics as described on page 20. The 

representation, (QUOT E @), signifies the occurrence of a constant, «, which is 

simply returned. Any other expression is a call-by-value application. The 
argument-list evaluation is handled by evdis in the authorized left-to-right 
ordering. This calculation is performed by recurring on the list representing 
the arguments. Finally, we apply the function to the list of evaluated 
arguments. This is done by the function apply. 

With this introduction we will now write a more general evaluator 
which will handle a larger subset of LISP than the tgms. 
Here’s the new eval: 

eval <= Xlexp,environ] 
lisconstlexp] + denotelexp); 
isvarlexp] > lookuplexp;environ], 
iscondlexp] + evcondlarg [exp] environ); 

isfunceargslexp] > applyl funclexp); 
evlislarglistlexp);environ); 
environ] })
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and: 

lookup <=){[ver;env] valuelassoclvar,;env]]] 

denote <= X[lexp]lisnumberlexp] > exp; 
istruthlexp] > exp; 
isfalselexp] > exp; 
issexprlexp] > replexp]; 
islambdalexp]) > exp J] 

where: 

rep knows how to extract the S-expr from the representation. In our scheme 
the selector rep is given by cadr. 

The other selectors, constructors and recognizers which relate this abstract 
definition to our particular S-expression representation are grouped on 
page 117. 

evcond <= X[ [e;environ] 
Levallantelfirstle]];environ] + evallconseglfirstle))];environ]; 
t » evconalrestle],environ] J] 

and, 

evlis <= d{[e-environ] [nullle] > ( ); 

t + concatlevall firstlel;environ); 
evlisLrestle];environ]] J] 

The subfunctions, evcond and evlis, are simple. evcond appeared before in 
tgmoafr in a less abstract form, evdis constructs a new list consisting of the 
results of evaluating the elements of e from left to right, using the symbol 
table, environ, where necessary. Since evcond and evlis are LISP functions, 

they are subject to the left-to-right evaluation rule. Thus evlis embodies the 
left-to-right rule. If evdis were evaluated under a right-to-left rule then evdis 
would evaluate expressions in right-to-left order. It is possible to write a 
version of evlis which only depends on being evaluated CBV, and which 
does embody the left-to-right rule: 

evlis <= X[[e,environ] [nullle] > ( ); 

t > Allx] concat[x,;evlislrest{e],environ]]] 
levallfirstle];environ]) J] 

To continue, the function apply takes three arguments: a representation 
of a function, a representation of the evaluated arguments, and a 

representation of a symbol table. apply explicitly recognizes the 
representations of the five primitive functions CAR, CDR, CONS, EQ, and 
ATOM. If the function name is a variable, the definition is located in the
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symbol table by eval and applied ta the arguments. Otherwise the function 
must be a A-expression. Things now get interesting; we must evaluate the 
body of the A-expression after binding the formal parameters of the 
A-expression to the evaluated arguments. We add variable-value pairs to the 
front of the current symbol table. We will define a subfunction, mkenv, to 
perform the binding; then pass the function body and the new symbol table 
to eval. 
Here is apply: 

apply <= Al lfn,args,environ] 
liscar[fn] > carfarg largs)); 
iscons{fn] > conslarglargs],argolargs]]; 

isvartfn] > ap plylevall fn;environ];args,environ]; 
islambda[fn] ~ evall bodylfn]; 

mkenvlvarslfn],args;environ]} J] 

mkenv <= A{[vars;vals;environ] pairlislvars ;vals,environ]] 

pairlis <= A[[vers,vals;environ] 
[null[vars] + environ; 

t ~ concatlmkent[first[vars),firse[vals)]; 

pairlislrestlvars]; 
restlvals]; 
environ] J] 

Some of the functions and predicates which will relate these abstract 
definitions to our specific S-expression representation of LISP constructs are 
given below. 

Recognizers Selectors 
iscar <= XILx] eglx;CAR]) func <= X{[x] firstlx]] 
isSexpr <= XI[x] eq[first[x],QUOT E]] arglist <= X[[x] rest[x]] 
istruth <= A[[x] eglx,T I] body <= AlLx] third[x]] 
islambda <= X[[x] eglfirst[x];LAMBDA)) vars <= XI lx] second[x]] 
isfuns+args <= X[[x] £] args, <= AlLx] rese[x]] 

arg, <= Al[x] férstlx]] 
argo <= A[x] second[x]] 
ante <= A{[x] first[x]] 
conseg <= Al[x] seconalx]] 
rep <= Al[x] second[x]] 

Constructor 

mkent <= X{[x,9] cons{x,y]] 

Another application of the left-to-right property occurs within apply, in 
the symbol table search and construction process. Notice that lookup uses
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assoc to look from left to right for the latest binding of a variable. Thus the 
function which augments the table must add the latest binding to the front. 
New bindings occur when the function mkenv, using pairlis, builds an 
augmented symbol table with the A-variables bound to their evaluated 
arguments. The functions lookup and mkenv operate together. We will see 
representations of these functions other than assoc and pairlis. The actual 
search and construction operations will change, but the critical relationship 
that mkenv always builds a table compatible with the search strategy of 
lookup will be maintained. 

To summarize then: the evaluation of an expression fla); ... ;¢,], where 

the a's are S-exprs, consists in applying eval to the §t-translation, 

RE ¢ URE e, J... RE c, I). This behavior is again an example of the 
diagrams of page 56. In its most simple terms, we mapped LISP evaluation 
onto the LISP eval function; mapped LISP expressions onto S-expressions; 
and executed eval. Notice that in this case we do not reinterpret the output 
since the structure of the representation does this implicitly. We have 
commented on the efficacy of this already on page 109. 

The specification of the evaluation of LISP expressions using eval and 
apply is one of the most interesting developments of computer science. 

Problems 

!. Compare our version of eval and apply with the version given in 
(McC 65]. Though the current version is much more readable, how much 
of it stid? depends on the representation we chose? That is, how abstract 
is it really? 

2. Complete the specification of the selectors, constructors, and recognizers. 

3.6 Examples of eval 

We will demonstrate the inner workings of the evaluation algorithm on a 
couple of samples and will describe the flow of control in the execution in a 
couple of different ways. The examples will be done in terms of the image of 

the R-mapping rather than being done abstractly. We do this since the 

structure of an actual LISP evaluator will use this representation. '7 It is 
important that you diligently study the sequence of events in the execution of 
the evaluator. The process is detailed, but it must be done at teast once. 

Let’s evaluate f[2;3] where f <= Af[x,y] x? + y]. That is, evaluate: 

evalt RI 2,3) Y; ROE <p, Alley] oftlx;2]; yt yh 
After appropriate translation this is equivalent to evaluating: 

evall(F 2 3); ((F .(LAMBDA (X Y) (PLUS (EXPT X 2) Y))))) 

'7Recall that we will be programming in the R-image.
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Notes: 

l. ((F . (LAMBDA (X Y) ... ))) = ((F LAMBDA (X Y) ... )) This is 
mentioned because most LISP implementations will print the latter even 
if you write the former. 

2. Since the symbol table ((F ...)) occurs so frequently in the following trace, 
we will abbreviate it as st. We have no mechanism yet for permanently 
increasing the repertoire of known functions. We must therefore resort to 
subterfuge and initialize the symbol table to get f defined. 

3. For this example we must assume that + and t (exponentiation) are known 
functions. Thus apply would have to contain recognizers for PLUS and 
TIMES: 

... atomlfn] > [ ispluslfn] > +larg,largsl;ergolargs)); 
isexptlfn] > tlarg,largs],argolargs]); 

wee]
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So evall(F 2 3),st] 
= applyl funcl(F 2 3)); 

evlislarglistl(F 2 3));st); 
st] 

= applylF ;evlis{(2 3);st],st] 
= applylF (2 3);st] 

= apply[ evallF,st]; 
(2 3); ’ 
st] 

= applyl (LAMBDA (X Y) (PLUS (EXPT X 2) Y)); 

(2 3); 
st] 

= evall body[(LAMBDA (X Y) (PLUS (EXPT X 2) Y))); 

mkenv{ varsi(LAMBDA (X ¥Y) (PLUS (EXPT X 2) Y))); 

(2 3); 
st]] 

= evall (PLUS (EXPT X 2) Y); 

pairlis((X Y),(2 3),st]] 

= evall (PLUS (EXPT X 2) Y); 
((X .2)Y . 3 F LAMBDA (X Y)...))) 

= applyl PLUS; 
evlis(((EXPT X 2) ¥)s(X . 2 . 3).)1; 
(X . 2)..))
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Let’s do a little of: evlis(((EXPT X 2) ¥),(X . 2)Y¥ . 3)...)] 

= concat[ evall(EXPT X 2)((X .2)Y¥ . 3) ..)); 
evlisl(Y )((X . 2). J) 

= concatl applyl EXPT 
eth ?} ((X . 2)...)); 

( (x - 
evlis[(Y), .. 

= concatl applyl EXPT; 
(2 2); 
( x. 2); 

solisl 

= concat{ tlarg,{(2 2)l;arga[(2 2)]]; 
evlisl(Y); ... 1] 

concat(T[2;2];evlis[(¥); ... J) 
concatl4,evlisl(Y ),((X . 2)Y . 3) 7) 
concat[4;concatlevallY ((X .2) ...)]; evlisl( ):(C ...))I0) 
concat[4;concatl 3 ,( )]) 

= (4 3) 

Now back to apply: 

= applyl PLUS; 
4 - (4 3), 
(X .2)V .3).)) 

+[4;3] 
7 

It should now be clear that eval does perform as you would expect, at least 
for this example. It is not clear that a simpler scheme might not do as well. 
In particular, the complexity of the symbol table mechanism which we 
claimed was so important has not been exploited. The next example will 
show that a scheme like ours is necessary to keep track of variable bindings.
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Let’s sketch the evaluation of fact[3] where: 

fact <= [xIx = 0 9 1; t > «x factly-2]0] 

that is, evall(F ACT 3);st] where st names the initial symbol table: 

((FACT . (LAMBDA (X)(COND((ZEROP X) 1) 
(T (TIMES X 

(FACT (SUBI X)))))))) 18 
In this example we will assume that the binary function +, the unary 

predicate zerop <= A[[x] x = 0] and unary function subf <= X{[x] x-1] are 
known and are recognized in the evaluator as TIMES, ZEROP and SUBI 
respectively. 

Then evall(F ACT 3),st] 
= applylF ACT; 

evlisl(3),st); 
st] 

= applyl(LAMBDA (X) (COND ...)); 
(3); 
st] 

= evall(COND ((ZEROP X) 1) (T (...)));((X . 3) . st] 

= evcondi(((ZEROP X) 1) (T (TIMES X (FACT (SUBI X))))); 
((X . 3). st)) 

Now, fet stl be ((X . 3). st) 

= evall(TIMES X (FACT (SUBI X))); stl] 

= applylTIMES; 
evlis[(X (FACT (SUBI X))); stl); 

sti) 
= applylTIMES; 

concat(3; 
evlisi((F ACT (SUBI X))); sti]]; 

stl] 

'8We have split the COND across several lines in an indented fashion 
to improve readibitity. Such techniques are common in LISP. The idea is 
called “pretty printing” and is discussed further on page 274 and in 
Section 9.2.
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Now things get a little interesting inside eviis: 

evlis[(((F ACT (SUBI X))),st] 
= concat[ eval[(F ACT (SUBI X)); sti); 

(3) 
and eval[(F ACT (SUBI X));sti) 

= applylF ACT; 
evlisi((SUBI X));sti); 
sth] 

= apply{F ACT; (2);sti] 
= applyl( LAMBDA (X) (COND ...)); 

sti) 

= eval[(COND ((ZEROP X) 1) ...))((X% . 2). sti)] 

Within this latest call on eval the symbol-table-searching function, lookup, 
will find the pair (X .2) when looking for the value of x. This is as it 
should be. But notice also that the older binding, (X . 3), is still around in 
the symbol table sti, and will become accessible once we complete this latest 
call on eval. It will become accessible because this earlier manifestation of 
the table was saved by the A-binding process as we entered the inner call on 
eval; as we leave this inner evaluation, the previous incarnation of the table 

is restored. 

As the computation continues, the current symbol table appears as 

follows: 

((F ACT LAMBDA (X) (COND ...))) = st 

((X . 3). st) = stl 
((X . 2). stl) = st? 
((X ..1) . st2) = st3 

((X .0). st3) 

Thus each new level of the table builds on the prior table; each prior table is 
saved by the following line from apply (page 117): 

islambdalfn] > evallbodylfn);mkenvlvars{fn];args environ} 

The call on eval is performed with the augmented table; when we leave that 
inner eval we return to an environment which contains the prior table. 

Using mkenv to concatenate the new bindings onto the front of the 
symbol table as we call eval, generates the required environment. The tricky 
part occurs when we leave that particular call on eva; the old table is 
automatically restored by the recursion mechanism. That is, concatenating 
things onto the front of a table doesn’t change the table, but if we call eval or 

apply with a symbol table of say:
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concatl(X . 2);concat[(X . 3); st]] 

then in that call on eval or apply we have access to 2 as the value of x, 
rather than 3. 

In this representation, the search function lookup always proceeds from 
left to right through the table and, since the table entry function mkenv 
always adds pairs onto the left of the table before eval is called, we will get 
the expected binding of the variables. 

The structure of mkenv should be analyzed further: it takes a formal 
parameter list, an evaluated actual parameter list, and an environment, as its 

arguments; it allocates a new block to contain the name-value pairs and 
proceeds to send each name-value pair to its proper slot in the block. The 
value of mkenv is the newly constructed environment formed by linking the 
new block onto the front of the old environment. It turns out that pairlis is 
able to combine the action of making the new block and filling the slots. 

A more accurate picture of the abstract behavior of mkenv is: 

mkenv <= X[[vars;vals env] mkenv’[vars;vals,alloctvars),;env]] 

mkenv’ <= d[[vars,;vals block env] (nuli[vars] » link[block;env], 

t > mkenv'l restlvars]; 
rest(vals]; 
sendl firstlvars]; 

firstlvals); 
block]; 

env] J) 

Our current implementation of pairlis is equivalent to: 

alloc <=A{lx] ( )] ' 
send <= d[[var,val;block] concat(mkent[var,val);block}} 

link <= A{[block,env] appendl[block ;env]] 

The computational behavior of pairlis is slightly different: here the 
name-value pairs are added to the environment in an order reverse to that 
used in pairlis. Since the variables in the A-list must be distinct from one 
another, this alternative environment is equivalent to the previous one. 

Symbol table manipulation is very important, so let’s took at it again in 
a slightly different manner. In this example, expressions and table entries 
wilt be written more informally. Since the evaluator is operating on the list 
representation of expressions we should continue to present these arguments 
to eval as lists. However, the object being represented might be more 

'Saltoc is defined as a unary function even though its argument is 
ignored here. This generality is in anticipation of future binding 
implementations.
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understandable and readable 7° than the representation of that ob ject. Thus, 

initially, we will write MLE] rather than the explicit R-image of &; for 

example, write R[[factt3}]] rather than (FACT 3). Later we will simply 

write § where no confusion is likely. With similar motivation, we represent 
the symbol table between vertical bars, "|", in such a way that if a table, t,, is: 

bp 
then concating a new element, b,,) onto t, gives: 

  

  

The elements of the table should also be presented as §t-images, but we will 
represent the entries in a more transparent form. For example: 

eval RI fact) ]]; | fact : AIxIx=0 > 14 5 «[x,fecelx-11])) | J 

= evallR[[[x=0 > 1; t > lx,facelx-10]); 

  

x33 ] 
fact :rAC..] | 

tl «(3 evel tx=0 3 ..J]]; 

  

= *[3; +{2;evallR [[x=0 > J]; xe 

Readability of LISP expressions is a subject of heated between LISP 
users and non-users. Since we prorram using the list representation there is 
an initial period in which the representation is “difficult to read". However 
that phemononon is short lived; the regularity of LISP expressions, the 
minimality of syntax, the use of formatting programs called "pretty printers”, 
and several abbreviational devices soon overcome any supposed 
disadvantages. This text presents LISP expressions in the meta-language 
since we wish to stress the notions of representation independence, rather 

than LISP’s programming behavior.
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= #«{3, ¥[2; «(;evallR[[ be=0 4 2]; x:0 } 
xl 

x:2 

x:3 

fact: ..] 

= HUF, «C2, 42;J)]] with: xed j 
x:2 

= #(3, «(2;]] with: | x:2 | j 

= *(3;2] with: | x:3 | ] 

=6 with: | fact: >L..] | 

=6 

Notice that after we went to all the trouble to save the old values of x we 

never had to use them. However, in the general case of recursive evaluation 

we must be able to save and restore the old values of variables. For 

example, if we had defined fact as: 

fact <= Al[x]x=0 » 1; t > sEfactlx-1),xJ)], 

then we would have to access the old binding of x. 
For further example, recall the definition of eguad: 

equal <= X{[x,y][azom[x] > [atomly] > eglx,y]; t > Fi; 

atom{y] > Ff; 
equallcar(x]car{y}} > equalledr[x);cdr[y}); 

t > Ff) 

If we were evaluating: 

equall((A. B).C)((A.B). D)I, 

then, reading across the page, our symbol table structure would change as 
follows: 

jequal : A([x,9] ...] | ==> | :(A.B).C) | ==> 
9: (A.B). D) 

| equal : rUIx,9) ... J  
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x: (A.B) x:A 

:(A.B) ys A 
x:((A.B).C) | ==> x:(A.B) 
9: (A.B). D) y (A.B) ==> 
equal : {[x,9] ... ] x:((A.B).C) 

9: (A.B). D) 
equal ; Alfx,y] ... J 

x:B x:C 

y:B 9. D 
x:(A.B) x:((A.B).C) | ==> 
9: (A.B) ==> 9: ((A.B).D) 

x: ((A.B).C) equal : XI[x,9] ... J 
9: ((A. B). D) 
equal : A{[x;9] ... ] 

jequal : ACix,y] .. ] | 

This degree of complexity is necessary, for while we are evaluating 
equallcar[x],carly]], we rebind x and y but we must save the old values of x 
and y for the possible evaluation of equal{edr[x],cdr[y]]. It is not clear that 
this implementation is optimal. The search for the values of x and ¥ is short, 
but the evaluation of any subexpressions involving equal must retrieve the 
definition of equal. That search is proportional to the depth of the initial 
arguments to equal. 

Before continuing, we should examine evad and apply to see how they 
compare with our previous discussions of LISP evaluation. The spirit of 
call-by-value and conditional expression evaluation is maintained. A-binding 
seems correct, though our current discussion is not complete. At least one 
preconception is not maintained here. Recall the discussion on page 17. We 
wanted n-ary functions called with exactly n arguments. An examination of 
the structure of eval and apply shows that if a function expecting n 
arguments is presented with fewer, then the result is undefined; but if it is 

given more arguments than necessary then the calculation is performed. For 
example: 

evall(CONS (QUOTE A) (QUOTE B) (QUOTE C));NIL] 
reduces to evall(CONS (QUOTE A) (QUOTE B));NIL] 
reduces to (4. B) 

This example shows one of the pitfalls in defining a language by an 
evaluator. If the intuitions of the language specifiers are faulty or incomplete 
then either we must maintain that faulty judgement, or we must lobby for a
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“revised report". 2! 
The definition of a language by an evaluator written in that language 

is subject to other criticisms. The troublesome areas of our description of 
LISP’s evaluation included A-binding, calling styles in general and 
call-by-value in particular, and left-to-right order of evaluation. We wrote 
eval to explicate the meaning of these constructs, yet within eval we often 
relied on exactly these constructs to convey our intent. Now, our description 
in not entirely circular; eval does convey much of our intention to the reader, 

but the discussion of Aow these constructs operate is either implicit or is 
explained by using the same kind of constructs. In gaining a clearer 
understanding of what LISP constructs mean, eval is exemplary. Indeed 
many of the details of how these constructs work are irrelevant to such an 
understanding. When we attempt to implement a language feature we cannot 
assume the existence of that feature; the implementation must be prepared 
from a combination of more primitive components. As we proceed through 
the text we will introduce the mechanisms which are necessary to implement 
LISP and, indeed, implement the constructs of most other languages. In 
Section 4.4 we give several alternative algorithms for eval. The algorithms 
will evolve to an eval which makes explicit most of the mechanisms we need. 
In Chapter 5 we will begin to discuss efficient representations for LISP’s 
data structures, control structures, and primitive operations. The remainder 
of the current chapter will explicate further features of LISP in preparation 
for that discussion. 

Problems 

1. Which parts of the evaluator allow the evaluation of functions applied to 
too many arguments? 

2. Find other anomalies in the evaluator. That is, find places where 
unexpected results are obtained? 

3.7 Variables 

Let’s look more closely at A-binding in eval. The scheme presented seems 
reasonable, but as with "cons{A;B,C]", there may be more expressed here than 
we anticipated. 

If we asked eval to compute f{2), given a representation for 
f <= A[[x] x + y] but no representation for the value of y it would complain. 
It would find f, bind 2 to x, and begin the evaluation of the body of f. It 

2\For example the LISP 1.6 system ([Qua 72]) gives (A . A) for cons[ A}; 
the MacLISP system ([Moo 74]) gives (A. "missing-arg"); and InterLISP 
({Int 75]) gives (A).
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would find x’s value, but it would find no value for y. However, if we asked 
it to evaluate the form Ally] f{2J)U/) it would work. It would find the value of 
y to be J and would get a final answer of 3. You should convince yourself of 
this assertion. 

Within the evaluation of f{2) in Affy] f{2]I[/] the variable y has a 
different character from that of x. The value of x is found within the latest 
A-binding, whereas y was bound in a dynamically surrounding A-binding. 
That is, the A-expression which bound y took effect before the binding of x 
and is still in effect when the binding of x is made. We do have access to 9’s 
binding in this case; the lookup routine will locate y’s value. There is a third 
kind of name-value association present in these examples: we expect that the 
symbol "+" is recognized during the evaluation as denoting a procedure for 
computing the sum of two numbers. In previous discussions we have 
assumed that "+" was pre-defined inside app/y and therefore explicitly 
recognized. Finally, in the first example, a fourth kind of variable usage 
occurred. The variable y had no associated value when the computation 
expected one. In this section we wish to examine these properties of 
variables. 

The implementation of A-bindings described in pairlis (page 116) is 
slightly misleading. There, the new A-bindings are concat-ed onto the front of 
the existing table. They go on in a one-at-a-time fashion even though they 
are to be thought of as a logical unit: at the language level they all go on 
together, and they all come off together. It is the structure of this table which 
we should also examine. To these ends we now introduce some terminology. 

Consider the evaluation of the expression: 

Ally] equal[Al[x] conslx,y]I(A . B)I JIA] 

in an environment where the definition of equal is known. 
We evaluate the main argument A, and perform the d-binding of A to 

y. This operation of A-binding creates what we call a local symbol table and 
the variables bound in that local table are called local bindings for the body 
of the A-expression, We now begin the evaluation of the arguments to eguai. 
The first argument is itself an expression requiring A-binding. We evaluate 
it’s argument and bind (A. B) to x. This creates a local binding for x. In the 
process of making x local what happens to y? Notice that the binding 
process has not made y inaccessible: we can compute cons[x,y] even though 9 
is not local. Variables like y which are accessible, but not local, we call 

non-local] variables. Thus both y and cons are non-local variables in our 
evaluation of cons[x;y]. There is a further distinction between y and cons: We 
expect cons to be a predefined function; indeed cons has not been A-bound 

any where in our computation. Variables like cons we will call glebal 
variables. 

Global variables include predefined function names, car, cdr, etc, and 

variables like ¢ and nil. A useful interpretation of global variables is that
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they are bound in the initial symbol table, also called the global table. 22 
Non-local variables which are 4-bound somewhere in the symbol table we 
call free variables, and variables which have some accessible binding at the 

current point in the computation are called bound variables. 2° 
Finally the first argument to equal is evaluated giving ((A.B). A). As 

we complete that evaluation the local binding for x becomes inaccessible, and 
y becomes local again. We examine the second argument to equal, which is x, 
and now find there is no binding for that variable. Variables which have no 
binding of any kind at the time we ask for a value are called unbound 
variables. The local, free, and global variables make up the class of bound 

variables. 
For a computation to be meaningful, each variable which that 

computation references must be bound when we ask for its value. The 
computation of our current example would fail; it would fait even before we 
asked for the definition of equal since we are doing call-by-value. One of our 
tasks will be to discuss where definitions such as that for equal should be 
kept. 

Here is a diagram of our characterization of variables: 

variables 

non-local local 

free global unbound 

Notice that a variable which is initially global may become local and then 
free by virtue of A-bindings. 

The binding strategy for local variables is reasonably uniform in 

programming languages: bind some form of the actual parameters 74 to the 
formal parameters and evaluate the body of the definition. One of the 
difficulties in programming languages is deciding what value to associate 

22This analogy breaks down somewhat in that usual implementations 
of LISP allow this global table to be augmented; for example, by function 
definitions using a version of "<=". Thus the global table can be enlarged 
whereas a true A-binding involves a fixed number of variables. 

23Our notion of free and bound variables has a decidedly 
computational flavor, in contrast to the mathematical definitions of “free” 
and “bound" given on page 170. For example a variable may be both free 
and bound in our terminology. 

24The parameters may either be evaluated or unevaluated, however.
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with a non-local variable. In LISP, it is clear Aow values get associated; it 

happens through A-binding or by virtue of an initial entry in the symbol 
table. The scheme which LISP uses for discovering the value of any 
variable is to proceed linearly down the symbol table, looking for the latest 
active binding. This scheme is called dynamic binding. It usually results in 
uncovering the value that is expected; but not always as we will see in 

Section 3.10. Conceptually, the dynamic binding scheme corresponds to the 
physical replacement of the function call with the function body and then an 
evaluation of the resulting expression. Free variables whose bindings are 
determined dynamically are called fluid variables. 

In review, the evaluation of a typical function-call will involve the 
evaluation of the arguments, the binding of the 4-variables to those values, 
the addition of these new bindings to the front of the symbol table, and 
finally the evaluation of the body of the function. That segment of the 
symbol table which we have just added by the A-binding will be called the 
local symbol table or local environment. The variables which appear in that 
segment are the local variables. The remainder of the symbol table makes 
up the non-local table. Variables which appear in the global table but not 
in any focal table are the global variables. Free variables are bound 
somewhere between the local table and the global table. Variables which are 
local to a form-evaluation are those which were present in the A-binding. 
We first wish to develop a useful notation for describing bindings before 
delving further into the intricacies of binding strategies. That discussion will 
be the content of Section 3.11. 

Problems 

1. Write a LISP predicate, non <= X{[x,e] ... ], which will give t just in the 
case that x and e represent a variable and a A-expression respectively, 
and x is non-local to e. 

2. Give an example showing that the phrase “latest binding” is not a proper 
characterization of dynamic binding. 

3.8 Environments and Bindings 

This section will introduce one more notation for describing symbol tables or 
environments. This notation, due to J. Weizenbaum ([Wei 68]), only shows 
the abstract structure of the symbol table manipulations during evaluation. 

Its simplicity will be of great benefit when we introduce the more complex 
binding schemes necessary for function-valued functions in Section 3.10. 

In the previous discussions it has been sufficient to simply think of a 
symbol table as a sequence of pairs; each pair was a variable and _ its 
associated value. This sufficed because we dealt only with A-variables; we
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ignored the possibility of free variables. As long as we added the 4-bindings 
to the front of the sequence representing the symbol] table we showed that 
expected evaluation would result. Local values were found in the table; 
global values were found by explicit recognizers in eval and apply. With the 
advent of free variables, however, it will be mecessary to examine the 

structure of environments more closely. We will describe our environments 
in terms of a local symbol table augmented by a description of where to took 
for the non-local values. 

Instead of having one amorphous sequential symbol table, we envision 
a sequence of tables. One is the local table, and its successor in the sequence 

is the previous local table. The information telling where to find the 
previous table is called the access chain or access link. Thus if tables are 

represented by E;, and the access link by ~ then we might represent a symbol 

table as: 

(E, > En-1 7 uo E, > Eo) 

where E, is the local or current segment of the table. We reserve Ep to name 

the global table. 
LISP finds local bindings in the local table and uses the access chain to 

find bindings of non-local variables. If a variable is not found in any of the 
tables, then it is unbound. 

An environment will be described as: 

Form 

Evocat 

i 

var| value 
v, {| val, 

Vo | val 

v, | val, 

Form is the current form being evaluated. Ej, is the name of the current 

environment or symbol table. Let x be a variable appearing in Form. If x is 
not found among the v;s, then entries in the table named E; are examined. 

If x is not found in E, then the environment mentioned in the upper 

right-hand quadrant of E, is searched. The search will terminate if x is 

found as a v; the value of x is the corresponding val, If x is not found ina 

local table, and the symbol "/" appears in the right-hand quadrant, then x is 
unbound. 

The notation is used as follows: when we begin the evaluation of a 
form, the initial table Eg is set up with "/" in its access field. The execution
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of a function definition, say f <= A{[x,y] x? +9], will add an appropriate 

entry to the table, binding f to its lambda definition. 2° Now, consider the 
evaluation of the form f{2;3], When the A-expression is entered, i.e., when 
we bind the evaluated arguments (2 and 3) to the A-variables (x and 4), a 
new local table (E;) is set up with an access link to Eg. Entries reflecting the 

binding of the A-variables are made in E, and evaluation of the A-body is 

      

begun. 
The flow of symbol table creation is: 

fl2;3) xray 
Eo E Eo 
\/ | Ep l/ 

=> => return with value 7 

f | Alley) x2 +) x | 2 f JAalbey] .. J 
y13 

Compare this sequence to the example on page 120. 
The sequence of tables corresponds to the evaluation sequence: 

evall R[ f2;31 TU; RL ep, Ml) x? +9} 
L 

evall R[x? + y TU; RL fx, 2>, <9, 3>, <f, Mlxyy] x? ey} 
4 

7 

You should realize that the Weizenbaum environments are just another 

abstract data structure with associated constructors, selectors, and recognizers. 
They may be expressed as LISP data structures without much difficulty. The 
only difference here is that the environments happen to be more meaningful 
when described graphically than if they were specified by their manipulating 
functions. See the problem on page 135. Graphical representations and 
languages are an important tool in data structure programming; we will say a 
bit more about this in Section 5.4. 

2©Note that we really mean "representation of lambda definition”.
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The execution of fact[?] on page 122 results in a more interesting 
example. The following discussion should be read in conjunction with that 

  

    

      

description. 76 

factl3] [x=0> ...] wx. fact 1) 
Eo E 
lf | Eo 7 Fo 

=> => 

fact {AllvIx=097;,.] x | 3 

fact[2) {x=0> ...] Lx Fact 1) 
Ey E2 
| Eo | E, 7 = 

=> => > 

x |3 x [2 

factt!) [x=0> ...] [x Saale 
E2 E3 
| E; | Eo 7 Be 

=> => => 

x |2 x |i 

factl0] [x=02]; ...] 
E3 Eq 

j Eo | Eg send 
e> => __ a> | 

x |l x |0 back up 

At the end of the first line we are faced with the evaluation of +[x,fact[x-1]]. 
This requires the evaluation of the arguments to »; this is done by evlis. First 

x is evaluated and saved, ?” then the evaluation of fact[x-1) is begun using 
environment E,. In Ej, x-] gives 2 and we find the definition of fact in Eo. 

In the second line we set up Ez and evaluate fact[2]. Analogous situations 

occur until the fourth line; at this time we suddenly find ourselves in Eg with 

x bound to 0. The expression x=0 is satisfied and we start back up the right 
margin to conclude the nested evaluations of +(x,fact[x-1]]. This process 
finally terminates at the top, returning a value 6. Notice that we will get the 

26The layout of this example is due to R. Davis. 

27This saved information is not explicitly represented in these pictures 
or in the Weizenbaum diagrams.
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correct binding of x locally. It is important to note that the occurrence of fact 

within the body of the definition of fact is global.?® We find the correct 
binding for fact by searching the access chain. We must search the access 
chain even though fact is global. We cannot shortcut the search by simply 
looking in Ep. A variable might have been rebound in an enclosing 

environment and it would be that binding we should discover. 
As a final example showing access to non-local variable bindings 

consider {[3] where f <= X[[x] gl2]] and g <= Ally] x+y]. 

fl3]) gl2) x+y 
Eo E\ E2 
\/ | Eo | Ey 

——— = > ee = > i tt it 

Firtte) g(20 x] 3 > 12 
gl Ally] x+y] 

Notice that when we evaluate x + y we find y has a local value, but we must 
look down the access chain to find a binding for x. 

The scheme for using Weizenbaum environments for the current LISP 
subset is: 

When preparing a A-binding, set up a new E,,, with the 

A-variables as the local variable entries and add the values of the 
arguments as the corresponding value entries. The access slot of the 
new E,.y points to the previous access environment. The 

evaluation of the body of the A-expression takes place using the 
new table; when a local variable is accessed we find it in E,.,; when 

a non-local variable occurs, we chase the access chain to find its 
value. 

When the evaluation of the body is completed, E,., disappears and 

the previous environment is restored. 
You should verify that the current access- and binding-scheme espoused 

by LISP is faithfully described in these diagrams. 

Problem 

1. Environments really are a class of abstract data structures: they include 
constructors, selectors, and recognizers. To help discover what a set of 

such functions might be, give a representation for Weizenbaum 
environments and write new versions of the symbol table manipulating 
functions, fookup and mkenv, which will operate on Weizenbaum 
environments. See page 124. 

28Notice that eg, +, and # are also global.
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3.9 label 

Placing "A" and a list of A-variables in front of an expresson designates the 
variables which appear in the A-list as local variables. Ail other variables 
appearing in the expression are non-local. For example, f is non-local in the 
following: 

f <= AxIzerop{x] > 1; t > xfx,flx-1]0) ] 

Clearly our intention is that the f appearing to the right of "<= 
as the f appearing to the left of “<=". 

This has not been a problem for us. We have simply pre-loaded the 
symbol table, binding f to its definition; see page 122. LISP has a more 
elegant device for this binding. It is called the label operator and is written: 

"is the same 

label[<identifier>;<function>] 

Its evaluation has the effect of binding the <identifier> to the <function>. 
The value constructed by executing a /abel-expression is a representation of a 
function with name <identifier> and body <function>. 

For example, a proper definition of fact is: 

labellfact; M{x]eglx,0] > 1; t > sLx,factlsubsix] 

To include /abel in the LISP syntax add: 

<function>::= dabel[<identifier>;<function>] 

and the S-expr translation of the /abe? construct should naturally be: 

R[Lcabel(f,fn} ]] = (LABEL RE ] KL I) 

Note that label is a special form, not a call-by-value function. 
Since the /abel operator creates a function, it should appear in the 

function position of a function application. A typical application of the label 

construct, say dabellf;A([x] E[x])Ife], results in the following environmental 
picture when we get ready to evaluate [x]: 

labellf;rlLx] ElxJII) fle] 

0 E, 
lf | Ep 

=> 

| f (Ati) Exe) 

Notice that Jabellf;rl[xJéJIle] is equivalent to Al[xJkle]Ifquotefe]]; notice too 
that the definition does not appear in the global table Ey. We use label to 

create temporary function definitions. Such definitions disappear when the 
environment in which the /abel was executed is no longer accessible to the 

computation. Thus within the evaluation of the body Ex] a recursive call on 
f will refer to the definition of f located in E, so long as f is not rebound in
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E; once we have completed the computation initialized in Ep the definition of 

f will disappear. If f is not recursive, then the use of /abel is unnecessary; an 
anonymous function application will suffice. 

What about statements like “evaluate g{A;B] where 
g <= A{[x,y] .. flu;v] ..J and f <= Alley]... ] 2" label defines only one function; 
we may not say /abel[f.g; .. ]) What we can do is embed the /abel-definition 

for f within the abel-definition for g. 2° Thus: 

labellg; ILx,y] ... dabellf; ALLx,y] ... Wu,v) -..3) 

Several languages allow a simpler notation for giving mutually 
recursive definitions; see [Rey 72], [Hew 74], or [Sus 75]. 

It can be shown that the dabel operator is superfluous; the same effect 
can be obtained by a complicated 4-binding. However our point here is not 
to be "minimal", but to be “useful”. Implementations of LISP offer other 
definitional facilities, with "<=" having the effect of permanently establishing 
the definition in Eo. 

The apparent simplicity of the dabel operator is partly due to 
misconception and partly due to the restrictions placed on the current subset 
of LISP. The following sections will illuminate some of these difficulties. 

Problems 

1. Show one way to change eval to handle /abel. 

2. Express the definition of reverse given on page 48 using label. 

3. Evaluate the following: 

ALLy] dabellfn;fnolfN (f] 

where: fre <= AIxIly 9 I x 9 2; t > fn, [t]] 

and: fn, <= ACLy] fly] 

3.10 Functional Arguments and Functional Values 

Recall our discussion of : 

evall(F 2 3);((F .(LAMBDA (X Y) (PLUS (EXPT X 2) Y))))} 

We now know this is equivalent to: 

evall((LABEL F (LAMBDA (X Y) (PLUS (EXPT X 2) Y))) 2 3) )) 

In either case, the effect is to bind the name f to the A-expression. Binding 
also occurs when f is called: we bind x to 2, and y to 3. In the latter case we 

28Indeed every occurrence of f must be replaced by the Jabellf;...] 
construct.
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are binding simple values; in the former we are binding functions as vaiues. 
We have decided that the necessary ingredients to characterize a functional 

value °° are a representation of the formal parameters, and a representation 
of the expression described in the body of the function. In this section we 
will examine the adequacy of that decision. We begin informally with a few 
examples. 

Assume we have a list / of dotted-pairs @, ,..,@,, and we wish to form 

a new list of the form (carla,)... carla,]). That is we wish to apply car to 
each of the elements of /. Such a function is easy to write: 

carfirst <= (null?) > ( ); t > concatlear[firselV]carfirst(reselINN 

Now suppose we wish to write a more general function, which instead 
of being specific to car, will take an arbitrary unary function f and apply it to 

each of the elements of /, generating (fle, ], ..., fla,]). Such a function could 

plausibly be defined as follows: 

mapfirst <= [fn dnullll] > ( ); 
t > concarlfnlfirstl(N map firstlfn-restl{N]) 

Thus the first calculation we requested above could be expressed as: 

mapfirstlear,t) ...... or could it? 

Recalling LISP’s penchant for call-by-value evaluation, we might believe that 
the computation would not be done as expected. We do not want the 
argument car. evaluated to produce an S-expr value; rather, we want its 
evaluation to produce a representation of a primitive function, suitable for 
application. There are two ways out of this dilemma. One solution is to 
suppress the evaluation of car, postponing it until the apply function can 
recognize that a function name has been seen. We have seen one artifact in 
LISP to subdue evaluation: we can make it a constant by quote-ing it. Indeed, 
mapfirstlquotelcar],!] or mapfirst(CAR,l] will work. You should convince 
yourself that mapfirst(CAR,l] will compute carfirst[l], that exercise requires 
examining the details of eval. 

A second solution exists and is the one we will pursue. We say that the 
"value" of car is the description of the program which computes car. Since 
car is a primitive, that description is machine code for this specific 
implementation. 

Before going on to more complex examples it would be well to note that 
mapfirst is a different kind of LISP function from those we have seen 
before. The first argument to mapfirst is expected to represent a function. 
Notice that the argument fn appears in the body of mapfirst in a position 
reserved for functions. Therefore any parameter bound to fn is expected to 
be a function. Such a use of a function is called a functional argument. 

3°1t would be better to call these constructs "procedure values” since we 
will take a decidedly algorithmic interpretation of them.
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The first trick we used above, representing the functional argument car 
as a constant CAR, can be applied to other instances of functional arguments. 

Thus the functional argument: 

Ate] flgle]] 

could be represented as, (LAMBDA (X) (F (G X))) 

The trick is called QUOTE-ing the functional argument since the S-expr 
representation of an instance of such a construct is a QUOT E-ed expression. 
QUOT E-ing is not strictly necessary if we follow the second alternative above 
and use the evaluator described in Section 3.5. Worse yet, QUOT E-ing is also 
not sufficient to capture the intended meaning in all cases of functional 

parameters. To understand why QUOTE-ing is not sufficient we need a 
slightly more complex set of examples. First we try: 

mapfirstl lx] concatlx,( (A BC D)] 2! 

which we expect to evaluate to ((A) (B) (C) (D)) 

mapfirstl A{[x] concatlx,{ )]];... J ts 

Eo EF) 
i/ | Eg 

=> => 1... 

mapfirst | CLfn null]... J) ¢ {(A BCD) 
fn | Alle) concarlx,( 1] 

Since nud/[Z] is false, the problem reduces to: 

concatlfnlfirstl()l,mapfirstlfn,rest(/]]]. 
E, 
| Eg 

£ |(A BCD) 
fn | Alle] concatlx,( 7 

Since we are using call-by-value we have to evaluate the arguments to concat; 
that requires evaluating fnlfirs¢[/]]. The value of / we find locally and 
evaluate firsz[l], getting A. The value for fn is also found locally, and since it 
is the representation of a -definition, we set up a new environment in which 
to evaluate the body of fn, binding the A-variable x to A: 

3!Note that we do not use quote. Some implementations do not support 
this notation. Some require quote, and still others give a different 
interpretation to unembellished functions appearing as actual parameters.
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concatlx,{ )] 

2 
|E, 

x | A 

The expected evaluation takes place: (A) is computed and returned to 

environment E, so that we may continue the evaluation mapfirst[fn,rest[d)]. 
However, consider the following variant of this last example. Define: 

foo <= All] mapfirsel ALxleoncat[x;l]]; (A BC D)) 

It would seem that fool( )] should also give ((A) (B) (C) (D)) since / will be 
bound to ( ) and therefore the / in the functional argument will effectively be 

(). 

fool )] = mapfirstl x[Lx] concatlx,t]];..]  [nudl{d).. J 
E E 

  

0 1 E, 
[/ | Eo | Ey 

ee => => _ B> 4. 

foo jx{C..J i |) 1 {(4 BCD) 
mapfirst | ML fn null{/1...0] fn | Allx] concatlx,2]] 

null{t] is false since / is (A BC D), so we evaluate concatlfnffirs¢[/]] ... ]. This 
involves evaluating firs¢l/] in E, giving A. We evaluate fn in Ep and, 
finding a representation of a A-definition, we make a new environment Eg in 

which to evaluate the body of fn. 
As we make E3, we add an entry binding x to A and we settle down in 

E, to evaluate concat{x,l]: 

concat(x,1] 

E3 
| Ep 

x | A 

Since / is non-tocal to Ez, we follow the access chain to find its value in Ez to 

be (A BC D). But that’s not the expected value! We expected to find ( ), 
which was hidden away in Ej. 

The trouble here is that / was rebound in the interim. The first thing 
to note is that the problem is caused by free variables and dynamic binding: 
2 is free in the functional argument. Local variables aren’t problematic; 
neither are global variables. The desired binding for / is the one which was 
current when we were binding the functional argument to the formal 
parameter fn. A plausible solution then is to replace all non-local variables 
with their values at the time we recognize the functional argument. This will 
not always suffice. See page 145 for a counterexample. A more promising 
solution associates the name of the current environment with the function
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and use that pair as the value to be given to the formal parameter. When we 
want to apply the functional argument we set up a new environment, 
introducing a local table with the A-variables bound to their values; only now 

we use the saved environment as the beginning of the access chain. The 
values of any non-local variables which we encounter in the process of 
applying the functional argument will be searched for in the saved 
environment. 

To initialize this process we must be able to recognize the occurrence of 
a functional argument. To that end, we introduce a new operator called 
function. This operator takes one argument: a representation of the function. 
The effect of function will be to construct a value representing that argument 
and the environment which was current when the function-instance was 
evaluated. 

In the current example, we would recognize the function-construct while 

evaluating the arguments to mapfirst; the environment which was current 
then was E;. Therefore as we build E, we want to associate the pair 

A[[x] concar{x,1]] - E, with the formal parameter fn. Whenever we apply fn 
we want to use A[[x] concaz[x;l]]; and within that context, whenever we want 
?, we want the value of 2 in Ey. 

The function-environment pair is called a closure or funarg. In our 
diagrams we will designate the pair as: 

<function>:<environment>. 

Therefore, in our example we should designate the value of the functional 
argument as: 

ALL] concatix;t]1:E 

We must also extend the manipulation of Weizenbaum environments to 
handle such constructions. The process which recognizes A-definitions and 
sets up new environments must now watch for funargs. When it sees one it 
uses the associated environment as the access environment. Let’s do the 

example again. 

fool( )]  mapfirstifunction{A{{x] concalx,t]], ..) (nudd(t] ... J 
E E 0 Ey 2 
\/ | Eo | Ey 

—— SS => —See => ——— => wee 

foo | MUI... 14) 1 |(A BCD) 
mapfirst | M[fndnulll..0) fn Allx) concarlx,1I)-E | 

Things are as before except now fn is bound to the funarg pair in Ez. We 

look up fn in E, and, finding a A-definition, we make a new environment Eg 

in which to evaluate the body of fn. As we make Ez, we add an entry 

binding x to A. But now since the A-definition is a funarg we make the 
access environment E, as saved with fn. Thus we settle down in Eg to 

evaluate concat[x,t):
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concat[x;l] 

E3 

| E, 

x | A 

Since / is non-local to Ez, we follow the access chain to find its value in E, to 

be () as desired. Thus instead of simply tracing back to the previous 

environment we detour around Ep: 

Eo 

[. 

| : 
2 f 

| 
However, there is still some information which we must make explicit if these 

Weizenbaum diagrams are to faithfully represent the process of evaluation. 
Namely, after we have finished the evaluation of concat{x,l] we are to restore 

a previous environment. Which one is it? It isn’t Ej, it’s Es! That 

information is not available in our diagram, so we must correct the situation. 
In the left-hand quadrant of our diagram we place the name of the 

environment which we wish restored when we leave the current environment. 

That environment name will be called the control environment, and will 

head a chain of environments, called the control chain. 9? Here’s the correct 
picture: 

concat[x;t] 

E3 
E, |£, 

x | A 

So after we have finished the computation in Eg we return control to Ep. 

Thus the general structure of an environment is as follows: 

32In Algol, the access chain is called the static chain, and the control 
chain is called the dynamic chain.
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Form 

current 

E control | access 

Xn 

Consider another example, involving a function to produce the 
composition of two unary functions. We will call the function compose. The 
value returned by compose will be a function; that means compose will 
produce a functional value: 

com poselfunction|car];functionlcdr]) = cadr 
with a plausible definition as: 

compose <= ALL fg] Alfx]flelx]]]] 

This definition of compose is almost right. The value returned by compose is 
to be a function. Indeed it is an instance of a functional value, so, as with 

functional arguments, it needs to be decorated with function so that the 
evaluator will save the environment which contains the right bindings for f 
and g. That environment is the one which was current when the 
function-construct was recognized. So we write: 

compose <= [fg] function[Al{x) flex) 

Now try: appleonslA}(B . C)]composelfunction[car];function[edr]]] 

where: app <= ALLy,f] fly] 

As usual we evaluate the arguments to app, bind the results to y and f and 
evaluate the body of app. 

appleonsl A,B . C));com poselfunction[car],function{cdr])] 
E 0 
Al 

app | Ally,f) fly]) 
compose | A[[f:g] function[Allx) flglxI) 

Evaluation of the first argument to app brings no surprises; we get 
(A .(B.C)). We begin evaluating the second argument; we find the 
definition of compose in the environment and since it is a A-definition we set 
up a new environment, E,, and evaluate the body function[Aallx] flgxJ]]):
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function{Alx)] flglx]]]] 
Ey 

Eg | Ep 

f | car:Ep 

g& | cdr:E 

Again, the recognition of the function-construct says return a funarg-pair as 
value. The environment we associate is the current one, E,. We now go back 

to Ep, using the control chain. Since both arguments to app are now 

evaluated, we find the definition of app and set up a new environment Ep. 

Thus: 

fly) fig) 
E, E3 

Eg |Epo E,| E, 
> 

y 1(A.(B.C)) x |(A.(B.C)) 
f |Albe) flglxILE, 

The form to be evaluated in Ep is fly]; we find y and f both locally. We 

evaluate the argument y, then since f is a A-definition, we set up a new 
environment binding the A-variable x to the value (4.(B.C)). But the 
a-definition is also a funarg; therefore the access environment stored in Eg is 

E,. The control component of Eg is set to the prior environment, E2; and we 

begin evaluation of the body f{g[x]. 
Now in Eg we find x focally but have to resort to the access chain to 

find f and g; using funargs, we have set up the appropriate environments. 

From Eg we have access to EF): 33 

Eo 

s 
The rest of the evaluation goes without incident: we finish the evaluation in 
Eg and return to E, and finally to Eg following the control evironments. 

Notice that f and g in the body of compose are free variables and 
therefore their bindings are not to be found in the local environment. Since 
the interesting applications of such functions usually involve free variables, 

E3 

33We can go from there to Eo if it were needed.
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we must deal with them. In particular, the /abel operator will typically 
involve free variables. We remarked that f in: 

f <= MlxIlzerop{x] + 1; t > s[x,flx-10] 

is free. But we want the occurrence of f on the right to be synonymous with 
the f being defined on the left. We can do this by “tying a knot” in the access 
environment chain. Therefore, we should modify the diagram for abel to be: 

labellfrltx) Exe) Ele) 
Eo E 

\/ | Ey 
=> 

f | Atle) E(xJLE, 

Notice that the effect of label is to build function[A[[x] §]] and associate that 

with f. If we attempted to implement function[®] by replacing all non-local 

variables in ® by their current values we wouldn't always get what we 
expect. 

Consider fact <= [[xI[x=0 9 1; t > «lx,fact[x-7]]]) 

If the current environment is E;: 

Ej 
E,| Ey 

fact| foo 

then executing <= should give something like: 

Ej, 
E, | Es 

fact| All] ...factlx-11] :E; 

rather than: 

fact| Ex) ...foolx-1]] 

Our final step is to include a data structure representation of the 

function construct. The translation scheme is simple: represent function(E] as 

(FUNCTION R[E]). 
Thus: function[Allx] flefx]]] 

has an R-image of © (FUNCTION (LAMBDA (X)(F (G X)))) 

We must also develop new sections of eval to deal with FUNCTION. The 
device LISP used to associate environments with functions is called the
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FUNARG device. 24 When eval sees the construction (FUNCTION fn) it 
returns as value the list: 

(FUNARG fn "saved") 

where "saved" represents a pointer to the current symbol table. This 
representation, as a list of three objects, is called a funarg triple. It is apply 
that recognizes (FUNARG fn "saved"). When we are calling fn, we use the 
"saved" symbol table for accessing non-local variables. 

Thus there are two environments involved in the proper handling of 
functional arguments. First there is the environment which is saved with the 
FUNARG. This is called the binding environment since it is the 
environment current at the time the functional argument was constructed or 
bound. The second environment, called the activation environment or 

application environment, is the environment which is current immediately 
before the functional argument is applied or activated. 

It is the duty of eval and apply to use the FUN ARG device to maintain 
the proper control of the activation and binding environments. 

Finally, we should update our description of the usage of Weizenbaum 
environments given on page 135: 

When the function construct is recognized, we manufacture a FUNARG 
triple consisting of the atom FUNARG, the function described in the 
instance of function, and the current environment. This triple is the 

value of the function construct and may be bound to any LISP variable; 
typically the LISP variable will appear in an expression in a position 
reserved for functions. 
When doing a A-binding, set up a new E,,,, with the A-variables as the 

local variable entries and the values of the arguments as the 
corresponding value entries. The control slot of E,,, always points to 

the previous symbol table. The access slot also points to the previous 
environment unless the function being applied is a FUNARG. If it is a 
FUNARG, then set the access slot to the environment which was saved 

with the FUNARG. 
The evaluation of the body of the A-expression takes place using Eney; 

when a local variable is accessed we find it in E,,,; when a non-local 

variable occurs, we chase the access chain to find its value. When the 

evaluation of the body is completed, the previous environment is 
restored. E,., disappears unless it has been saved in a functional ob ject 

constructed during the evaluation of the body, and that ob ject is 

returned as a functional value. °° 
Notice that there is a certain asymmetry about access and control. The 

34More is said about implementations of FUN ARG in Section 6.17. 

351m fact, LISP will allow the retention of environments in more 
general ways since funarg triples can be manipulated as data structures.
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control slot always points at the previous environment, while the access slot 
may vary. It may follow control, as is the case on simple function calls; it may 
point to an environment earlier in the control chain, as is the case for 
functional arguments; it may point to an environment which control cannot 
return to, as is the case for functional values; or it may point to itself as is the 
case for dabel’s revised implementation. 

There is another asymmetry in the properties of access and control. 
The access environment is a self-sufficient data structure; it can be described 

and manipulated as such using the usual constructors, selectors, and 
recognizers. Typically such environments come into existence as a part of a 
computation, they are constructed during the A-binding process. We can 
implicitly save such an environment through the FUNARG device; and we 
can explicitly build such environments using the data structure operations 
and pass them to eval as a symbol table. But symbol tables are independent 
of the method used to create them. In particular, once a table has been 
captured by a FUNARG we need not retain any information about the 
computation which created that table. However the idea of “control” and 
“state of computation" is integrally tied to access structure. The state of the 
computation involves the expression currently being evaluated, the history of 
those computations which are suspended and waiting for the completion of 
the current computation, and it also involves the access environment since 

that is necessary for the correct evaluation of variables. To "save the state of 
computation" implies saving the partial computation to that point, saving the 
expression being evaluated, and saving the current access environment. 

To a large extent, “control environment” is a misnomer. What we are 
intending to capture is the idea of a suspended computation: suspended until 
the subsidiary computation has been completed. Part of the suspended 
computation is the “control environment”, but there’s more. The Weizenbaum 
diagrams show part of the information; they show the environments and the 
expressions being evaluated. However they leave implicit the dynamics of the 
computation: which argument is being evaluated, and where the partial 
results are being stored, and where in the expression we are to continue when 
the subsidiary computation is completed. In Section 4.4 we will develop a 
different eval family which will make much of this information explicit. 
Also in Section 4.4 we will examine the possibility of expanding the 
behavior of control slots. That is, allowing environments other than the 

predecessor to appear in the control slot of an environment. 
We have already remarked that functions are parametric values; to that 

we must add that functions may also be tied to the environment in which 
they were created; they cannot be evaluated in vacuo. What does this say 
about "<="? It still appears to act like an assignment statement. It is taking 
on more distinct character since it must associate environments with the 
function body as it does the assignment. 

The implementation of function seems like a lot of work to allow a
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moderately obscure construct to appear in a language. However constructs 
like functional arguments appear in several programming languages under 
different guises. Usually the syntax of the language is sufficiently complex 
that the true behavior and implications of devices like functional arguments 
is misunderstood. Faulty implementations usually result. In LISP the problem 

and the solution appear with exceptional clarity. 36 
Here is a sketch of the abstract structure of the current eval. 

eval <= r[lexp;environ] 
lisvarlexp] > lookuplexp,environ); 
isconstlexp] + denotelexp); 
iscondlexp] > evcondlargs,lexp environ], 

isfunlexp] + mkfunarglexp,environ]; 
isfuncrargslexp] > applyl funclexp); 

evlislarglistlexp]l,environ]; 
environ]) ] 

where: 
apply <= I[fn;args;environ] 

lisfunnamelfn] > ...; 
islambdalfn] > evallbody{fn); 

mkenulvars(fn) args ;environ]]; 
isfunarglfn] > applylfunc,lfn]; 

args; 
eonlfnj]; 

The reader is encouraged to complete the definitions, supplying appropriate 
constructors, selectors and recognizers. 

Now for some specific examples. Most implementations of LISP 
include a very useful class of mapping functions. 

maplist is a function of two arguments: fn, a unary function; and J, a list. 
maplist applies the function fn to the list 7 and its tails (res¢{2], 
restlrest(2]), ..) until 2 is reduced to (). The value of maplist is the list 
of the values returned by fn. Here’s a definition of maplist: 

maplist <= A[Lfn,lnullll] > ( ); t > concatlfnll];mapliseifn,restl()) 

Thus: 
maplistlfunction[reverse],(A BC D)] = ((D C B A)(DC B) (DC) (D)) 

The use of function is not strictly necessary since reverse does not reference 
free variables. 

The mapping functionals can be generalized. For example ([Moo 74)) 

361 ISP was the first programming language which allowed functional 
values.
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an application mapfirstLfn,l,; ...; [,] would expect fn to be an n-ary function 

to be applied to consecutive members of each J, building a list of the results 

of each application. 
An interesting and non-trivial use of functional arguments is shown on 

page 196 where we define a new control structure suitable for describing 
algorithms built to operate on lists. 

Problems 

1. What changes should be made to the LISP syntax equations to allow 
functional arguments? 

2. Use app on page 143 to define a function which computes factorial 
without using abel or explicit calls on the evaluator. 

3. Extend eval and friends to handle functional arguments. 

4. An interesting use of functional arguments involves self-applicative 
functions. An application of a function f in a context fl..;f;..] is an 

instance of self application. 2” Self-applicative functions can be used to 
define recursive functions in such a way that the definition is not 
statically self-referential, but is dynamically reentrant. For example, here 
is our canonical example, written using a self-applicative function: 

fact <= Al[n) flfunction[f]; nJ 

f <= Algnlin=0 9 1; t 5 «ln; elg; 2-010 

Use Weizenbaum’s environments to show the execution of fact[2]. 

5. Write a LISP function to find the permutations on a set of n elements. 
For example perm[(A B C)] gives 

((A BC)(AC B)(BC A)(B AC)(C AB){(C B A)) 

6. Write a generalized form of the diff algorithm (Section 2.3) to handle 
n-ary sums and products. 

3.11 Binding Strategies and Implementations 

After the discussion of variables in Section 3.7 and the intervening 
discussions of environments, it should now be clear that the root of the 

binding problem is free variables. We don’t want to restrict the use of free 
variables too precipitously since they are a very useful programming 
technique. For example, the possible alternative of passing all global 
information through as extra parameters in calling sequences is overly 

37Provided the designated argument position is a functional argument.
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expensive; 9* often the most natural formulation of a problem involves free 
variables. 

Handling of free variables varies from programming language to 
programming language. The solution advocated by Algol-like languages is 
called static binding or lexical binding and dictates that all non-local 
references be fixed in the binding environment; thus free variables aren’t 
really free in the sense that we have a choice to make. LISP at least gives 

you a choice. 39 Using quote you will get the dynamic binding on free 
variables in a functional argument; using function gives the static 

interpretation. *° There are no questions about Algol’s interpretation of 
functional values: the construct is not allowed. When we discuss 
implementation of binding strategies in Chapter 5 we will see why. 

The binding strategy determines when the variables will receive values; 
the implementation determines Aow those bindings are to be accomplished 
and therefore, how the lookup of values is to be accomplished. We have 
seen one implementation in the assoc - pairlis pair (Section 3.5, page 124), 
and on page 135 suggested a related implementation using Weizenbaum 
environments. Now we examine another implementation. 

The most general environment structure which LISP creates is a tree of 
local symbol tables, rooted in the global table. The typical LISP computation 
generates a single branch, but functional arguments and values can generate 
additional branches. Locating a variable n involved searching the current 
branch from tip to root, looking for the first occurrence of n. If n was bound 
very deep, the search could be long. Indeed the time is proportional to the 
depth of the branch; recall our sample evaluation of equal on page 124. It 
has been noted [Wegb 75] that variables tend to be rebound rather seldom; 
there are few occurrences of any given variable on any particular branch. If 
this is the case, then the search will examine many environment blocks which 
do not contain the desired variable. If the number of bindings of any 
variable is small compared to the number of environment blocks which have 
to be searched to find those bindings, then we would like a viable alternative 
to the assoc - pairlis implementation of lookup - mkenv. That is, a scheme 
whose search is proportional to the number of bindings for a variable, rather 
than proportional to the depth of the tree. There is such an alternative. 

38Though much of that expense can be mitigated by a clever compiler. 

$2However [Ste 76b] shows that dynamic binding can be simulated in 
a statically bound LISP-like language. 

49 case can be made for even more flexibility in the interpretation of 
free variables. We could ask that the binding be done on a per variable 
basis. That is we could declare which free variables are to be captured 
statically and which are to be captured dynamically. We could also ask that 
both bindings be available and supply selectors which would access either the 
dynamic or the static binding.
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Namely, we associate al the values possessed by n with n itself. To 
signify which environment created the binding, we associate pairs consisting 
of the value and the environment name. Thus the new mkenv[vars,vals;env] 

application must name a new environment, call it new, and attach it to the tip 
of the current branch in the environment tree. Also, for each entry in vals, 

mkenv must associate a value-new pair with each name in vars. 
The lookup procedure is given the name n and a branch in the 

environment tree. Assume that the tip node of the tree is named Env. If n 
has an attached value pair whose environment component is Env, then the 
associated value is returned by lookup. Otherwise the environment branch is 
searched recursively by lookup for the first node in that branch which has an 
associated value attached to n. 

Here’s a graphical description of this reorganized symbol table: 
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Using the discussion of mkenv on page 124, we define: 

alloc <=A([x] gensyml[]] 
link <= x[[block;env] concat[block ;env]] 

send <= d[[n;v,blk] addval[n;mkentl fir stlblk];v])) 

The function gensym is to generate a new environment name which alloc 
makes into a new tip node on the end of the current environment branch. 

The function addval adds a new entry to the variable n. The value of 
addval is env. 

The new lookup is more complicated than the simple assoc. Given a 
node in the environment branch, we must see if there is a related binding for 

n. If there is, then that’s the binding we want. If no binding is found we look 
at the next deeper node on the tree, and check its bindings. 

lookup <= Al{n;env] Al[z] look’[z;z,;env]I[gerval[n]) } 

look’ <= A[U,ll env) (nudl[l) slook’ (U1 11 ;restlenv]} 
eqlnamelfirstll}),firstlenv}) > valuelfirse(t]] 

t > look’Lrest{t];l1;env] 

This new scheme is called shallow binding, and the assoc-pairlis 
scheme is called deep binding. The essential differences between these two 
binding implementations is that a deep binding search is keyed on the name 
of the variable, whereas a shallow binding strategy is keyed on the 
environment name. These requirements have corresponding implications for 

the organization of the symbol tables. 4! 
A further elaboration of the shallow scheme is possible. The essential 

aim of shallow binding is the reduction of the search time for values of 
variables. The current scheme improves the situation, but if a variable is 

bound several times we still may have to search the table of values associated 
with the atom. The next modification arranges that the correct binding is 
always found in a fixed location associated with the atom. As with any 
scheme, the benefits are not without penalty; we will discuss some of the 

tradeoffs after we describe the implementation. 
With each variable n we associate a single entry called the value cell. 

The binding and unbinding mechanisms will maintain the correct value of 
the variable in the value cell. The scheme is a mixture of the two previous 
implementations. 

The lookup routine is similar to the shallow lookup: 

lookup <= X[[x;env] getval_celi[x)] 

Notice that env is ignored in lookup. 

‘'The table organization discussed in this section was also used in a 

language named LC? ([Mit 70]). In their terminology, “deep table" was called 
"scope oriented organization" and "shallow table” was called "name oriented 
organization”.
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The binding routine is a bit more complex. When binding n we have 
to replace the current value cell with the new binding. We also have to save 
the old binding so that it may be restored when the sub-computation is 
completed; this part of the implementation is like deep binding. We perform 
most of the mkenv operations as given on page 124, but require a new 
version of send. Instead of placing the new bindings in the block built by 
send, we place the current bindings there as we place the new bindings in the 
value cell. The new definition of send follows: 

send <= X[[var,;val,block] concat(mkent(var sw p_val_cell[var ;val]};block J] 

where stw_val_cell places val in the value cell of var and returns the old 
value. 

The unbinding operation is even more complicated. When we leave an 
environment we expect the prior environment to be re-established. That is 
done automatically by recursion in the deep implementation and in the 
previous shallow binder. See page 117; the recursive call on eval with the 

new binding of environ will lose its effect as we leave eval. 
However, the new scheme requires more; we must restore the saved 

values to the value cells, and recursion will not do that automatically. We 

will discuss more of the details of this process in Section 3.11 and 
Section 5.19, but the basic idea is to swap the contents of the saved block 
back into the value cells as we leave the inner call on eval. Notice that we 
cannot simply throw away the old bindings since a call on function may have 
occurred. The funarg triple can be built as before: saving the current 
environment name (nof saving the current contents of all the value cells). 

The application of funargs is therefore more problematic. In the previous 

binding implementations, all we needed to do was establish the saved 
environment name as the evironment to be used for non-local searches. In 
this latest binder, we must re-establish the value cells which were current 

when function was recognized. We will postpone this discussion until 
Section 5.19 and Section 5.20. 

This latest implementation of binding is by far the most complex we 
have seen. It gives fast access to values of variables, but requires more effort 
in changing environments; that is particularly evident in the discussion of 
function constructs. We will discuss the relative merits of these 
implementations in more detail in Chapter 5. Be clear on the distinction 
between a binding strategy and a binding implementation. The two 
Strategies we have discussed are called “dynamic” and "static"; the two 
implementations are called "deep" and “shallow”. Either implementation 
technique can be used with either binding strategy.
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Problems 

1. Suggest an implementation of addval which will improve the search 
efficiency of lookup. 

2. Analyze lookup in a manner similar to that performed on mkenv on 
page 124. Identify the parts of lookup which are independent of the 
binding implementation. Rewrite the shallow and deep versions of lookup 
in this more general setting. 

3.12 Special Forms and Macros 

We have remarked that the evaluation scheme for LISP functions is 
call-by-value and, for functions with multiple arguments, left-to-right 

evaluation of arguments. We have also seen, in quote and cond, that not all 
forms to be evaluated in LISP fall within this category. The purpose of 
quote was to stop evaluation; and the “argument list” to cond is also handled 
differently. Since quote and cond were rather anomalous we have called them 
special forms. Now we would like to discuss special forms as a general 
technique. 

Consider the predicates and and or. We might wish to define and to be 
a binary predicate such that and is true just in case both arguments evaluate 

to t, and define or to be binary and false just in case both arguments 

evaluate to f. Notice two points. First, there is really no reason to restrict 
these predicates to be binary. Replacing the words “binary” by “n-ary” and 
"both" by “all” in the above description has the desired effect. Second, if we 
evaluate the arguments to these predicates in some order, say left-to-right, 
then we could immediately determine that and is false as soon as we come 

across an argument which evaluates to f; similarly a call on or for an 
arbitrary number of arguments can be terminated as soon as we evaluate an 

argument giving value t. But if we insist that and and or be LISP functions 

we can take advantage of neither of these observations. Rather we will define 
and and or as special forms and handle the evaluation ourselves. Presently, 
the only way to handle special forms is to make explicit modifications to 

eval. “2 

42On page 212 and in Section 4.10 we will discuss simple ways to 
add such forms without modifying evad.
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Recognizers for the predicates must be added to eval: 

isand[e] + evand[arglistle];environ); 

isorle] > evorlarglistle];environ]; 

where: 

evand <= X{[;a] [nudi[l} t; 
evallfirst{2];a] + evand[rest{t];a); 

t> f)] 

evor <= A[[;a) [null[t] > F; 

evallfirst{/],a] > 4; 

t > evor[rest{t];a)} J 

Or, exploiting the duality of and and or ({Ste pc]): 

isand[e] > evandorlarglistle];environ,t); 

isorle] + evandorlargtistle];environ;f); 
evandor <= X[[l;a;d] [null[/] > d; 

xorld,evallfirst{t];a]] > nota]; 

t > evandorlrest{l];¢,a]0] 

xor <= X[La;b][a > not{b]; t > 6)) 

In either formulation there are explicit calls on eval. 48 
but the arguments must be evaluated. 

Special forms have been used for two purposes: one is to control the 
evaluation of arguments; conditional expressions, quoted expressions, and, 
and or are examples. The second application area is to create the effect of 
call-by-value functions with an indefinite number of arguments all of which 
are to be evaluated; the LISP functions, dist, append, and plus are examples 
in this category. 

Even though we wish to define these functions as if they had an 
arbitrary number of arguments, when we call the function, the number of 

44 

This seems expensive, 

arguments to be applied is known. 
Assume, for example, we wish to define plus as a function with an 

indefinite number of arguments such that: 

plusl4;5] = 9 

plust4,5,6) = 15 
plust4saddi{2};4] = 1 

43AIso notice that the abstract versions of evand, evor and evandor 

know that the arguments are represented as a sequence and the structure of 
the recursion implies a left-to-right evaluation. 

44For example, at compile time the number of arguments is known, 
and the compiler can often generate more efficient code than just calls on 
eval.
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We can define plus in terms of a binary addition function, *plus. 

plusl4,5] = «plusl4,5] = 9 
plusl4;5,6] = xplusl4;splus{5,6]] = 15 

plus(4;add1[2];4] = «plusl4,xplustaddi({2},4]] = 11 

We expand calls on plus into a composition of calls on *plus. plus is being 
used as a macro and the expansion process in terms of «plus is called macro 
expansion. The macro expansion generates a composition of calls on *plus. 

A macro definition is a A-expression of one argument. The call on a 
macro looks just like an ordinary function call, but what is bound to the 

A-variable is the whole call on the macro. “® The task of the macro body is to 
expand the macro call and return this expansion as its value. This 
expanded form is passed back through eval to complete the computation. In 
Section 4.10 we will discuss the additional mechanisms which evaluators 
must possess for execution of macros. 

Let’s define <,= to mean "is defined to be the macro..". Then a 

simple macro definition of plus might be: 

plus <q= AL[l] [egldengtall];3] ~ concatlxPLUS ;rest(2)); 

t > listlxPLUS; 
second[/]; 
concat[PLUS ;rest[restt(JI)) 

Thus a call (PLUS 3 4 5) would bind / to(PLUS 3 4 5) and the evaluation 
of the body would result in («PLUS 3 (PLUS 4 5)). Evaluation of this 
expression would result in another call on the macro. This time / would be 
bound to (PLUS 4 5). Now eqllengtAll];3] is true and the value returned is 
(PLUS 4 3). This will be evaluated, giving 9; finally the outermost call on 
*PLUS has all its arguments evaluated, and we get the final answer, 12. 

A more general macro expander can be described as: 

expand <= Al[fn,l][nudl[rese[1]] > 2; 

t  listl fn, 
firsttt]; 

expandtfn;restt0) 

Then we can define plus <,= AL{d] expandl«PLUS ;res¢{]]). 
In a similar manner, 

append <,= Al[l] expand[xAP PEND, restll]}] 

where xappend is the binary version of append. 
Since the body of a macro has available all of the evaluation 

mechanism of LISP, and since the program structure of LISP is also the data 
structure, we can perform arbitrary computations inside the expansion of the 
macro. 

454 similar device, called “meta composition", is used in [Bac 73]. p
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The idea of macro processing is not recent. Some of the earliest 
assemblers had extensive macro facilities. Lately macros have been used as a 
means of extending so-called high level languages. One of the most simple 
kinds of macros is textual substitution. That is, when a use of a macro is 
detected we simply replace the call by its body. A slightly more sophisticated 
application is the syntax macro. Everytime we come across an application 
of a syntax macro the expander processes it as if it had never been seen 
before even though much of the expansion is repetitious. That is, syntax 
macros have no memory. 

Computational macros are an attempt to reduce some of this 
repetition. In this scheme a certain amount of processing is done at the time 
the macro is defined. For example a computational subtree reflecting the 
body of the macro might be formed. Then whenever the macro is used we 
can simply make a copy of this subtree and “glue” this subtree into the 
parse-tree which we are building. This computational subtree is commonly 
formed by passing the body of the macro through the language processor in 
a slightly non-standard way. The main problem with the computational 
macro is that there are many desirable macros which have no such subtree, 

or there is other information necessary to process the macro. There are 
solutions to this problem, one of which closely parallels the abstract syntax 
ideas of McCarthy. All of these styles of macros are subsets of the LISP 
macros. 

Problems 

1. What is the difference between a special form and call-by-name 
evaluation? Can call-by-name be simulated in LISP without redefining 
eval? 

2. select is a special form to be called as: selectlg;q1;¢); .. :Gns€nse] and to be 

evaluated as follows: g is evaluated; the g/s are evaluated from left to 

right until one is found with the value of g. The value of select is the 
value of the corresponding ¢, If no such q; is found the value of select is 

the value of e. The sedect operator is a precursor of the case statement; 
see page 193. Add a recognizer to eval to handle select and write a 
function to perform the evaluation of select. 

3. Define list as a macro. 

4. Extend the eval-apply pair of Section 3.5 to handle macros. 

3.13 Review and Reflection 

"] think that it is important to maintain a view of the field that 
helps minimize the distance between theoretical and practical work." 

Saul Amarel, [Ama 72]
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By way of review we sketch the basic LISP evaluator of Section 3.5: eval plus 
the additional artifacts for label and function. 

There are two arguments to eva/: a form,” that is, an expression 
which can be evaluated; and an association list or symbol table. If the form 
is a constant, return that form. If the form is a variable, find the value of the 
variable in the current environment. If the form is a conditional expression, 
then evaluate it according to the semantics of conditional expressions. 

The form might also be a functional argument. In this case evaluation 
consists of associating the current environment with the function and 
returning that construct as value; in LISP this is done with the funarg 
device. Any other form seen by eval is assumed to be an application, that is, 
a function followed by arguments. The arguments are evaluated from 
left-to-right and the function is then applied to these arguments. 

The part of the evaluator which handles function application is called 
apply. apply takes three arguments: a LISP function, a list of evaluated 
arguments, and a symbol table. If the function is one of the five LISP 
primitives then the appropriate action is carried out. If the function is a 
A-expression then bind the formal parameters (the A-variables) to the 
evaluated arguments and evaluate the body of the function. The function 
might also be the result of a functional argument binding; in this case apply 
the function to the arguments and use the saved environment, rather than 
the given environment, to search for non-local bindings. If we are applying 
the /abel operator, we build a funarg-triple and new environment such that 
the environment bound in the triple is the new environment. We then apply 
the function to the arguments in that environment. 

If the function has a name we look up that name in the current 
environment. We expect that value to be a d-expression, which is then 

applied. However, since function names are just variables, there is no reason 
that the value of a function name could not be a simple value, say an atom, 

and that value can be applied to the arguments. Examination of apply on 
page 117 will show that applylX, ((A B)) ; (X . CAR) ... )] will be handled 
correctly. A generalization of this idea is possible. If the function passed to 
apply is not recognized as one of the preceding cases, then continue to 
evaluate the function-part until it is recognized. Such functions’ are called 
computed functions. 

For example, we will allow such forms as: 

((CAR (QUOTE (CAR (A. B)))) (QUOTE (A . B))) 

46 

48Throughout this section we will say "form", “variable”, 
"A-expression", etc. rather than "a representation of a" ... "form", “variable”, 
"A-expression”, etc. No confusion should result, but remember that we are 

speaking imprecisely.
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The introduction of computed functions modifies apply (page 117) slightly: 

apply <= [[fn;args;environ] [iscarlfn] > carlerg,fargs]]; 

iscons[fn] > conslarg largs],argolargs]l; 

islambdalfn] > evall bodyl fn]; 
pairlis[verslfn); 

args; 
environ); 

t > applylevallfn;environ); 
args; 
environ] J] 

The subset of LISP which is captured by this evaluator is a strong and 
useful language even though it lacks several of the more common 

programming language features.*”? This subset is called the applicative 
subset of LISP, since its computational ability is based on the mathematical 
idea of function application. We have persistently referred to our LISP 
procedures as LISP functions, even though we have seen some differences 
between the concept of function in mathematics and the concepts of 
procedure in LISP. It is the mathematical idea of "function" which the 
“procedures” of our applicative programming language approximate. 
Regardless of differences in syntax and evaluation schemes, the dominant 
characteristic of an applicative language is that a given “function” applied to 
a given set of arguments always produces the same result: either the 
computation produces an error, or it doesn’t terminate, or it produces a 
specific value. The applicative subset of LISP uses dynamic binding and 
therefore the occurrence of free variables calls the environment into play. 
But still, we have no way to destructively change the environment. Constructs 
which do have such an ability are said to have side-effects and are 
discussed in the next chapter. 

LISP was the first language to exploit procedures as objects of the 

47It is “strong”, both practically and theoretically. It is sufficiently 
powerful to be “universal” in the sense that all computable functions are 
representable in LISP. In fact the eval-apply pair represents a “universal 
function", capable of simulating the behavior of any other computable 
function. The usual arguments about the halting problem ([Rog 67] and 
page 181) and related matters are easily expressed and proved in this LISP. 
Indeed, the original motivation for introducing the M-to-S expression 
mapping was to express the language constructs in the data domain so that 
universality could be demonstrated. "S-expression LISP” was used as a 
programming language only as an afterthought. It was S. Russell who 
convinced J. McCarthy that the theoretical device represented in eval and 
apply could in fact be programmed on the IBM 704.
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language. The idea has been generalized substantially in the intervening 
years. A concise statement of the more general principle appears in 
[Pop 68a]. 

"This brings us to the subject of items. Anything which 
can be the value of a variable is an item. All items have 
certain fundamental rights. 

1. All items can be the actual parameters of functions 
2. All items can be returned as results of functions 

3. All items can be the subject of assignment statements “8 
4. All items can be tested for equality. 

LISP performs well on the first two principles, allowing LISP functions to be 
the arguments as well as the results of functions. The fourth principle is 
more difficult; that is, test for the equality of two LISP functions. In can be 

shown ([Rog 67]) that no algorithm can be constructed which will perform 
such a test for arbitrary functions. However in more selective settings, 
program equality can be established, both theoretically ([Man 74]), and 
practically ([Boy 75], [Dar 73], [Car 76)). 

The language POP-2 ([Pop 68]) has also generalized the notion of 
function application in a slight, but significant, way. The generalization is 
called partial application. Given a function 

f <= XMLxy;  %_] &] 

we compute a new function of n-m arguments by applying f to m arguments 
and obtain a function of the remaining arguments x,,,; through x,; 

MLtmme pe tte) ED = flys ans ta] 

where & results from § by binding x, through x,, to ¢; through ¢, 

respectively. 4° Further generalizations of partial application are imaginable 
(ESta 74)). 

We have pointed out several “procedural” differences. Our treatment of 
conditional expressions differs from the usual treatment of function 
application: our standard rule for function application is “call by value" 
which requires the evaluation of all arguments before calling the LISP 
function; only some of the arguments to a conditional expression are 
evaluated. Note that the whole question of “evaluation of arguments” is a 
procedural one; arguments to functions aren’t “evaluated” or "not evaluated", 
they just "are". 

We have seen different algorithms computing the same function; for 
example fact (page 47 and page 149) and fact, (page 47) all compute the 

48T his issue will be postponed until Chapter 4. 

48PQP-2 actually binds the last m arguments.
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factorial function. If there are different algorithms for computing factorial, 
then there are different alorithms for computing the value of an expression, 
and eval is just one such algorithm. Just as the essence of fact and fact, is 

the factorial function, we should capture the essence expressed in eval. Put 

another way, when applications programmers use sqrt or w they have a 
specific mathematical concept in mind. The implementation of the language 
supplies approximations to these mathematical entities, and assuming the 
computations stay within the numerical ranges of the machine, the 
programmers are free to interpret any output as that which the mathematical 
entities would produce. More importantly, the programmers have placed 
specific interpretations or meanings on symbols. We are interested in doing 
the same thing; however we wish to produce a freer interpretation, which 
only mirrors the essential ingredients of the language constructs. That is, sqrt 

represents a function and ® represents a constant. The eval-apply pair gives 
one interpretation to the meaning of functions and constants, but there are 
different interpretations and there are different eval-apply pairs. The 
remainder of this section will resolve some of the tension between function 
and procedure. 

What does this discussion have to do with programming languages? 
Clearly the order of evaluation or reduction is directly applicable. Our study 
will also give insights into the problem of language specification. Do we say 
that the language specification consists of a syntactic component and some 
description of the evaluation of constructs in that language? Or do we say 
that these two components, syntax and a machine, are merely devices for 
describing and formalizing notions about some abstract domain of discourse? 
A related question for programmers and language designers involves the 
ideas of correctness and equivalence of programs. How do we know when a 
program is correct? This requires some notion of a standard against which 

to test our implementations. °° If our algorithms really are reflections of 
functional properties, then we should develop methods for verifying that 
those properties are expressed in our algorithms. Against this we must 
balance the realization that many programs don’t fit neatly into this 
mathematical framework. Many programs are best characterized as 
themselves. In this case we should then be interested in verfying equivalence 
of programs. If we develop a new algorithm we have a responsibility to 

demonstrate that the algorithms are equivalent in very well defined ways. °! 
The study of formal systems in mathematical logic offers insight into 

50"Unless there is a prior mathematical definition of a language at 
hand, who is to say whether a proposed implementation is correct?” [Sco 72]. 

5!Current theory is inadequate for dealing with many real 
programming tasks. However the realization that one has a responsibility to 
consider the questions, even informally, is a sobering one which more 
programmers should experience.
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many of these questions. In logic, we are presented with a syntax, and a 
system of axioms and rules of inference. Most usually we are also offered a 
"model theory” which gives us interpretations for the objects of the formal 
system; the model theory supplies additional methods for giving convincing 
arguments for the validity of statements in the formal system. The 
arguments made within the formal system are couched in terms of 
"provability" whereas arguments of the model theory are given in terms of 
“truth”. For a discussion of formal systems and model theory see [Men 64]. 

C. W. Morris ([Mor 55]) isolated three perspectives on language, syntax, 
pragmatics, and semantics: 

Syntax: The synthesis and analysis of sentences in a language. This area is 
well cultivated in programming language specification. 

Pragmatics: The relation between the language and its user. Evaluators, like 
tgmoaf, tgmoafr and eval, come under the heading of pragmatics. 
Pragmatics are more commonly referred to as operational semantics in 
discussions of programming languages. 

Semantics: The relation between constructs of the language and the abstract 
ob jects which they denote. This subdivision is commonly referred to as 
denotationa) semantics. 

Put differently, syntax describes appearance; pragmatics describes 

implementation; and semantics describes meaning. °* Though there is a 

strong concensus on the syntactic tools for specifying languages, °° there is no 
consensus on adequate pragmatics, and even less agreement on the 
adequancy of semantic descriptions. We will first outline the pragmatics 
questions and then discuss a bit more of the semantics issues. In this 
discussion we will use the language distinctions of Morris even though the 
practice is not commonly followed in the literature. Typically, syntax is 
studied precisely and semantics is "everything else"; however the distinction 
between computation (pragmatics) and truth (semantics) is important and 
should not be muddled. 

One thought is to describe the pragmatics of a language in terms of the 
process of compilation. That is, the pragmatics is specified by a specific 

52This division of language reflects an interesting parallel between 
mathematical logic and programming languages: in mathematical logic we 
have deduction, computation, and truth; in programming language 
specification we have three analogous schools of thought: axiomatic, 
operational, and denotational. See [Men 64] for the mathematical logic and 
{Dav 76] for a study of the interrelationships; see [Hoa 69] for a discussion 
of the axiomatic school; we will say more about the operational and 
denotational schools in this section. 

*3But see [Pra 73] for a contrary position.
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standard compiler producing code for some well-defined simple machine. 
The meaning of a program is the outcome of an interpreter interpreting this 
code. But then, to understand the meaning of a particular construct, this 
proposal requires that you understand the description of a compiler and 
understand the simple machine. Two problems arise immediately. Compilers 
are not particularly transparent programs. Second, a very simple machine 
may not adequately reflect the actual mechanisms used in an implementation. 
This aspect is important if the description is to be meaningful to an 
implementor. 

A more fundamental difficulty is apparent when we consider the 
practical aspects of this proposal. When asked to understand a program 
written in a high-level language you think about the behavior of that 
program in a very direct way. The pragmatics is close to the semantics. You 
think about the computational behavior as it executes; you do not think 
about the code that gets generated and then think about the execution of 
that code. 

A more natural pragmatics for the constructs is given in terms of the 
execution of these constructs; thus eval is the pragmatic description of LISP. 
The eval function describes the execution sequence of a representation of an 
arbitrary LISP expression. That description has a flavor of circularity which 
some find displeasing. However some circularity in description is inevitable; 
we must assume that something is known and does not require further 
explication. If language L, is described in terms of a simpler language L2 

then either Lz is “self evident" or a description Lz must be given. 

So, realistically, the choice is where to stop, not whether to stop. The 
LISP position is that the language and data structures are sufficiently simple 
that self-description is satisfactory. Attempts have been made to give 
non-circular interpreter-based descriptions of semantics for languages other 
than LISP. There is a Vienna Definition Language ([Weg 72]) description 
of PL/I, and a description of ALGOL 68 ([Alg 75]) by a Markov algorithm. 
Both these attempts result in a description which is long and unmanageable 
for all but the most persistent reader. 

There are some compelling reasons for deciding on direct circularity. 
First, you need only learn one language. If the specification is given the 
source language, then you learn the programming language and the 
specification language at the same time. Second, since the evaluator is 
written in the language, we can understand the language by understanding 
the workings of the single program, eval; and if we wish to modify the 
pragmatics, we need change only one collection of high-level programs. If we 
wished to add new language constructs to LISP we need only modify eval so 
that it recognizes an occurrence of that mew construct; and we must add a 
function to describe the interpretation of the construct. Those modifications 
may be extensive, but they will be controlled revisions rather than a complete 
reprogramming effort.
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There is another common method for specifying the pragmatics of a 
programming language. The Algol report ([Alg 63]) introduced a standard 
for syntax specification: the BNF equation. It also gave a reasonably precise 
description of the pragmatics of Algol statements in natural language. The 
style of presentation was concise and clear, but suffers from the imprecision 
of natural language. Regardless, this style of description is quite common 
and is very useful. A recent report ([Moor 76]) on the pragmatics of 
InterLISP used this descriptive style. If the language is quite complex, then 
a formal description can be equally complex. In Section 4.8 we will see 
that our interpreter definition will extend nicely to richer subsets of LISP. 

Regardless of the descriptive method used, a language description 
should not attempt to explain everything about a language. It need only 
explain what needs explaining. You must assume that your reader 
understands something .. . McCarthy: ‘Nothing can be explained to a 
stone’ [McC 66]. A description of a language must be natural and must 
match the expressive power of the language. That is, it should model how 
the constructs are to be implemented. What is needed is a description which 
exploits, rather than ignores, the structure of the language. Mathematical 
notation is no substitute for clear thought, but careful formulations of 
semantics will lead to additional insights in the pragmatics of language 

design. ®4 The task requires new mathematical tools to model the language 
constructs, and requires increased care on the part of the language designer. 

Let’s look at the issue of syntax for a moment. A _ satisfactory 
description of much of programming language syntax is standard BNF. The 
BNF is a generative, or synthetic grammar since the rewriting rules specify 
how to generate well formed strings. An evaluator, on the other hand, 
executes the already existing program. This implies that our evaluator is 
analytic rather than synthetic; it must have some way of analyzing the 
Structure of the given program. 

In [McC 62], John McCarthy introduced the concept of abstract 
analytic syntax. The idea is directly derivable from the LISP experience. The 
syntax is analytic, rather than synthetic, in the sense that it tells how to take 

programs apart -- how to recognize and select subparts of programs using 

predicates and selector functions. ®° It is abstract in the sense that it makes 
no commitment to the external representation of the constitutents of the 
program. We need only be able to recognize the occurrence of a desired 
construct. For example: 

54R. D. Tennent has invoked this approach in the design of 
QUEST ([Ten 76]). 

55We will deal with abstract synthetic syntax when we discuss 
compilers.
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isterm <= X{[¢] orl isvar([e); 
iscons¢(t], 
andlissumI[t];istermladdena[t]],isterm{augena{t]]})) 

and the BNF equation: 

<term> := <var> | <const> | <term> + <term> 

issum, addend, and augend, don’t really care whether the sum is represented 

as x+y, or +[x,y] or (PLUS XY) or xy+ The different external 
representations are reflections of different concrete syntaxes; the BNF 
equation above gives one. Parsing links a concrete syntax with the abstract 
syntax. 

Since the evaluator must operate on some internal representation of the 
source program, a representation reflecting the structure of the program is 
most natural. This representation is more commonly known as a parse tree. 
We can describe the evaluation of a program in terms of a function which 
operates on a parse tree using the predicates and selectors of the analytic 
syntax. Abstract syntax concerns itself only with those properties of a 
program which are of interest to an evaluator. 

The Meta expression LISP constitutes a concrete syntax.° The 
M-to-S-expression translator is the parser which maps the external 
representation onto a parse (or computational) tree. The selectors and 
predicates of the analytic syntax are straightforward. Recall the BNF for 
LISP: 

<form> s= <constant> 

n= <variable> 

a= <function>[<arg>; .. ;<arg>] 
s= [<form> > <form»; ... ;<form> > <form>] 

We need to write a parser which takes instances of these equations onto an 
internal representation. Much is known about parsing techniques ([Aho 72], 
also see Section 9.4 and Section 9.3) so we will concentrate on the 
post-parse processing. 

Our evaluator will operate on the parse tree and will therefore need to 
recognize representations of constants, variabies, conditional expressions, and 
applications. We need to write a function in some language expressing the 
values of these constructs. Since the proposed evaluator is to manipulate 
parse trees, and since the domain of LISP functions is binary trees, it should 

seem natural to use LISP itself. If this is the case, then we must represent 

the parse tree as a LISP S-expr and represent the selectors and recognizers as 
LISP functions and predicates. 

56The S-expr notation is also a concrete syntax, but one which is more 
closely related to the abstract syntax.
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Perhaps: 

isconst <= XL [x] orlnumber plex]; 
and[atom[(x],eglx;N/L]); 
andlatom(x],eg{x;T J]; 
and{not[atom[x]],eqlfirstlx],QUOT E] 

isvar <= X[[x] andlatom[x]; notlisconst{x]}}] 

iscond <= A[[x] eglfirst[x];COND]]) 

There are really two issues here: a representation of the analytic syntax of a 
language, and a representation in terms of the language itself. In 
conjunction, these two ideas give a natural and very powerful means of 
specifying languages. If this style of specification is really effective, then we 
Should be able to specify other languages in a similar fashion. One of the 
weak points of LISP as a programming language is the insistence on binary 

tree representations of data.®”? Many applications could profit from other 
data representations. What we would then like is a language which has 
richer data structures than LISP but which is designed to allow LISP-style 
semantic specification. We <-ould be able to write an evaluator, albeit more 
complex than eval, in the language itself. The evaluator would operate on a 
representation of the program as a data structure of the language, just as eval 
operates on the S-expr transiation of the LISP program. The concrete 
syntax would be specified as a set of BNF equations, and our parser would 
translate strings into parse trees. 
In outline, to specify a construct we must have at least the following: 

1. A concrete production. 

2. An abstract data type. 

3. A mapping from | to ¢. 

4. An evaluator for the abstract type. 

In Chapter 8 we will sketch a recent LISP-like language, ELI, which does 

apply these principtes. 58 
From a discussion of syntax we have returned to evaluation. After we 

reduce the questions of syntax of programming languages to questions of 
abstract syntax and stripped way the syntactic differences, how many real 
differences between languages are there? Semantics addresses this issue. 

5’Many ‘production’ versions of LISP have array, string, and even 
record structures available. However the programmer must explicitly request 
and manipulate such storage structures. We would rather develop techniques 
in which the storage structures are implied either by the types of operations 
desired, or by the specification of the abstract data struture, or by interaction 
between the programming system and the user. 

58Compare steps | through 4 with those on page 36.
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Many of the semantic ideas in applicative programming languages can 

be captured in A-calculus ([Chu 41]). The A-calculus was developed to supply 
a formalism for discussing the notions of function and function application. 

Rather than develop the syntax of A-calculus, we will use LISP-like syntax 
and show how we can abstract from the procedural LISP function to a 
mathematical function. 

Most of the description of LISP which we have given so far is 
classified as operational. That means our informal description of LISP and 
our later description of the LISP interpreter are presented in terms of "how 
does it work or operate". Indeed the purpose of eval was to describe explicitly 
what happens as a LISP expression is evaluated. We have seen (page 100) 
that discussion of evaluation schemes is non-trivial; and that order of 
evaluation can effect the outcome (page 21). 

However, many times the order of evaluation is immateria We saw 
on page 127 that evad will compute a value for an application fla); ..; @,] 

even though f was defined for fewer arguments. How much of eval is 
“really” LISP and how much is “really” implementation? On one hand we 
have said that the meaning of a LISP expression is by definition what eval 
will calculate using the representation of the expression. On the other hand, 
we claim that eval is simply an implementation. There are certainly other 
implementations, i, other LISP functions eval; which have the same 

input-output behavior as our eval. The position here is not that eval is wrong 
in giving values to things like cons[A;B;C], but rather we want to know what 
is it that eval implements. 

This other way of looking at meaning in programming languages is 
exemplified by denotational or mathematical semantics. This perspective 
springs from the philosophical or logical device of distinguishing between a 
representation for an object, and the object itself. The most familiar example 
is the numeral-number distinction. Numerals are notations (syntax) for 

talking about numbers (semantics). thus the Arabic numerals 2, 02, the 

Roman numeral ll, and the Binary notation 10, all denote the same number 
denoted by the word “two.” In LISP, (AB), (A.(B)), (A,B) and 
(4.(B.NIL)) all are notations for the same S-expr. That is, an object 
transends its representations. We want to say that a LISP form car[(A . B)] 
denotes the same object denoted by A, or car[A] denotes undefined just as we 
say in mathematics that 2+2 denotes 4 or 1/0 is undefined. 

L 59 

5"One difficulty with the operational approach is that it (frequently) 
specifies too much": C. Wadsworth.
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Similarly, we say that the denotational counterpart of a LISP function 
is a mathematical function defined over an appropriate abstract domain. 
Before proceeding, we introduce some conventions to distinguish notation 
from denotation. We will continue to use italics: 

A, By, wy %, oy C07, , (A. B) 

as notation in LISP expressions. 

Gothic bold-face: A, B, ..., X, ..., Car, ..., (A. B) 

will represent denotations. 

Thus A is notation for A; the expression car[cdr[(A . (B . C))]} denotes B; the 
mapping, car is the denotation of the LISP function car. 

Several areas of LISP must be subjected to an abstraction process. In 
particular, the operations involved in the evaluation process must be 

abstracted away. These involve an abstraction from LISP’s call by value 
evaluation and its left to right order of evaluation of arguments. For 
example, the operation of composition of LISP functions is meant to denote 
mathematical composition; in LISP, cerlcdr{(A .(B.C))]] means apply the 
procedure cdr to the argument (A.(B.C)) getting (B.C); apply the 
procedure car to (B.C) getting B. Mathematically, we have a mapping 

carecdr, which is a composition of the car and cdr mappings; the ordered 

pair <(A . (B. C)) , B> is in the graph of this composed mapping. At this 
level of abstraction, any LISP characterization of a function is equally good; 
the “efficiency” question has been abstracted away. Many important 
properties of real programs can be discussed in this mathematical context; in 
particular, questions of equivalence and correctness of programs are even 
more tractable. 

AS we remove the operational aspects, we discover a few critical 
properties of functions which must be reconciled with LISP’s procedures. We 
must treat the ideas of binding of variables, and we must handle the notion 

of function application. 
We know that there are at least two binding strategies available: static 

binding and dynamic binding; we know that the choice of strategy can effect 
the resultant computation. This computational difference must be studied. 
To illuminate the problem we take an example in LISP. 
Consider: 

A{fz] 
Clu) 

Al{z] ulBIIC]) 
[AELx] conslx,z])) J 

The dynamic binding strategy will bind z to A; then bind u to the functional 
argument, A[[x] cons[x,;z]], next, z is rebound to C, and finally u[B) is 
evaluated. That involves binding x to B and evaluating cons{x,;z]. Since we
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are using dynamic binding, the latest active bindings of the variables are 
used. The latest active bindings for x and z are B and C respectively, and the 
final value is therefore (B . C). 

We can obtain static binding by replacing Al{x] cons[x;z]] by 
function{A{lx] cons[x,;z]]]. This has the effect of associating the variable z 
with the atom 4. As we know, the final result of this computation will be 
(B. A). 

Before discussing binding strategies further, we must strengthen our 
understanding of the ideas underlying function application. It is this notion 
which a binding strategy is implementing. This involves a more careful 
study of the notion of 4-notation as the representation of a function. We 
shall restrict out discussion to unary A-expressions, since n-ary functions can 
be represented in terms of unary functions: 

A(x y) &) = M(x) A((y) &) 
What properties do we expect a function, denoted by a A-expression, to 

possess? For example, we expect that a systematic renaming of formal 
parameters should not effect the definition of a function. 

Aly] x] should denote the same function as A{[w] x] 
But 

[lx] Ally] x]Itw] is not the same as AL [x] Allw] x]Ifw] 

This example shows that we need to be careful in defining our substitution 
rules. Closer examination of the last example shows that the result A[{w] w] 
would occur if the substitution changed a non-local name (x) into a local 

name (w). The expected result would have been obtained if we had 
recognized the clash of names and replaced the formal parameter y with a 
new name, say w, and then performed the substitution, getting A{[w] w] which 
is the same as Ally] w]. Before giving a substitution rule which accounts for 
such changes of name we will introduce some new terminology. 

First, the "same as" relation will occur frequently in the discussion; we 

should establish some properties of this notion. We introduce = to denote “is 
the same as"; we could therefore say 

Aly] x] = Alfw] x] 

We expect that = obey the rules of equality, being a reflective, transitive and 
symmetric relation. It should also "substitutive" in the following sense: 

if f= g then fla) = gla] 

(a): if f= g then Allx] f] = Allx] g] 
if @=b then fia) = fle)
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Next, we need to talk about the bindings of variables more carefully. 

We will refer to well formed components of the statically bound A-calculus as 
“terms”; we will continue to refer to components of the dynamically bound 

language LISP as “expressions”. Thus, a variable, x, is a free variable ®° in 
an term, € if: 

§ is the variable, x. 

€ is a term flAl, and x is free in f or x is free in A. 

§ is aterm A[Ly] MJ, and x is free in M and x is distinct from 4. 

Thus w is free in [be] w). 

We can define a LISP predicate to test for free-ness: 

isfree <= A[[x;z] [is_var[z] > samevarlx;z]; 

is_applz) > lisfreelx;funclz]] > t; 

t + isfreelx,arg lergéise[z]I); 

samevar[r_var[z];x] > f; 

t + isfree[x,bodylz]]]] 

An occurrence of variable is a bound occurrence in a term & if it 

occurs in & and the occurrence is not free in §& For example, w is bound in 
Al[w] w]) A variable may have both bound and free occurrences; consider 
wilalfw] w). 

Using our new terminology, we can say that a substitution of the actual 
parameter for free occurrences of the formal parameter can be made 
provided no free variables in the actual parameter will become bound 
variables as a result of the substitution. 

Here is an appropriate substitution rule: 

subst’ <= Xl[x,9,2] [is_varlz] > [egly;z] > x; t > z]; 

is_applz) > mk_applsubst’lx,y,funclz]); 

subst’(x,y,arg larglist(z]]); 

eqly;A_var[z]] > z; 
notlisfreely;bodylz]]] > z; 
notlisfree(\_var[z];x]] + mk_vl\_varI[z]; 

subst’[x, 

9; 
body{z]]]; 

t+ Allulmk_arlu; 
subst’ x; 

9; 

subst*[u; 
»_var[z), 
body{z})]]] 

[genvarl J) )) 

®°Compare this definition of free with that in Section 3.7.
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where genvar is to supply a new identifier for use as a variable name. 

The substitution rule, subst’, is used to express the B-rule of the 

A-calculus: 

(8): app = subst’larg larglistlapp]l;A_varlfunclap p));bodylfunclap p})] 

where app is an anonymous -application. 

There is another basic rule of the A-calculus called the a-rule. The 

@-rule captures the notion that A{[y] x] denotes the same function as A[[w] x]; 
that is, subject to certain restrictions, we can change the formal parameter. 

The a-rule says: 

(a): fun = r([u) mk_Alu;subst*Lur_varlfun],bodylfun var] 

provided that not[isfreelvar;bodyffun}]] 

To summarize then, the A-calculus is a formalism. The @ and 8 rules 

are transformation rules, and © expresses properties of the relation = as rules 
of inference. To complete the description, axioms which govern the 

behavior of = as an equivalence relation must be given. The @ and §-rules 
are called conversion rules; they express the essential behavior of functions 

and their applications. The @ rule formalizes the notion that a function 

denoted by a A-term is unchanged if we change the formal parameters of the 

A-term. that is: 

Ale] flxl] = ally] fly] 
We know that such a rule is not valid in LISP; for example x may 

occur free in the definition of f. We can insure that a programming 

language will satisfy the @-rule by requiring that the free variables be bound 
to the values which were available at the time the definition was made. This 
is the effect of the function construct of LISP. A language which satisfies 
these notions is called referential transparency. Thus dynamic binding 
violates referential transparency. The difficulty again is the treatment of free 
variables. 

The A-calculus does possess referential transparency. Referential 
transparency is not simply a worthwhile theoretical property; its corollary, 
static binding, is.a very useful practical property. In programming terms, 
referential transparency means that to understand a particular progam we 
need only understand the effect of the subprograms rather than understand 
the implementation of those subprograms. For example, we need not concern 
ourselves with the naming conventions used internal to the programs. These 
ideas are expressed in the philosophy of modular programming. That 
programming style encourages the construction of program segments as 
self-contained boxes, ot modules, with well-defined input and output 
specifications. The intent is to manufacture larger programs by systematic 
combination of smaller modules. We will discuss some further implications
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of static binding in Section 5.21. °! 

The B-rule expresses the intent of function application. We would then 

expect that a model of the A-calculus would have a domain consisting of 

functions, and require that the B-rule be reflected in the model as function 

application. The equality preserving properties of the a and 8 rules would 

require that if f and g are terms such that if f(a) = g(a), then any @ or 8 

manipulations of f, g or a yielding f’, g* and a’, the relation f’(a’) = g’(a) 
holds. 

We are now in a position to relate binding strategies with the ideas of 

substitution and 8 reduction. Static binding is an implementation of the ideas 

expressed in the 8 rule. We can implement the notions using subst’ and do 
explicit substitutions, or we can simulate the substitutions using a symbol 
table device as LISP does for dynamic binding. No problems should arise if 

we use subst’; however this solution is not terribly efficient. Particular care is 

needed if subst’ is to be simulated. The difficulty arises in adequately 
modelling the substitution of values for variables which are free in 
functional arguments or functional values. From LISP, we know one 

solution to this problem: use the function construct. We could simulate the 

effect of subst’ by using a LISP symbol table and requiring that every 

functional argument or value be funarg-ed. °? 
From this standpoint, dynamic binding is simply an incorrect 

implementation of substitution. Attempts to legitimize dynamic binding by 
supplying formal rules lead to difficulties. The simple properties expressed in 

subst’ and the 8 rule do not hold for dynamic binding. However, dynamic 
binding is a very useful programming tool. Its ability to postpone bindings is 
particularly useful in interactive programming environments where we are 
creating program modules incrementally, The final word on binding 
strategies has not been heard. 

So far the discussion has concentrated on binding strategies. We now 
wish to discuss the implications of calling style. We have discussed two 
calling styles: call-by-value and call-by-name; these computational devices 
should have mathematical interpretations. The conversion rules contain no 
instructions for their order of application. If the hypotheses for a rule is 

satisfied, then it may be applied. In the reduction of a A-expression there 
may be several reductions possible at any one time. This is as it should be; 
we are extracting the procedural aspects, and certainly calling style is 
procedural. The order of application of rules expresses a particular calling 

algorithm. If we design a A-calculus machine, we might specify a preferred 
order, but the machine reflects "procedure", the calculus reflects “function”. 

An interpretation of the conversion rules as rules of computation 

®!There have been several recent investigations ([Hew 76], [Sus 75], 
[Ste 76b], [Ste 76c]) of statically bound LISP-like languages. 

S2oOF course, such a claim should be proved.
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requires the establishment of a notion of what is to be computed. The 
conversion rules simply state equivalences between expressions; however the 

8 rule can be applied in a manner analogous to LISP’s A-binding. That is, it 
can be used to replace an application with the appropriately substituted 

body. In this context the 8 rule is called a reduction rule; and the application 
of the rule is called a reduction step. There are two common strategies for 
choosing a reduction step: applicative order and normal order. 

Applicative order reduces right most term; normal order reduces the 

left most term. We will say that a A-term is in normal form if it contains no 

term reducible by the 8 rule. Not all terms have normal forms: let A name 

Al{x] x[x]]; then A[A] does not have a normal form. Every 8 transformation 

of A produces a new term which is also 8 reducible. Not all reduction 

sequences yield a normal form: when X[[x] yIA[A}] is reduced in normal 
order, a normal form results; whereas applicative order will not yield a 
normal form. 

The application of the reduction rules can be considered a computation 
scheme. The process of reducing a term is the computation, and a 
computation terminates if that reduction produces a normal form. With this 
interpretation, some computations terminate and some don’t. A term has a 

normal form just in the case that some reduction sequence terminates. A 

A-calculus machine ([Lan 64]) can simulate the reduction rules in several 

ways Since no order of application is specified by the rules. Also, a machine 
might perform the substitutions directly or might simulate the substitutions 
in a manner similar to LISP. Finally we note the close relationships between 
reduction orders and calling styles: applicative order is most naturally 
associated with call-by-value, and call-by-name is reflected in normal order 

reduction. © 

These discussions suggest some interesting problems. First, there may 

well be two or more sequences of reductions for a A-expression; assuming 
they both terminate, will they yield the same normal forms? In fact, if both 
reduction sequences terminate then they result in the same normal form. This 
is called the Church-Rosser theorem ([Cur 58], [Ros 71], [Mil 73], [Wad 74a], 

(Leh 73)). 

Second, if we have two A-terms which reduce to distinct normal forms, 

are they “inherently different" terms? This requires some explanation of 
"inherently different”. We might say that by definition, terms with different 
normal forms are “inherently different". But thinking of A-terms as denoting 

functions, to say two A-terms are “different” is to say we can exhibit 
arguments such that the value of application of one function is not equal to 
the value of the other function application. C. Boehm has established this 

for A-terms which have normal forms ([Wad 71)). 

®8There is more to normal order reduction that just call-by-name; 
normal order reduction also performs "partial evaluation" of function bodies.
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The situation changes when we examine A-terms which do not have 
normal forms. Recalling the intuitive relationship between non-termination 
and “no normal form", we might expect that all expressions without normal 
form are "equivalent". However, it can be shown that such an identification 
would fead to contradictions. We might also expect that terms without 
normal forms are "different" from terms which do have normal forms. This 
is also not true; [Wad 71] exhibits two expressions, / and J with and without 

normal form, respectively such that J=J. These two terms are the “same” in 
the sense that 3 and 2.99999 ... are the "same", J is the limit of a sequence of 
approximations to /. In fact for any term with normal form there is an 

equivalent term without normal form. Also, we can exhibit two A-terms, Y; 

and Y», both without normal form, which are distinct in that no reduction 

sequence will reduce one to the other; but they are "the same function" in the 
sense that, for any argument, @ we supply, both reductions result in the same 

term. That is Y¥,[a] = Yala]. °* The reduction rules of the A-calculus cannot 
help us. The resolution of the idea of “same-ness" requires stronger 
analysis. ®° 

We can give an interpretation to the A-calculus such that in that 
interpretation the pairs / and J, or Y, and Yo, have the same meaning. This 

should be a convincing argument for maintaining that they are the "same 
function” even though the reduction rules are not sufficient to display that 

equivalence. °° D. Scott Aas exhibited a model or interpretation of the 

A-calculus, and D. Park has shown the equivalence in this model of Y, and 

Y>, and C. Wadsworth as shown the equivalence of / and /. 

As we said at the beginning of the section, this calculus was intended to 
explicate the idea of "function" and “function application". There is a 
reasonably subtle distinction between Church’s conception of a function as a 
rule of correspondence, and the usual set-theoretic view of a function as a set 
of ordered pairs. In the latter setting we rather naturally think of the 
elements of the domain and range of a function as existing prior to the 
specification of the function: 

"Let f be the function {<x,1>, <y,2>, ...}" 

When we think of a function given as a predetermined set of ordered pairs 
we do not expect functions which can take themselves as arguments like f(f). 

®4Note that fla] may have a normal form even though f does not. 
*®The interpretation of "same-ness" which we have been using is that 

of extensional equality. That is, two functions are considered the same 
function if no differences can be detected under application of the functions 
to any arguments. 

S6This demonstration also gives credence to the position that the 
meaning transcends the reduction rules. Compare the incompleteness results 
of K. Godel ([Men 64)).
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Such functions are called self-applicative. Several languages, including 
LISP, allow the procedural analog of self applicative functions. They are an 
instance of functional arguments (Section 3.10). The LISP function discussed 
in the problem on page 149 is an instance of a self-applicative LISP 
function. Since we can deal with self-application as a procedural concept at 
least, perhaps some of this understanding will help with the mathematical 
questions. 

The A-calculus is an appropriate tool for studying self-application since 

any A-term may be applied to any A-term including itself. Compare this with 
the condition in LISP when we think of the S-expression representation of 
the language as the language itself. For example, in the programming 
language LISP, we can evaluate expressions like: 

((LAMBDA ({X) &) (LAMBDA (X) &)) 

That is, the distinction between program and data disappears, just as it does 

in the A-calculus. 
As we move again from procedural notions to more denotational 

concepts we remark that denotational interpretations have been introduced 
before. When we said (page 118) that: 

fla,;..; @,] was the same as evall(F A, ... A,);( )] 

we were relating a denotational notion with an operational notion. The left 
hand side of this equation can be interpreted denotationally. The right hand 
Side is operational, expressing a procedure call. A proper mathematical 
theory should allow us to state such an equation precisely and should contain 
methods which allow us to demonstrate the correctness of the assertion. 
Recent research ([Sco 70], [Sco 73], [Wad 71], [Gor 73], [Gor 75]) has begun 
to develop such mathematical methods. 

This denotational-operational distinction is appropriate in a more 
general context. When we are presented with someone's program and asked 
"what does it compute?” we usually begin our investigation operationally, 

discovering "what does it do?" ©” Frequently, by tracing its execution, we can 
discover a denotational description: E.g., "ah! it computes the square root”. 

When great mother was presented it was given as an operational 
exercise, with the primary intent of introducing the LISP evaluation process 
without involving complicated names and concepts. Forms involving great 
mother were evaluated perhaps without understanding the denotation, but if 
asked "what does great mother do?" you would be hard pressed to give a 
comprehensible and purely operational definition. However, you might have 
discovered the intended nature of great mother yourself; then it would be 

®7 Another common manifestation of this "denotation" phenomonon is 
the common programmer complaint: “It’s easier to write your own than to 
understand someone else’s program.”
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relatively easy to describe her behavior. Indeed, once the denotation of great 
mother has been discovered questions like "What is the value of 
tgmoafl(CAR (QUOTE (A. B)))? “ are more easily answered by using the 
denotation of tgmoaf: “what is the value of car[(A . B)]?" 

In discussing models for LISP, we will parallel our development of 
interpreters for LISP since each subset, temoaf, tgmoafr, and eval, will also 
introduce new problems for our mathematical semantics. Our first LISP 
subset considers functions, composition, and constants. Constants will be 
elements of our domain of interpretation. That domain will include the 
S-expressions since most LISP expressions denote S-exprs; since many of our 

LISP functions are partial functions, it is convenient to talk about the 

undefined value, L. We wish to extend our partial functions to be total 

functions on an extended domain. As before (page 12), we shall call this 

extended domain S. 

S= <sexpr> vu {1} 

Before we can discuss the properties of mathematical functions denoted 
by LISP functions, we must give more careful study to the nature of 

domains. Our primitive domain is <atom>. Its intuitive structure is quite 
simple, basically just a set of atoms or names with no inherent relationships 

among them. Another primitive domain is Tr, the domain of truth values. 

The domain <sexpr> is more complex; it is a set of elements, but many 

elements are related. In our discussion of <sexpr> on page 6 we made it 

clear that there is more than syntax involved. We could say that for $, and 

S2 in <sexpr> the essence of “dotted pair" is contained in the concept of the 
set-theoretic ordered pair, <$,82>. Thus the “meaning” of the set of dotted 

pairs is captured by Cartesian product, <sexpr> x <sexpr>. 
Let’s continue the analysis of: 

<sexpr> = <atom> | (<sexpr> . <sexpr>) 

We are trying to interpret this BNF equation as a definition of the domain 

<sexpr>. Reasonable interpretations of ":=" and "|" appear to be equality 
and set-theoretic union, respectively. This results in the equation: 

<sexpr> = <atom> u (<sexpr> x <sexpr>) 

This looks like an algebraic equation, and as such, may or may not have 
solutions. This particular “domain equation” has at least one solution: the 
S-exprs. There is a natural mapping of BNF equations onto such "domain 
equations”, and the solutions to the domain equations are sets satisfying the 
abstract essence of the BNF. The mapping process is also applicable to the 
language constructs. Consider the BNF equations for a simple applicative 
subset of LISP: 

<form> := <variable> | \{[<variable>] <form>] | <variable>[<form>] 

We would like to describe the denotations of these equations in a style
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similar to that used for <sexpr>’s. The denotations of the expressions, 
<form>, of applications, <variable>[form>], and of the variables, <variables>, 

are just elements of S. Expressions of the form "A{[<variable>] <form>]" 
denote functions from S to S. Write that set as SoS. Then our domain 
equation is expressed: 

S$ = ($9S)uS 

This equation has no interesting solutions. A simple counting argument will 

establish that unless a domain C consists of a single element, then the 

number of functions in CC is greater than the number of elements in C. 
This does not say that there are no models for this LISP subset; it says that 

our interpretation of ">" is too broad. 
What is needed is an interpretation of functionality which will allow a 

solution to the above domain equation; it should allow a natural 

interpretation such that the properties which we expect functions to possess 

are true in the model. D. Scott gave one interpretation of "+" for the 

A-calculus, defining the class of “continuous functions” ([Sco 70], [Sco 73]). 
This class of functions is restricted enough to satisfy the domain equation, 
but broad enough to act as the denotations of procedures in applicative 

programming languages. We will use the notation "[D; ~ D2]" to mean “the 
Set of continuous functions from domain D, to domain Do". It is the 

continuous functions which first supplied a model for the A-calculus and it is 
these functions which supply a basis for a mathematical model of applicative 
LISP ([Gor 73)). 

We can assume that the LISP primitives denote specific continuous 
functions. For example, the mathematical counterpart to the LISP function 

car is the mapping car from S to S defined as follows: 

car: [S > S$] 

is .L if t is atomic 
car(t) is t, if t is <t, ’ t,> 

is Liftis 4 

Similar strategy suffices to give denotations for the other primitive LISP 
functions and predicates. For example: 

atom: [S > S] 

is f if t is not atomic 

atom(t) is t if t is atomic 

is Liftis t 

Notice that these functions are strict: f(L) = 1
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Corresponding to tgmoaf, we will have a function, 4j,, which maps 

expressions onto their denotations. Since Aj, is another mapping like Rt, we 

will use the “Tl” and “I brackets to enclose LISP constructs. We need to 
introduce some notation for elements of the sets <sexpr> and <form>. 

Let s be a meta-variable ranging over <sexpr> and e range over 
<form>, then we can write: 

4 Ls] =§ 

A,,[Lcarte]]] = car(A,,[e J) 

with similar entries for cdr, cons, eg, and atom. The structure of this 

definition is very similar to that of tgmoaf. 
Now we continue to the next subset of LISP, adding conditional 

expressions. As we noted on page 23, a degree of care need be taken when 
we attempt to interpret conditional expressions in terms of mappings. We 
can simplify the problem slightly: it is easy to show that the conditional 
expression can be formulated in terms of the simple if-expression: 
iflp ;€,;€2]. We will display a denotation for such if expressions. It will be a 

mathematical function, and therefore the evaluation order will have been 

abstracted out. © 

Let if denote if where: 

if: [TrxSxS > S] 

is y if x is t 

if(x,y,z) is z, if x is f 
is L, otherwise 

This interpretation of conditional expressions is appropriate for LISP; other 
interpretations of conditionals are possible. For example: 

if,: [TrxSxS > S] 

is y if x is t 

if (x,y,z) is z, if x is f 

is Lifxis Landy #Z 

isyifxisLandy =Z 69 

Neither if nor if, are strict mappings. 

®8Recall the comment of Wadsworth (page 167). Indeed, the use of 

conditional expressions in the more abstract representations of LISP 

functions frequently is such that exactly one of the p;s is t and all the others 

are f. Thus in this setting, the order of evaluation of the predicates is useful 
for “efficiency” but not necessary to maintain the sense of the definition. See 
page 64. 

®°Basing conditional expressions on if, would give a value of J to 

{ear[A] 9 1; t > J).
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To add if expressions to Ay, yielding Ajg, we include: 

A. Lisle; e&2 ea) ]] = if(A,,Le, I, Ailes I, Ailes l) 

The next consideration is the denotational description of LISP 
identifiers. Identifiers mame either S-exprs or LISP functions. Thus an 

identifier denotes either an object on our domain S or denotes a function 

ob ject. Let Fn name the set of continuous functions: £,.,;[S" ~ S], and Id be 

<identifier>v1. We know that the value of a LISP <identifier> (page 17) 
depends on the current environment. Then we might characterize the set of 

environments, Envy, as: 

[Id SuFn] 

That is, an element of env is a continuous function which maps an identifier 

either onto a S-expr or onto an n-ary function from S-exprs to S-exprs. This 
is the essence of the argument used in introducing @ssoc (Section 3.3). Note 

that assoc{x,;l] = l[x] is another instance of a operational-denotational 
relationship. 

For example, given a LISP identifier x and a member of envy, say the 

function consisting of {<x,2>,<y,4>}, together with all pairs <z,1> for any z 

other than x or y, then A should map x onto 2. This is an intuitive way of 

saying that A should map a member of <identifier> onto a function. This 

function will map a member of env onto an element of S. Introducing i as 

a meta-variable to range over <identifier>, then for | € env we have: 

ALi Ik) - Ki) 
The denotation of an identifier is a function; whereas the value of an 

identifier is an element of SuFn. 
The treatment of identifiers leads directly into the denotional aspects of 

function application. We shall maintain the parallels between evaluation 

and denotation, by giving A, and A, corresponding to eval and apply. Let 

f be a member of <function> and e@ be a member of <form>, then for a 

given element of env, A, maps f onto an element of Fn, and A, maps e 
onto an element of S. 

For example: A,[l car ]|(\) = car for all | in env. 

Similar equations hold for the other LISP primitive functions and predicates. 
In general, then: 

A, Jk) = (f) 

To describe the evaluation of a function-call in LISP we must add an 

equation to A,: 

A [fte,,..eJI = 4,0L¢ 10, Le, Kt, ... 40-1 
We must also make consistent modifications to the previous clauses of Ate to 

account for environments. That is, the value of a constant is independent of 
the specific environment in which it is evaluated.
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As] = § for all lin env. 

We must also extend our equations to account for conditional expressions. 
To discuss function application we must give a mathematical 

characterization of function definitions. In this section we will handle 
A-notation without free variables, postponing more complex cases to 
Section 4.11. 

Assuming the only free variables in £ are among the x/s, the denotation 

of Al[x,; ...; x,] €] in a specified environment should be a function from $° to 

S such that: 

A, [tty ; iV pl e) I!) = 

M(x) ouey Xq) Ag lle Il s <x), 4>) 0) <XppVa>)) 

where A is the LISP A-notation and A is its mathematical counterpart and v; 

is the denotational counterpart of v;, and (I: ... ) means a new environment 

which coincides with | except for the explicitly given pairs. 

That is, (I: <x,,¥)>, ..) <X,¥,2) is a variant of | such that each Vv; is 

bound to the corresponding x; 

(I: <x,v>)(v,) is:if(v = 4, 

1; 
if(v, = LL, 

i, 
if(v; =x, 

Y; 

Kv,)))) 

In more detail: A((x,, ... ,X,) €(X1, ... »X,)) is a function f: [S" + S] such 
that: 

is e(t,, ... ,t,) if man and for every i,t)- 1 7° 
F(t) cory bad 

is L otherwise 

Given this basic outline, we can more accurately describe the "equation" of 
page 175: 

flay; ..; @,]) = evall(F A, ... Ay)], 

Namely; 

A. Leva Fle; ... e,J]®la TW) = 

ALF Wow (AeLes news oo 4,[e, Inew)) 

where j,i is the initial symbol table and Iney iS lint augmented with the 

entires from a. 

70Note that this equation models the LISP trick of supplying too many 
arguments. Other anomalies of LISP, including dynamic binding, are 
describable using these techniques ([Gor 73], [Gor 75]).
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One of the major difficulties in supplying models for applicative 

languages is caused by the type-free requirement. a Self-application is one 
indication of this. We can show that imposing a type structure on our 

language will solve many problems. In a typed A-calculus a term will always 
have a normal form ([Mor 68]). Computationally this means that all the 

programs will terminate. Also, models for typed A-calculus are much more 
readily attained ([Mil 73]). However the type free calculus is a stronger 
system; requiring all terms to have a consistent type structure rules out 

several useful constructs; in particular, the A-calculus counterpart to the LISP 
label operator cannot be consistently typed. 

From the practical side, a typed structure is a mixed blessing. 
Language delarations are a form of typing and can be quite helpful in 
pinpointing programming errors. Declarations can also be used by compilers 
to help produce optimized code. However, a type structure can be a real 
nuisance when trying to debug a program. It is frequently desirable to 
examine and modify the representations of abstract data structures. Those 
kinds of operations imply the ability to ignore the type information. 

As a final bridge between theory and practice we will use LISP to 
introduce one of the fundamental results in recursion theory: a proof of the 
non-existence of an algorithm to determine whether or not a LISP function is 
a total function. This is also called the unsolvability of the halting problem, 
since the existence of such an algorithm would tells us whether a LISP 

function would terminate for all inputs. ’* That algorithm does not exist. 7° 
The proof depends on our knowledge of the function apply. The 

fundamental relationship is: 

For a function f and arguments qj, ... ,@, we know 

that if fla); ... ;@,] is defined in env 

then flay; ..,¢,) = appl RE DesetR[Le, J]. RLe, Nenv? 

Compare this equation with the equation on page 180. This property of 
apply makes it a universal function for LISP in the sense that if apply is 
given an encoding of a function, of some arguments to be applied, and an 
environment which contains the definition of f and all the necessary 
subsidiary definitions needed by f, then apply can simulate the behavior of f. 

We will assume that the representation of env is the standard a-list of 
dotted pairs: representation of name dotted with representation of 
A-ex pression. Given a function named g, together with its A-definition we will 

designate the S-expr representation of the dotted pair as g®. 

7\It was not until 1969 that a model for the A-calculus was discovered 
by D. Scott even though the formalism was invented in the late 1930's. 

73Again, we use "LISP function” as a synonym for “algorithm”. To 
complete the halting argument we would have to show that every algorithm 
is expressible in LISP. 

73The argument is adapted from [Lev un].
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For example, given 

fact <= Allx][x = 0 9 1; t > +[x,factlx-1]]] 

Then fact® is: 

(FACT . (LAMBDA (X) 
(COND ((ZEROP X) 1) 

(T (TIMES X 

(FACT (SUBI X))))))) 

Next, if f refers to f,; through f, in its evaluation, we will represent the 

environment as: 

listlfP sf Rofo] 

Finally, we will identify such an environment structure as the representation 
of the definition of the first function in that environment. For example, a 

complete definition of fact would be an environment beginning with fact® 

and followed by zerop®, times®, or subl® if any of these functions were not 

considered primitive. 
Now assume the existence of a unary predicate total such that: 

gives t if x is a representation of a total unary function. 74 
totallx] 

gives f in all other cases 

Notice that if fotal[list[f®; ...]] is true, then for arbitrary @ the evaluation of 

applylnamelf®) lista; listlf®; ..J] will terminate and give value fla]. 
Now we define a function: 

diag <= Al[x][totallx] > listlapplylnamelfirst[x])list(x];x]]; t > F1) 

Note that diag is total. Now consider diag”. 

(DIAG .( LAMBDA 
xX (X) 
(COND ((TOTAL X) (LIST (APPLY (NAME (FIRST X)) 

(LIST X) 
X))) 

(T NIL)))) 

Form listldiag®; total®; apply; ...), and call the resulting list denv. That 
list will be the representation of diag and all its necessary functions. 

74This discussion will nominally concern unary functions, but the 

generalization to n-ary functions is immediate.
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Now consider the evaluation of diagldenv]. Since diag is total, then 
totai[denv] is true, and we can reduced the problem to: 

listlap ply[namelfirst{denv]],tistdenv],denv)] 

but namelfirst[denv]] = DIAG; and therefore the call on apply reduces to 
apply DIAG, listldenv],denv]. But that’s just diagldenv], and we've shown 
diagldenv] = listldiag{denv]}]. That’s just not possible. Thus the assumption 
of the existence of totad must be in error. 

The usual proof of this result is given in number theory and involves 
encoding the functions into the integers and then expressing the equivalent 
of the apply function as an algorithm in number theory. The encoding in the 
integers is analogous to what we did in encoding in the S-expressions. This is 
the problem of representation again. LISP is more than a programming 
language; it is also a formalism for discussing computation. 

To return to our denotational analysis of LISP, the next addition to A 
will involve recursion and function definitions: label and "<=". We know 
that the LISP /abel operator is similar to "<=", but label builds a temporary 
definition, while "<=" modifies the global environment. Programming 
language constructs which modify the environment are said to have 
side-effects. Side-effects are usually introduced into programming languages 
using imperative constructs. Since our main interest lies in the programming 
aspects of LISP, we will postpone the mathematics until we have discussed 
the procedural aspects of imperative constructs and side-effects. 

Problems 

I]. Recall the problem on page 149, dealing with the following factorial 
algorithm: 

fact <= X[[n} flfunction[f); nJ 

where: f <= Algnl[n=0 > 1; t > «fn; elg; 2-1 1) 

Rewrite fact in terms a unary function Tf: 

7 <= M[x) function[Al[nIn=0 > 1; t > #{n; xfn-21) 0. 

Show that fact = t[fact]. 

2. The A-calculus described by the @ and § rules doesn’t look particularly 
rich, similar in power to LISP with just function application but without 
conditional expressions. That is only an illusion. Show that we can 
represent a simple if function iflp;then,otherwise]. Hint: show that the 

term Al{x;y] y] is a good representation for f and the term Al[x,y] x] is a 

good representation for t.



CHAPTER 4 

Imperative Constructs in LISP 

4.1 Introduction 

All of the language constructs we have introduced so far are based on a 
computational interpretation of function application. We therefore call the 

language, applicative LISP.' Though this applicative subset is rich and 
powerful, it is often convenient to have access to another type of language 
constuct called the imperative. 

An imperative construct has the intent of a command. For that reason 
imperative commands are called statements rather than expressions since it is 
the effect of the command which is important, and its value, if it has one, is 

of secondary importance. * For example, most programming languages have 
sequencing commands: "first do 5,, then do Sp", that might be written 

"S,; So", where S, and Sp are statements. The nature of imperatives is 

somewhat illusory, since sequencing can be expressed in our applicative 
subset: 

‘it is also referred to as "pure LISP". 

2Some programming languages insist that statements do not have 
value. The imperatives of LISP do have values, they may be used or ignored 
as the programmer desires. 

184
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S15. is MOS,I5,) ° 

Here we depend on LISP’s call by value evaluation. Since 5, is the 

argument, it is evaluated first; then S, is evaluated. The value of the 

sequence is the value of So. LISP calls this sequencing operation prog. 

An area which is thought to be the province of imperatives is that of 
the assignment statement. We will discuss assignment statements further in 
Section 4.2, but the intent of such a statement, written: 

<identifier> ¢ <expression> 

is to think of the <identifier> as a "box" and the intent of the assignment is 
to put the value of the <expression> in the "box". Yet, function application 
can encompass many of the traditional uses of assignment. 

Recall our definitions of length and length: 

lengtA{l] <= [nudl{t] > 0; t > addi{lengtalrese(()}) 

length,{l] <= length’ll,0] 

length'[l1;c] <= [null{t1] > c; t > length’ [restlt1];addI[c])} 

The variable c is being used as a "box" or "accumulator" [Moor 74] to 
accumulate length of the list. We will show in Section 4.2 that length, can 

be translated into a program using several imperative features: statements, 
sequencing, assignments, and an imperative control regime called iteration. 
We will study iterative control in Section 42 and Section 4.3 but it can 
be shown that iterative control can be translated into recursive 
contrel ([McG 60], [Sam 75)]). 

In many instances the most important implication of imperatives is 
"convenience". There are algorithms which are most naturally described in 
terms of sequences of statements and iteration; and there are many lessons to 

be learned by careful analysis of natural implementations of imperative 
constructs, We are not looking for a minimal language, we are looking for a 
useful programming tool. One of the most useful places for imperative 
constructs is in area of non-local variables, using assignment statements to 
pass information across applicative boundaries. This technique is called 
using side-effects. It may very well be that the most distinctive features of 
imperative constructs are involved with their side-effect aspects. 

For example, LISP implementations include a unary primitive named 
print whose effect is to print the value of its argument on the current output 
device. This functian also returns its evaluated argument as the value of the 
print statement. Thus mathematically, print acts like an identity function, but 

its execution certainly affects the programmer's environment. 4 

3Or better perhaps, A[[dummy] Sp][S,] where dummy is a variable not 
occurring free in any function called within So. 

4Whether the act of printing is a side-effect or the fact that print 
returns a value is a side-effect depends on your point of view.
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Side-effects can also spoil some of the theoretical properties of 
languages. In our earlier discussions, we have implied that call-by-value is a 
subset of call-by-name in the sense that whenever a call-by-value computation 
terminates, the corresponding call-by-name computation will as well. In the 
presence of side-effects, this is not true. We give an example on page 227. 

4.2 The prog-feature 

Though recursion is a significant tool for constructing LISP programs, there 
is another technique for defining algorithms in LISP. It is an iterative style 
of programming which is called the prog or program feature. 

Many algorithms are presented more naturally as iterative schemes. 
For example, the recursive algorithms length and length, given on page 185, 

compute the length of a list. Compare those schemes with the following: 

1. Set a variable J to the given list. Set a variable c to zero. 

2. If the list is empty, return the current value in ¢ as value of the 
computation. 

3. Otherwise, increment c by one. 

4. Set UJ to the rest of LU. 

5. Go to line 2. 

Here is a LISP version of the algorithm: 

length <= A[]progl[11;c] 
lel; 

ce; 
a [null[l1] ~ return(c]); 
ce c+]; 

le rest{l1); 
gota]) J 

We have introduced several new symbols, formats, and functions in this 

example. These innovations must be explained before the example is 
complete. First, the basic syntax of a prog is given by: 

<prog> = prog([<prog variables>]<prog body>] 
<prog body>::= <prog element><prog body> | <prog element> 

<prog element> i= <label> | <prog form>; 

<label> i= <identifier> 

<prog form> ::= <application> 
== <conditional statement> 

<assignment statement> 
<return statement> 
<go statement>
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<conditional statement»:= <conditional expression> 

<assignment statement>:= <identifier> < <form> 

<return statement> == return[<form>] 

<go statement> ::= gol<form>] 

In the example, the variables, // and c, are called prog variables. They 

are local variables, similar in behavior to A-variables; in most 

implementations the prog variables are initialized to ( ) and we will assume 
this convention throughout the text. 5 This behavior of prog variables can 
be expressed as: 

progilx); Xp) €) erly, .. xp): 2) 

The body & contains the imperative behavior. The prog body is a 
sequence of prog forms and labels. Each prog form is evaluated in the usual 
LISP manner, and since the prog body can consist of a sequence of 
prog forms, the prog-body is evaluated from left-to-right. 

If the intent of the prog was simply to execute the sequence of 
prog forms, in left-to-right order, then prog could be replaced by a much 
simpler construct like progn: 

progn <= Alix); way Xnd Xn] 

However we will add constructs to LISP which will allow us to vary the flow 
of control within the prog body. It is to this end that we use labels, like @ in 

the example. 5 Before we discuss control structures, we give more details on 

LISP’s assignment statement. 
As with all LISP constructs, the assignment statement returns a value, 

but we identify it as a statement since it is executed more for effect than for 
value. The value of the assignment is the value of the form on its 
right-hand-side. In our example of dength, we used an assignment to bind d] 
to the value of 7 and to bind ¢ to 0. To evaluate an assignment, we first 

evaluate the form; then the identifier is located by searching the access chain. 
Thus the identifier may be a non-local variable. When the identifier is 
located its current value is replaced by the value of the form. Notice that this 
is a different kind of binding than that previously done by A-binding. In 
A-binding we always associated a new value with a newly created local 
symbol table as we entered the A-body. We never destroyed the old binding 
of a variable. The assigment statement involves a destructive change to the 
binding. This is important since assignments to non-local variables can have 
effect outside the prog while a A-rebinding cannot. This is how an 

5A useful alternative is to initialize them to some "unbound" value. In 
that way the system can recognize attempts to select the value of a prog 
variable before is has been assigned to. 

®Labels are also known as “tags”.
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assignment statement can achieve a more permanent side-effect. However, 
since prog variables are created like A-bindings, assignments to local prog 
variables cannot effect bindings of these variables which were made outside 
the scope of the current prog. This behavior makes progs suitable as 
components in recursive definitions. For example, a function to reverse a list 

and all of its sublist can be described as: 

bigrev <=ALl] progt[x] 
a {null{l}+ return[x]]; 

x © concat[bigreo[first[l]];x]; 
Le res¢{d]; 
golaj)} 

As the examples have intimated, frog introduces some new control 
structures so that the prog body need not be executed in simple left-to-right 
order. The control structures are: the conditional statement, the return 

Statement, and the go statement. 
Though conditional statements in progs have the same syntax as 

conditional expressions, their semantics is slightly different. A conditional 
statement is executed in the usual manner unless none of the predicate 
alternatives is satisfied. Recall that a conditional expression is undefined in 
this case; a conditional statement however is defined, returns ( ), and executes 

the next statement in the prog body. In our length example, the expression, 
(nudéil!] > return{c]] indicates that if // is not empty the prog body 

continues at the next statement with the assignment of res¢[//] to JI, the 
assignment destroys the old value of ¢I. If lJ is empty, then the statement 
returnic) is executed. 

There is a useful interplay between the A-binding of / and the 
assignment binding of 11. We could have dispensed with the prog variable 
ll, and used / throughout the prog body. Even the assignment / « res¢{/] 
would not have effected the binding of the original argument passed to 
length. This is assured because the A-binding saves that value and the effect 
of the assignment is only to change the contents of a "box" whose current 
content is a "pointer" to the value. None of the LISP operations we have 
discussed can alter a value "pointed to” in this fashion. We will discuss such 
operations in Section 7.7. 

The return statement is a prog construct similar in effect to exiting a 
A-expression. It is used to leave a prog body and return to the caller of the 
prog. As we leave the prog, the bindings of the prog variables are removed 
as are any 4-bindings made on entry to the prog. The value returned is the 
value of the argument to the return statement. The return statement may be 
nested within other LISP computation, as for example: 

concatlA;return[list[BJ}) 

The effect of the return is immediate; the concat would never complete its
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operation. We would return (B) to the caller of the enclosing prog. A bit of 
care is needed in describing the meaning of return: we look for the latest 
instance of an entrance to a prog and return from that prog. To visualize 
this, we use the Weizenbaum environments (page 142). We search the 

control chain, looking for the first Form which is prog[[..]...] We then 
restore using the access and control information found in that diagram. We 
will give a comprehensive example after discussing the go statement. 

The go statement is used in conjunction with labels to divert the 
implied left-to-right execution of the prog body. Labels really aren’t 
executed; they are used to name statements in a prog. It is the go statement 
which uses the label as a destination for transferring control. Labels may be 
in conflict with the A-variables er prog variables since the evaluator for 
progs can resolve the conflicts by context. Any identifier occurring by itself in 
a prog body is a label. Any identifier occurring in an application other than 
a go statement is a variable and its value is searched for in the access chain, 
whereas an identifier appearing in a go statement is interpreted as a label 
and searched for in a prog body. 

The go statement is a little more complicated than the return statement. 
If the argument to go is an identifier then it is interpreted as a label; 
otherwise, the argument is evaluated and the result of the evaluation 
examined. This process continues until a label has been uncovered as the 
result of an evaluation. At that time we must locate a statment in a prog 
which has a matching label attached to it. Our intention is to transfer control 
to that statement. We locate the labeled statement as follows: we look 
through the control chain for the first prog which contains the label. When 
the label is found we transfer control to that labeled statement, restoring the 

access and control] environments of the prog which contain that statement. 
Thus there is a double search involved: we search the control chain for prog 
forms, and search the prog forms for the label. Labels need not be local; we 

find the closest dynamically surrounding prog which contains the required 
label. 

The non-local go and return differ from the usual procedure exit in 
that they do not restore the enclosing control environment, but escape further 
back the control chain.
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Finally, as an example covering the new features of prog consider: 

f <= Ally;z] proglll;x] 
le 2; 

Lue gly,x,z] 
wd 

g <= Allx,y,z] progll J 

got!) 

returnlfirstle]] 
=] 

In f, 2 is both a label and a prog variable. Notice in g that we have no prog 
variables; and since we assume that / is not a label in g we have a non-local 
go. 

Consider the evaluation of f{(A B);?]. 

f(A B);3) progllt;x)...J (le 2;lue gly,x,z],..] 

0 E, E2 
/ oil Eo | Eo E, | Ej 

=> e> => 

f 1 Ally;z) progf.] y |(AB) L |() 
g | Allx,y,z] progl...J) z |3 x |() 

At this point we have done the A-binding and initialized the prog variables. 
As we begin the execution of the prog body, we assign 2 to / and, since labels 

have no computational effect, begin the evaluation of the assignment 
statement: u © gly,x,z): 

  

[2 ue gly,x;z],...J [ue gly,x;z); J] 
E> E> 

B, |&, E,| 2, 
_———— => ee 

1 |2 2 {2 
x |() x |) 

We evaluate gly,x,z): 

progll } ...J [...gold]; .. return[firse[x)); ...] 
E3 Eq 

Ez | £2 E3| Eg 
a ee ee => _ ———$ 

x | (AB) 
y 10) 
z |3 

The gol?) will search the control chain; it looks in the prog form of Eg but 
finds no label /. It examines the prog of E, next, and there it does find the
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label 7. Thus execution would be continued at the assignment statement using 
E,, the environment which bound the prog variables. In general, we 

continue in the environment which was created on entry to the prog body. 
Notice that once we have left E, there is no way to jump back into it. 

We can only search down the control chain, and the entry to g is not below 
that of f on that chain. An extension of the semantics of LISP could allow 
such generalized control and we will develop some of those ideas in 
Section 4.4. 

If we executed the return[first[x]] in Eq an action similar to that of go 
would transpire. We would evaluate firs¢[x], getting A. We would search the 
control chain for the datest prog expression; here found in Eg; and then 

return control to the environment designated in the control quadrant; here 
Eo. Thus we return A as the value of gly,x;z]. Since the call on g was a 

component of the assignment u « gly,;x,z], we must complete that assignment. 
We search the access chain for u. Since u is not found we make a global 
assignment in Eo: 

Eo 
‘Wd 

f § Allyyz) J 
g | MIx,9-2)..J 
u|A 

The ability to evaluate the argument to go results in a useful 
programming trick. Let / be a list of dotted pairs, each of the form, (object; . 

label,). At each label; we begin a piece of program to be executed when 

ob ject; has been recognized. Then the construct: 

UGH goledr[assoclx;2])}] 

can be used to “dispatch” to the appropriate code when x is one of the 
object; This is an instance of table-driven programming. The blocks of code 

dispatched to can be distributed throughout the body of the prog. Each block 
of code will usually be followed by a go back to the code involving equation 
UGH (above). In fact the argument / in UGH may be global to the 
prog-body. The effect is to make a prog which is very difficult to 
understand. The LISP select (page 157) will handle many of the possible 
applications of this coding trick and result in a more readable program. The 
case-statement (page 193) present in some other languages is also a better 
means of handling this problem. 

The go statement is useful if used with discretion. It is a building block 
for constructing more complex control regimes, particularly since the label 
need not be local to the prog but only need be accessible through the control 
chain. We will examine some more complex kinds of control behavior in 
Section 4.4.
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Now to the problem of translating a prog into an S-expression 
representation: the construct, 

progilv,; ...; Up)... ] will be translated to: 

(PROG(VI..VN)... ) 

The body of the prog must be handled specially by a new piece of the 
evaluator since prog is a special form. 

We must also be careful about the interpretation of «. We will write 
x « y in prefix form as: setg[x;]. We will map this to: 

(SETQ XY) 
The assignment, setg, is also a special form. For if x and y have values 2 
and 3, for example, then the call-by-value interpretation of setglx,y] would 
say setg(2,;3]. This was not our intention. We want to evaluate the second 
argument to sefg while stopping the evaluation of the first argument. 

LISP has another assignment-like operator called set. Both arguments 
of this binary operator are evaluated; the value of the first argument is 
expected to be a representation of a variable; that is, the first argument 
evaluates to a literal atom. The second argument is a LISP form and using 
the value of that form, an assignment is made to the variable represented by 
the first argument. Thus setg[x,9] is synonymous with set[quotelx],7). 

As a more complex example, consider set[z; plus{x,;1]] If the current 
value of variable z is an identifier, then setlz; plus{x;1]) makes sense. 
Assume the current value of z is A; and assume the current value of x is 2; 

since A represents the identifier @, the effect of the set statement is to assign 

the value 7 to a. Normally when making assignments, we want to assign to a 
name and not a value; thus we will tend to use the setg form. 

Finally, here is a translation of the body of the prog version of length: 

(LAMBDA (L) 
(PROG (LIC) 

(SETQ LIL) 
(SETO C0) 

A (COND ((NULL LI) (RETURN C))) 
(SETQ C (ADDI C)) 
(SETQ LI (REST LI)) 
(GO A) )) 

Now that assignment statements have been described, let’s re-examine 
"<=". We already know (page 147) that "<=" does more than simply associate 
the right hand side with a symboi table entry of the left hand side; it must 
also associate an environment with the function body, and this environment 
is to be used for accessing non-local variables. This operation of associating 
environments is called forming the closure. We thus might be tempted to say: 

f<=Alb.. Judis f © funetion{All ..)..3] 
Alas, this implementation is still not sufficient as we will see in Section 4.11.
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Problems involving prog 

. Write prog-versions of the following functions (or predicates). 

a. member <= X[[x;y] ...): x is atomic; y is a list of atoms. member is to 

return ¢ just in the case that x is one of the elements in 9. 

. The factorial function. 

c. delete <= A[[x;y] ... |: x is atomic; y is a list of atoms. delete is to return 
a list which looks like 9, except all occurrences of x have been deleted. 

d. The append function. 

. last <= [[x] ...] x is a non-empty list. cast is to return the last element 
in x. 

f. Now write the S-expr translations of each of your functions. 

Ts 
o 

. What is necessary to extend the evaluator to recognize prog and friends? 

. The goledrf...J]-construct on page 19! is better handled with a case 
statement. A typical syntax for such might be: 

case<index>of <form)>; ... ;<form,> 

<index> is to evaluate to an integer, i, Where O<isn. The i <form> of 
the case-statement is executed, and is the value of the statement. Give a 
representation for the case statement and extend the evaluator to 
recognize it. 

. Some languages allow constructs like: 

(if p(x) then x else y) ¢ exp, which is to mean the same as: 

if p(x) then xe exp else y ¢ exp 
Can such a construct be written in LISP? 

. Compare the prog version of length on page 186 with /ength, on page 47. 

Do you see any interesting relationships? 

. Give a macro definition of an extended SETQ, which is called as 
(SETQ var, exp, ... Var, eXp,). Each var; is a name; each exp; is an 

expression to be evaluated and assigned to var, The assignments should 

take effect from "left-to-right". Thus (SETQ X 2Y (TIMES 2 X) X 3) 
when executed should assign 7 to X and 4 to Y. 

. Express se¢g as a macro over set. 

. Write a prog which will terminate if call-by-value evaluation is used, but 
will not terminate under call-by-name. 

. Use your prog version of fact (prob 1,b) and evaluate fact[2] using 
Weizenbaum diagrams. Note the difference between the internal 
structures used here and the structures used in the recursive version. This 
difference in implementation overhead is a quantitive measure of the 
expense of recursion versus the expense of iteration.
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4.3 Alternatives to prog 

The prog feature of LISP is an effective means for encoding iterative 
algorithms, however it suffers from a few draw-backs. For example, The 

label-and-go style of control is only a slight elaboration of the control 
mechanisms which are typically used to control a hardware machine, and 
thus the level of description which is required tends to obscure the actual 
flow of the algorithm unless the programmer is careful. A slight extension to 
conditional expressions and conditional statements can alleviate some of the 
confusion which is likely when constucting complex progs. 

Conditional expressions are currently defined such that each e; must be 

a single expression. With the introduction of side effects, it is convenient to 
extend conditionals to include components of the form: p; > @1; ... ;€in. This 

extended component is to be evaluated as follows: if p; is true, then evaluate 

the e;’s from left to right, with the value of the component to be the value of 
7 

Cin- 

For example, this feature, used in progs would allow us to replace: 

[p, > gol]) 

m 

return{t], 
1 er; 

Co; 

golm]; 

with: 

. [py > €y; eg, ..] «5 return[t]] 

The improved readibility is largely do to the localizing or "packaging" of the 
actions with their initiators; we need not scan an arbitrarily long piece of text 
to discover what the computation will be when the predicate is true. 

Several languages have included more "packaged" versions of iterative 
control. The motivation is similar to that which we used in justifying 
recursive control: we didn’t care Aow recursion was implemented, all we 

wished to discuss was the effect or behavior of recursion. ® 
An iterative unit must allow the programmer a reasonable degree of 

freedom and naturalness in expression. What should also be recognized is 

’This extended conditional expression ([Bob 69]) is available in 
several versions of LISP: LISP 1.6 [Qua 72], MACLISP [Moo 74), and 
INTERLISP [Int 78]. 

®We could have replaced recursive control with an appropriate 
combination of label-and-go’s. and a simulated stack. We will do so shortly.
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that the structural unit should be amenable to analysis to the same degree as 
that allowed in recursion. We must be able to state precise properties of 
algorithms which use these constructs, and we should be able to prove 
properties of such algorithms. With the control of the loop structure in the 
language rather than in the hands of the programmer, the static text and the 
dynamic flow of the execution have a close relationship. General use of 
label-and-go’s and assignments does not maintain such properties. Our 
iterative control construct should therefore capture all of the essential 
ingredients of an iteration, and its semantics should be restricted such that its 

Static text does indeed reflect its dynamic flow. 
Our first example is based on the MacLISP do [Moo 74]. With some 

inessential changes, its syntax is: 

do [<var,> <init,> <step)>; 
<Vafg> <inity> <stepo>; 

<var,> <init,> <step,>; 

[<pred> ~ <exit>] 
<body> J 

The construct captures the ideas of intialization and updating of variables 
nicely. Each <varj> is initialized to its <init>-value simultaneously. Each 

<step;> is a form which will be evaluated simultaneously upon proper 

completion of each cycle of the do. The <pred> is evaluated, and on giving 

value t the loop will terminate, returning the value of <exit>. If <pred> 

gives f then <body> is executed. This component of the do is a prog body; 
when the last statement in <body> is executed, the <step;> forms are 

evaluated and assigned to the <var,>’s, and another cycle of the do is begun. 

Since the <body> of the do is a prog body, the return statement may 
appear. This feature allows the dynamic flow to diverge from the static 

text. ® But consider the do version of member: 

member <= x[[a,l]do [x 1 rest{x]; 

[nuld{x] > f] 
leglfirstlx],a] > return{t)) ] 

This algorithm could be expressed without return but the resulting program 
is unnecessarily complex. 

An alternative iterative construct was proposed in [Wis 75]. 

repeatl<st-list,>;while <pred >; <st-listo>; until <predg>; <st-listg>] 

where <pred;> is a predicate, and <st-list;> is a list of statements. The list may 

be empty, but may not contain returns or gos. 

SCompare this to the behavior of free variables under dynamic 
binding. From a programming point of view, being able to escape from the 
Static text, either for variable reference or for control may be convenient. 
Whether either feature is "good practice" is a matter of taste.
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The semantics is as follows: <st-list}> is executed; <pred,> is then 

evaluated and if false we exit the repeat with f. If <pred,> is true, then we 

execute <Sst-listg> and test <pred>; if <predg> is true we exit with t, otherwise 

we execute <st-listg> and iterate the loop beginning again at <st-list,>. 

For example we could write member as: 

member <= X{[a,l] 
repeatlwhile 

nottnull(t]]; 
until 
equalla;first{l)]; 
Le rest{t]]} 

The difficulty which we encountered with the MacLISP do has been 
alleviated, however the repeat construct has several shortcomings of its own. 
In particular, we have no means for designating what variables are to be 
initialized and incremented within the loop. Such variables must be declared 
and initialized external to the repeat; also the stepping of the loop variables 
must be done using the assignment statement. Similarly the power of 
expression on leaving the repeat is limited; we cannot explicitly declare what 
values are to be returned. The value is that of the appropriate <predj>. 

Problems 

1. Some of the generality of progs can be controlled by the use of a new 

control structure for list operations. The construct is called dit. '° Jit takes 
three arguments: a binary function f, a list 2, and a value v. If? is empty, 
give v; otherwise apply f to the first element of 2 and the effect of 
applying dit to the remainder of @. 
For example append could be expressed as: 

append <= Al[x,9] litifunctionlconcat];x,9]] 

Give a non-prog definition for Zit. 

2. Here is another useful extension to LISP: Instead of requiring that the 

body of a A-definition be a single expression: € in AIL .. ] £), allow bodies 

of the form: §,;...; , giving rise to A-definitions like A([ .. ] &; ...; &,). 
The application of such a definition means: bind the 4-variables as usual, 

then evaluate the &;s from left to right returning as value, &,. Extend the 
evaluator of Section 3.5 to handle such constructs. 

3. Give an S-expr representation for the repeat expression and add repeat to 
eval of Section 3.5. 

'ONlamed for dist iterator (Bar 66)
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4.4 Extensions to eval 

The introduction of the prog-feature completes our syntactic description of 
the language constructs of LISP. We would like to give a new version of eval 
which describes the semantics of progs in a manner which accurately reflects 
the techniques used in implementations. We could simply simulate prog 
behavior using recursive techniques, but the iterative control expressed in 
progs is an important idea in its own right and is a simple instance of 

non-recursive control. A mechanism which faithfully implements such control 
structures leads easily to the idea of generalized control structures. 

The second interesting feature introduced with progs was the 
assignment statement. Again, we could mirror most of the behavior of 
assignments by careful use of the techniques of recursion and symbol tables, 
but such modelling would not adequately reflect the intent of the construct or 
give insight into the techniques used in implementing such constructs. We 
could describe such implementations in a low-level machine language, but 
such practice would only introduce unnecessary details. Rather, we will 

describe an evaluator in LISP using the techniques we have been 
developing. In the process we will elucidate much more than just progs and 
assignments; we will lay bare much more of the behavior which was implicit 
in the previous evaluators. Those evaluators used recursion in the 
explication of recursion, frequently depended on cail-by-value in the 
explanation of call-by-value, and suppressed much of the detail of binding 
and look up. The Weizenbaum environments added more detail, but failed 

to describe an explicit mechanism for the handling of partial computations, 
neither showing where partial results were maintained nor how the evaluator 
was to remember where it was in an expression when it had to evaluate a 
sub-expression. All of this detail will come out in the new evaluator. Since 
the structure of the new eval is quite different from those we have seen 
before, and since the level of detail is more intense, we will proceed in several 

steps. 
First we discuss some generalizations of the tabel-and-go control 

structures. These ideas have importance in their own right when we discuss 
actual interactive implementations of LISP. Next we develop an eval in 
which the handling of access structures is explicit. The innovations in this 
evaluator will form the basic blocks which we will use to model parameter 
passing and assignments. This evaluator will still be recursively described, 
and will not handle the prog feature. In the final step we replace the 
recursion with explicit control and with this change we have the basis for 
adequate treatment of non-recursive control. Finally we present an evaluator 
which handles all of the prog-related constructs.
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4.5 Non-recursive Control Structures 

On page 189 we discussed the go construct. In that discussion we noted that 
the scope of the go was not restricted to the current prog; we need only locate 
an appropriate label in a dynamically surrounding expression. Thus we could 
jump out of an expression, passing through many intervening expressions, 
whereas strict recursive control requires that we exit functions in a 
level-by-level fashion. This ability to exit across many levels of computation 
finds applications at the system level in interactive LISP implementations 
and is also a useful programming feature. For example, if some 
extraordinary condition occurs within a computation we might wish to abort 
that whole endeavor. As things currently stand we would have to supply an 
additional value in the range of each function which could occur in that 
computation. Each function would have to test for that exception-value and 
when it is found, return that value to the caller. This is an effective, but not 

elegant, solution to the problem. Notice that this is the solution posed in our 

use of L in conjunction with strict functions. Indeed, a more elegant solution 
has its origins in the early LISP debugging tools. If a computation produced 
a detectable error, then it was the responsibility of the LISP controller to 
print an error message and terminate the computation. Such behavior was 
acceptable for simple computations. As computations became more complex it 
became clear that the occurrence of one error need not signal the termination 
of ali computation. Particularly since the expressions were available as data 
structures, the opportunity for self-correcting programs existed in LISP. Thus 
LISP needed a mechanism for more selective control of error messages. 

The early LISP systems supplied a pair of functions named errset and 
err. The function errset evaluates its first argument in the current context. 
If no error occurs in that evaluation, the result is concated onto () and 

returned. If an error does occur then the value of the errset is f. Notice that 

in either case the errset terminates. We can test the success of our calculation 

by sampling the value of errset: f implies failure; otherwise the first element 
of the result is the true value. 

The user can also force the occurrence of an "error" by calling err. The 
unary function err returns the value of its argument to the dynamically 
enclosing errset or, if there is no such errset, the value is returned as the final 
value of the computation. For example if err is restricted to returning values 
in a set disjoint from those returned by a non-"error" computation, then the 
user can test the value of errset to discover the type of “error”. 

The freedom allowed by the errset-err combination soon became 
exploited in ways not originally intended. The use of errset and err in 
non-error-handling contexts often became quite confusing. The MacLISP 
([Moo 74)) dialect includes a pair of constructs named catch and throw to be 
used in these situations. 

catch and throw are both binary functions. Both first arguments are 
expressions; both second arguments are interpreted like prog labels.
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catch[<form>;<label>] evaluates its first argument in the current context, 

and returns that value, except that if during that evaluation, a 
throw[<form>;<label>] with the same <label> is evaluated, then the value of 

throw’s <form> is returned immediately as the value of the corresponding 
catch. 

For example !!: 

catch[ ma pfirst[function[Al[x][x<0 > throw[x;negative);t > flx]]]]; 

negative] 

Assuming y is a list of numbers, this expression will return a list of f applied 
to each element of y if each element of y is non-negative, otherwise it will 
return the first negative element of 9. 

The catch-throw pair are the control analog of the 
function-funarg application pair for access. A general implementation of 
catch-throw introduces a very non-recursive control regime. The ususal 
implementation corresponds to allowing functional arguments only; if we 
wish to throw into procedure activations which have already been exited, 
then we must implement a control tree similar to the environment trees 
generated for functional values. The next few sections will develop 
implementation techniques which will support such tree-like implementations. 

As motiviation for those techniques, recall the the “value” of a prog 
label is essentially a pointer to a segment of text in the prog body. The label 
which appears in a catch is evaluated similarly; in this case the “value” is a 
pointer just prior to the return mechanism implemented in the call to catcA. 
The action of throw searches the control tree for a matching label and jumps 
to that saved value, thus returning from the catcA. If the value which a throw 

returns is a catch label, then we have a handle into the control tree similar to 

that created by a functional value when it creates a handle into an 
environment tree. 

4.6 eval with Explicit Access 

There are two major portions of the evaluation schemes which we should 
scrutinize before we discuss implementations: the access and binding 
structures, and the description of recursive control. This section will look at 
access and binding. 

The Weizenbaum environments give a nice graphical representation of 
the access structures, but it would be instructive to express these ideas in 

terms of LISP functions. This would give us an algorithm, suitable for 

implementation, and would describe the mechanisms of LISP at a more 

'ITMoo 74]
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detailed level than that in the evaluators of Section 3.5. The description will 
involve primitive notions just as the prior eval’s do, however the level of 
detail which they capture will be more readily transcribed to 
implementations. As we have previously mentioned, the Weizenbaum 
environments leave much of the detail of access and binding implicit; it will 
be a goal of this section to fill in these details. 

Recall that a Weizenbaum environment was created at function-entry 
time. As we evaluated the arguments to a function, we saved the results in 
some internal data structure. When all arguments were evaluated we formed 
a new local block, linking it onto the front of the existing environment. The 
resulting structure became the new environment. An analysis of these steps 
highlights several points. We need space to contain the evaluated 
parameters, and those results are then moved into a environment block; 

therefore, if we construct the space which is to contain those evaluated 
parameters like an environment block then the linking operation need only 
attach that new object. This strategy is possible since the space requirements 
for the evaluated parameters is known: the block must be as long as the 

number of formal parameters expected. 12 This requirement can be 
ascertained by examining the definition of the function being called. Once 
the block is allocated, the actual parameters are evaluated and the results are 
sent to the proper slot in the allocated block. Such a block will be called a 
destination block; and the operation of placing a result in a destination will 
be called sending. Once all the evaluated parameters have been sent, we 
link the completed block into the front of the current environment. The 
ideas expressed in this section are an embellishment of those on page 124. 
The innovation is to allocate space for the evaluated arguments before 
beginning their actual evaluation. The evaluator sends the values to the 
allocated block. 

Here are the primitive routines: 

1. alloc_dest: This unary function is supplied with the formal parameter list 
of a function, and supplies a new destination block with the formal 
parameters placed in the name-section of the block. An internal pointer 
is initialized to the first slot in the block. Thus: 

'2Some LISP systems allow discrepancies between the number of actual 
parameters and formal parameters. The current scheme will accommodate 
that generality.
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a destination block 
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2. send: This is a binary function whose first argument is a destination block 
and whose second argument is a value to be sent. The value of send is 
the destination block. The effect of send is to send its second argument 
to the current destination slot. The internal pointer is not updated; that 
is the business of next. 

3. next: This function takes a destination block as argument and moves the 
internal pointer of the block to point to the succeeding stot. The value 
of next is the destination block. Thus next is an identity function with a 
side-effect. 

4. link: link takes a destination block and an environment as arguments and 
links the destination block onto the front of the environment. The 
resulting environment is the value of dink. Since the internal pointer is 
only used during the filling of the dest-block, we can assume that link 
replaces that pointer with a pointer to the previous environment. 

5. receive. Sometimes we will wish to examine the result of a computation 
before making a decision on how to proceed. In particular, in 
conditional expressions we must evaluate the predicate position before 
knowing how to handle the rest of the conditional. The unary primitive 
receive lets us look at the result of a computation. The argument to 
receive is a destination block, and the value returned is the value in the 

current slot. 

Problem 

Give a full LISP representation of destination blocks and supply the 
corresponding implementations for the primitive routines, | through 5.
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In the following evaluators we will freely use the extended conditional 
expressions and d-expressions introduced on page 194 and page 196. The 
first evaluator is named deval, with the "d coming from “destination”. 

deval <= d[lexp,env;dest] 
Lisconstlexp] + send{dest;denotelexp)); 
isvarlexp] > send[destjlookuplexp env]; 

t + deval ,[funclexp]; argtistlexp]; env; dest) J] 

deval, <= 

Al[fun,args,env;dest] 
latom[fun] > Liscond fun] + devcondlargs,env,dest] 

isprim[fun] > executel fun; 
linklevalargs| args; 

env; 
alloc_dest 

(createvarslargs]]; 
env]; 

dest); 

t + devallfun;env,dest); 
deval [receiveldest],args,env,dest] ] 

islambda[fun] > evalargsl bodylist[fun]; 
link[evalargs{ args; 

env; 
alloc_destlvars[fun]]]]; 

env]; 
dest] 

t > devallfun;env;dest]; deval {receiveldest];args;env,dest) J] 

evalargs <= X[(largs,env;dest] 
([nulllargs] >dest; 
nulllrestlargs]] > devallfirstlargs),env;dest); 

{ + devallfirstlargs],env,dest}; 
next{ dest]; 
evalargslrestlargs);env,dest] J] 

execute <= A[[fun;env,dest]sendldest;applylfun,valslenv],{ )1)] 

Note that execute resorts to apply to handle primitive application. 

devcond <= d[largs;env;dest] 
devall pred[firstlargsl;env,dest); 
[receiveldest] + evalargslcondbodylfirstlargs}),env,dest); 

t + devcond[restlargs); env,dest] }) 

This new evaluator must be supplied with an initial destination as well
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as being supplied with an initial symbol table. Also, since the result of any 
calculation is a destination block rather than just a simple value, we should 
supply a selector to extract the desired value. For example, if we designate 
val as such a selector, and designate the atom TLB as the repository for the 
top level binding then: 

eval <= X[[exp,env] valldevallexp;env,alloc_destl(TLB)]]] 

More of the details of argument handling should now be 
understandable: when a function application has been recognized, the 
evaluator sets up a block to hold the results of evaluating the actual 
parameters. If the function is a primitive function then the name slots are 
filled with some system-created names, otherwise the A-variables are used. 

Probiem 

Using the new evaluator, sketch the evaluation of f[4] where: f <= al(x] 
eqlx;A]]. 

Notice that for most of the evaluation process, dest is a passive element. 
A new destination block is created on function applications, but that dest is 
passed around as an argument through most of the pieces of the evaluator 
without explicit modification. That is, in most A-bindings dest simply gets 
rebound to the same object. Since the A-binding process is not inexpensive it 
is tempting to make variables like dest, which change infrequently, into 
non-local variables; they would be initialized at the outside layer and 
modified by side-effects during the evaluation. However the current value of 
dest does need to be saved occasionally. Those occasions correspond to the 
places where dest gets rebound to something other than dest. We will supply 
two new primitives to handle explicit saving and restoring of values: 

1. save: This binary function would be implemented as a special form. Its 
first argument is a name odd, and its second argument is a value new. 
The current value associated with old is saved, and the value new 

becomes the value of old. 

2. restore. This is a unary function; its argument is a name name. The latest 
value which was saved for name is restored. The value which name 
had on entry to restore is lost. 

Using save and restore we could express the evaluation of a 
A-application something like:
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eval RL Allx,y]€1e;6] J]; env] = savelx,a); 
savely,b]; 

evall RIE |] ;env’); 
restorely]; 
restore[x]; 

The implementation details of save and restore will not be needed for 

most of our discussion, however we include some of them here for 

completeness. The information which is saved and restored is accessible 
through a global variable named control. A savel<name>;<value>] has the 
effect of concat-ing the current value of <name> onto the front of control; it 
then sets the new value of <name> to <vajue>. 

That is: 

control — concatlevall<name>;env],control]; 
set[<name>; eval[<value>,env]); 

Then restore[<name>] performs: 

set[<name>first[control]]; control < rest[control] 

The manipulation of control by save and restore is stack-like in LISP. 
That means that only the first element of control is accessible; to access 
elements in the interior of control requires restore-ing down to them by 
sequence of “control « resticontrol}". Once we have removed elements from 
control there is no way to access that information again. The confrol-structure 
is not accessible as a data structure to the same degree of generality as is the 
access structure. The closest analogy to function-funarg is the catch-throw 
pair. However now that control is explicit we can begin to describe extensions 
to LISP which will allow us to capture control like function captures env. 

Given save and restore we can rewrite deval and its subfunctions to 
access non-local representations of variables used in the current deval. Thus 
the evaluator becomes a function of no arguments; it knows where to find the 
values and it knows how to save and restore those variables. The result is 
an evaluator which has even fewer implict operations than deval. 

deval’ <= X[{] [isconst[] > send[denotel]]; 
isvar{] > sena[lookup{]; 

{> savelfun,funcl]); 
savelargs,arglist[]]; 
deval,(]; 

restorelargs); 
restorelfun) J] 

A few points should be noted now. We will be using the same names 

as we did in deval for all subfunctions of deval’. The difference will be that 
here those functions will know where their arguments are to be found; they 
need not be explicitly passed in. Thus send{denote[]] means that denote
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extracts a value from the representation in exp and send knows that it is to 
send its value to dest. 

With this new evaluator we can define eval as: 

eval <= X[[ x,y] fun © (); 
args + (); 
exp & x; 

env © 9; 
dest + alloc_dest[(T LB)]; 

deval’(); 
valldest)) 

Here is the remainder of deval’: 

deval, <= X[[]lisatom[] > [iscond[] + devcondl]; 
isprim[] > savelenv,env); 

saveldest;alloc_dest{createvars{]]]; 
evalargs(); 
link[); 
restoreldest]; 
execute[]; 
restore[env]; 

t » devala[] } 
islambda[} savelenv;env]; 

saveldestalloc_destlvars(}], 
evalargs{); 
link{); 
restore(dest]; 
savelargs bodylist{]}; 
evalargs(]; 
restorelargs]; 
restore[env), 

t + devalaf] ]]
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deval <= A[[ ] savelexp,;fun]; 

deval’(); 
restorelexp), 
savelfun,receivel]], 
deval,(); 
restorelfun] ] 

We introduced devaly to capture the computation to be performed when the 

function-position is not recognized as either a A-expression, a conditional, or 
a primitive. Note that we perform savelenv,;env] in a couple of places in 
deval,. This is necessary to save the current value of env since link modifies 

env. Indeed, the sequence: save env and dest, evalargs, link, and restore dest 

can be simplified to: save dest, evalargs, followed by tink’. where: 

link’ <=)[[] set_intIdest;env],rotatelenv,first[control],dest]] 

and set_int sets the internal pointer of the dest-block to the current 
environment, and rotatelx,9;z] moves the contents of x to y, contents of 9 to z, 

and contents of z to x. 

evalargs <= X{[] [emptyargst] > ( ); 
singleargl] > savelexp,firstlargs]]; 

deval’(); 
restorelexp); 

t + savelexp,firstlargs]); 
deval'{}; 
restorelexp], 
next{]; 
savelargs;restlargs]]; 
evalargst]; 
restorelargs] ]] 

The discussions surrounding this evaluator tacitly assume that a deep 
binding strategy is being implemented. That assumption is not necessary. 
The final shallow binder of Section 3.11 can be incorporated in the 
framework of these latest evaluators. The key alterations involve the 
rebinding of the value cells inside deval, when islambda is true. We leave 

the modifications as a problem for the reader; and we postpone the treatment 
of function until Section 5.19 and Section 5.20. 

Note also that we are never interested in the value returned from a call 
on a sub-function in the evaluator; all values are passed explicity from their 

creator to a destination. We might say that deval’ never returns a value. In 
the next section we will build an evaluator which never returns at all.
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Problems 

Write the new version of deuvcond. 

2. Examine the save-restore sequences in deval’ and its sub-functions for 
possible inefficiencies. That is, are all the saves and restores necessary or 

could explicit assignments to some of the non-local variables speed things 
up? 

Using the new evaluator, sketch the evaluation of fA) where: 

f <= Alvlegix;All. 
4. Revise the new evaluator to use shallow binding. You may restrict your 

solution to the case of simple function application without function. 

v 

4.7 eval with Explicit Control 

Recursion and call-by-value are used to guide the flow of control in a LISP 
evaluator. We have started to explore the implementation of call-by-value, 
and now we wish to discuss the implementation of recursion. It is not 
necessary to understand Aow recursion works to understand recursion; that 
understanding is necessary when we wish to implement recursion. The 
mechanisms used in the implementation of any concept must be of a higher 
level of detail than the mechanism being implemented. We cannot use 
recursion to implement recursion. The basic purpose of recursive control in 
the evaluator is to describe what computation to perform next and to 
describe where to go when finished. The evaluator of this section will rely on 
explicit directions to tell it what to do next. The idea is closely related to the 
logical notion of continuations ({Str 74a], [Rey 72], [Fis 72], [Hew 76]) and 
thus we will use that terminology here. In the evaluators of this section we 
will use the destination to tell where the result of the current computation is 
to be put, and use the continuation to tell what the next computation will be. 

Note that the computations in deval are basically of two categories: 

1. Simple transformations like sending, building dest blocks, or selecting 
components of expressions. These computations are non-recursive, 
requiring a bounded amount of computation. 

2. Recursive calls on the evaluator or its subfunctions. These computations 
can be arbitrarily complex. 

It is the recursive computations which we wish to examine. One of the 
implications of a function call is that we have further computation to be 
performed after the call is completed. It is the responsibility of the evaluator 
to remember where a computation has been interrupted so that it may pick 
up where it left off, after completing the call. One of the major problems in 
implementing evaluators is "how to remember". If the function being called 
is a simple calculation of type 1. above, then we could replace the call with a
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copy of the body of the definition where we have replaced each occurrence 
of a formal parameter with the appropriate actual parameter; this works 
nicely. Indeed making such formal substitutions at runtime is sufficient for 
computations of type 2. as well. However the solution in this case is not 
sufficiently efficient. 

Previous evaluators "remembered" what was to be done either by using 
recursion, as in eval (Section 3.5), or by explicit sequencing as in deval. We 
now propose to explicitly pass along information about what to do after the 
current computation is completed. This information is called the 
continuation. 

The first evaluator of this section is ceva it is a modification of 

deval’ of page 204. It takes a single argument c which is a continutation. 
The continutation is passed along as a funarg structure until ceval has 
completed its current computation. At that time c is executed. For example 

we transform deval’ into ceval by forming a continuation from that portion 

of deval’ which follows the call on deval,. Thus: 

I 13 

ceval <= X[[c] [isconstl] + send[denote{}],cl); 
isvar[] > send{lookup{)];cl]; 

{ ssavelfun,funcl)]; 
savelargs,arglist(]]; 
ceval [function{ev!]) 1] 

ev! <= X{[ J] restorelargs]; restorel[func]; cf) 1] 

For the simple cases we just execute the continuation after the send; when we 
have a function application we make up a new continuation. When ceval, is 

finished with the function application it executes evl; that does the restore 
operations and then performs the saved continuation. 

Note the use of function. The non-local variable c in ev! represents the 
continuation passed into ceval. Therefore c must be found in the 
environment of the body of ceval not in the environment which is current 
when ev! is applied. 

As before, eval is expressible with the new evaluator: 

eval <= X[[x,y] fun © (); 
args + (); 
exp © Xx; 

env © 9; 
dest ~ alloc_dest[(TLB)); 
cevallfunction[XI[ ] valldest]]]] ] 

Transforming the sub-functions of deval’ is reasonably straightforward: the 
segment of program below a call on one of the recursive parts of the 
evaluator is given a name; a new continuation is made, similar to the process 

136 for control or continuation
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of creating evl; then the transformation process is applied to each new 
continuation. For example, here’s ceval: 

ceval, <= X[[c] fésatom{] > Liscond{] > devcond{c); 
isprim[] > savelenv,env]; 

saveldest;alloc_dest{createvars(]]]; 
evalargs[functionlev2]], 

t + cevats{); 
islambda[] >savelenv;env)]; 

saveldest;alloc_destlvars[]] 
evalargs[functionlev5 ]; 

t > cevala{}] J] 
cevaly <= X[[ ] savelexp,fun); cevallfunction[ev3]]) 

ev2 <= All ]link[]; ev3 <= X[[ ] restorelexp); 
restore[dest]; savelfun;receivel]); 
execute]; ceval ,[function[ev4]]] 

restorelenv], 
ef] 

ev4 <= A[[ ] restorelfun]; cf] ev5 <= X{([ ] link]; 
restoreldest]; 
savelargs ;bodylist[}}; 
evalargslfunction[ev6 ]]) 

ev6 <= ALL Jrestorelargs]; 
restore[env], 
cl] 

Problems 

1. Continuations can also be used as general programming tools. For 
example, evaluate facta[2] where: 

facts <= AUlx] facty’[x;function[Al{x] x1] 

facts’ <= Alln,f] [zerop[n] > fL1); 

t + facto’[subi{n]; 
function{Allx] fltimes(n,x JIN] 

2. Write the new version of devcond and evalargs. 

3. Using the new evaluator, sketch the evaluation of f[A] where: 

f <= Alleleglx,A]]. 

The final transformation step is analogous to that which we performed 

in moving from deval to deval’: we remove the argument to ceval and pass 
the continuation explicitly in a non-local variable named cont. This new 

evaluator is named ceval’:
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ceval’ <= XI ] Lésconstl] > send[denote{]); conti); 
isvar[] > send{lookup{)], cont{]; 

t + savelfun,funcl]]; 
savelargs;arglist{}); 
savelcont ,functionlev!]]; 
ceval,[] J] 

ev! <= XI ] restorelargs); restorelfunc]; restore(cont); cont[] ]] 

We can remove more control structure from the evaluator by noting that 
executing the continuation, “con¢[]", and executing the explicit calls on the 
evaluator’s subfunctions are two manifestations of the same phenomenon. In 
the first case we restore to a variable and then execute the variable as a 
function application; in the second, we execute a known call. We can replace 
these two actions by a common action if we always execute from the variable 
cont and replace calls like "ceva/,[]" with the sequence: 

savelcont;function[ceval ,)],; cont[] 

Notice that when we make this last save we know that the current value of 
cont is evl. Notice also that when we execute coni[] we enter ceval, and 

therefore within this call on ceval,, cont is ceval,. All this discussion can be 

simplified if we think a bit about the purpose of continuations: we will need 
to make note of what the continuation should be after the current 
computation is finished; and we will need to set cont to designate which 

computation to perform now. We therefore introduce a binary primitive 
save_cont which will save its first argument such that restore can restore it to 
cont at the appropriate time; save_cont will set cont from its second argument. 

save_cont <= Al[x,y] cont « x; savelcont,y)] 

We can remove the calls con¢{], and perform the execution outside ceval’ 
using a simple loop: 

loop <= XI[] proglt] 
L coni{] 

gol!) J} 

Each function executed by cont{] will perform some simple operations like 
send or alloc_dest, and then will exit, setting cont to a function name. The 

next pass around, loop will execute the new cont. After slight reorganization 
to eliminate some save-restore operations on cont, we have: 

ceval’® <= X[[ ] [éisconse[] > sena[denote()); restorelcont]; 
isvar{] + send[lookup({]], restorelcont]; 

t > savelfun,funcl]); 
savelargs;arglist{]]; 
save_cont{guotelev!};quotelceval J] J] 

evl <= X{[ ] restorelargs]; restorelfunc]; restorelcont] }]
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Notice the use of quote rather than function. In the previous evaluators we 
used function since we had to save the current environment, but the 

continuation ¢ was the only free variable which was in jeopardy. In ceval’” 
we have explicitly saved the continuation using save_cont, and thus quote 
plus the proper use of restore can replace function. We will also introduce an 

abbreviation, writing ‘xx for quote[xx]. 14 

Finally, here’s eval: 
eval <= X[[x,4] catcAl progil ] fun < (); 

args © (); 
exp © x; 

env © 9; 
dest + alloc_dest[(T LB)), 

save_contl’r{[khrow[valldest]; out])); 
"ceval’’); 

loopl]]; 
out]) 

What has been gained by these transformations of the original eval? 
We have made the mechanisms which were implicit in LISP very explicit. 
We have described the implementations of LISP’s access and control 
requirements in terms of very simple computations. We now have developed 
enough detail that we can give a faithful implementation description of all of 
LISP including the function and prog constructs. 

Problems 

1. Could we use statements like save_contlevl;eval,;) rather than 

save_contl'ev1; ‘eval ,]? 

2. Using the new evaluator, sketch the evaluation of f{A] where: 

f <= Alle] eglx;Al] 

4.8 An Evaluator for prog 

The evaluator in this section will be the definitive interpreter for LISP 
throughout the rest of this book. It will handle the applicative subset of 
LISP as well as handling prog related constructs. 

We need to add more mechanism to handle prog. For example the 
execution of the return statement requires that we locate dynamically 
surrounding progs. The go must also locate the latest prog which surrounds 
the go and contains the desired label. The evaluator needs to know when we 
are evaluating a conditional expression and when we are evaluating a 

'4This abbreviation is used in several implementations of LISP. See 
page 280.
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conditional statement; if we are (immediately) in a prog then it’s a conditional 
statement, otherwise it’s a conditional expression. All of this information 
could be discovered by the evaluator using the currently supplied 
information, however the evaluator can be made more efficient by adding a 

bit more explicit information. Most of the additions involve prog-entry, go, 
and return and will therefore be presented when we discuss that part of the 
evaluator. The only addition we will make now will be introduction of a 
variable type which is set to PROC when we begin an evaluation of an 
application, and is set to PROG when we enter a prog. 

We will also rework some of our current sub-functions to improve 
readability. Since sequences of saves happen frequently in the evaluators we 

introduce a new procedure named save’ which acts like a sequence of calls on 
save for arguments other than cont. In this latter case, a call on save_cont is 
simulated. Similarly we introduce an iterated version of restore named 

restore’. 

Problem 

Write restore’ and save’ as macros which expand to calls on save and 
restore. 

Here’s the new peval: 

peval <= X[[ ] [isconset[] + sendldenote[]];restorelcont]; 
isvarl] > send{lookup{]);restore[cont]; 

t > save'[fun,funcl]; 
args;arglistl]; 
cont; evl; "peval,) 1) 

ev! <= X[[ ] restore*largs;func;cont] J] 

It is the responsibility of peval to recognize the occurrence of one of the basic 
forms: a variable, a constant, or a function application. Discovering the 
structure of an application is the business of peval,. We need to know 

whether the function position represents a call-by-value function or a special 

form. So far the only special form we recognize is cond; '® however many of 
the constructs which prog introduced are special forms. We could add a 
collection of recognizers issetg, isgo, isprog, etc, to augment the existing 
iscond. Instead we would rather add a device similar to isprim but instead of 
handling the call-by-value primitives with the underlying evaluator, we wish 
to handle special forms with our own pieces of peval. We need a predicate 

'S ctually quote is also a special form which we recognize, however its 
recognition is handled within isconst.
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named isspec to recognize occurrences of special forms and will need to add 
functions to peval to execute the appropriate programs when isspec is true. 
We will do this by introducing a global table called spectbl. The name 
components of the table will be the names for special forms; the value 
components of spectbl will be the names of functions which will evaluate the 

corresponding special form. '® Then we can write: 

isspec <= Al Mnull[nassoclfun;spectbl}] > f; t > t] 
nassoc <= X[[x,l] [nud] > (); 

eqix;namelfirstt1])) > first); 

t > nassoclx,rest{2]]) 

To execute the appropriate routine we need only put the name in the 
variable cont and loop will do the rest. We can load cont by: 

cont « valspec{ J; where: valspec <= AIL lualuelnassoclfun;s pectbl]]) 

For example, with spectbl bound to ((COND DEVCOND)), our previous 
ceval, would work quite nicely as: 

ceval, <= XI] [éisatomt] > [isspecl] > cont « valspecl 1; 
isprim[] > savelenv;env]; 

Before introducing peval, we should say a bit about the inefficiency 

involved in the isspec-valspec pair. We already noted that the linear search 
encoded in assoc is unnecessarily inefficient. However the present 

predicate-function pair is even more wasteful; if isspec is true we perform 
nassoclfun;spectbl] twice. A more efficient computation might save the result 
of the first call on nassoc in a temporary variable ¢/ and if isspec is true, 
move the value-part of t/ to cont. Thus: 

isspec <= AIL] t1 ¢ nassoclfun,spectbl]] 

[nudd(t!] > f; t > t)) 
with: valspec <= ALL ] valwelt!]] 

This is a useful programming trick but does not add to the clarity of the 
program. In Section 5.5 we shall see a more subtle, but related trick. 

What follows is the remainder of the evaluator interspersed with 
commentary. The main function is peval,; it handles function applications. 

The application is either a call-by-value application or it is a special form. 
An instance of the first requires evaluation of the argument list and then 
evaluation of the procedure body. If the application is a special form then 
the evaluation is handled by a special piece of the evaluator, using the 
mechanism described above. The call-by-value applications are either 

16m the next chapter we will see a more efficient way to recognize and 
execute special forms.
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primitive applications or are anonymous function applications. If the form is 
not recognizable then the function-position is evaluated until a function 
ob ject is recognized. At that time, the function is applied to its argument list. 

The anomalous situation involves the application of a funarg; though 
it is possible to handle this case as a primitive, it is more instructive to 

present it in detail. Here is pevat;: 

eval, <= IC Jlésatom[] > Eisspec[] > cont « valspecl ]; peval, p 
isprim[] > save'[env,env; 

dest ,alloc_dest{createvars()], 

cont; ’ev2; ‘evalargs); 

t + save’lexp;fun,cont; 'ev3; 'peval); 

islambda[] > save’[ env;env; 

dest;alloc_dest(vars(], 

cont; 'ev5; ‘evalargs); 
isfunarg{] > progl{x,y] 

x © ar 
args bodylist{secondlfunll 

© env; 
env « third[fun); 
save’ lenv;env; 

args;x; 
dest,alloc_destlvars{second| fun])); 
env,y,; 

cont; ‘ev? ; ‘evalargs)); 
t > save'lexp;fun; cont; ‘ev3,; "peval] J] 

The functions ev2 through ev8 handle the control in pevat: 

ev2 <= XALL ] link[]; restoreldest); execute(]; restore’[env,cont]] 

This function passes the evaluation to the body of the primitive. 

ev3 <= XL] restorelexp); save’[fun,;receivel],cont; ‘ev4; ‘peval,)) 
ev? is the return point if we have to evaluate the function position of a form. 
When ev? is called the result of that evaluation is in the current dest-slot. A 
receive gets the value; we then pass the new form back to pevaly. 

ev4 <= XI ] restore’[fun,cont]] 

evs <= All ] dink]; restoreldest]; save’largs,bodylistl]; cont; ’evd; ‘evalargs)) 

evd handles the evaluation of the body of a A-expression. Since we are 
allowing multiple-bodied A-expressions (page 196), we pass the bodylist to 
evalargs. If we were restricting ourselves to single-bodied expressions, then 
passing body to peval would suffice. 

ev6 <= X{[ J restore’[args,env;cont)]
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The next four functions handle the evaluation of a sequence of expressions. 
If the sequence is empty, then there is nothing to do. If there is a single 
argument then evaluate it and restore the continuation. Otherwise evaluate 
the first one using peval (sending its result to dest) and then execute ev/J. At 

evll we update the destination block using next and get set to evaluate the 
next argument. 

evalargs <= X([] [emptyargs(] > restorelcont); 

t > savelexp,firstlargs}); 

cont « 'ev9 J] 

ev9 <= XL J[singleargl] + save_cont[ 'evl0; ‘peval); 

t+ save_contl ‘evll; 'pevat} J) 

evl0 <= X{[ J restore’lexp;cont)) 
evli <= XC J nexe[]; 

args © restlargs]; 
exp « firstlargs); 
cont « ‘ev9 )] 

Problem 

Using the mew evaluator, sketch the evaluation of f{A4] where: 

f <= AllxJeglx;Al). 

The combination of evcond and cond! handle conditional expressions. !7 
evcond sets up the evaluation of the predicate position such that the 
computation will continue at condI, When that evaluation is completed cond! 

receives the result. If t is received then the consequent part of that 
conditional clause is evaluated. Note that we use evadargs here since we allow 

extended conditionals (page 194). If f is received we go back to evcond with 
the remaining part of the conditional. 

evcond <= X[[ lemptyargs{) + errI-NO_TRUE_COND_CLAUSE); 
cont « ‘evl; 

t + save_cont[ "condl; ‘peval); 
exp © pred[firstlargs)) J] 

cond! <= XI Jlreceivel] args « conseqlfirstlargs]]; 
save_contt ‘evl; ‘evalargs); 

t > args © restlargs); 

cont « ‘evcond Jj 

'7See the problem on page 219.
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The next four functions deal with functional arguments. If the argument is 
a primitive, then we just quote it; the assumption is that primitives only 
access local variables and therefore don’t need to save the environment. An 
expression which is already funarg-ed is passed as is since it is aready closed 
and therefore has no free variables. If it is a A-expression, we make a 
funarg; otherwise we evaluate the function until we discover its character. 

evfunction <= NI] fun « firstlargs]; 
lisprim[] > send[mkquotelfun]],restorelcont]; 
islambda[] > send[mkfunarglfun;env]],restorelcont]; 
isfunargl] > sendlfun];restorelcont]; 

t > save_conil "funl; "peval]; 
exp + fun J] 

fun! <= Il ] sendimkfunlreceivel J]; cont < ’ev!] 

The functions ev7 and ev8 control the application of a funarg. 

ev7 <= XIL ] restorelenv); 
link(); 

restore’ dest,args]; 

save_coni[ 'ev8; 'evalargs) J] 

ev8 <= X[[ ] restore*Lenv,cont]] 

Special functions are needed to handle explicit calls on the evaluator: 
evaill<form>;<env>]. We set up a destination to receive the values of <form> 
and <env>, and ask evalargs to evaluate these arguments. The results of the 

computation are seen by ev/2; this function sets up the call on peval. 

eveval <= XI ] save'lenv,env; 
dest ,alloc_dest{createvars[(G1 G2))); 

cont, 'ev12; ‘evalargs)) 
evl2 <= AIL] exp « first_des¢[]; 

env © second_dest(); 
restoreldest); 

save_cone[ ‘ev13; 'peval]] 

ev13? <= X{L ]restore‘[env,cont]] (= ev8) 

There is a second form of call on eval which is useful. If we write 
evall<form>], then the <form> is evaluated in the environment which exists 

at the point of call. See problem on page 220. 
The remainder of the evaluator involves the prog related constructs. 

Several new ideas are involved. As we discussed on page 211, we must be 
able to determine whether or not we are executing within a prog: we 
introduced type to handle this. Also every expression or statement in LISP 
has a value. Since we are always send-ing values, we must have a destination 
to receive the values created by prog statements: we will introduce a dummy 
destination which will always receive the value of any statement. This
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destination is named 66, for "bit bucket". Finally, we must handle assignment 
statements. The innovation here is that the send goes to some pre-existing 
destination and destroys the current value: we use a primitive mkdest whose 
effect is to generate a destination pointer to the slot which is to receive the 
value of the right-hand-side of the assignment. In evsetg we use a function 

lookup’ which is similar to lookup except that it returns a pointer to the slot 
containing a value, rather than returning the value in the slot. 

Here are the evaluators for setg and set: 

evsetg <= XI] save’[dest,mkdest[lookup’[firstlargs]]); 
cont; ‘setgl; ‘peval]; 

exp < secondlargs]] 

setgi <= X({ [lx] restoreldest]; 
senal[x]; 

cont « ‘ev! receivel J] 

evset <= X{[ ] save’largs;args; cont; ‘setl; ‘peval); 
exp « firstlargs] ] 

set! <= XI[ ] restorelargs); 
args « mkasslreceive();restlargs]]; 

cont « ‘evsetq ] 

The prog evaluator, evprog, must handle all of the control structures 
which can occur within a prog. Besides ordinary recursion, we can have gos 
and returns. The go must be able to search the control chain for the 
appropriate label, and the return must find the dynamically enclosing prog. 
To handle either of these eventualities, we save some additional information 

when we enter a prog. First we save the current state of the computation; this 
will allow the return to restore everything as it leaves the prog. Next we 
make a new env which has bound all the prog variables to ( ). We save that 
env, since a non-local go will want to restore that env as it returns for 
execution. Finally we create a golist which is a list of all points in the prog 
which have labels. This construct allows us to discover quickly which labels 

are present in the prog and where they are. '8 After all this is done we are 
readv to execute the first line of the prog body. 

'8ip it weren't for the existence of anonymous progs and 
function-modifying functions, we could put the responsibility of making the 
go-list on "<=",
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evprog <= XL ] save’lexp;exp; 
enu;env; 
dest;alloc_destl prog _varslargs]]; 
fun,fun, 
args;prog_bodylargs]; 
type;P ROG]; 

link[); 
save’ [env;env; 

golist;mkgolistlargs]]; 
cont « ‘line ] 

mkgolist <= {[body] progflz] 
a [null[body] > return{z]; 

islabellfirstlbody]] + z « concat{body,;z] J; '9 
body « rest[body); 
gota] J) 

The actual execution of each line of a prog body is controlled by the 
pair line and linel. Their behavior is similar to that of evalargs. line 
examines the next expression; if there is no next statement, we exit with () 

using prog_exit; if the next statement is a label, it is ignored; otherwise we 

prepare to evaluate the expression, setting the destination to 6b. 

line <= AIL] [nulllargs] > prog_exitl( )); 
islabellfirstlargs)] > args « restlergs); 

t + exp © firstlargs]; 
dest — bb; 

save_contl ‘linel; peval] J) 

line! <= 0 ] args © restlargs]; 
cont « ‘line ] 

Note that we don’t change cont in line when we see a label; we just leave it at 
line and loop does the rest. 

We call prog_exit to return ( ) when the body of the prog is empty. 
Thus the discussion of prog_exit involves the semantics of return. Of the 
two control mechanisms, return is simpler than go. Recalling the discussion 
of save on page 204, we need to look through the control-list for the last block 
designating a prog entry. We restore to that saved state and set control to that 
prior point. 

evreturn <= X{[ lexp ¢ firstlargs); 

save_cont{ ‘retl; 'peval) } 

ret] <= X([ ] prog_exitlreceivel]]] 

'8Note that this program handles multiply-labeled statements.
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prog_exit <= r[[val] control ~ find_proglcontrol]; 
restore’[type,args;fun,dest env,exp,;cont); 
send[val] ] 

The go statement is a bit more complicated. When a go statement is 
recognized, we look back through the dynamic chain to find the first 
occurrence of the desired label. If we are in a prog we check the current 
golist; if the label is not found, or if we are not immediately in a prog, we 
look for the latest golist and search it. We continue this process until we 
discover the label. At that time we restore the environment to that which 
encloses the label, reset contro’, and continue the computation at that point. 

evgo <= All Jexp  firstlargs]; 
Lisconstl] serr[BAD_PROG_LABEL); 

notlisvar[]] + save_conel ‘gol; ‘peval] 

t+ control — prog golcontrol;exp) J] 

prog_go <= 
Allenerl;exp] 

progil la [egltype;P ROG] > [check_golexp,golistlentrl]] + restorelenv); 
cont « ‘line; 
returnicntri); 

t+ cntrl « find_golrest[entr!}]; gola) ); 

t+ entrl ¢ find_golentrl]; gole) J] 

check_go <= Al[lab; glist [nulll glist] > F; 

egliab,firstlfirstl glist] + args « restlfirse[ glist)],t; 

t + check_goflab,rese[glist)) ]] 

The origins of the interpreter presented here can be traced from several 
sources: [Bla 71], [Con 73], [Sus 75], [Ste 76b]. 

Problems 

1. This problem involves the escape expression discussed in [Rey 72] and 
implemented in the University of Paris’s LISP [Gre 75]. We introduce 
the form: 

escapel<function>; <form >; ..;<form,>] 

with the following semantics: we evaluate the <form;>’s from left to right, 

returning the value of <form,> unless we encounter an application 

involving <function>. If such an application does appear we perform that 
application and immediately return the resulting value as the value of the 
escape expression. 

Extend our latest evaluator to recognize and execute the escape 
expression. 

2. The semantics of go specified that the argument would be evaluated if it 
were a function application, however the current peval does not handle 
this case. Correct that oversight.
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3. Extend evcond to handle conditional statements. 

4. On page 204 we discussed the implementation of save and restore. 
Implement save and restore for peval. 

5. Write find_go and find_prog. 

6. Revise eveval to handle calls on eval with either one or two arguments. 
See page 216. 

7. Refer to the problem involving multiple setq’s on page 193. There you 
were asked to implement that feature using macros. Either implement a 
macro facility in peval or explicitly introduce such a multiple assignment 
feature. You may implement that feature as either a sequential 
assignment or a parallel assignment. 

8. Recall our discussion of the general catch-throw pair on page 199. 
Implement these functions in peval. 

4.9 Alternatives to eval 

We have seen a lot of evaluators for LISP. We should at least look a bit at 
other possibilities for describing computational behavior. Indeed, what is 
“computation”? When we are given an expression to evaluate we are really 
simulating the application of simplification and substitution rules. The 
simplification rules tell us when an expression can be replaced by another 
expression, typically we think of the replacing expression as being "simpler" 
than the replaced expression. Thus ca7[(A. B)] can be replaced by A, or 

[ft + 2; ..] can be replaced by 2. 
The substitution rules typically allow us to replace a procedure call with 

an appropriately instantiated copy of the procedure body. Thus a 
computation involving append{(A B),(2 3)] is identical to that obtained by 
replacing the occurrence of append[(A B);(2 3)] 

with [null[(A B)] + (2 3); t > concatlfirst{(A B)); 

appendirestl(A B)); 
(2 3) 

The result of such a substitution is usually a candidate for further 
substitutions and simplifications. The collection of simplification and 
substitution rules is called the reduction rules for the language. Given an 
expression, a computation is said to terminate when there are no further 
reduction rules applicable and the reduced expression is a constant of the 
language. That reduced expression is the value of the original expression. 

The difficulties with these schemes come from both practical and 
theoretical considerations. The direct application of reduction rules is quite 
inefficient: making textual substitutions is expensive. Instead we developed 
the ideas of symbol tables to contain the bindings of the variables, rather 
than perform the actual substitutions.
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The theoretical difficulty appears since, at any time in a computation, 
there may be more than one reduction rule which is applicable. A further 
difficulty is that one sequence of reductions may terminate, while another 
sequence of reductions is non-terminating. We have seen this phenomenon in 
previous discussions of call-by-value versus call-by-name, inner-most versus 
outer-most, and normal order reductions versus applicative order reductions. 

Though LISP opted for the call-by-value interpretation of expressions, 
it is possible to develop a call-by-name evaluator. Call-by-name implies that 
we substitute the unevaluated actual parameters for the formal parameters. 
As in eval, we need not make explicit substitutions; appropriate use of symbol 

tables will simulate the action, but now, when we build a symbol table on 

entry to a A-expression we bind the actual expressions to the A-variables. 
When we encounter a variable in the body of the expression we evaluate the 
actual parameter. The difficulty is that an actual parameter itself may 
contain variables, and those variables need to be interpreted in the binding 
environment. This means that we must bind funarg-like expressions to the 
formal parameters. 

Most of ev@lpame iS like eval of Section 3.5, so we only sketch the 

interesting parts. Assume the funarg-expression we manufacture has two 
components, the expr-component, and the env-component. 

We can implement evdlnam, by simply changing the symbol table 

orgainzation, supplying new versions of lookup and mkenv. See page 124 and 
page 152. 

alloc <= X[[vers] ()] 

send <= X{[[var,val;dest] concatimkent[var,val],dest] 

link <= X{[dest,;env] concat[dest;env]] 

lookup <= {[var;env] i*[var,first{env];restlenv]] 

i’ <= Alfn,bl;env] (null[bl] > U'In,firstlenv];restlenv]]; 
eqin;namelfirst[bi]] > evallexpr(valuelfirse[b2]]); 

envirlvaluel firse{od}I); 

t > U[n,restlbllsenv) J 

One advantage of such an evaluator is that it will not evaluate a parameter 
until it actually needs it, whereas eval evaluates all parameters at function 

entry time. If an actual parameter is not used in the computation and the 
computation of that parameter fails to terminate, then eval,am_ Will terminate 

while evai will not. There are disadvantages to evdlname. Every occurrence of 

a variable within the body of the function will involve a re-evaluation of the 
corresponding actual parameter. If there are no side-effects in the 
computation then these repeated computations are an unnecessary expense. 
Several people ((Wad 71], [Vui 74], [Pac 73], [Hen 76], [Fri 76a}) have 
suggested modifications to evdlname to reduce the inefficiency. The basic idea, 

described as call-by-need, is to proceed in the evalname Style until the first use
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of a variable. At that time we evaluate the actual parameter, and modify the 
symbol table, replacing the actual parameter with its value. Further 
references to that variable simply get the value. Obviously the scheme will 
not work correctly if side-effects are present. We leave it to the reader to 
supply the details of evaljeey; see page 224. 

We now explore a different kind of modification to LISP. This one is 
grounded more in practical experience with the programming language, 
though the results do have theoretical interest. It has been noted that 
programmers frequently wish to return more than one value as the result of 
a function application. The standard alternatives in LISP are either to make 
global assignments from within the body of the function, or to return a list of 

the desired values making it the responsibility of the calling program to select 
the proper components. Neither alternative is particularly compelling. 
Programming with extensive side-effects tends to lead to obscure programs 
and may incur unnecessary complications in debugging, see Section 6.23. 
Passing lists back as values requires much additional computation: someone 
must build the list; someone must tear it apart. It is also disturbing that the 
operation being modelled, --multiple-values--, is not recognizable as a 

construct. This is a similar complaint to that we raised in discussing 
labels-and-gos versus an iterative construct. 

Our goal is realizable by a slight extension of the re-interpretation of 
conditional expressions and multiple-bodied A-ex pressions 
(page 194, page 196). 
We will interpret the form: 

Pi > pe» Cin 

to return the e,-values to the calling function in a left-to-right order. If the 

calling program is single-valued then the value it sees is the value of ej,. This 

is compatible with our current interpretation. 
The evaluation of: 

ME I file wt fal II 
will be interpreted similarly. 

For example (Fri 76b] discusses a multiple-valued function named 
sigmasum. This function is to take a list of numbers and return three items: 
the length of the list, the sum of the numbers in the list, and the sum of the 

squares of the numbers in the list. In our notation sigmasum can be 
expressed as: 

sigmasum <= A[[x][null[x] > 0;0,0; 

{> AL [z);29;zg] addJlz,]; 

plusffirst[x];z>]; 
plusltimeslfirstlx],first[x]];zg] ] 

(sigmasumlrest[x]]) J] 

Notice that we use an anonymous A-expression to spread the multiple values 
at the level of the caller.
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Another example is a solution to the samefringe problem [Hew 74}: 
determine whether or not the terminal nodes of two trees are the same, 

respecting order, but irrespective of tree structure. 20 Thus: 

samefringel(A (B (C))); (A BC)] = t 

but samefringel(A (B C)); (AC B)] =F 

samefringe <= X[[x,9] [nudllx] > nudlly]; 

t > Allz1;22:29;zq]leglz | ;z3] > samefringelzy,z4); 

t > fll 
[fringelx],fringely)) ] 

fringe <= Al[x]atom[firstlx]] > first[x]; rest{x]; 

t+ Ally-z] 9; {nudd[z] > restlx); 

t + conslz; rest[x]) ] J 
[fringelfirst[x]]) } ] 

In this solution, samefringe is single-valued but uses values from a 
multiple-valued function. The two values from fringelx] are spread into z, 

and z» and the values from fringely] are spread into zg and 2g. 
It is easy to write an evaluator for such multiple-valued expressions. 

Here is a sketch of the basic parts: 

meval <= X[Lx;e] lisconst[x] > list[denote[x]]; 
isvar[x] siistllookuplx;e]]; 
iscond[x] > mevcond{condbodylx],e]; 

t + mapplylfuntx),mevlistlarglist[x];e],e) J] 

map ply <= I Lfn;args;ellisprimLfn] iistlapplylfn,args;el] 
islambdalfn] > meviistl bodylist{fn}, 

mkenv[vars[fn);args;e) ] 

t + mapplylevallfn;elsargs;e) J] 

mevlist <= [[l;e] [nudlld] > OQ; 

t > append[mevallfirst{t];e]; meviisttrest{l],e]] 1) 

mevcond <= X{[l;e] [null[d] > (); 
first[meval{ pred[first[t]];e]] > mevlisel conseg[firseLt}]; 

env]; 

t + mevconalrest{t];e] J] 

20There are many "solutions" to this problem; the simplest is to flatten 
the trees first, then use equal. Indeed, there are many “problems”; the most 
accurate formulation requires that no cons operations be done. For more 
details and interesting discussions see [Gre 76], [Hen 76], [And 76a], and 
[Fin 76].
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Problems 

—
 . Complete the specification of evalpame- 

2. Complete the specification of eval,..4. To do this, you may assume the 

existence of a binary function named stuff whose first argument x is the 
a name in the symbol table, and whose second argument y is a value. 
stuff is to replace the current binding of x with . 

8. Modify peval to handle multiple-valued functions. 

4. Recall problem 2 on page 154 dealing with the analysis of lookup. Include 
call-by-name and call-by-need in your analysis. 

5. Using the results of the previous problem, make up a table whose rows 
are labeled with the binding implementations: "deep" “shallow”, 
"Weizenbaum", "need", and "name"; and whose columns are labeled with 
the prmitives: alloc, link, send, and the primitives for lookup. Supply the 
entries. 

4.10 Function Definitions 

Now that we have developed these more explicit evaluators, we should 

exploit some of this additional detail. In particular, more of the detail of "<=" 

should be understandable. The effect of f <= A{[x] £] is to put the definition 
of f in the global environment, whereas /abel creates a new dest-block with f 

bound to a funarg consisting of € and that constructed environment. Once 
we leave the environment containing the label definition, that definition is 

effectively destroyed. The effect of "<=" is to be global. A "<="-definition 
could be temporarily superseded by a /abel-definition to the same name and 
therefore our search for a binding for f may mot short-circuit the 
environment chain. 

Our search strategy is encoded in the /ookup function; using the current 
environment, we find the latest active binding for a variable. The prog 

evaluator, peval, of page 214 is a bit more complicated. Besides finding the 

definition we must also determine whether the arguments are to be evaluated. 
The device of isspec (page 212) is sufficient for the evaluators, but has some 
difficulties if we wish to allow user-defined special forms. We will develop a 
syntax for expressing special forms at the user level, and then discuss 
problems of implementation. 

We will define "<;=" to mean ".is defined to be a special form...". A 
special-form definition is also called a fexpr; and a call-by-value definition is 
called an expr. 

A fexpr is defined with either one or two formal parameters. The first 
parameter is always bound to the list of unevaluated actual parameters. If 
the definition has a second formal parameter, then the environment at the
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point of call is assigned to the second parameter. This distinction needs to 
be made if we expect to perform some evaluation of the formal parameters 
within the fexpr. Using the implementation of eval discussed on page 216 
we can write either evad[<form>;<env>] or eval[<form>]. In the latter case the 

environment that is used is the environment which was current when the 
eval is performed. Sometimes this is not the desired environment. Consider: 

fl <= Allx] progily] 

ye 2; 
returnlevallfirst[x]]]]] 

If we execute fI[0], x will be bound to the list (0) and evallfirst{x]] will 
return 0 as expected. But if we execute: 

ye 9; 
fily]; 

then x gets bound to (Y), and eval[Y] will find the value associated with Y¥ to 
be 2, and the value of fily] is 2, rather than the expected 0. 

The problem is that the call on eval takes place in the prog 
environment. We can correct this by making the definition with two 
arguments, binding the second to the environment at the point of call to the 
fexpr: 

f2 <= Afx;a] progily] 

ye 2; 
returnfevallfirstlx];a])]) 

yp © 0; 
fatyl; 

The call on f2 will use the environment with being 0 rather than 2. 
As a final example: 

f? <= Allee] progllz] 

ye 2; 
return{evallfirst(x],a]]]] 

ye 0; 
f3ty); 

would return 2. 
As we have just seen, special forms must be used with care. However, 

they are useful in several contexts. Recall that we restricted LISP 
call-by-value functions to have a fixed number of arguments. For example if 
we wish to add four numbers or append three lists we have to write 
something like: 

pluslx,,[pluslxa;plusixgxqg) or appendlappend|l,,lo);ls] 

Since plus and append are associative operations we would rather write: 

pluslxo;%9.%q] or  appendll,;lo,lg]
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We discussed the macro implementation of these constructs in Section 3.12. 

Using a special form, we could write plus as: 

plus <—=-Al [Wye] progtfsum] 
sum < 0; 

@ (null{t] > return[sum]), 
sum © xplus[sum,evallfirst{(];e]]; 
le rest(0); 
go{a]]] 

Notice that we could have used eval with one argument unless the variables / 
or sum appeared as constitutents of the actual parameters. 

Recalling Section 3.12, we can use <= to extend the evaluator. For 

example, and could be defined as: 

and <= X[[l;e] evand[l;e]] where evand is defined on page 155. 

The implementation of g <,= A{[x] §] requires that we represent the fact 
that g is a fexpr rather than an expr. The implication of isspec of page 212 
is that we have two tables: one for exprs, one for fexprs. This complicates the 
search strategy unnecessarily. Indeed there should only be one definition or 
value associated with a name at any one time, so a single table should be 
both necessary and sufficient. We do need some way of determining the 
calling style to be used when applying the definition. One way is to revise 
the isspec technique slightly: we use lookup for all searches, but also have a 

table relating function-name with its calling style. One difficulty with this 
scheme is that we could not handle anonymous fexpr definitions. Therefore 
some versions of LISP replace the character "A" with another special 
character when making fexpr definitions. For example: 

g <= Mlxy] E12 g <= Allx,y) §] 
We would translate such @-expressions into S-expr form, and extend 

the evaluator to recognize such constructs. 
We could use a similar technique to recognize macro definitions. The 

next chapter will discuss some alternative implementations. 

Problems 

—
 . Define dist as a special form. 

2. Write a version of peval to handle 6-expressions. 

3. Define two special forms, de and df, which will implement <= and <,= 

respectively. The format of these special forms is identical. For example: 
de[<name>;<formal parameters>;<body>] 

will implement 
<name> <= A[<formal parameters> <body>]
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4.11 Rapprochement: In Retrospect 

As with the review section of the previous chapter, this section is a mixture 

of the practical and the theoretical. That is a healthy attitude to cultivate 
when discussing programming languages. For example, in the first section of 
this chapter we claimed that a theoretically expected relationship between 
call-by-name and call-by-value breaks down in the presence of side-effects. 
The idea of side-effects is a decidedly practical one, based on the "practical" 
notion of a "variable" as a "box which contains a value", rather than the 
mathematical notion of a "variable" as a description for an anonymous, but 
fixed, element of a domain. 

Consider the following xpresson 

prog [TL] y< 0; 
ALEx] proetl ] 
‘oop a ~ golloop)) 
[ye 

If this expression is evaluated using call-by-value, we bind y to 0, and 
evaluate the anonymous A-expression. That entails evaluation of y « J, before 
entering the prog. The computation of the prog body terminates, returning 
NIL. Call-by-name evaluation would not evaluate y«/ and the 
computation would not terminate. 

The issue of side-effects highlights an important distinction between 
“variables” in the mathematical sense and "variables" in the programming 
sense. In mathematics, we use the term, variable, to designate a fixed, but 

anonymous, ob ject: "let x be a real number ...". In programming languages, an 
object is “variable” as opposed to a "constant", meaning that the quantity 
associated with the ob ject may vary. Thus the idea of “box which contains a 
value” arises again. The manipulation of variables in languages leads to 
further distinctions. 

Applicative languages, modelled after the A-calculus, simulate the 
reduction rules by associating an environment or symbol table with an 
expression. What is being simulated is a “copy rule" which says that the 
reduction is to be done by making a copy of the expression, substituting the 

actual parameters into the copy wherever one of the A-variables appeared in 
the original expression. The effect of the symbol table is to share a common 
instance of the actual parameter. The idea of sharing becomes central when 
we discuss assignments and the behavior of side-effects. If copies of values 
are made, the issue of side-effects vanishes. Important distinctions arise 

when we are able both to saare values and to destructively change values. 
This combination of properties is present in the general assignment 
statement. Because of the close relationship between assignment and LISP’s 
A-binding, A-binding is sometimes called a “pushdown” assignment 
([New 61]}), as compared with a “destructive” assignment. The ad jective,
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“pushdown”, refers to the A-binding’s ability to save the prior binding of a 
A-variable in such a way that it may be restored after the computation is 
completed. 

Differences in binding are highlighted by the implementation of 
function. In the applicative subset, function is satisfactorily implemented by 
the FUNARG triple, where the substitution is represented by a pointer to the 
binding environment. In the presence of assignment statements, this 
equivalence breaks down. 

Consider the following example due to H. Samet: 

f <= Mle] prog [0 
ae atl; 

return{legla;1] > x; t > -xJI]] 
g <= Allx, fun) progtf] 

a 
returntfuntelII) 

Now evaluate A{/] where A <= Af{le] ef ?,function[f]]] 

If we implemented function as a direct substitution of values for free 
variables, then A[/] would yield -3. The implementation of function as a 
pointer to the binding environment yields 3. It is clear where the problem 
lies; we have assigned to a non-local variable after the substitution would 

have been carried out. However, compare the current situation with the 

example on page 145. The lesson to be learned is that assignment statements 
do not fit well with the substitution model. 

We enriched the LISP subset to allow such constructs as iteration and 
assignment; therefore, we wished to provide an evaluator which adequately 
reflected the implementation, or pragmatics, of these facilities. We could have 
modelled them directly in the initial LISP subset, but the representation 
would not convey the intended implementation. As a result, we developed an 
interpreter which directly modelled the assignment statements, return 
statements, and non-local go statements. These are some of the most 
troublesome areas to reflect in an applicative model. 

The result of our investigations was peval. This evaluator expresses the 
implementation of the enriched subset of LISP; it is self-explanatory in the 
sense that any construct which peval uses has a data structure representation 
which is recognizable by peval. That is, peval can interpret expressions 
involving representations of peval. 

The process of developing peval exposed the control structure of LISP 
just as the development of eval in Chapter 3 exposed the access structure. A 
data structure model for access environments was necessary since the 
implementation of function demanded it. Traditional LISP does not allow 
such generality in the area of control structure. The appearance of non-local 
gos and returns requires control behavior analogous to that of functional
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arguments, but control regimes analogous to that of functional values do not 
appear in LISP. More recent demands from LISP users have prompted 
development of generalized control structures in LISP-like languages 
([Hew 72], [Pre 72], [Pre 76a], [Bob 73a], [Con 73]). Now that we have 
developed the data structure representation for control, we could extend 
LISP to allow manipulation of control structures. We resist that temptation, 
leaving such experimentation to the reader. 

As we have just seen there are alternatives to some of the 
LISP-techniques and there are some things which, in retrospect, LISP could 
have done better. There are some conceptual difficulties with LISP 
evaluation. We have seen some computational schemes which will give 
values when LISP’s call-by-value does not terminate. Whether these schemes 
are better is a debatable point. Programmers tend to think "call-by-value," 
but it is not clear whether that is habit, training, or a fundamental point of 

view towards computation. 21 
The practical and the theoretical aspects of programming languages 

have much common ground. As we have seen, the notion of “function” in 
mathematics is different from the notion of "LISP function.” The former is a 
set-theoretic notion, the latter is an algorithmic notion. With the introduction 
of iteration, a further discrimination is needed. A useful classification of 
"recursive" appears in [Hew 76]. 
1. "Recursive" in the sense of recursive function theory ([Rog 67]) meaning 

that there is an algorithm which specifies the function. This involves a 
precise study of the concepts of algorithm and computability. 

2. “Recursive” in the sense of self-referential. The definition of an algorithm 
makes reference to the algorithm itself. The idea of "self-reference" needs 
to be handled carefully. The definition may involve mutual recursion: f 
calls g, and g calls f. Also, we saw on page 149 that a function may be 
dynamically self-referential, while the static text is not. 

2lCompare [And 76] in discussing call-by-name versus call-by-value: 
"programs which don’t terminate usually have bugs, and programmers would 
rather find out sooner (call-by-value) than later (call-by-name)”.
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3. Finally, “recursive” is used meaning "non-iterative’. This is the usual 
interpretation imposed in programming languages. This sense implies 
some assumptions about the evaluation implementation. Basically, it is to 

mean that a recursive evaluation will require more bookkeeping than the 
iterative evaluation. A problem on page [93 asked for an iterative 
evaluation of fact[2]; fewer environments were created there than we 
required for the evaluation of the "recursive" (in the sense of 2) version. 
This third use of the word “recursive” is the least well defined and 
understood. It is frequently believed that “recursive” in the sense of 2 
implies the third "recursive." The third sense is more a property of the 
implementation of the evaluation scheme than a property of the 
algorithm. Techniques are know for evaluating several classes of 
"recursive" algorithms using iterative storage requirements; [Hew 76], 
[Sus 76], [Gre 76a]. 

Since the ideas involved in “recursive” are so important to LISP and 
programming languages in general, we want to explore the ideas further. We 
will be most concerned with "recursive" in sense 2; we want to understand 
what is involved in giving a recursive definition. We now have three ways 
to define functions: the abel operator, the "<="-operator, and the assignment 
statement. We need to understand the differences between these operations. 

To begin with, we were able to give counterexamples to interpreting: 

f<=Allx) EJ] as fe Mx) &) 

The discussion of binding and environments made 

f © function{rllx] £1) a more likely candidate; however this interpretation is 
also not adequate. 

We might implement fact <= A[[x][x=0 > 1; t > »[x,factlx-1]]]] as: 

fact « function[Allx] ... fact(x-1) ...J 

Consider an initial environment with fact defined: 

fact| Allx] ... facelx-1] .. 1: E; 

We will demonstrate the inadequacy of two natural interpretations of 
function values: direct assignment of value, and assignment of funarg. We 
execute foo « fact and baz « function[fact], giving: 

i 
E. | £E, 

fact| (lx)... factlx-1) ..]:E 
: E, foo | (Lx) ... factlx-1) ... 

baz | fact : E, 

(a
 c
o
)
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Things don’t look quite right; the “intent” of both foo+« fact and 

baz « function[fact] was to make foo and baz synonymous with fact. That 
clearly is not the case though the right thing happens if we were now to 
evaluate an expression involving foo or baz. The problem is that it happens 
for the wrong reason even though the occurrence of fact in the body of foo 
will find the right definition of fact; an application of baz will find the 
definition of fact. 

One more step will lead to disaster: fect ¢ [x] x] 

E, 
E. | E, 

fact| Al[x}<] 
foo | fx) ... factlx-1] ... : E; 
baz | fact: E; 

Now we are really lost. Though it is reasonable to redefine fact -- it is only a 
name -- our intent was to keep baz and foo as realizations of the factorial 
function. This intent has not been maintained. 

fact <= A[[x] ... factlx-1] ... ] is quite different from: 

foo <= lx]... factlx-1]..)  ?? 
To understand what has happened we look at assignments to simple 
variables rather than functional variables. It is clear how the environment 
should change during the execution of the sequence: 

xe F 

yex 
x« 4 

Let’s try something slightly more complicated: 

xe] 

xen. 6 
Here we first assign / to x; then we evaluate the right hand side of the next 

Statement. We look up the current value of x, perform the arithmetic 
computations, and finally assign the value -5 to x. Compare this to the fact 
definition; there we made a point of not “evaluating” the name fact in the 
right hand side of "<=". 

Notice that after an assignment like y« x has been executed, then 
equality holds between the left-hand and right-hand quantities. Let’s look 

more closely at the relationship between "+" and "=". Consider x ¢ x? - 6. 

?2In LISP 1 ({[McC 60]) considerations were given to representing 
recursive definitions as circular structure, instead of referring to the name. 
That would have solved the current problem.
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After the assignment is made, equality does not hold between left- and 

right-hand sides. Now consider x = x?-6. Interpreting this expression as 
an equation, not as an expression whose value is true or false depending on 
the current value of x, we find two solutions: let x have value -2 or 3. If we 

examine our “definition” of fact in this light, interpreting "<=" as being 
related to "=" rather than “ce”, then we are faced with an equation to be 
solved, only now the form of the solution is a function which satisfies the 
equation. There may be many solutions, there may be no non-trivial 
solutions. In our case there is at least one solution: the usual factorial 
function. So what we should write is something more like: 

fact « a solution to the equation: f = A[[x][x=0 > 1; t > s[x,flx-7]]. 
That is, the real intent of the recursive definition of fact was to define a 
function to effect the computation of factorial and then to name that function 
fact. Questions of when solutions exist, how many, and which are the “best" 
solutions is a topic of much current research ([Man 74)). 

We have seen a related result in the problem on page 183; we were to 

show that fact = r[fact]. That is, fact is a solution to the equation [x] = x. 
Solutions to such equations are called fixed points. 

The fact result is an instance of a more general result: 

for any T, define A <= Allg] rlfunction[Allx] efglx]]I]] 

(Y) 
then Alfunction[A]] = tlAlfunction[A])] 

We shall not prove this result but we can give some insight into its 
justification as we develop the mathematical properties of label; we continue 

our discussion of Section 3.13. Recall A, and A, from page 232. In any 

environment 4, should map Jabellf;g] in such a way that the denotation of f 
is synonymous with that of g. That is, f is a mapping satisfying the equation 

f(t,, oaey t,) = g(t, ooey t,). So: 

A, [abet I) = A.D g I) 

This will suffice for our current A-definitions; we need not modify | since the 

name f will never be used within the evaluation of an expression involving 

We must be a bit careful. Our treatment of non-local variables in 
LISP (on page 127 and in Section 3.8) requires that these variables be 
evaluated when the function is activated rather than when the function is 
defined. Thus a A-definition generally requires an environment in which to 
evaluate its non-local variables. So its denotation should be a mapping like: 

env + [S" > S] rather than simply [S" » S]. This is consistent with our 
understanding of the meaning of A-notation. It is what function was 
attempting to describe. What we previously have called an open function is 

of the form: [S° > S]. Given a name for a function in an environment we 
can expect to receive a mapping from env to an element of Fn.
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A modification of our handling of label is required to describe the case 

for recursion: 

A, [abel fig) = 40g Iki ; <f,4,[g I>) 

Interpreting this equation operationally, it says: when we apply a dabel 
expression in an environment it is the same as applying the body of the 
definition in an environment modified to associate the name with its 
definition. This is analogous to what the LISP apply function will do. Since 
this interpretation of /abel is inadequate in general contexts, we should look 
further for a general reading of Jabel. Our hint comes from our 
interpretation of "<=" as an equality. Recall: 

fact « a solution to the equation: f = Al[x][x=0 > 1; t > (x,flx-2) 

What we need is a representation of an “equation-solver” which will 
take such an equation and will return a function which satisfies that 
equation. In particular we would like the best solution in the sense that it 

imposes the minimal structure on the function. 23 This request for minimality 
translates to finding the function which satisfies the equation, but is 

least-defined on other elements of the domain. This discussion of “feast” 
brings in the recent work of D. Scott and the intuition behind this study 
again illuminates the distinction between mathematical meaning 

(denotational) and manipulative meaning (operational). 
Consider the following LISP definition: 

f <= MInIn=0 9 0; t > +[fln-1)(2;subi[n])]) 

When we are asked what this function is doing, most of us would proceed 

operationally; that is, we would begin computing f[n] for different values of 
n --what is f(0]?, what is ff{i],... It is profitable to look at this process 
differently: what we are doing is looking at a sequence of functions, call them 

fs . 

fo= {<O,L>,<1,1>, ... 

f,; = {<0,0>,<1,1>, ... 

fp = {<0,0>,<1,1>, ... 

fg = {<0,0>,<1,1>,<2, 

} when we begin, we know nothing. 

} now we know one pair. 
} now two 

4>,... } now three 

thinks im Eureka!! 

When or if, we realize that the LISP function denotes the "squaring 
function” for non-negative integers, then we have moved from pragmatics to 
semantics. The process of discovering the denotation may be likened to a 
limiting process which converges to a function satisfying the LISP definition. 

231 ike a free group satisfies the group axioms, but imposes no other 
requirements.
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That is: 

A((n) n?) = limit of the f’s 

where f, may also be characterised as: 

n? if Osnsi 
f,(n) = 

1 if i<n or n<O 

We may think of our “equation-solver" as proceeding in such a manner. 
As with simpler equations, there may be several solutions. For example, we 

have seen that a function, g, defined to be n/ for n20 and O for n<0 also 
satisfies the LISP definition of fact. The expected solution for fact is 

undefined for n<O, and is therefore “less defined” than g. We would like our 
equation solver to produce a minimal solution, if possible. 

That is, Y applied to a term T gives a function f satisfying f = 7(f). 

¥(r) = 7(¥(1)) 
Also f should be minimal in the sense that any other function which 

Satisfies the equation is more defined than f. Compare this with page 232. 

That result can be interpreted as saying: for any T 

¥(r) = h(h) where hh = ((g)7(e(g))) 

Such an equation solver does exist; it is called the fixed-point operator. It is 

designated here by Y. To comprehend Y we generalize from the previous 
example. 

In terms of our example we want a solution to f = r(f), where: 

7(g) = A((n) if(n=0, 0, g(n-1)+2*n-1)) 

Our previous discussion leads us to believe that \((n) n?) for n 20 is the 
desired solution. 

How does this discussion relate to the sequence of functions f;? Let’s 

look at the behavior of 7 for various arguments. The simplest function is the 

totally undefined function, . . 74 

7(1L) = A((n) if(n=0, O, 1(n-1)4+2¢n-1)) 

but this says 7(.L) is just f,. Similarly, 

7(r(L)) = AC(n) if(m=0, O, f,(n-1)+2#n-1)) 

is just fp. Writing 7' for the composition of 7..7, i times, 7° we can say 

f,= 71) or, 

A((n)n?) = lim; , oT (1) 

24T his . is the totally undefined function in [Fn > Fo]. 
25Define T° to be L in [Fn>Fn].
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It can be shown that the least fixed-point of an equation f = r(f) 
satisfies the relation: 

¥(7) = lim,o7 (1) 

So the denotation for label might be better described by: 

A,Liobett fg 1 Tk) = YOChH) 4, [Dg IKI: <f,h>)) 

rather than: 

A, [abet 91 Il) = A.D. g KK! : <t,4,.g I>) 

The characterizations are not equivalent. The behavior of 

A, [Ltabettcar;car) will exhibit a discrepancy. The fix-point characterization 

reduces dabel[car;car) to the minimal solution of the equation Car =Car; that 

solution is £. The LISP interpretation of label[car;car] gives car. The 
general question of the correctness of the denotational semantics which we 
are developing is the subject of [Gor 73]. 

In summary, LISP has two ways of assigning values to functions: label 
and <=, The use of /abel manufactures a new “knotted” environment but 
does not always find the mimimal solution [Gor 73]. The evaluation of 

f <= ® is interpreted as f « ©, where the assignment is made in the global 
environment. LISP’s solutions are sufficient for most definitions, but a more 

general treatment of the ideas involved in function definitions is needed 
from both practical and theoretical considerations. 

A mathematical treatment of the imperative features of programming 
languages requires an extension of our model. An essential ingredient of 
imperatives is their ability to produce side-effects. This is usually modelled 
by including some notion of “the state of the machine’. In such a 
development, the 4 function is specified in terms of an expression, an 
environment, and a state. 

Problems 

1. The foo-fact-baz example of page 230 is not described directly in LISP. 
Can you write a LISP program, without progs which will also exemplify 
this difficulty? 

4.12 LISP Machines 

"in the beginning was the Word" 

John, 1:1
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“in the beginning was the Word all right, but it wasn’t a fixed 
number of bits” 

R. S. Barton, Software Engineering 

The LISP definitions and expressions which we have been writing are 
expressed in a language called the meta-language, and the LISP expressions 
are called M-expressions or M-exprs. The most primitive data structures of 
LISP are called S-expressions. We have seen that it is possible to represent 
M-expressions as S-expressions, and indeed, that significant results are 
obtained from such a mapping. The programming language, LISP, uses 
the S-expr translation of the LISP algorithms. As we move from the more 
formal aspects of LISP to the practical details of implementations, we should 
reflect on some of the features of LISP which make it a unique programming 
language. 

The arguments to LISP programs are S-exprs and since we are writing 
LISP programs in S-expr form, then data and program are indistinguishable. 
Programs must have a very special structure, but program and data are both 
S-exprs just as in most hardware machines the contents of locations which 
contain data are not distinguishable from locations which contain 

instructions. 7° On a typical contemporary machine it is the way in which a 
location is accessed which determines the interpretation given to the location. 
If a processor accesses the location via the program counter, the contents are 
executed as an instruction. That same location can usually be accessed as 
part of a data manipulating instruction. In that case, the contents are simply 
taken to be data. LISP is one of the few high-level languages which also has 

this property 2” It gives the programmer exceptional power. 
Since the next three chapters delve more deeply into implementation 

details and machine organization, it is useful to illuminate the similarities 

between LISP machines and traditional computers, The similarities are 

striking. A contemporary machine is a computer which executes 
well-behaved programs segments referencing very well-behaved data 
structures. A LISP architecture, catering to program debugging, has a 
different emphasis. We will see the traditional design as a specialization of a 
LISP design. 

26 few machines have been built to enforce a dichotomy between data 
and program; the HP3000 and several of the Burroughs machines ([Org 73], 
[Dor 76]) follow this approach. 

27The IPL series of languages ([New 61]) had this property, however 
those languages were more reminiscent of assembly language.
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Our discussion will be restricted to common features of contemporary 

computers; we will not single out one specific architecture. ?® The basic item 
of information in the computer will be the word; That word will consist of 

binary bits, zero and one: 

81... 18 

The number of bits in a word will not be too relevant for this 
discussion, however we will assume that each word contains the same number 

of bits. The "word" is our basic unit of data. Since programs will be 
specified as collections of words, it will be convenient to introduce an 
information unit for program representation. 

In most machines, the words are not simply scattered about like loose 
paper on a desk top. Rather, they are arranged neatly like the pages in a 
book. Each word has an associated number called a its location. We will call 
a sequential collection of computer words a vector. For example: 

  

188 1@... 1 

181 Bl... 1 
  

  

  
111 11... 8 

1088 18... 1 
        

The numbers preceeding the words are the locations of the words. In 

this example we have sketched the vector from locations 4g through 10. . 2° 

A program will be stored in memory as a vector of numbers. 
Over this simple matrix of words and vectors the computer industry 

has presented a myriad of representations for instructions and data items. A 
ubiquitous feature is the execution cycle of a stored program machine. 

For simplicity, we will assume that the architecure is a single-address 
instruction machine. This implies that each instruction of our machine will 

?8Readers who are familiar with computer architecture may find much 
of this discussion too simple; however our discussions wid? show relationships 
between LISP and other architectures, and raise some interesting questions 
about machine design. 

2°The notation "ig" denotes the base eight, or “octal”, representation of 
i. In the remainder of this section, any numeral is an octal numeral.
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specify two parts; an operation, and a single operand. Since many operations 
we wish to perform expect two operands, the address format may reference 
an implicit operand. That operand, named AC, is a special register in the 
machine. For example, an instruction ADD 100 would mean form the sum 

of the number represented in location 100 and the number represented in 

AC, and place the summation back in AC. °° Thus the result of the addition 
is “accumulated” in AC; AC is also called the “accumulator.” Or JMZ 101 
might mean “begin execution at location 101 if the contents of AC is a 
representation of zero; otherwise execute the instruction following the J] MZ." 

We will postpone more detailed examination of specific machine instructions 
until Ghapter 6. We wish to concentrate on the mechanisms which a 
computer uses to execute a program. 

The program counter, denoted by PC, is used to control the execution 
path of a program. If PC references an instruction like the ADD above, then 
the machine executes the addition and then prepares to execute the next 
instruction in the sequence. The details of the /MZ are a bit more 
complicated. If the contents of the AC is (a representation of) zero then the 
machine will place /0/ in the PC so that it can execute the instruction in 
location 101, otherwise the instruction following the JMZ is executed. Our 
intent should be clearer now, but we can do better with a diagram. 
Something like: 

i: C(IR) — C(C(PC)) 

C(PC) « C(PC) + 1 
execute C(IR) 
goto] 

The notation, C(x), is read “contents of x"; the arrow "e" is read 
“replaced by". The IR, or Instruction register, is an internal register used to 
hold the instruction we are to execute. So step-by-step the diagram reads: "the 
contents of IR are replaced by the contents of the contents of PC"; that gets 
the next instruction. Next, “contents of PC are replaced by contents of PC 
plus /. Note that PC is incremented before execution of the instruction. If we 
incremented PC after the execution of the instruction, and the instruction 

were a JMdZ-type instruction, then the PC might get a spurious 

incrementation. Finally we execute the instruction and then go back to fetch 
the next instruction. Embellishments of this basic cycle will get us to a LISP 
machine. 

We will assume that any such word can contain an instruction or data, 

and the interpretation of a word depends on the way the execution 
mechanism of the machine accesses the word. For example, the contents of a 

3° Actually the operation "ADD" will not appear in the memory; rather, 
a bit-pattern will appear there and the computer must interpret that pattern 
to mean "ADD".
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location can be used both as an instruction and as data; if location /0/ 

contained the representation of the instruction ADD 101, then the execution 
cycle for that instruction would involve location /0/ in both roles; instruction 

and data. This dual role of instruction and data occurs in less ad hoc 
situations. An assembler converts an external string of characters into a 
vector of bit patterns which a loader finally converts into real machine 
instructions. Many of the bit patterns which the loader receives from an 
assembler are simply machine "instructions", however the loader acts on them 
as data items; it does not execute them. 

Several machines allow certain embellishments of the operand field of 
an instruction; indirect addressing is one example. If an operand is fetched 
indirectly, that means that contents of the operand field are not used directly 
as data, but are interpreted as a further address and the contents of that 
further address are examined. If the machine allows arbitrarily deep indirect 
addressing, that further address is examined to see if it specifies additional 
indirection. This chain of indirect addressing must terminate with a “real” 
address if the instruction which instigated this mess is ever to complete its 
execution. 

For example, let a modifier i indicate indirect addressing, then 
ADD 10 i means don’t add the contents of location /0 to AC but look at the 
contents of location 10 to determine the address. If the contents of location 10 
is 2, then the contents of location 2 will be added to AC. If location /0 

contained 2 i, then indirect cycle continues and the contents of location 2 

would be inspected for an address. However if the contents of location /0 is 
10 i, then we will continue to fetch the contents of location 10, looking for an 
operand which will not be forthcoming. 

We should examine several of the conventions of this machine, asking 

if they are fundamental to the architecture or are more whims or historical 
accidents. After all the original Von Neumann machines were numerically 

oriented. °! Why should data be numerical? Why should the instructions be 
sequential? Why do we need accumulators? Let’s examine indirect 
addressing more closely. 

Indirect addressing is actually a special case of an interesting idea: 
instead of requiring that the operand be a data item, let the operand specify 
a further operation. There are several problems with this scheme, none of 
which are insurmountable as we shall see. However, the most important 
problem for our current concerns is: if an operand may specify a further 
operation, then we must have a way of terminating the "get-new-operand” 
fetch. We saw two solutions in the indirect address paradigm: 

1. An instruction will not invoke indirection if the ¢ modifier is not present 
in the instruction. 

3'[Car 75) is interesting paper on the practical design proposed by 
Alan Turing (of the theoretical Turing machine fame); Turing’s machine 
had a much more non-numerical flavor.
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2. An indirect addressing cycle will terminate the operand fetch when it 
comes across a reference which does not contain the i modifier. 

These two solutions generalize nicely: 

1. Have operations which look no further. That is, their operand may look 
like an operation, but it is not to be taken as such in the current context. 

This is the effect of the quote operator. 

For example: 

loc ADD loc 

When we execute loc, we also access |oc as data. 

2. Supply each word with an indicator that distinguishes data from 
instruction. The operand fetch would terminate when a “real” operand 
was fetched. 

As we have already noted, some machines do supply a data-instruction 
indicator (though not for the purpose we have ascribed to it); and as we 
have further noted, we do not plan to follow this policy. The freedom to 
move freely between data and instruction is very powerful, albeit dangerous. 
We would like uniform access to program elements and data elements. That 
is, an instruction can reference either data locations or instruction locations. 

In terms of our current machine this means: 

If a location is referenced by the PC then its contents is decoded as 
an instruction. If a location is referenced as an operand then its 
contents is taken as data. 

We want similar flexibility in a LISP machine. What “arbitrary" 
decisions in the current architecture should we replace? The data items are 
particularly puny. As an initial generalization, we might consider a "vector" 
machine. Here, the basic data units would be vectors of numbers. The would 

lead to an interesting generalization: the ADD operation might now specify 
the component-wise addition of two vectors, etc... Also programs would be 
representable as data items, since they are vectors. That’s some 

improvement. 32 But data and programs are still represented linearly, and the 
data items are all representations of numbers. Surely we can do better. 

First, realize that most programs are not linear; they typically have 
jumps and subroutine calls. A linearity is imposed on program structure 
because of the gratuitous incrementation of the program counter. That 
linearity becomes particularly bothersome when one has to patch machine 
language programs. Note also that much data is non-numerical in nature; 

32This generalization is similar to that available in APL.
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and much of that information has more complex structure than that supplied 
by a “vector” machine. "Ah, Hah!", you exclaim; we might want vectors, of 
vectors, of ... vectors, because that’s a more general structuring of data and 
could be used to reflect the non-linear structure of programs, and ... 

Excellent! Now you’re ready for a LISP machine! 

The processor of a "LISP machine" is eval. 3° If eval references an 
S-expr via its "program counter", then that S-expr is decoded via the 
internals of eval. If an S-expr is referenced as an argument, then it is taken 

as data. °4 The identity of program and data is not fixed even within the 
execution; a LISP program can create a data structure which can then be 
executed either explicitly, by appearing as an argument to eval, or implicitly, 
by appearing in the function-position of an application. A LISP machine is 
a generalization of the simple computer. The operations which get the next 
instruction or get the next data object, are more complex since neither 
program nor data is sequentially related. The next chapters will discuss 
implementations of LISP structures on traditional computers. 

The simplest way to communicate with such a machine is to read an 
S-expr translation of a LISP expression into memory, evaluate the 
expression, and print the result. Several implementations of LISP use a 
variant of this “read-eval-print™ loop: 

progll) 
a printlevallread[] ) I]; 

gola]) 

Note the similarity with loop on page 210 and the basic execution cycle of 

our simple computer. °° 
A LISP machine is a calculator using list-notation input and converting 

the output from LISP programs to list-notation wherever possible. But 
internally, all manipulations are done on the S-expression representation. 
LISP will allow you to manipulate the representation of the lists. The LISP 
S-expr operations like car, cdr, and cons operate without complaint on lists, 

even though we have repeatedly said that these functions are S-expression 
functions. LISP’s attitude toward car and cdr is similar to its treatment of 
gos and labels: these are useful primitives from which to build tools. 

One effect of this generality is to present the unwary LISP user with an 
incredible potentiality for generating programming errors. The alternative, 
to require declarations for all data objects and disallow run time 
modifications to programs offers a debugging tool of some power. If we 

38several "LISP machines" have been proposed or actually built 
including: [Got 74], [Gre 74], [Deu 73), and [Bar 71] 

“This goes for funargs as well: until they're applied, they're data. 

%8The details of read and print, two of the input and output 
operations in LISP, are discussed in the next chapter.
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write programs such that the type of each data object must be given, °° and 
if we write each function such that the process of binding arguments to 
values must check that the type of the actual parameter agrees with the type 
of the parameter of the function, then a very large number of programming 
errors can be located almost as soon as they occur. You can think of the 
parameter-passing mechanism as a "fire-wall,” which will help contain the 
deviant behavior to within the particular function. 

Any function which gets called has a right to expect that it will be 
called with reasonable values. Part of being reasonable is having the correct 
number of arguments given to it; cons[A; B; C] is as bad as cons[A]. Part of 
being reasonable is having the right kind of arguments; we don’t expect 
results from subl[A]. We should not expect that the functions are sufficiently 
omniscient to convert an argument of the wrong kind into a proper one. If a 
function is written to expect an argument of type polynomial then it should 
complain if it receives an argument of type /ist even though the current 
representation for polynomials might be special instances of lists. 

Many programming languages do offer such omniscience. Fortran calls 
this service “conversion”; Algol68 calls it “coercion”. However if each 
function accepts whatever argument it is given and attempts to use it in its 
computation, then the first indication of trouble will occur when a primitive 
function is called and causes some error deep within the implementation. 
Typically this indication of error is way past the actual source of the 
difficulty. The alternative is to explicitly code tests into the entry code of 
each function definition; but that’s an expensive use of the programmer’s 
time and computation time. What typically happens is that the tests are left 
out and intensive debugging soon follows. 

As with most areas of programming, coercion is not a black-or-white 
issue. A strong type structure can hinder as well as help. Requiring explicit 
declarations and directions for conversion is frequently annoying. Several 
important programming tasks are type-free. In particular, the debugging 
programs must be able to freely access all parts of the representation of 
program and data without regard for type. To make debugging meaningful, 
such programs must modify existing structures, changing data structures and 
programs. When dealing with large complex computations, it is not 
acceptable to edit programs, recompile them, and reinitialize the whole 

computation. More sophisticated debugging techniques must be developed. 
LISP’s position is that it is the user’s responsibility to handle all type 

restrictions by programmed tests. LISP has no capability to maintain 
abstract data structures, in fact, the implementation of LISP itself is open to 

programmer modification. However people have begun investigations of 
“typed LISP" [Car 76], and some implementations of LISP [Int 75] give some 
aids in constructing and maintaining typed data structures. 

3®For example, in Section 2.3 the types of the arguments to diff should 
be <poly> and <variable>, not list and atom.
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Symbolic expressions are the only real data structure; we almost have 
sequences as a data structure, and the necessary ingredients are there to build 
abstract data structures. But the question of integrity in using such defined 
data structures is left in the hands of the programmer. In summary, LISP is 
an excellent tool for building more complex systems; as a tool, it has the 
ability to cause injury, and since it is a tool it has few preconceptions. These 
are some of the reasons that LISP has maintained its position as the 
“machine language" for Artificial Intelligence.



CHAPTER 5 

The Static Structure of LISP 

5.1 Introduction 

The material in the previous chapters has been rather abstract. This 
chapter begins a discussion of the mechanisms which occur in 
implementations of LISP. However the importance of the techniques we will 
describe extends far beyond the implementation of this particular language. 
Most of the ideas involved in our implementation are now considered 
standard system programming techniques and are common tools in language 
design. LISP is particularly well-suited to the task of explicating these ideas 
since many find their origins in the first LISP implementation. 

We will begin our discussion of implementation with an analysis of 
storage regimes for S-expressions. As with the more abstract discussions of 
representations, the “concrete” representation which we pick for our data 
structures (S-expressions) wilt have direct bearing on the implementation of 
the primitive constructor (cons), selectors (car, cdr) and predicates (atom, eq) of 
LISP. We must also consider the efficiency of the implementation and we 
must include input and output mechanisms to translate this representation 
back and forth between the external S-expr notation. 

The present chapter will develop a picture of the static structure of an 
implementation, or to be more graphic, this chapter describes the memory of 
a LISP machine. The next chapter discusses the dynamic structure of LISP; 

244
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that is, the control structures necessary to evaluate expressions involving 
recursive functions and other LISP control constructs. 

Throughout these discussions we will remain as abstract as possible 
without losing too much detail. We will describe the “logical” structure of a 
LISP machine, even though a more efficient implementation might map 
differing logical structures onto the same physical structures by utilizing 
machine-dependent techniques. 

5.2 Representation of S-expressions 

We previously have expressed the dotted pair (A .(B.C)) as: 

A B ¢ 

or occasionally (see page 9) as: 

pee 
This second style of graphical representation has a direct representation in 
the storage layout of our machine. Each "double-box” will be represented as 
a machine location and each arrow will be represented as a pointer to a 
machine location. Notice that each box contains two pointers; therefore each 

corresponding machine location, |oc, will be interpreted as containing two 

machine addresses. ' The left-hand address will represent the car-branch; the 
right-hand address will represent the cdr-branch: 

loc car cdr 

The pointers will either reference atoms or point to two-pointer boxes. 
Literal atoms -- like A, B, C -- will also be represented in machine locations, 

An actual hardware machine may not be of sufficient word-size to 
accomodate two addresses; in this case, several real words may be needed to 
represent one LISP word. For example, the PDP-1! (16 bit words) 

implementations typically use two machine words ({Har 75]), and 
micro-processor versions (8 bit words) may use four words ([Pag 76]). In 
Section 7.13 we discuss a special compact representation of LISP cells.
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only here the contents of each location will be an encoding of the name of 
the atom. The contents of such a location must not be interpreted as 
pointers. 

loc rep. of literal atom 

To help keep track of the different uses of machine tocations we will 
partition our machine’s memory into two disjoint spaces: pointer space, 
which will contain two-pointer cells; and atom space, which will contain 
information like atoms which should not be interpreted as pointers. Thus if 
the first box in our example were represented by location 188 and the second 
were represented by location 485, and the atoms A, B, and C were 

represented by the numbers 48, 41, and 42, and were to be found in locations 

718, 762, and 711, respectively, then the following picture beginning at 
location 188 could represent the dotted pair (A .(B.C)). 

718 48 

“ll 42 

The left half of location 188 points to the representation of the atom A and 
the right half points to the representation of the dotted pair (B.C). Notice 
too, that given the entry point into the representation --location 108 in the 
example-- we can discover the S-expr being represented. 

This representation of S-exprs is a special case of a scheme called 
linked list structure. The term “linked” refers to the fact that to find 
succeeding elements in the representation we must follow the explicit pointers 
as opposed to, say, merely incrementing an array pointer. The phrase "list 
structure” describes an arbitrary interconnection of these two-pointer nodes, 
including self-referential structures. We will discuss such general structures 
later; for the moment we restrict such constructions to LISP trees: no 
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intersecting branches. ® 

The particular brand of linked list structure which we have 
demonstrated is called singly linked. The adjective "singly" means that only 
one pointer is stored as the representation of the arrow, +. This means that 
the representation only tells us how to find successor elements in the 
structure. For example, if we were looking at location 485 the representation 
tells us how to find the car or cdr; they're at 762 and 711 respectively. But if 
we wanted to find the predecessor of 485 in this representation it would 
require some further calculation. We would have to start at the beginning of 
the S-expr representation and look for a location such that its car or cdr is 
the desired cell. If a particular application required frequent discovery of 
such predecessors then we might consider a more complex representation 
which would also contain information about the predecessor of each node, 
essentially representing + as «. 

For example: 

A 

One such representation is called doubly-linked list structure. In this 
representation of LISP trees we could store three pieces of information with 
each node: 

  
predecessor 
  loc 

car cdr       
Note that LISP trees always do have unique predecessors. In the case of 

list-structure, unique predecessors do not always exist. Compromises exist in 
some applications: some data structures can be doubly-linked, allowing fast 
traversal but requiring more space; while other data structures are singly 
linked, requiring less space, but requiring more time to traverse ([Gua 69)]), 
still other structures may have more compact representation as arrays or 
numbers. For example, a typical representation of a vector, or sequence of 

fixed length, is to store the elements sequentially in memory.° Since each 
element in this structure has at most one successor we can use the sequential 
addresses as implicit pointers to retrieve successive elements. A general 
S-expr has two successors, thus the implied linear addressing scheme of most 

The implementation of lists using linked addresses was introduced by 
the IPL series of languages; [New 61]. 

We will discuss these more detailed representations in Chapter 7.
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machine memories is insufficient as it stands; LISP uses linked allocation. 
Again there are compromises. For example, the following memory 
representation is valid for LISP trees: for any location n, find its successors at 
locations 2n and 2n+/; note that the predecessor of any cell is unique. Each 
location must contain an indication of whether or not it is an atom. The 
remaining contents of a location is available for data; see [Ber 71]. 

We will frequently refer to several different S-exprs simultaneously; for 
example, when we are talking about the implementation of the function cons 
we will be manipulating the representations of two S-exprs. Similarly we will 
want to refer to several pieces of a single complex S-expr; for example we 
might wish to “put a finger" at a specific point in a structure and then, 
depending on the result of a computation on some sub-part, move the 
“finger” either left or right. To facilitate such discussions we will assume the 
existence of a set of pointer registers: Pt,, Pty,...,Pt,. Thus, using the above 

example, the following represents Pt, pointing at (B.C) and Pt2 pointing at 

the atom A: 

Pt, Pta 

Implicit in our representation is the assurance that we can differentiate 
between locations in atom space and locations in pointer space. For example, 
assume each of our locations can hold six digits and assume we will store a 
numeric atom as its corresponding number. Then the atom 762711 would be 
stored as: 

762711 

Since this is exactly the contents of location 485 * some confusion is possible: 
is the contents a number or is it two pointers? A typical trick is to partition 
memory such that particular portions of the address space correspond to each 
of the logical spaces: atom space or pointer space. In our example we could 
assume that addresses less than 788 are locations for pointers, while 
addresses greater than or equal to 788 contain atoms. Thus the 
representation of 762711 would appear in a location with address 708 or 
greater. 

Though our memory system is not completed yet, we do have enough 
structure to begin a discussion of the implementation of some of the 
primitive LISP operations. 

“The vertical bar doesn’t appear in the machine’s memory.
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Problems 

1. What problems do you foresee in using the double-linking scheme for 
representing LISP’s S-exprs? 

5.3 Representation of LISP Primitives 

Now that we have some of the representational problems for S-exprs 

reasonably well in hand we will look at the implementation of the LISP 
primitives. We will examine car, cdr, eg, and atom in this section, leaving cons 
for later. 

We must understand how these primitives obtain their parameters and 
how they are to return their values. Recall our discussion of environments 
and destinations in Section 4.6. An environment chain was constructed by 
linking destination blocks whose value slots have been filled. A dest-block 

was created when we recognized a function application. 5 The name 
components of a block are either the A-variables in the case of a 
A-application or are system-generated names in the case of primitive 
application; the value-slots of a dest-block received the evaluated actual 
parameters. When a dest-block was filled, it was chained onto the front of 

the environment and we were ready to call the function. Thus the first block 
on the environment chain was the local symbol table. The function was 
expected to return its value to a designated dest-block, and then return to the 
interrupted computation. So, on entrance to a primitive we have access to at 
least two structures: a destination block and the environment chain. 

dest env 

LH" 

CT 

  

        

®If the application supplied an incorrect number of arguments no 
dest-block is built; the debugging routine is called. Several implementations 
supply missing arguments with N/L or evaluate and discard extra 
arguments. This treatment of improper calling sequences ignores one of the 
most common sources of bugs in LISP programs ([Mot 76)).
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Here is how car uses these structures: 
Let val be the value-part of the first entry in the local table. If vad is 
an atom then car is undefined; the implementation should send a 

message to the debugging package (see Section 6.23). If val is not 
atomic, it has a left- and right-hand side. We should send the 
left-hand side of val to the value part of the slot pointed to in the 
dest-block. 

For example: 

dest env 
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Example for car 

For successful completion car expects that its actual parameter represents a 
node in pointer space; otherwise we get an error. If the operation is successful 
then the dest-slot is changed to point to whatever was pointed to by the 
left-hand side of the selected cell. The description of cdr is sufficiently 
similar that we leave it to the reader.
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On page 248 we described the internal structure of LISP atoms. Using 
that representation we can give a simple implementation for the predicate 
atom: 

Does the actual parameter point into that area reserved for atom 
names? If so, send a representation of truth as value, otherwise send 

a representation of false. 

  

  

      

dest env 
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We are writing "A" instead of the numeric encoding. Thus "A" is really 48. 
Before 

Fh ao 
eee 718 

| | 

CT 
Example for atom 

  

  

      

After 

Notice that we did not need to examine the contents of location 718, thus 

saving one storage reference. It was sufficient to know that the location was 
between predetermined bounds. If the actual parameter was not pointing at 
an atom we would have returned a pointer to a location containing "NIL".
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Finally we describe an implementation of eg: 
Do both actual parameters point into atom space? If not the result 
is undefined. If they do then do they reference the same atom? We 
can determine this latter condition in two ways: first, they might 

point to two different locations in atom space; we would have to 
examine the contents of those locations, if they agreed then eq 

should return a representation of truth. A more satisfactory solution 
is to store each atom uniquely; one location will be reserved for "A", 

etc. Now all eg need do is make sure that both slots point into atom 
space and point to the same location. Thus no additional memory 
reference is required. From now on we will require that all atoms 
are stored uniquely. 

dest env 
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Example for eq 

We still have a ambiguity to resolve if we represent the number 40 as 
48 and represent the atom A as 48. Section 5.6 resolves this conflict.
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5.4 AMBIT/G 

Before investigating the implementation of atoms, we should explore other 
possible descriptions for LISP’s primitives. We have described the 
primitives by example; it would be more pleasing if we could describe each 
primitive in more general terms. Fortunately we can, using a micro-version 

of a graphical language called AMBIT/G. 6 
When developing a complex structure-manipulating program, we draw 

pictures. In LISP we frequently describe data structures graphically and in 
the previous section we gave graphical descriptions of the LISP primitives 
using examples. AMBIT is an extension of both of these ideas; it is a 
graphical language for the description of both data and algorithms. 

The basic statements of the language are pattern-match and 
replacement rules. Several programming languages have complex pattern 
matchers; AMBIT’s uniqueness is its graphical presentation of the patterns. 
Patterns are described as combinations of shapes and solid arrows. If an 
instance of a pattern can be found in the current state of the computation, 
then we will replace that instance with a new pattern. The only kind of 
replacement we will allow is the swinging of an arrow so that its head moves 
from one node to another; the tail of the arrow is immovable. Thus the new 

pattern differs from the old only in the positioning of some of the arrow 
heads. Where the arrow head strikes a node is immaterial. Dashed arrows 
show replacements to be made if the pattern matches. Portions of the shapes 
marked with "?" are "don’t-care” conditions. 

For example, here’s car: 

dest env 

, Hh . es   

  

      

Algorithm for car 

This AMBIT diagram contains equivalent information to the previous 

SAMBITI/G is an acronym for Algebraic Manipulation By Identity 
Transformation/Graphical.
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example of car, but the extraneous details of specific addresses have been 

stripped away. We will use such diagrams occasionally when they will 
contribute to clarity. 

Problem 

Give an AMBIT diagram for eq. 

5.5 A Few Programming Techniques 

There are a few useful and practical LISP programming techniques which 
take advantage of the implementation. These tricks are supported in most 
implementations and are useful enough that they should be documented as 
programming language features. 

L. In most implementations of eg the check for atom-ness is suppressed and a 
simple address comparison is made. Non-atomic S-expressions are not 

usually stored uniquely; 7 Thus in most implementations 

egl(A . B);A. B)) is usually false, but 

eqlx;x] is usually true for any x. 

We are not changing the definition of eg; it is still undefined for non-atomic 
arguments. The preceding remarks deal only with the usual implementation 

of eq. 8 

2. The implementation of the truth values t and f is usually simplified, 

mapping f onto N/L, but allowing anything but N/L as a representation 

of £. This allows several related tricks: 
a. Any expression may be used as a predicate, and 

b. Used as a predicate, nor[nudi[/]] has the same effect as /. 

For example, consider the following extended version of the predicate 
member. 

mem! <= XILx,l] [null{t] > F; 
equallx;first[t]] > 1; 

{> mem’ [x;rest(Z]) J 

This "predicate", mem’, will return f if no matching element is found, 
otherwise it will return the list beginning at the match. The non-empty list 
can be used as an indication of truth, and can also supply the calling 
function with the match if a match is found. 

See the problem on hash consing on page 287. 

Formally, the implementation is wrong in not satisfying the definition. 
Pragmatically, the implementation is convenient.
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3. Several impiementations of conditional expressions allow "p," as an 
abbreviation for "p, > p;. The computational effect is the same, but p; is 
only evaluated once. 

Using this feature, mem’ could be written: 

mem’ <= XI{[x,d] [null] > F; 
equallx,first{l]] > 1; 

mem'[x,rest[2}]] ] 

This feature is more useful in contexts where we wish to test for the 
existence of an object and, if a match is found, do something with the ob ject. 
For example, the trick of page 213 could be written: 

[cont ¢ Sespecl fie sspectbl}, 
isprim[] > ...; .. 

where: 

isspec <= X[[x,l] [nudl[l] > ( ); 
eqlnamelfirst[t]],x] > valuelfirsel?]]; 
isspeclx,rest{1})]] 

Since the result of value will be a function name, and never f, there will be 

no ambiguity in using isspec as a predicate. 

Problem 

1. The application of these tricks may give rise to some unaesthetic 
programs. Typically we have to test for existence then, assuming an 
instance was discovered, we have to perform further computation on that 

instance. ° Constructs like: 

lit « testlobject] + smasalit], ...] 

arise. The ob jectional aspect involves the variable iz. The variable i¢ is 
not local to the conditional expression. Either it is global: an 
unnecessarily gratuitious side-effect; or it is bound by an enclosing 
A-expression or a prog. In either case the binding is too far removed 
from its usage. Sussman and Steele [Sus 76] suggest the construct: 

test[<form >; M{[x] <forms>), <formg>] 

with the following semantics: evaluate <form >; if it gives a value other 

than f then apply the second argument, a unary function, to that value. 
Otherwise evaluate <formg>. 

Recast the isspec-argument of page 213 in terms of test. Give an 
implementation of test by extending one of our evaluators. 

°If no further computation is necessary, trick No. 3 suffices.
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5.6 Symbol Tables and Property-lists 

Since we are examining implementation details, and since manipulation of 
symbol tables is such a central issue in evaluation, we should also scrutinize 
symbol tables and their organization. We have seen two fundamentally 
different symbol table organizations: deep binding and shallow binding. We 
should examine the implications of these organizations, and probe deeper 
into their implementation. If the number of entries associated with an atom 
is small then shallow binding may be advantageous. If the number of entries 
associated with an atom is very large then the shallow binding technique 
may be too costly and deep binding or yet another organization may be 
required ([McD 75)). 

Recall our discussion of getval, addval, and getval_cell in Section 3.11. 

These functions were developed to describe shallow binding, but they are 
illustrative of a more general idea. In symbol manipulation and symbolic 
programming, we often want to be able to associate a set of data with an 

item. For example, an algebraic simplifier would like to know whether a 
specific operator is commutative; if so, certain simplifications are valid. We 
could maintain a list of all commutative operations and require that the 
simplifier check that list. But since commutativity is a property of the 
operator it seems more natural to associate the property with that operation. 
Search considerations also arise if the list of operations is long. 

We generalize the idea expressed in getval and addval, allowing the 
association of an arbitrary collection of property-value pairs with an atom. 

With each atom we will associate a list called the property-list or p-list. 10 
The names, attribute or indicator, are sometimes used as synonyms for 
property. An atom is frequently called a carrier of the properties. 

A property list is a table of properties and property values. The size of 
the property list is not fixed, but can shrink and grow during a computation. 

  
propl | vall 
  
      prop2 | vai2 

We have seen an identical diagram in Section 2.5; property lists are a very 

effective tool for modelling data bases.'' Thought of as abstractions, 
property lists are symbol tables. The name-entries are properties and the 
value entries are the property values. 

'OProperty lists were introduced to programming languages in the IPL 
series of languages [New 61]. 

'I'They are by no means the only or best way of representing a data 
base. See [McD 75].
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We identify an atom with its property list. For example, if we wished 
to represent the “+"-operation as the atom PLUS and wished to signify that 
the operation is commutative and binary, the atom PLUS might be 

represented as: 

PLUS   
commu 
  

nN
 

arity         
In these kinds of applications, we are using the atom as a data structure and 

attaching properties to that atom rather than thinking of the atom as a 
representation of an identifier. 
For example: 

CAR   
MFGR BUICK 

YEAR 1953 
  

        
These same techniques are applicable. when we consider atoms as 
representations of variables as used in the evaluation process. In fact, an 
atom can simultaneously be used as a carrier of a value and can also have a 
property list: 

   | propl vail] 

p-list for X
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All instances of X share a common property list, but the value, or binding of 
x is found using the environment chain. This example is described in terms 
of deep binding, but the property-list idea is also directly applicable to the 
Shallow binding schemes. To adapt p-lists to the first shallow binding 
scheme of page 151, we introduce a property named VAR whose property 
value will be the collection of environment-value pairs: 

    

    

          

X 
VAR *—-—»—>!| E4 | 3 

propl | vall E3 |} A 

e s s El B         

Similarly, the second shallow binder could use: 

X ———_ 
| VALUE | »—+—<current value> 
Cd 

In summary, property lists are a language feature which is independent 
of the binding strategy we have implemented. A property list can contain all 
the aspects of an atom which we wish to consider; the class of attributes need 
not be fixed, but can vary during the execution of the program. Those 
properties need not involve the fact that atoms are used to represent 
identifiers when we map the meta language onto data structures. The deep 
binding implementation emphasizes that the value of a variable is associated 
with the environment in which that value is created. However a shallow 
binding organization associates values with variables, and thus it is natural 
to think of property-lists when thinking of shallow binding. 

We wish to look more closely at the value aspects of atoms. We have 
seen three properties related to the value of a variable: simple value, 
call-by-value function (expr) and call-unevaluated function (fexpr). We were 
able to distinguish between exprs and fexprs: either place the fexpr name in 
a special list; or store the fexpr as a @-expression, rather than as a 
A-expression. We made no explicit distinction between simple values and 
function values; if a simple value appeared in the function position of an 
application, we evaluated that expression until we did discover a function 

ob ject. '2 Tf a function appeared in a position expecting a simple value, then 
the data structure interpretation of the function ob ject was taken. 

'21t may be a bad idea to distinguish between the evaluation of an 
argument position and the evaluation of a function position.
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Since "<=" and "<=" were defined to place the appropriate function 

definition in the global table, we can interpret these operations as associating 
the definition with the atom. That is, being an expr or fexpr is a property of 
the atom. Similarly, globally bound variables like ¢ and nid play the roles of 
constants and therefore can be interpreted as having a value associated with 
them. Primitive functions like car, and primitive special forms like cond 
should also be considered constants. Their “values” are fixed procedures for 
specific call-by-value and call-unevaluated operations, respectively. 13 

This discussion exemplifies five value-like properties which are 

properties of an atom, rather than properties of a particular environment: 14 

CONST simple value; used as a constant 
EXPR call-by value definition 
FEXPR call-unevaluated definition 
SUBR call-by-value primitive 
FSUBR call-unevaluated primitive 

In Section 6.18 we will introduce another protocol for assigning values 
to variables, but at any one time an atom may have at most one of these 

value-related indicators. '® 
For example, car might be represented as: 

cot 
| SUBR | *-}»To machine language code for car 
LL 

Part of the atom-structure for CAR 

'SMany implementations are less restrictive: |. T and NIL can be 
redefined; 2. car, cdr and the other primitives can be redefined. Allowing 1 

will always lead to grief. 2 is justified only for debugging calls on these 
functions; however, if one programs abstractly, there will be no need to 
debug such low level calls. 

4We will discuss the VAR and VALUE properties later. That will be 
the intent of Section 5.19. 

'Sseveral implementations allow atoms to have several of these system 
properties. Thus expressions like car{car] are executable. The implementation 
uses context to determine which car is a simple variable and which car is the 
primitive procedure. The current eval will operate correctly on this example 
since a recognizer for the function car is explicitly encoded in apply, but such 
tricks lead to unnecessarily mysterious programs. For the same reason, the 
LISP obscenity A{[/embda] ... ] will work. Notice its S-expr representation is 
(LAMBDA (LAMBDA) ... ). Context is used by an evaluator in slightly less 
obnoxious ways. For example, an evaluator for prog can tell a reference to 
the label x from the prog-variable x in 
 progilx,y] .. x fl]... glx ..].. golx]. See page 189.
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When apply recognizes CAR as a representation for the function car, the 
machine-dependent code will be executed, but CAR can also be used as an 
atomic data structure. For example: 

in eval[(CAR (QUOTE (CAR BMW))),( )] both uses of CAR will appear. 

As a further example, consider the representation of: 

fact <= Al[x][x=0 > 1; t > times[x,factisubI[x] 
The right-hand side would be: 

(LAMBDA (X) (COND ((ZEROP X) 1) 
(T (TIMES X 

(FACT (SUBI X)))))) 

To represent the intention that fact is to be defined as the above recursive 
function, we might store the S-expr representation on the property-list of the 
atom FACT and use EXPR as its indicator. The occurrence of the atom 
F ACT in the A-expression is represented as a pointer to the atomic structure 
of FACT. 
Here is part of the atom-structure for F ACT: 

Fact evr | 4 

Ltaneoa | | ; || 14] 

J COND ] « 

t 

  

  

  
[set 

Atom-structure for F ACT 

Every occurrence of an atom --EXPR, LAMBDA, and so forth-- is actually a 
reference to the appropriate atomic structure. Note that both instances of X 
are actually pointers to the representation of X, but that two representations
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of (X) will typically be distinct. Also keep in mind that we are storing the 
data structure representation of the fact function. 

(LAMBDA (X) (COND ((ZEROP X) 1) 
(T (TIMES X (FACT (SUBI X)))))) 

is a perfectly good list. If we attached it to the indicator VALUE then we 
would have represented the list as the simple value of fact. 

Representations of special forms like COND and QUOTE give rise to 
the indicator FSUBR. When an instance of such a special form is 
recognized, the argument list is passed to the primitive without any 
evaluation. In a similar manner we introduce the indicator FEXPR to 
designate the occurrence of a “<;=" definition. 

Our discussion of property lists as carriers of values has centered on 
the representations of constants; many identifiers in LISP are constants. Even 
though we can redefine functions using a version of “<=", most such 
definitions are relatively constant.'® The primitive functions are also 
constant. Shallow binding tries to capitalize on this observation, by 
associating all of the value aspects of a variable with the property list, and 
we will soon see that for several interesting subsets of LISP, we can 
significantly simplify the handling of shallow binding. Before discussing 
that, we will show how an evaluator might use such property-list information. 
This requires the introduction of property-list manipulating functions. 

5.7 Property-list Functions 

There are four functions for manipulating the property-list: 

putpropla;v;p) will put the value v under the property # on the property-list 
of the atom a. If the property p already appears on the p-list then the v 
over-writes the old value; otherwise a new property-value pair is added 

to the front of the p-list of @. The value returned by putprop is v. '” 

get(x,i] will search the property-list of the atom x looking for the indicator i. 
If ¢ is found the value associated with that indicator is returned by get. 

If x does not have the indicator then f is returned. Thus getval[x] 
could be defined as get[x,V AR]. 

'©To define a temporary function we use label. 

'7In some implementations, the old pair is removed and the new pair 
is added to the front of the p-list. The idea is that since short p-fists are 
usually searched linearly, one should have the most popular properties near 
the front of the list. This reorganization of the table can even be extended to 
include references to properties, always moving the last referenced property 
pair to the front of the list [Riv 76].
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getl[x,d] will search the property-list of the atom x for the first occurrence of 
any indicator which appears in the list, 2, of indicators. If such a match 
is found, then the remainder of the p-list, beginning with the matching 

indicator, is returned. If no match is found, f is returned. The virtue 
of getl is that it can distinguish between an atom which has an 

indicator with value f and an atom which does not have the indicator. 
get cannot communicate this distinction. The disadvantage of getd is 
that it gives access to the internal structure of the p-list, and therefore 
access to the representation of the atom. Such p-list functions are useful 
but dangerous ([Sam 75)). 

rempropin;p): The final function in this class is used to remove 
property-value pairs from the p-list of an atom. The function is named 
remprop. remprop has two arguments: n, an atom; and 9, a property. If 
the property is found on the p-list of the atom, then remprop removes 

the property-value pair and returns t; otherwise it returns f. 

5.8 An eval for Property-lists 

The evaluators in this section do not reflect typical implementation policies, 
but illustrate the use of property lists and introduce the first non-trivial 
application of LISP’s ability to interchange program with data. Though this 
chapter is mostly concerned with the static organization of LISP, the ideas 
involved in the evaluator are sufficiently important and demonstrative of the 
power of property lists that we include them here rather than later. 

The first evaluator uses property names like CONST and EXPR as 
representations for functions const and expr. Discovering that an atom has 
the CONST property, the evaluator applies the function named const to 
perform the evaluation. In this case, the evaluation is simple: return the 
represented constant. We will assume a shallow binding implementation and 
therefore variables are handled by recognizing the property VAR and 
passing the evaluation to the function var. In the case of an application, we 
have more work to do; expr handles that. The actual application, is handled 
using LISP’s computed function facility discussed on page 158. 

We will describe a sequence of evaluators based on property list 
manipulation. We will not express all of the details of this family of 
evaluators, but leave many of the details to the reader.
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eval <= d[ [exp,env] 
[atomlexp] > form_namelgetll exp; 

(VAR CONST)]] lexp,env); 
atom{firstlexp]] > form_namelgettLfirstlexp]; 

(EXPR 
FEXPR))) lexp,env); 

wd] 

var <= A{[form,env] lookuplform,env]] 
const <= [[form,;env] denotelform,env]] 
expr <= A[[form,env] rl[def] evallbodyldef]; 

mkenul vars{def]; 
evlistlargslform);env]] ] 

[get[funclform);EX PR)]) 

No substantial benefit is apparent after all this work. With a slight change, 
we could extract a small improvement: replace the explicit lists 
(VAR CONST) and (EXPR FEXPR) with idprop and appprop. Bind these 
variables globally to the respective lists. Then if we wished to define a new 
kind of calling sequence, say gexprs, we could add GEXPR to appprop and 
write a function named gexpr to handle the evaluation of gexpr forms. 
However with further analysis, we can do much better. 

Consider simple variables. Each instance of a simple variable has the 
same value property; when we see x we apply lookup through var; when we 
see y we apply lookup through var. However the association of a value 
property with each instance of a variable is discomforting. The value 
property is more a property of the class of variables than it is a property of 
an instance. That is, an instance inherits a property by being a member of a 
certain class. 

Let the atom VAR represent the class of variables; let the atom EVAL 
represent the property name describing value properties. The function 
lookup is therefore a property value of the atom VAR, and should be 
associated with the property name EVAL. 

X VAR 
VAR s—t——+} E4 | 3 EVAL | LOOKUP 

propl vall E3 {A 

. . . F118 

Now the evaluator should do a double get, looking down the property list of 
an object, for a class name which has an EVAL property. Finding EVAL, 
the evaluator applies the associated property value to the object and the 
environment. 
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Before presenting the next evaluator we should settle one more point. 
In the preceeding eval we ignored the question of anonymous A-expressions, 
we assumed that the function-part of an application was an atom. We did 
this becaue we have implied that only atoms have property lists. We will 
remove this restriction for the next evaluator and assume that any object can 
have a property list. A A-expression will have a property list with (at least) 
property name LAMBDA and property value of the repesentation of the 
A-expression. The atom LAMBDA will have an EVAL property whose value 
is the function eval_d; this function will evaluate applications whose 
function-parts are A-expressions. 

Finally, since eval_\ handles most of the evaluation of an application, 
there is no need to make expr do it too. In fact, our previous distinction 
between VAR and EXPR is unnecessarily restrictive. We should be able to 
return functions as values just as we can return constants or simple values. 
So EXPR should be a property name, with property value being the 
A-expression, but EXPR should now have an EVAL property which is just 
lookup. 
For example: 

plist for FACT plist for (LAMBDA (X) 
((ZEROP X) ... ))) 

  

  

  

  

  

EXPR | » LAMBDA | « (LAMBDA [exer | sp] Laren | sp thf 
cae vee (COND ((ZEROP xX) 

l Ll j t lL J tes d)) 

plist for EXPR plist for LAMBDA 

| EVAL | LOOKUP | | EVAL | EVALLAM | 
T qT q qT v v 

eee oes 

i 1 l 5 \ J 

With all this extra mechanism in place, eval does absolutely nothing! 

eval <= XA[[exp,env] getgetlexp;EV AL] lexp;env)), 

where getget looks at property names associated with exp until it finds one 
which itself has a property list containing EVAL. 

Now real progress has been made. The evaluation of any expression is 
controlled by a function associated with the class to which that expression 
belongs. It is trivial to modify or extend such an evaluator: supply the class 
name and the appropriate EV AL property value. 

The technique is applicable to more general kinds of computation than 
just evaluation. With a class name we can associate arbitrary pairs of 
properties and functions. For example, we might wish to define special input 
or output conventions for classes; to do this we simply associate a READ
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property and a PRINT property with the class name and supply routines to 
perform the special reading or printing. Similarly, we can associate a compile 
property, and a function describing how to compile instances of this 

construct. !8 
The net effect of this reworking of evaluation is to expose a much more 

general scheme for handling computation. Such a distributed eval is an 

example of a LISP technique called data-driven programming ([San 75a). '® 
Property list representations have also found extensive use in data base 

applications (Section 2.5; see [San 75a]. 

5.9 Representation of Property-lists 

In discussing representations, we must keep the essential characteristics of 
property lists well in mind. A property list is similar to a local environment 
block; each property list is a sequence of names and values. However a 
property list can grow and shrink dynamically, whereas an environment 
block is created at a fixed size. Since we cannot predict the size of the block, 

a natural representation is that of a list. 

propl vall | propl | “>| vail] . | 

prop2 {| val2 

[oreen [+ Learr]7] 
Property list Representation 

    

  

      

  

The elements of the p-list are associated in pairs. The first element of a pair 
is the property, the next element is the property value. But atoms can’t be 
represented as just any arbitrary list. We must be able to recognize the 
occurrence of an atom so that we can implement the predicate atom. 

There are at least two alternatives. We might partition memory as we 
began to do on page 248 with pointer space and atom space. Then the test 
of atom-ness is a test on the location being referenced. We might also 
preface the property list with an “atom header” which will signal the 

'8The language ELI ((EL1 74]) incorporates a similar scheme, 
however only five designated properties can be associated with any class 
name. The techniques of syntax-directed input-output, developed in 
Section 9.4, are also applicable to such an evaluator. 

'8The author first saw this technique used in a non-trivial way in 

(Dif 71] in the Stanford LISP compiler.
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beginning of the atom. Here the test for atom-ness is a test on the contents of 
the location being referenced. In the first case we dedicate a section of 

memory for the storage of atoms; 20 in the second case we require an extra 
memory reference. 

A related efficiency consideration involves the use of property lists in 
the implementation of LISP. Since the evaluator will be making frequent 
examination of the p-list, it is often useful to store the system-related 
properties in specific positions relative to the beginning of the p-list; this will 
eliminate a search. 

Using a separate “atom space", an atom would be represented by its 
property list. In this case, property lists need not be stored in pointer space. 
Chapter 7 examines some of these techniques. In the text we will describe 
atoms using the "atom header" since it makes it clearer in pictures. Atoms 
will be special lists whose car-part contains an indicator used exclusively for 
the beginning of atoms. We will use X to designate the beginning of an atom. 
The cdr of the representation of the atom is the representation of the 
property list. Such locations in pointer space containing ¥ in their left-half 
and a pointer to a p-list in their right-half are called atom headers. 
For example, here is part of a representation for the atom for car: 

eo --O 
ly»—-» to machine code for car 

  

Part of the atom-structure for CAR 

An example of the distinction between get and get! in our 
representation may be useful. 

getl{FOO,(BAZ)) 
II 

getl[FOO(PNARF BAZ)] get(FOO;PNARF] 

SE 
paw TZ 

20We need not dedicate a whole section of the machine to “atom 
space". Several techniques are available for “mapping” a conceptually 
contiguous space onto a scattered memory.{Ste 73), [Nor 76], [Pre 76a]. 
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and get[FOO;BAZ) = get[FOO,BAR] = NIL. Notice how both get and getl 
allow free access to the internal representation. 

The simple atom is becoming much more complex. It has a whole 
substructure attached to it. Thus each atom is like a word in a dictionary; 
many words can be used as different parts of speech and their dictionary 
entries will reflect this by having several alternative meanings. Similarly, an 
atom can have several different "meanings" attached to it and depending on 
the context, we will be interested in one of those interpretations. Just as we 
will find all meanings of a specific word in one location in the dictionary, our 
implementation of LISP becomes much simpler if we store each atom and its 
associated p-list uniquely. Every reference to the atom A is actually a pointer 
to the same location in memory. This location has a car-part which is the 
special atom indicator X, and a cdr-part which is the p-list for the atom A. 

Thus (A . A), which we have been writing as: 

pA | A | 
might be represented as: 

fy] *—}—> p-list for A 
CL 

  

      

The internal structures of this implementation of LISP are not L-trees, but 
list structure; that is, there are intersecting and circular branches. LISP 

implementations therefore involve binary list structure since each 
non-terminal node in our representation has exactly two branches. 

Assume we have the above dotted pair as a value of a variable x and 
we wish to print the value of x. We would expect that an output routine 
would be given a pointer to the dotted pair and we would hope to see 
"(A.A)" appear on the output device. The LISP output routine, named 
print, can recognize that "(A.A)" is a dotted pair since its car is not XY. But 
how can print distinguish (A . A) from (B . B)? The pointer in the 
preceding diagram will point to A in one case and to B in the other, but 
nothing about the atom tells us wAat to print. The simplest thing to do is to 
store a representation of the name on each p-list. This is done with another 
indicator called PNAME, standing for print-name. Each atom is guaranteed 

to have a print-name or “p-name". The print-name of the atom is what the 
LISP output routine will print as the name of the atom.
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For example, the atom BAZ will have at least the following: 7! 

where "BAZ" means a representation of the string of characters, B, A, Z. 

When we represent such a property pair we must deal with 
representational problems of character strings. We desire strings of 
unbounded length, but must represent them in a machine with fixed word 
size. We will discuss a more general representation in Section 7.3, but here 
we will represent the print name by using the basic dotted-pair data 
structure. 

4] 

p-name representation for BAZ 

BAZrm means a memory location containing some encoding of the letters B, A, 
and Z. The symbol, o represents some non-printing character, we are 
therefore assuming that a location can contain five characters. 
We represent the print-name as a list so that we may allow atoms with 
p-names of unbounded length. The p-name for BLETCH, would be: 

FS—-H 

P-name structure for BLETCH 

With such print-names on each property-list print can now operate. The 
print routine needs the print name and, as we shall see shortly, the input 
routine also needs the print name, but otherwise all LISP calculation is done 
using the internal pointers to the property lists. Several implementations 
exploit this observation by placing the print names in slower memory than 
that used for the main computation. Since access to print names is infrequent, 

2'Since every atom is guaranteed to have a print name, many 
implementations separate this property from the general p-list.
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we can afford to spend more time in retrieving them. We will discuss more 
of the details of LISP input and output in Section 5.11. 

The print-names BAZom, BLETC, and Homon, should be stored in atom 

space since their encodings should not be interpreted as pointers. Since 
"atom space" is no longer an appropriate descriptor for that space, we will 
give it a new name. We will call that area of memory which contains 
information not to be interpreted as pointers, Full Word Space, and 

abbreviate it as FWS. 
In summary, we have discussed the details of a typical implementation 

of the class of S-exprs. Our non-atomic S-exprs have their branching 
structure stored in pointer space. Our initial discussion of atoms supposed a 
particular simple representation: simply store the encoding of the atom in a 
memory location in a separate space called atom space. Upon further 
reflection we decided that atoms should play a more active role in the 
implementation. Since identifiers are to be represented as atoms, we needed 
some way to represent those properties typically associated with identifiers. 
Identifiers in LISP are, among other things, used for names of functions and 

names of variables. We needed the ability to represent at least these two 
kinds of “values” with a LISP atom. We introduced the general scheme of 
property-lists and associated such a p-list with each LISP atom. All the 
things we know about a specific atom are stored on the p-list. We stored 
each atom uniquely; then to examine the properties of an atom only one 
structure need be located. Since all of our LISP programs must be read into 
the memory, we required that the input function keep atoms stored uniquely. 
On reading a literal atom, the program checks the current table of atoms. If 
the atom appears, the program returns a pointer to the entry. If the atom 
does not appear it constructs a new table entry consisting of the print name. 
One effect unique storage was to turn our abstract LISP-trees into list 
structure. Indeed, the representation of a LISP expression is a complex net 

of pointers, even atoms are now pointers. The only LISP objects we have 
represented which are not pointers are the actual print-names like BAZca. 

To reinforce our discussion we illustrate the abstract picture of N/L 
and, on the next page, one implementation of the atom NIL. In all of the 
resulting worms there are only three elements in Full Word Space; everything 
else is a pointer. 

[+ | PNane | = | + | const | 

   
    

e
t
 

    © pant 

NIL 
        

       



1 A Picture of the Atom N/L 

We have been writing the atom N/L as: 

Hea -S-e-G 
ube LIT 

  

where the atoms for PNAME and CONST are represented as: 

XP so Lenare | Ls [7] 

PNAME CONST 

  

e
+
 

aA
 

In full detail, N/L is represented as: 

Soe zl] 
| 
t 
-+-GL 

  

  

  
    

    
            

PNAME CONST     
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5.11 Input/Output: read and print 

"“T AuS Syntax is the servant of sematics, an appropriate 
relationship since the substance of the message is conveyed with the 
Semantics, variations in syntax being an inessential trimming added 
on human-engineering grounds. ..." 

Vaughan Pratt, [Pra 73] 

The implementation of LISP is simplified dramatically since a very large 
part of that implementation can be written in LISP itself. We have already 
seen that the evaluation process is expressible this way, and we will exploit 
this property again in dealing with compilers (Chapter 6). 

In this section we will show that the majority of the LISP input and 
output routines can be written as LISP functions calling a very few primitive 
routines. The primitive routines are also described in LISP, though they 
would normally be coded in machine language. 

The primitive functions are ratom and patom. 

ratom[ ] is a function of no arguments. It reads the input string, constructing 
the next atom or special character (left paren, right paren or dot). It 
looks up that object in the atom table and returns a pointer to that 

table entry. *? If no entry is found an appropriate entry is made. ratom 
Skips over spaces and commas, only recognizing them as delimiters. It 
returns only atoms or special characters to read. 

patom[x) is a function of one argument expecting an atom, left paren, right 
paren, blank, or dot as the value of its argument. It will print the 

p-name of that object on the output device. 

To simplify matters, we need to refer to atoms whose print-names are 
the characters ")", "(", "\", and " " (blank). We will assume that RPAR, 
LPAR, PERIOD, and BLANK denote such atoms. For example, if the next 

input character is "(" then 

eqlratoml ],LP AR] is true (and the input pointer is moved to the next 
character!). 

patom| PERIOD] will have the effect of printing a "." on the output device. 
The LISP scanner is ratom. A scanner must negotiate with the actual 

input device for input characters. The scanner builds the most basic 

22Numerals are typically not stored uniquely; also they are given a 
simpler structure than the atomic p-list. See Section 7.9 for more details on 
LISP numbers.
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ingredients, like identifiers or numbers, and only after such a basic block has 
been recognized is the next level of syntax analysis attempted. The units, also 
called tokens, which the scanner has built are passed to the parser. 

A parser determines whether or not the input stream is a well-formed 
expression. The LISP parser is read; it builds a tree-representation of the 
input string, recognizing both S-expression and list-notation. 

read <=X[C J vl) [atoms] > j; 
is_lpar[j] » read_head| ]; 
t- ef JV 

[ratom[ J)] 

The call on err will terminate the input scanning immediately. 

read_head will translate strings @ acceptable in the context "(a". Thus 

@ being "A)" or "A(B.C))" would be suitable for read_head; (A) and 
(A (B .C)) are S-exprs or lists. . A) would not be acceptable since (. A) is 
neither an S-expr nor list. 
Therefore, if read_head sees: 

an atom, then @ is <atom>§). 

a left parenthesis, then a is (8) 5); 

a dot, then @ is . 8); this is an error; 

a right parenthesis, then @ is ) 

read_head <= XI JALfjllatomlj] + conslj;read_tail{]]; 
is_lparlj] > conslread_head[ ]; 

read_taill J); 
is_rparlj] > NIL; 

t > err[ J] 

[ratom{ J]) 

read_tail is looking for legal @’s in the context "(<sexpr> a". The structure 

of this function is that of read_head except for recognition of dots. ". 8)" is 

plausible in the context “(<sexpr>@". It is up to read_cdr to see if its 
expectations are fulfilled. 

read_tail <= X{[ Jal] [atom[j) > conslj,read_tail(]); 
is_lparlj] > consl read_head[ }; 

read_tail{ J); 
is_dotlj] + read_cdr(]; 
is_rparlj] > NIL; 

t > errf 1) 
[ratom[ J})
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The only input legal after a dot is a S-expr or list followed by a right 
parenthesis. Therefore: 

read_cdy <= X(T JAY) fés_rparlratoml J]  j; 

t> errf 1) 
[readl JJ] 

Finally, here are some of the primitive recognizers which these 
functions use. 

is_dot[x] <= eqlx;PERIOD] — is_lparlx] <= eq[x;LPAR] 

The printing of an internalized LISP expression is straightforward. 

print <= A[{x] prinolx]; terpril 1; x) 
terpri initiates a mew output line. 

prind <= Al[x]atom[x] + patom{x]; 

t+ patom[L PAR]; prinbody{x]]] 
prinbody <= XI{x] prinO[car{x]]; 

(nuddicdr[x]] + patom[RP AR]; 
atom{cdr[x]] +patom[BLANK]; 

patom[PERIOD],; 
patom[BL ANK],; 
patomicdrlx]], 
patom[RP AR); 

t + prinbodyledr[x]]]] 

Notice that we have used the extended -expressions and conditional 

expression as described in Section 4.3. °° 
The basic print routine allows us to print data structures and program 

representations. However the printer will print duplications for a list 
structure which has shared branches and, worse yet, will not terminate if it is 

given a circular structure. Some implementations of LISP remedy this 
ailment; see [Ter 75] or [Int 75]. 

23Notice too that printl(A {B .C))] prints as (A B.C). This is because 
print doesn’t know that the structure is not a list until ic sees the last 
dotted-pair. There are two ways of handling this: either require a type-code, 
telling whether the structure is a dotted pair or a list, represented as a dotted 
pair. Then aid dotted pairs are printed in dot notation, and all lists are 
printed in list notation. The other alternative is to first examine the 
structure; if it is a list representation, then print it that way, otherwise print it 

as a dotted pair. This problem is another indication of “object vs. 
representation”.
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The output format is a simple linear string of atoms, numbers, spaces, 

and parentheses. For example a print-based program for printing function 
definitions might output the following as the definition of member: 

(MEMBER (LAMBDA (X L) (COND 
((NULL L) NIL) (EQ X (FIRST L)) 
T) (T (MEMBER X (REST L))}))) 

The print routine can break the text at the end of any atom; ?4 the only 
restriction we place on printing of expressions is that what is print-ed must 
be read-able. 

Even with a small definition like this, we have difficulty deciphering 

the structure. When functions or lists become large and deeply nested then 
readability becomes impossible. Most implementations of LISP supply 
formatting programs called "pretty-printers” or “grinders” to supplement the 
basic print routine. 

A pretty-printer might print member as: 

(MEMBER 
(LAMBDA (X L) 
(COND ((NULL L) NIL) 

((EQ X {FIRST L))T) 
(T (MEMBER X (REST L)))))) 

See Section 9.2 for a more detailed description of such formatting 
functions. 

So far we have thrown all the I/O back on ratom and patom. Clearly 
ratom will be more interesting. All patom need do is get the p-name and print 
it. ratom should perform an efficient search of the atom table and if the 
atom is not found, add it to the table. All ratom has to work with is the 
actual character string which will be the p-name of some atom. What ratom 
could do is look at the p-name of each atom currently in the table of atoms; 
when it finds a match it returns a pointer to that atom; this is essentially the 

linear search scheme of assoc. If the appropriate atom is not found it can 
build a new one consisting of the p-name, add it to the table, and return a 
pointer to this new entry. In the next section we will introduce an alternative 
scheme called hashing. 

24Some implementations even allow the printer to break in the middle 
of an atom. This is accomplished by designating a special character for 
carriage control, and the read routine knows to ignore the immediately 
following end-of-line sequence.
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Problems 

1. You might have noticed that the definitions of read_head and read_tail 
are almost identical: the difference involves treatment of dots. Write new 
versions of these functions utilizing a common routine and functional 
arguments. 

2. Write a set of BNF equations that generate the same set of sentences that 
read parses. 

3. Write a version of read which only accepts list notation. 

5.12 Table Searching: Hashing 

Table lookup is analogous to the problem of looking up words in a 
dictionary. The scheme of assoc is analogous to beginning at the first page 
of the dictionary and proceeding linearly,.word-by-word and page-by-page, 
through the book until the word in question is found. More usually, we look 
at the first character of the word and go immediately to the subsection of the 
dictionary which has the words beginning with that character. We know 
that if we cannot find the definition of our word in that subsection we need 
look no further. We delimit our search even further by keying on 
subsequent characters in the word. Finally we may resort to linear search to 
locate the word on a specific page or column. A machine might mimic the 

dictionary search and subdivide the table into 26 subsections. 2° However, 
since it is the machine which will subdivide and index into the table, there 

may be schemes which are computationally more convenient for the machine. 
The scheme should also result in rather even distribution of atoms in the 
subsections. If the majority of the atoms end up in the same partition of the 
table we will have gained little improvement in the search efficiency. 

An algorithm used to determine which partition a particular element 
belongs in is called a hashing algorithm or hashing function. One obstacle 

in such schemes is the management of each partition. If more than one 
element “hashes” to a partition then we have a collision. There are two basic 
strategies available to resolve such a collision. The first, called open 
addressing involves re-hashing the element, thus refining the partition, until 
no collision exists. In the second, called bucket hashing, the hashing function 
hashes to a “bucket”. All the elements with the same hash number are stored 
in the same "bucket"; a separate search, perhaps linear search, is used to 

discover if an element is in the bucket, and an element will appear in at most 
one bucket. Since most LISP implementations use bucket hashing, we will 
describe that scheme in more detail. 

The search algorithms are applied within ratom after an identifier has 

25 That is, a base 26 sort.
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been delimited. All ratom has at that time is the encoding of the actual name 
of the atom; call that string chr_str. The hashing function will use chr_str to 
determine which bucket must contain the atom. Given the bucket number, 
we examine the list of atoms in that bucket, comparing each print-name 
against chr_str. If a print-name matches, we return a pointer to the property 
list of that atom. If the atom with print-name cAr_str does not appear in 
that bucket we are assured that it does not appear anywhere in the table. In 
this case we create a new atom structure, add it to that bucket, and the value 

of ratom is a pointer to that new structure. 
Here is a simple hashing function: 

1. Assume that we have N+l buckets, numbered 0, 1, 2... N. 

2. Take the numeric representation of chr-str and divide that number by 
Nel. 

3. Look at the remainder. It’s a number between 0 and N. 

4. Use that remainder as the index to the appropriate bucket. 

The LISP atom table, usually called OBLIST (for object list), is a list 
of buckets. Each bucket is a list of the atoms which ‘hash’ to that bucket. 
We actually represent the object list as an array named oblist. Arrays are 
discussed in full in Section 7.2, but basically are an efficient storage 
representation for sequences of fixed length. In this case we can allocate a 
block of sequential cells and use the addressing structure of the hardware to 
do a rapid subscript calculation. The hash number will give us the array 
subscript and we can go to the correct bucket immediately; we won’t have to 
cdr down the ob ject list to locate the bucket.
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tad 
    

{to bucket 2) 

  

(to bucket 1) (to bucket n) 

L a (a... GT 4 
(to atom 1: {atom m: X (p-list of 

bucket 1) bucket 1) xX} 4 atom 1: bucket n) 

  P+ F-F-G 
cs to primitive code 

1° |/i for car 

Partial Object List; where atom 1:bucket 1 isCAR 

Note: Though the top level of OBLIST is stored sequentially for fast access 
by the hasher, the cdr-parts are chained together in a sequential list so that 
the table will have the same structure as any other list. The chained 

representation is used by any LISP process other than the hasher. 76 

28In particular, the garbage collector uses this linking. As a further 
implementation note, the implementors of MACLISP noted the frequent use 
of single character atoms and added a special section to the top-level of the 
object list. A contiguous block of cells, of size equal to the number of
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Whether a linear search and storage technique, like assoc-pairlis, or a more 
complex technique like hashing should be employed depends on the 
application, and the speed and size of the machine. The hash table takes 
extra space both for storage and for program, but gives a faster search time. 
The linear technique requires less space, but can be quite slow. Several 
books cover searching and sorting in great detail ([Gri 71), [Knu 72)). 

MACLISP embellishes the basic OBLIST idea in an important way. 
That system will allow several object lists to exist simultaneously This is 
useful since several cooperating LISP subsystems may exist; for example the 
LISP editor, debugger, and compiler are all written in LISP and may all be 
used within the same interactive session. There is a potential difficulty since 
each of those subsystems may use names which conflict with names in the 

user’s programs. Multiple object lists are a way to overcome this problem. 2” 
Only one object list is current at any time, but several may exist in the 

system. Object lists are swapped by -binding to the identifier obarray. 2° 

Consider: A[LobarraylEILob ;] 

Assuming that 0b, is bound to an object list, then within the evaluation of & 

the symbols and bindings of 0b, would be accessible. 

Finally, we want to present a version of ratom which uses a hash 
organization. In this discussion, we will restrict ourselves to literal atoms, 
leaving the reader to supply the necessary parts for recognition of numbers. 

We will recognize three classes of characters: 

1. The class of letters will include the alphabetic characters. 

2. The class of delimiters consists of those characters which signal the end of 
an atom. For this scanner we assume space and carriage control are 
delimiters. 

3. The special characters will consist of "(",")" and ”.". 

Special characters also act as delimiters in LISP and this results in a 
slight complication. Consider the partial string "AB )C". Our scanner should 
scan the "A", scan the "B", and scanning the space, should recognize a 
delimiter. It should recognize the AB as an atom, and signal read. The string 
will be reduced to ")C". The next time read calls ratom the right parenthesis 
will be seen, recognized as a special character and an indication of that will 
be returned to read. 

Now consider the string "4B)C"; ratom will scan "A" and "B" as before. 
It will then scan the ")". It now needs to do two things; it must signal read 

characters, was added. On reading a single character atom, the corresponding 
entry in the table is examined. A NIL says the atom hasn’t been seen before; 
otherwise its p-list representation resides there. 

27Static binding is another way to handle the problem. 

28an object list is called object array in MACLISP since the table is 
represented as an array. We discuss arrays in Section 7.2.
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about the atom it has seen, but it must also remember the ")” so that the next 
time read asks for information, it sees the ")" and not the "C". We handle 
this problem by using a global variable named (st_chr. This variable is 
initialized to N/L and remains that way until our anomalous situation 
occurs. At that time the special character is placed in dst_chr, and ratom exits 
normally. So, whenever ratom is called, the first thing it does is check the 

contents of /st_chr. If it is non-empty, its contents is returned, as lst_chr is set 
empty again. 

ratom <=X[[] progllchr] 
[Ust_chr > swapllst_chr,chr];return[cAr]]; 

a chr © readcAl]; 
lis_let{chr] > stuf_buflchr],return[ratom ,[]]; 

is_delim{chr] > gola]; 
is_speclchr] 2 return{chr])]) 

This procedure uses tricks advertised in Section 5.5; it uses ist_chr as a 

predicate, knows that prog variables are initialized to N/L, and knows that 

the representation of } is N/L. With that knowledge, swap swaps the 
contents of chr and Ist_chr. 

The routine readch gets the next character, and stuf_buf is used to save 
the character string which is to become an atom. The character string is 
built up in buf. 

ratom, <= XI[] progifcAr;chy_str] 

l chr © readcA(]; 

lis_delimlchr] > returnlinternlchr_str]); 
is_specichr] » lst_chr © chr; returnlintern[chy_str]]; 

t > stuf_buflchr]; gollI]]] 

If ratom, sees a special character it is saved in dst_car. 

intern <= XI[l) prog{lbucket] 
bucket < oblisttAasAlmaknaml?]]]; 

@ [nudi[bucket] » returnfinsert(ZJ)]; 
[right-onel getlfirstLbucket}; 

PNAME),l) > returnlfirstlbucketM); 
bucket « rest[bucket], 
gola))] 

maknam takes our character string and converts it into an appropriate 
numeric representation; for example, the input string might exceed one 
machine word. AasA returns the bucket number of its argument, and insert 

builds the atom and inserts it into a bucket. right-one is a predicate used to 
check if an atom has the right print-name. 

An implementation of ratom may be generalized so that the class of 
Special characters and delimiters can be varied. This is done using a
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representation of a character table whose name entries are characters, and 

whose value entries determine the ratom properties. This allows LISP users 
to define their own parsers and scanners. LISP’s modifiable input routine, 
coupled with its data structures and extendible evaluator make LISP an 
excellent tool for building more sophisticated language systems. 

On page 211 we introduced the abbreviation ‘x for quote[x]. This 
quote facility is an instance of a device called a read macro; it is the duty of 

ratom to recognize such constructs. Whenever ratom sees the prefix ‘ it reads 

the next S-expr @ and returns the list (QUOTE a) as value. In some systems 
({Moo 74]) users may define their own read macros. For example a 
definition like: 

"<= MU listlQUOT E,read{ II] 
wu 

would signal LISP to change the character table entry for to be a 

read macro. If "’" appeared during an input operation, then the body of 
the read-macro would be evaluated; that would call read, and then form a list 
with QUOTE and the result. The resulting list would be returned to within 
the original input process. 

MACLISP also defines a comment facility using a reed macro. The 

occurrence of a semi-colon signals the beginning of a comment; all characters 
to the end of the line are taken as commentary. 

Several implementations also include abbreviations to decrease the 
number of parentheses needed. For example “[" and "]" are often defined to 
be “super-parentheses”. The "[" acts like a “(" but its scope runs to the next 
"Jy", constructing sufficient ")" to balance the intervening expression. 
Similarly, the scope of a “]" extends to the prior matching "["; if none exists, 
the expression is completed by supplying sufficient ")" to balance. 
For example: 

((A B)((C D E))) = ((A B) ((C D E))) 
= [(A B) ((C D E))] 
= ((A B) ((C D E) 

and (A [B (C]) = (A (B (C))) 

Regardless of the specifics of the implementation, the input routines 
will read a list representation of a LISP expression and convert it into an 
S-expr. For example, let’s see what happens if we want to evaluate 

eqlx;A] 
This will be presented to the machine as: 

(EQ X (QUOTE A)) 

That input will be recognized with the read-eval-print loop: 

proglf] 
a printlevallread[],( )1}; 

gola])
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read will begin parsing the sequence of characters; it will depend on ratom to 
return indications of the special characters, and will depend on ratom to 
properly represent each occurrence of an atom. The parser knows about the 
representation we have chosen for lists and will use cons to build up the 
S-expression form: 

=C+EC+OM 
L [aoe [J 

The references to the atoms EQ, X, A, and QUOTE are actually pointers to 
the atoms. Each atom is located only once by the reader. After that we have 
direct access to atom and its property list. 

Since the input routines perform several cons operations; we should 
look at the details of cons. 

  

5.13 A First Look At cons 

The cons operation is quite different from the other LISP primitives. The 
other primitives manipulate existing S-expressions, whereas cons must 
construct a new S-expression from two existing S-exprs. Given 
representations of two S-exprs, say x and 4, conslx,y] must get a new cell, put 
a pointer to the representation of x in the car-part of the cell and a pointer to 
the representation of y in the cdr-part and return a pointer to the new cell: 

result of cons[x,9] 

rep. of x rep. of 9 

Before computation is begun, only the atomic structure for the initial 

LISP system table uses cells in the pointer area. The remaining pointer cells 

are linked together and form the free space list or FS list. 22 Whenever cons 
needs a cell, the first cell in the FS list is used and the FS list is set to the rest 

of the FS list. 

21 ISP free space is an instance of “heap storage" ([Alg 75]). The 
rationale for heap storage is that storage usage is not sufficiently disciplined 
that its allocation and deallocation can be predicted. Therefore some more 
global management scheme is required.
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For example the following represents the effect of cons[A;B] 
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As the computation continues, cells are taken from the FS list. When a 
cons operation needs a cell and the FS list is empty, the computation is 
suspended and a storage reclaimer is called. The reclaimer is often known 
by a more colorful name: the garbage collector. The job of the garbage 
collector is to locate cells for a new FS list. 

5.14 Storage Management: Garbage Collection 

During the course of a computation, contents of cells which were taken from 
the FS fist often become unnecessary. For example, if we ask LISP to 

evaluate something as simple as: 

(CONS (QUOTE A) (QUOTE B)), many cells are used:
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1. At least seven cells are needed just to read in the expression: 

Leows J Ly bel 4 
LL T+ 

| uore | += 

If some of the atoms are not present in the atom table, more cells will be 
needed. 

2. One cell will be needed to perform the cons operation. See the previous 
example. 

After the computation is completed, LISP will print "(4. B)" and wait 
for more input. After the print statement is completed none of the eight 
mentioned cells are needed. They are garbage. In the current example, these 
"garbage cells" could have been explicitly returned to the free list, but in 

general it is difficult to know exactly which cells are garbage. 3° In 
Section 7.7 we will see how these difficulties can arise. 

The responsibility for reclamation is therefore passed to the LISP 
system. The cons procedure removes cells from the FS list, and its FWS 
counterpart fwcons, removes cells from the FWS list when making numbers 
or print-names. These two functions are the only functions allowed to 
manipulate the free storage lists. When either list becomes empty, the 
garbage collector is called. 

  

  

The fundamental assumption of garbage collection is: 

At any point in a LISP computation, all cells which 
contain parts of the computation are reachable (for 
example, through car-cdr chains) from a fixed set of 

known cells or base registers. 

The first phase of the garbage collector, called the marking phase, 
marks all of the list structure which is currently active. By definition, a cell is 

active if it is reachabie from the base registers. The base registers include: 
pointers to the beginning of the atom table and the environment chain; a 
pointer to the control chain is also included since partial results are stored 
there. Active celis therefore include all the atoms in the atom table and all 
the associated elements on property lists. Any partial computations which 
have been generated will also be marked. 

30°F x periments have been performed in which LISP programmers were 
allowed to return “garbage” to the FS list themselves. The results were 
disastrous; list structure thought to be garbage was returned to the FS list 
even though the structure was still being used by other computations.
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In terms of our implementation, we mark from the ob ject list, from dest, 
and from control (see page 204). If deep binding is used, we mark the 
elements reachable through env. If shallow binding is used, then marking of 
oblist would capture all the values; even the ones which may not be accessible 
as A-values. What we should do instead is mark the non-value properties on 
atoms using oblist; we then mark the values separately using the current env 
skeleton tree. 

A structure might be referenced several times in the marking process, 
since we allow shared structure, and since the implementation will be 
referencing structures also referenced by the user’s program. We must take 
this into account since, though naive marking of an already marked structure 
is at wasteful, it is fatal if the structure is self-referential. Once all the active 

structure has been marked, we proceed to the sweep phase. 
The sweep phase proceeds linearly through memory, collecting all those 

cells which have not been marked.°! These unmarked cells are chained 
together via their cdr-parts to form a new FS list. The FS pointer is set to the 
beginning of this list. The unmarked celis in FWS comprise the new FWS 
list. 

If there is sufficient room in a full word to contain a pointer, then we 
chain the words together; otherwise we must designate the FWS list some 
other way. 

Garbage collection is a very general storage management technique. It 
has become a standard tool for implementors of complex systems. It was 
invented by the original LISP implementation team. The basic ideas have 
been embellished over the years to account for larger real memories, virtual 
memories, different implementations of LISP data, and different machine 

architectures; but the basic ideas are simple. More complex algorithms will 
be discussed in Section 7.3 and on page 397. 

5.15 A Simple LISP Garbage Collector 

We will now write a garbage collector in LISP to mark and sweep nodes in 
FS and FWS. 

3'The sweep phase is sometimes a good place to unmark the marked 
cells. This depends on the implementation. If each word carries a "mark bit” 
then, perform the unmarking; if the marked flags are all localized in a 

separate bit table (Section 7.5) then there is no advantage to doing the 

unmarking now.
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The algorithm will have three main functions: 

initializelx,y] initializes the marking device for each cell in the space between 
x and y. initialize will be called twice, once for FS and once for FWS. 
The next algorithm does the actual marking. 

mark{/] will be called for each base register / which points to active list 
structure. If the word is in FWS mark will mark it and return; if the 

word has already been marked it simply return, since we are assured 
that any cells further down the structure have already been marked. 
Otherwise the word is in FS and thus has a car and a cdr; mark the 

word; recursively mark the car, recursively mark the cdr. 

sweep[x,y] collects all inaccessible cells in the space delimited by x and 4. 
sweep will be called twice; once to generate a new free space list and 
once to generate a new full word space list. Elements of these free lists 
will be chained together by their cdr parts. The initialization and 
sweep phases of this garbage collector are very similar and, as we 
mentioned above, can sometimes be combined. Both these phases must 
be assured of reaching every node in the space. 

These main functions use several other functions and predicates: 

fwswrdplx] is true just in the case that x is a word in FWS. This is used as 
one of the termination conditions of mark. 

mark A[x] marks word x as accessible. 

mark N A[x] marks word x as not accessible. 

Apl[x] is true if word x is marked “accessible”. 

up(x): If x is at location n then up[x] is location n+1. 

rplacd[x;y] modifies x by replacing its cdr-part with y. The value returned is 

  

  

the new x. 

dest env 

L L oot ee 

e e e x ® « 

  

        

Algorithm for rplacd
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Can you write rplacd as a LISP function? 

initialize <= r[Lx,y] progl{] 
a markN A(x]; 

x « up{x], 

Leglx,y] + return{t]); 
go {a]]) 

mark <= xI[/] [Apt] = t; 
fuswrdpll) > mark All]; 

t3 markAll]; 
mark{car(/]]; 
markledr{t]] 0 

sweep <= Al[x,y] progilz] 
a {notlAplx]] + z¢ rplacal x;z]]; 

x + uplx]; 
feglx,9] + return {z]]; 
gola]]) 

As indicated previously, there are alternatives to garbage collection. If 
the data-structure manipulations are particularly simple one might leave 

storage Management to the programmer. 32 There is an intermediate area 
between garbage collection and explicit management. First notice that 
Storage management becomes quite simple if there is no sharing of sublists. 
However sharing substructures can save space and careful modification of 
shared structures can communicate global information between algorithms. 
A rich class of symbolic data manipulations fall into the category of shared, 
but non-circular, structures. In this case, storage can be managed by the 
reference counter method. 

Instead of using a garbage collector, we might associate a counter, called 
a reference counter, with each list when it is built. In that counter we will 

store the number of references to that list. The counter will be initialized to 1 
when the list is created. Whenever the list is shared we increase the counter 
by 1; whenever the list is no longer to be shared by some list structure, we 
decrease the counter by 1. When the count goes to 0 we can put the cells of 
the list in the free space list. 

A difficulty with the reference counter scheme is the inability to coliect 

32A side from these implementation considerations, one strong point of 
LISP is the notion that storage management need not concern symbolic 
programmers to any larger extent than roundoff errors concern their 
numerical counterparts.
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circular lists. A circular list is a list structure which is self-referential. 2° 

Consider the following sequence: 

1. Manufacture a list, x:x<«(BIGLIS T). Reference count is 1. 

2. Circularize it: x « circlelx);. Reference count is now 2. 

3. Delete all references to x: x « N/L. Reference count reverts to 1. 

The list is no longer referenced, but it is not on the free space list, and has 
thus been lost to the system. 

Two less serious considerations should be mentioned in conjunction 
with reference counters. First, each node which is to be collected with this 

scheme must have an associated reference field to contain the count. That 
requires extra space, and usually imposes a maximum size for the reference 
count. If that maximum is reached, either an additional space is allocated, or 
the filled count may never be decremented and the associated structure must 
be garbage collected. 

The second problem involves decrementing counts. Whenever a count 
goes to zero the counts associated with its immediate successors must also be 
decremented. This process is applied recursively until non-zero counts are 
encountered. The bookkeeping for such a task is non-trivial. 

There are significant storage management problems which are 
amenable to reference counting. LISP generates very intertwined structures; 
therefore these alternative methods are insufficient in general. However, 
some parts of LISP implementations could use reference counting; we will 
discuss some of these aspects in Section 5.20. For an excellent discussion 
and analysis of storage management schemes see [Mul 76]. 

Problems 

—_
 

This problem deals with what is known in LISP as hash consing 
([Got 74]. We have been storing atoms uniquely, but it should be clear 
from the behavior of cons that non-atomic S-exprs are not stored 
uniquely. Storing single copies of any S-expr would save space. For 
example, the non-atomic structure of ((A.B).(A.B)) could be 
represented with two cells rather than three. Unique storage is not 
without its difficulties. What problems do you foresee in implementing 
such a scheme? 

2. We said on page 267 that many LISP computations generate list structure 
rather than true LISP-trees. Give an example. 

3. Can you write a LISP function circle <= X{[x] ...] which will take a list x 
and make it circular. Thus: 

33LISP 1 ([McC 60]) disallowed circular list, but succeeding LISP 
dialects have allowed arbitrary binary structure.
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| NOTHING | +—+—»| CaN | | Go | -—t+| wronc | I 

This list is circular on its “last two" elements. Printing such structures is 
not possible using the print function. 

4. What LISP operations generate structures such that a reference counter 
implementation would not suffice?
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5.16 A Review of the Structure of the LISP Machine 

We have a good portion of the storage conventions for LISP set out. A 
difficult area involves the organization of the data structures to perform the 
correct binding and unbinding of variables. Before we tackle that, we give a 
diagram showing the basic structure of LISP memory. 

  

es THE SUBCONSCIOUS es 
eval and friends 

read and print 
the garbage collector 
the base registers for marking; 

these include: 
FS pointer 
FWS pointer 
atom table (OBLIST) pointer 
registers for partial! results 

dest, control 
the access chain 

  

eee POINTER SPACE «es 
the free space list 
those parts of S-exprs containing 

car- and cdr-parts. 

  

se» FULL WORD SPACE «es 
the full word space list 
atom print names 
numbers       

Structure of LISP memory 

5.17 Implementations of Binding 

In Section 3.5 and Section 3.11 we discussed deep binding and shallow 
binding respectively. That discussion took place at a reasonably abstract 
level. The next few sections discuss these binding implementations in more 
detail. We first examine some of the possible pitfalls in the implementation 
of LISP; then we give deep and shallow implementations for an important 
subset of LISP. Finally, we sketch some of the methods available for 

implementing the full language in an efficient manner. 
Though much of this discussion deals with the binding stategies of
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LISP, and therefore with control structure, we are restricting ourselves to the 

data structure requirements. The next chapter shows how the control 
structures of LISP implementations manipulate these data structures. 

Consider the evaluation of a form: f{a); ... £4] 

where: f <= Al[x,;... %_].. gf J]. i. J, 

g<= AL. ]. AL. J), 

and =oi<=All..].jf..]] 

Typically a picture like the following occurs, where the instance of function 
name means a block of A-bindings necessary to begin evaluation of that 
function: 

3 | 3 | i 

We build up a stack of A-binding blocks as we continue to enter procedures, 
and as we leave a procedure we remove that block of bindings from the 
stack. When we wish to know the value of a variable we look down the 
stack for the first occurrence of that variable; the associated binding is the 

desired value. However, LISP allows functional arguments and functional 
values; these constructs require modification of the behavior modelled in this 
simple blocks world. 

When we recognize a functional argument, we note the block which is 
currently on the top of the stack. When we apply that functional argument, 
intervening blocks will have been stacked; we change the environment such 
that the lookup of non-local variables takes place beginning with the saved 
block, rather than with the top of the stack. 

However, if A say, generated a functional value which is to be applied 

in the context of j then we must retain those values in the f-g-A stack in such 
a way that they may be used to restore the enviroment when we desire to 
apply the functional value in the f-i-j stack. 

   

bind g unbind 

  

  

      
We will discuss data structure requirements for implementation of these three 
LISP subsets: first, simple function application; then, functional arguments; 

and finally, functional values. 
The mechanism which we described in the initial blocks model occurs
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quite naturally in computer science. It is called a stack. 34 The important 
characteristics of stacks are that they are lists such that additions and 
deletions can only be made at the front of the list. 

What is of interest to us now is that stacks have a particularly efficient 
implementation; due to the very regular way in which stacks are 

manipulated, the linked allocation implementation is not usually necessary. °° 
Instead a stack can be implemented as: 

1. A sequence of contiguous locations. 

2. A pointer initialized to point before the first of these locations. 

3. An operation, typically called push which places a new ob ject in 
the stack. This can be accomplished by adding | to the value of 
the stack pointer, and then putting a representation of the ob ject 
in the cell currently referenced by the pointer. 

4. An operation called pop which gets the first value in the stack 
and then decrements the pointer by 1. 

5. Though the abstract structure of a stack does not involve 
limitations on the length of stack-space, any representation 
should include techniques for assuring that the stack pointer 
stays within its allotted space. See the preceding footnote. 

Notice that the concat operation can be interpreted as pushing and the 
rest operation as popping. Indeed our earlier manipulations of symbol tables 
effectively used such stack operations. This is particularly apparent in the 
representation of symbol tables given on page 124. 

34Stacks are closely related to a theoretical device called a push-down 
automaton. There, only the top element of the stack is accessible. We take a 
more pragmatic position, allowing access to elements within the stack, and 
indeed modification of elements within the stack; but removal of elements 

from within the stack is not allowed. To remove an element, we must first 

remove the elements above it. 

35The typical model for a stack is a contiguous block of memory but 
that ignores the question of exceeding the bounds of that memory allocation. 
A stack can be implemented in a discontinuous fashion ([Bis 74]) as long as 
the stack manipulating functions are able to cope with such behavior. The 
degenerate case of such discontinuous stacks is a linked allocation scheme.
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We will discuss the binding process in terms of a sequence of three 
events: 

1. bind describes what the implementation does when we are ready to call a 
procedure. The actual parameters are evaluated and we are ready to 
add them to the environment and evaluate the body of the procedure. 

2. lookup will determine how values are located in the current environment. 

8. unbind will describe what has to be done as we prepare to exit from a 
procedure. 

5.18 Stack Implementation of a LISP subset: Deep Bound 

The stack implementation of simple function application is a straightforward 
implementation of our blocks picture. We have two stacks which operate 
synchronously. One stack is called the name stack; the other is called the 
value stack. The name stack maintains the A-variables (and generated 
names, if a primitive is called). The top of the name stack defines the origin 
of the environment. When the value of a variable is requested lookup 
proceeds down the name stack, looking for the first occurrence of the 
variable. The corresponding position in the value stack contains the desired 
value. 

When we recognize a function application, we begin the evaluation of 
the actual parameters. As each parameter is evaluated, the result is pushed 
into the value stack. When all the parameters have been evaluated, we are 

ready to evaluate the body of the expression. At that point bind pushes the 
A-variables onto the name stack. When we complete the evaluation of the 
body of the expression unbind pops the A-variables from the name stack, and 
pops their values from the value stack. 

Since the A-variables are removed from the stack as a group we can 
sometimes speed up the operation by storing block sizes in the stack. Also, 
the word size of the machine may allow using one stack for both names and 
values. For example: 

  

60 pay 

  

namen valn 

t 
  

s es s 

name2 | val2 
  

namel vall 

~y 
where vall is furthest down the stack since it was pushed on first, and 
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where all references to namei and vali are really pointers to appropriate 

S-expressions (atoms or dotted pairs). The “back pointer" is used for 
removing blocks of bindings, but it is also a representation of the control link 
discussed in Section 3.8. 

A slight modification of this scheme is sufficient to support 
implementation of functional arguments. An additional piece of information 
is added to guide lookup in its search for the next block of bindings. Instead 
of proceeding linearly down the stack, lookup proceeds linearly through a 
block and at the end of each block is information telling lookup where the 
next block of bindings is to be found. Recall that information is called the 
access link (Section 3.8). 

  

+0 —- 
  

namen valn 

UJ 
  

. control links access Jinks e 
name2 | val2 
  

namel vall 

pT 
In simple function application, the access links and control links are 

identical. The evaluation of a functional argument will generate an access 
link, pointing to the current stack. That is, the function-construct is 
responsible for saving the binding environment by saving a pointer to the 
current top of the name and value stack. When a functional argument is 
applied, the access link will be set to that saved binding environment 
(page 146). Since we are restricting attention to functional arguments, we are 
assured that the application of that argument will occur within an expression 
which dynamically surrounds the creation of the functional argument. This 
means that our environment pointer will indeed be a pointer down the stack. 
The use of functional values invalidates that assumption. Before examining 
that problem we will discuss shallow binding for these same LISP subsets. 

        

5.19 Stack Implementation of a LISP Subset: Shallow Bound 

A stack implementation of shallow binding allows some elegant economies. 
We can use a stack implementation for the first shallow binder of 
Section 3.11. There we had a collection of bindings associated with the 
identifier. Without loss of generality, we can organize mkenv such that the 
new binding is added in front of any previous binding. Now if we are only 
evaluating simple function applications, lookup will find the desired binding
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provided the unbinding operation removes the first binding as it exits the 
procedure. In this way, binding and unbinding act on the value entries in a 
stack-like fashion. Instead of associating a separate stack with each variable 
and accessing the value through the top of the stack, we associate a single 
value cell with each variable and store the saved values of all variables on a 
common stack. The “shallowest” of the shallow schemes, which only used the 
value cell, can also be extended to handle functional arguments. 

The implementation of lookup will be simple for either shatlow scheme: 
take the value in the value cell. Since the value cell will be maintained to 
always contain the proper binding of a variable, the distinction between tocal 
and non-local variables vanishes. The contents of the value cell is the current 
value for any variable. 

We first review the process of shallow binding with the value cell, 
including the details we added in Section 46. When an application is 
recognized we allocate a block to contain the values of the actual parameters; 
that is the dest block. As the arguments are evaluated, the results are sent to 

the appropriate slots in the dest block. 36 When all the arguments are 
evaluated, we link the dest block onto the front of the environment, but as 

we do that we swap the current contents of the affected value cells with the 
new values. This establishes the new values in the value cells while saving 
the prior bindings. We are now ready to evaluate the body of the 
application. When evaluation is completed we swap back, using the first block 
of the saved environment chain; then we remove that first block from the 
chain. Since we are assuming a simple function call, that old dest block is no 

longer accessible and can be collected. °” The allocation and de-allocation 
process is stack-like; we will develop our implementation using a stack called 
the Special Pushdown stack. This stack will be referenced by a stack pointer 
called SP or called ENV when we wish to reinforce its relation to the more 
general environment structures. 

In the spirit of the evaluator of Section 46, we would evaluate 

AlLx;y] EJLC;D] as follows: 

1. Allocate space for the parameters x and 9. This space is reserved on the 
top of the ENV stack, and is referenced by a pointer named DEST. 

2. Evaluate the actual parameters and send the results to the dest block. 

3. Swap the contents of the value cells for x and y with the contents of the 
dest block. Move ENV to point to the dest block. 

36This scheme will also work with multi-valued functions. 

37Since the dest block is no longer accessible, it was unnecessary to 
swap back; we could have simply restored the value cells. The swap was 
described in preparation for more general implementations.
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4. Evaluate & Within &, lookup will go to the value cells for all variabie 

references. 

5. Restore the old environment. Swap the contents of the first block of ENV 
with the contents of the appropriate value cells. 

6. Set ENV to point at the prior block. 

To reinforce these notions we supply a more detailed implementation. We 
will implement our value cells as elements of the property lists. The property 
name will be VALUE, and the corresponding property value will be the value 
cell. Assume x and y are currently bound to A and B respectively; and 
assume we wish to evaluate: 

ALx,y] EC;D) 
We assume ENV is in some well-defined state: 

  

  

part of atom for X part of atom for Y 

value | + [a [o> VALUE | + [el] -.. 

ENV 

[ --+- xMARKK + 
last entry }       

J 

In this implementation, the stack is organized in blocks. The allocation 
operation claims space from the top of the stack and puts a special mark in 
the top of the ENV stack to delimit the block of A-rebindings; that marked 
entry will also contain the dest pointer. The implementation will indicate the 
new block by pointing to it by DEST. The allocation routine is also 
responsible for filling the name-entries of the dest block. Those entries will 
be represented as pointers to the value cell entry on the property list of the 
atom.
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part of atom for X part of atom for Y 

DEST 

[+ xMARKK | 
th 
  

ENV «to Yee 

(+ MARK x | 
  

  

  

last entry       
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The send operation will fill the dest entries for x and y. The next operation 
will increment the dest pointer so that after all entries have been made to the 
dest block, the dest pointer will indicate the next block of saved bindings. 

With x and y bound to C and D in the dest block, we are ready to swap 
the value cells. After the swap the picture is: 

part of atom for X part of atom for Y 

ENV 

Ce AMARKK 
Ls A 

  

  

  

  eto Yee B 

aMARKx *— 

last entry | 

J 

toe 
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Now x and y have values C and D respectively and the previous bindings 

are saved on the ENV stack. We may now begin the evaluation of §& assured 
that we will get the expected values for x and y. We have also saved 
sufficient information to restore the previous values afterwards. Since we are 
assuming simple function composition, the unbind operation can simply 
“pop” entries off of the top of ENV into the value cells rather than swap them 
with the value cells. 

The unbinder restores the first block of saved values using the pointers 

to the value cells as destinations for the values. °® This stack of previous 
values is also visited by the garbage collector, it may be that the only copy of 
some value is accessible only through the ENV stack. It would be most 
unfortunate if the garbage collector neglected to mark that entry and the 
unbinding mechanism later tried to restore the value. 

This implementation works quite well for simple A-binding and lookup. 
Changing environments is a bit of work, but the access to the values of 
variables is relatively rapid, particularly if we make sure that the value cell is 
always stored at a known position relative to the beginning of the property 
list. In describing this implementation we have used more representation 
than might seem appropriate. In particular the representation of the value 
cell as a linked list seems unnecessarily explicit. This was done to illuminate 
the pointer modifications involved in binding and unbinding. 

We would like to implement functional arguments in this shallow 
binder. Recall how deep binding coped. When we recognized an instance of 
a functional argument we saved a pointer to the current environment. When 
we applied the functional argument we restored the symbol table in such a 
way that global variables were accessed in the saved environment while local 
variables were found in the current environment. We must try to do the 
same with the shallow-binding. The action taken when a functional 
argument is recognized is quite similar to our previous solution: when 
function is seen, save the current ENV pointer. This setting of ENV establishes 
the binding environment, and is therefore callled the binding context 
pointer. The action therefore, manufactures a triple 
(FUNARG <function> <binding context pointer>). 

However, the action required when we wish to apply the functional 
argument is much more complicated. In the deep binding implementation we 
just set up a new access chain such that the local table referred to binding 
environment saved by the FUNARG construction. The problem with the 
Shallow-binder is that ENV only reflects the incremental changes in the 
environments during the computation. To retrieve the environment current 

38An alternative implementation would only store the saved values, 
without explicitly saving the locations, and without marking the stack. In this 
implementation the unbinder would require an argument describing which 
variables needed restoring.
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when the functional argument was bound, we must unwind ENV back to the 
binding environment; we must also save the current activation environment 
so that we may return to it when finished with the functional argument. 
Since we are dealing with a functional argument, rather than a functional 
value, we can easily locate the binding context pointer. The pointer is below 
the current ENV in the stack. We search down the stack for that saved 
pointer, swapping back the saved value cells. When we reach the binding 
context pointer we stop. At that time the value cells have been restored to the 
binding environment and the segment of the stack between the activation 
environment and the binding environment accurately reflects the bindings 
which were made between binding and activation, that is, that segment of the 
stack is deep bound. That stack segment must be saved so that the 
activation environment can be restored, thus ENV is not restored to the 
binding context, but remains where it was. 

This process is complex enough to warrant an example. 

An example of shallow binding and FUNARG 

I Assume that x initially has value / and the SP pointer is at location SP1, 

II then assume that a 4-binding rebinds x to 2; 

III in this new context, assume a functional argument, g, is to be bound to a 

function-variable f. 

IV-V As the computation continues x is rebound first to ? and within that 
context rebound again to 4. 

VI Finally f is applied; this will resurrect g °° requiring a restoration of the 
environment current at step III. 

3°From the value cell of f as (FUNARG G SP2).
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Steps I through V would lead to the following sequence. 

Fs: (FUNARG G »*) 
X: 2 

  

  

      

X: 1 x: 2 
} 

SP1 —»|aMARKx | =II=> SP2 —| X | 1 | =III=> TAR | Soo bay x 1 | 
woe *xMARKx see 

T 

nd rr | 

X: 3 X: 4 

=]1V=> SP3 ™LE 2 | =V=> sha 

SP2 ~E - | 

Now to apply the functional argument: (FUNARG G SP2). This is 
accomplished by tracing down the SP stack with a pointer SPx, moving from 
SP4 --the current stack pointer-- down to SP2 --the FUNARG pointer--, 
reversing all the intervening bindings on SP and putting the saved values 
back into the value cell. The pattern of these reversals must be saved; we do 
this by swapping the values back into the stack segment between SP4 and 
SP2. 

Thus, steps VII and VIII: 

X:3 X: 2 

SP4 =| x | 4 | SP4 >| x | 4 | 

=VIl=> SP3 | X | 2 Je SPk =VIll=> SP3 3] X |] 3 | 

SP2 | x 1 | SP2 | x 1 |— SPx 

Now we are in a position to evaluate the call on g; when we are finished 
with g we will use the unbinding mechanism to reinstate the world as it 
existed at SP4. This process will restore the value cells using the areas of the 
stack between SP2 and SP4. 

Functional arguments are more difficult since there is only one symbol
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table, not the stack of tables implicit in the deep binding implementation. 
True, the information necessary to recover an environment is present in SP, 
but now it is more expensive to retrieve it. 

Though the stack implementation of shallow binding will perform for 
functional arguments, it will involve even more complexity if we wish to 
handle functional values. The difficulty is the same as that for the stack 
implementation of deep binding: the FUNARG will point "up" the SP stack 
rather than "down". A straightforward application of the technique used for 
functional arguments will not work. At the time we wished to apply the 
functional value its saved SP-pointer will be pointing into a section of the SP 
stack which no longer reflects the proper state. For when we leave the 
environment which created the functional value the current unbinding 
mechanism will cut the stack back to the point which existed when we 
entered that environment. 

The generalization of this shallow binding scheme to functional values 
is possible. There are two problems to be solved. First, the storage for ENV 
and DEST must be generalized to be tree-like rather than stack-like. This 
generalization is not simply a problem of shallow binding. The deep 
binding scheme builds a tree isomorphic to the shallow tree; only the 
information saved in the respective trees differs. The problem which the 
shallow binder must solve is how to rebind from the activation environment 
to the binding environment. The functional argument case was simplified 
since the binding environment was on the same branch of the environment 
tree. In the more general case the binding environment will be on a different 
branch. We will investigate some solutions to this problem in the next 
section. 

5.20 Strategies for Full LISP Implementation 

The discussion of the last three sections should be related to the earlier 
discussion of binding strategies, Weizenbaum environments, functional 
arguments and the non-recursive evaluators. Our mapping of the binding 
implementations (shallow or deep) onto a stack is sufficient for the great 
majority of LISP programs. However as the LISP community explores new 
ways of using the language, they expect that the full power of functional 
values be available, and have proposed extensions in the LISP control 
structure to allow non-recursive control. Since these topics are of current 
research interest it is not clear how lasting their impact will be. We will 
Sketch a few of the ideas involved and indicate how the techniques we have 
discussed in this chapter can be applied. 

In the implementation of eval of Section 3.5 we represented symbol 
tables as list-structure. Later, when we introduced the function construct, this 

generality became necessary. As long as a FUNARG construct accessed a
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table, then that table was retained; symbol tables were then a garbage 

collectible commodity. Essentially we had removed the stack-like behavior of 
symbol-table accesses which occurs most of the time and replaced it with a 
general scheme which works for all cases but incurs a significant overhead in 
even the most simple of function calis. 

We would like an intermediate solution: one which works for all cases 
and minimizes overhead in the typical call. Such a scheme can indeed be 
implemented. Recalt our discussion of garbage collection in Section 5.14. 
There we said that a garbage collector was used in LISP since the 
interrelationships which we generated in the data structure manipulations 
were sufficiently intertwined that it was not possible to use less sophisticated 
methods to determine whether a structure was still active. 

Symbol tables are data structures; the discussion of Weizenbaum 
environments in Section 3.8 should have convinced you of that. They are 
chained together in a manner reminiscent of that of our implementation of 
S-exprs; indeed as we have just mentioned LISP’s attitude toward 

management of such tables was to garbage collect them. However the behavior 
of tables during the execution of a program is much less complex than that 
of arbitrary list structure. As we have just seen, the behavior is predictable 
except for procedure-valued variabies. A solution giving a reasonable 
implementation based on the alternative storage management scheme of 
reference counters, which we described on page 286, is described in 
[Bob 73a]. Several other generalized control schemes have been proposed; 
for example [Con 73], [Gre 74], [Mon 75], and [Wegb 75]. The intent of all 
these schemes is that minimal overhead be experienced if a program does not 
use the more exotic features: a stack-like device results. A larger toll is paid 
for use of more general control regimes. 

It is possible to combine the use of the value cell with either shallow or 
deep strategies. We have both a value cell and either name-value trees or 
shallow bound p-lists. We will try to use the value cell as much as possible. 
We associate an extra piece of information with each value attached to any 
value cell, telling the binding time of that variable. We have a global 
indicator telling the current context which we are using: E.,,,ont, Say. When 

we want the value of a variable, we first go to the augmented value cell; if 
the binding time indication is that of E.yrreqt, then the value is correct and 

we take it. If the indicators disagree, we use the full lookup strategy; when 
we find the variable we update the value cell and change the binding time 
indicator to Exurrent. Dhis way we only search the stacks for the first access to 

a variable; after that we can justifiably use the value cell until we change 
context again. This scheme, called cache value cells, has been implemented 

in [Mud 75]. 
Finally, we describe a full shallow binding implementation of functional 

values ([Gre 74)). We identified the critical problem as that of discovering 
the path between the activation environment and the binding environment.
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Let us call the two nodes E,., and E,jng. With any node in the tree is 

associated a flag named active; only nodes on the currently active branch are 
marked active. It will be the responsibility of the binding and unbinding 
routines to maintain this flag. In the current situation, E,,4 is on the active 

branch and E,j,g is not. We go to the node E,;,4 and search back down its 

branch, looking for a node marked active. Call this node Einter Einter 

represents the intersection of the active branch with the branch tipped in 

Epind: 

Ent Epind 

We now go E,., and unbind down to Ente, Swapping the value cells as we 

go. At Enter we bind up to E,,,q, still swapping value cells. When we reach 

Eping the binding environment has been restored, and the path from E,ing 

through Ejnte, tO Egey contains the necessary information to allow us to rebind 

to Enact if desired. 

The winding and unwinding of value cells is a time consuming process, 
much more so than the context swap used in a deep binding scheme. One 
objection to this implementation of the shallow scheme is that it optimized 
for the case that many of the references in the new environment will be to 
free variables: those variables which are non-local, but are not globally 

bound. If a variable is local or global, its access is trivial. If there are no free 

references in the new environment, then this shallow swap is not needed. 

Alternative schemes exist which allow the fast access of shallow binding and 
allow the fast context swap of deep binding. 

5.21 Epilogue 

Most programming languages are much less complex than LISP; they are far 
less flexible in their control regimes or their symbol accessing mechanisms. 
In Fortran there is a simple relationship between variables and memory 
locations which will contain their values; a Fortran evaluator can assign 
fixed locations to the variables in a program. In Algol, there is a simple 
relationship between variables and positions in the run-time stack; an Algol 
evaluator cannot assign fixed locations, but it can replace the variable lookup 
with a simple address calculation. This is partly due to Algol’s use of static
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binding “° and partly due to its restrictions on procedure-valued variables. 
These kinds of restrictions allow Fortran and Algol compilers to produce 
efficient code. 

In the most general uses of LISP, both the quality and the quantity of 
variables can change. Arbitrary properties can be associated with atoms at 
run-time. Indeed, the symbol table mechanism of LISP is more reminiscent 

of that associated with the compilers for other languages. For these 
languages it is the compiler which performs the mapping from source 
language to running machine code. It is the compiler’s responsibility to 
discover the properties associated with each variable. The compiler can do 
this because the semantics of the language is such that at compile time all, or 
almost all, of the properties of the variables are known. This is not true for 
LISP. In generat you cannot tell until run time what the attributes of a 
particular atom are. The situation is really even worse than this. Since 
programs and data are indistinguishable, we can construct a list using the 
data structure facilities and the turn right around and evaluate that list as a 
representation of a LISP expression. 

However, a large majority of LISP computations fall into a much more 
disciplined set, and for those computations, some of the ideas available for 
Fortran or Algol translators are applicable. If we don’t use all of the 
generality available in the language, we can reduce some of the run-time 
overhead. For these kinds of computations, it might be appropriate to 
compile out the unneeded generality. There are LISP compilers, typically 
written in LISP. They can make many decisions at compile time about the 
properties of variables; and given comparable information about a program’s 
characteristics can produce code comparable to that produced by Algol and 

Fortran ([Fat 73]). 
In the most general cases, the compiled code may be interspersed with 

calls on eval. This implies that compiled and interpreted code must be able 
to communicate with each other. A piece of compiled code can call a 
A-expression or conversely. The execution of the program should be totally 
transparent as to whether any, or all, or none of the functions are compiled. 

This means that the calling sequences for both kinds of functions must be 
compatible. Less obvious and by far more troublesome, is the communication 
of the values of free variables. The next chapter discusses the run-time 
behavior required for implementations of LISP-like languages including a 
discussion of LISP compilers. 

40This is another benefit of referential transparency (page 171).



CHAPTER 6 

The Dynamic Structure of LISP 

6.1 Introduction 

We have now developed the basic static structure of a LISP machine 
consisting of eval and its subfunctions; we have discussed the I/O routines, 

the garbage collector, and the organization of a symbol table. This table 
contains the primitive functions, constants like T and NIL, and a collection 

of utility functions like append, and reverse. We have also isolated two areas 
of memory: pointer space, and full word space. 

Expressions are read in, converted to list structure, and evaluated by 

eval. The evaluator traverses the S-expression representation of the form, 

interpreting the information found there as LISP “instructions”. We have 
discussed some basic data structures for implementation of A-bindings and 
evaluation, but we have said little about how the actual execution of the 

expression takes place. The essential ingredient involved here is the handling 
of control -- the dynamics of LISP execution. For example, how can we 
implement call-by-value, parameter passing, recursion, and conditional 
expressions? At an abstract level, the original eval-apply pair of Section 3.5 
describes the evaluation mechanism. Given the data structure representation 
of an expression, we can mechanically perform the transformations implied 
in the eval-apply pair. Even more of the detail is made explicit in the later 
evaluators of Section 4.6 through Section 4.8. However we must. still 

304
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implement these evaluators on a "real" machine and, unless the evaluator is 
built into the hardware, we must express the evaluator in terms of more 
primitive operations. For example, we cannot “implement” recursion by using 
recursion; we must express that idea in terms of lower level operations. 

Obviously this decomposition must stop somewhere. As J. McCarthy once 
said: "Nothing can be explained to a stone"; we must assume certain 
primitives are known. 

In this chapter we will discuss two layers of “primitive operations” or 
instructions. One layer will correspond to traditional hardware, and another 
layer will correspond to the primitives which we derive from the evaluator of 
Section 4.8. Here we discuss the primitives of that section as the basis for a 
machine which executes LISP expressions. We can describe the evaluation 
of a LISP expression as the execution of a sequence of these instructions. 
Both operations are equivalent: either evaluate the expression or execute the 
instruction sequence. 

There are common instances in which the execution of the instructions 
can be considered "more efficient" than the evaluation of the expression. For 
example, consider the access to a local variable. Each such access is to the 

same location relative to the local environment. That relative location can be 
computed easily, but the evaluator will use a version of lookup for every 
access. We resort to lookup for non-local variables, since LISP uses dynamic 
binding and the activation environment will typically effect which binding is 
accessible, but since the location of any local variable is computable, we 
should exploit that knowledge when executing our programs. 

Several examples also arise in the evaluation of a prog. For example a 

loop typically consists of a static sequence of statements. Each time around 
the loop an evajuator will execute the same sequence of instructions. It would 
be faster to simply execute the sequence of instructions rather than 
re-interpret each expression. A related efficiency involves the execution of go. 
We assumed in Section 4.8 that the evaluator will either lookup the label by 
searching the body of the prog or, perhaps more efficiently, searching a 
computed go_list. Either case requires a search. If we can replace the body 
of a loop with a sequence of primitive instructions, then we can replace a go 
with a transfer of control to the beginning of an appropriate block of 

instructions. Such a transfer operation should be one of our instructions. 2 

'By static we mean that the actual expressions do not change during 
execution. Using the fact that LISP programs are data structures and using 
some marginal programming techniques rplaca and rplacd (Section 7.7) we 
can in fact write self modifying programs. However, such practice is not 
common. 

2A problem related to the execution of loops is the recognition of a 
loop. The extent of --or even the presence of-- a loop which the user is 
controlling by tests and go's may be difficult to discover. If a loop is
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The translation of an expression into a sequence of instructions is not 
without cost. If we wish to evaluate a simple expression only once, then direct 
evaluation is may be less time-consuming than translation plus execution. 
However expressions subjected to repeated evaluation can profitably be 
translated into instructions and then executed. 

The translation part of the process which we have been describing is 
called compilation; the translator is called a compiler. The compiler is a 
mapping from the LISP expressions to a sequence of instructions. A 
compiler is a useful tool for increasing the speed of execution. J. McCarthy 
says a compiler allows you to look before you leap; we will show that we can 
look as we leap. That is, we cari compile instructions as we evaluate 
expressions; if the expression is evaluated again then we execute the faster 
compiled version. 

The relationship between compilation and interpretation should be 
more apparent now: the interpreter performs the evaluation; the compiler 
emits instructions which when executed produce the same computational 
effect as the evaluator. Since the code produced by the compiler is either in 
machine language or in a form closer to the machine than the source 
program, we can execute the code much faster. A speed-up factor of thirty to 
fifty is not uncommon. Compilation may also reduce storage requirements; 
interpreted programs are stored as S-expressions, but compiled code will be 
machine language. The machine code will require significantly less space 
than the interpreted version, the S-expr storage may be reclaimed, and 
garbage collection time will be decreased since the compiled code is not in 
free space. 

Why not compile all programs? We already have seen that we can 
cons-up new expressions to be evaluated while we are running. Even so, we 

can compile those expressions before execution. 3 The answer, rather, is that 
for debugging and editing of programs it is extremely convenient to have a 
structured representation of the program in memory. This structured 
representation also simplifies the discussion of compilation. It is true that 
compilers can translate directly from M-expression representation to internal 

machine code. 4 Conventional compiler discussions include description of the 

controlled by language constructs (wAile, do, repeat, etc.) then the interpreter 
should have some chance of improving the execution of the loop. This, 
perhaps, is reason for removing control of iteration from the hands of the 
programmer. 

SThere are, however, programs which simply cannot be compiled. The 
most obscene examples involve self-modifying programs, that is, programs 
which modify their representation in order to affect the course of 
interpretation. An example is reluctantly given on page 388. 

“The compilers which perform in this manner are called sytnax 
directed compilers. They are an instance of a computational scheme called
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syntax analysis problems, for we cannot compile code until we know what the 
syntactic structure of the program is. However, syntax analysis is really 
irrelevant for a clear understanding of the behavior of a compiler. 
Assuming the existence of the structured representation, the compiler is 
conceptually very simple. The S-expr representation in LISP and resembles 
the parse tree of other language processors. When we wish to run the 
program at top speed, we can compile the programs. The compiler can then 
translate the abstract representation of the program into machine code. We 
shall say more about this view of programming later. 

We shall exploit the analogy between compilers and evaluators when 
we write the function, compile, which will implement the compiler. We will 

also abstract from the specific compiler, thé essence of all LISP compilers. 

We will have to separate two representations from the specific compiler; we 
are representing one specific compiling algorithm, and we are also dealing 
with the representation of a specific machine. The task is worth pursuing 
since we wish to write different compilers for a specific machine and also 
would like a single compiler capable of easy transportation to other machines. 

The input to compile is the representation of a LISP function; the 
output is a list which represents a sequence of machine instructions. Assume 
that we have LISP running on Brand X machine, and we have written 

compile which produces code for Brand X machine. Then perform the 
following sequence of steps: 

1. Create the S-expression form of compile. 

2. Introduce this translation into the machine, defining com pile. 

3. Ask LISP to evaluate: compilel(COM PILE]. 

Since compile compiles code for Brand X machine, it translates the 
S-expression representation of its argument into machine code. Therefore the 
output of step 3 is a list of instructions representing the translation of 
compile. That is, step 3 compiles the compiler. 

A technique called bootstrapping is closely related to the process just 
described. To illustrate this idea, assume that we have LISP and its compiler 
running on Brand X, and we wish to implement LISP on Brand Y. If we 
have been careful in our encoding of the compile function then most of 
compile is machine independent, that is, it deals mostly with the structure of 

the LISP expression and only in a few places deals with the structure of a 
particular machine architecture; this is not an unrealisitc assumption. Notice 

that this is one of our early programming admonitions: encode algorithms in 

syntax directed computation; the idea is based on the observation that many 
algorithms paratlel the underlying data structure. We have seen this 
behavior frequently in our data structure algorithms. For application to 
compiling and parsing see [Gri 71] or [Aho 72].
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a representation-independent style and then include representation-dependent 
routines as the interface. Changing representations simply requires changing 
those simpler subfunctions. Here the representations are machines and the 
algorithm is a compiling algorithm for LISP functions. 

Let us call those parts of the compiler which deal with the machine, the 
code generators or instruction generators. Now if we understand the machine 
organization of brands X and Y then for any instruction on Brand X we 
should be able to give a sequence of instructions having the equivalent effect 
on Brand Y. We can change the instruction generators in compile to generate 
instructions which run on Brand Y. We would have a compile function, call 
it compilex, running on X and producing instructions for Y. Take the S-expr 
representations of eval, apply, read, print, compilex,.. etc. and compile these 
with compilex, we will generate a large segment of code for a LISP system 
which will run on Y. Certain primitives will have to be supplied to run these 
instructions on Y, but a very large part of LISP can be bootstrapped from X 
to Y. 

Given a compiler and interpreter for a language A, we can often 

bootstrap A, to a language A>. We express the interpreter for Ap as a 

program in A,. We can then execute programs in Az by interpreting the Ap 

interpreter. We can improve efficiency by compiling the A», evaluator. 

Perhaps we can express the Ap compiler in A, or Ag; in either case we can 

then compile that compiler. ® 
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss implementation of control 

structures for LISP, yet most of this introduction has been a description of 
compilers. These positions can reconciled easily. 

i. The instructions generated by the compiler will reference the control 
primitives of the machine. The control structures of the evaluator will 
also be implemented from these primitives. The machine code produced 
by an implementor might be more highly optimized than that produced 
by a compiler, by the essential structure of the code will will be quite 
similar. We are initially interested in understanding. It is easier to 
understand an abstract general algorithm than to understand the 
implementation of one specific evaluator. 

2. It will clearly show the relationship between compilation and evaluation. 
That is, the LISP function representing the compiler will very closely 
parallel the structure of the interpreter, eva/. If you understand eval, then 
the compiler is easy. 

The design of the compiler will also illustrate another non-trivial 
application of abstract computation, showing how simple it is to describe an 

®The first bootstrapped compiler was the LISP compiler for the 
IBM 704. Bootstrapping is a common practice in A.I. now, using LISP as a 
base language and extending it to any number of specialized A.J. languages.
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apparently complex algorithm. As in the previous chapter, we will remain as 
abstract as possible without losing the necessary details. A meaningful 
description of compilers entails an understanding of a machine, so before the 
actual construction of the compilers, we will describe a simple machine with a 
sufficient instruction set to handle the control structures of LISP. First we 
will review and expand the primitives of Section 4.8, emphasizing their 
interpretation as machine instructions. 

6.2 Primitives for LISP 

In our discussion of the evaluators in Section 4.6 through Section 4.8 we 
uncovered more details involved in evaluation of LISP expressions. In the 
final evaluator we identified a dozen or so actions. The underlying idea was 
to remove recursion and replace that implicit control structure with very 
explicit actions, controlled by a simple loop: 

loop <= r[L[]progil] 
i cont[] 

gold) J 

The variable cont was a functional variable, bound to states and set to the 
next state by the action of the current state. This observation marks the 
beginning of a traditional machine description. It remains to separate the 
actions of the machine from the instructions it is executing. That is, some of 
the details of the state transformations deal with the bookkeeping which the 
machine is doing to discover what the expression is, and some of the 

transformations perform the actual evaluation of the expression. For 
example, the manipulation of fun and args is part of the activity to discover 
the form of the expression. The execution of send and receive are involved 
with the evaluation. The parts of the evaluator involved with the execution 
of the expression will become the instructions of the machine. Supplied with 
an appropriate execution device, a sequence of these instructions captures the 
meaning of the evaluation of an expression. It is the business of this section 
to review the evaluators and extract a sufficient set of instructions. We 
begin that task with some examples, using peval of Section 4.8 as the basic 
interpreter. 

First, the evaluation of a constant A involves the recognition that we 
have seen a constant; that is part of the control of the evaluator. We 

evaluate that constant by sendldenortel]]. The denote operation is still part of 
the evaluator, but the send operation is an instruction. The execution of 
send[A] performs the evaluation. The restore operation returns the evaluator 
to its previous state. We must allow for some state-saving in our repertoire of 
instructions. The evaluation of a function application, like g{A], involves the 
evaluation of A, the calling of g, and a means of returning to the
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computation surrounding g{A]. Function calls involve several things: we need 
space to contain the evaluated arguments, we need a control mechanism to 
describe which argument is being evaluated; we need to suspend a 
computation such that we can execute the function with the evaluated 
arguments, and we must be able to return to the suspended computation 
when the function has completed its task. 

The necessary ingredients are already present in peval; we need only 
extract and package them. Clearly alloc_dest is involved in getting new space 
for the evaluated arguments. There is a second required activity since 
alloc_dest always occurs in conjunction with a save of the current dest. 
Therefore we define an instruction named alloc which saves the current 
destination end intitializes a new dest block. 

Each slot of the destination block is filled by an appropriate send 
operation. Examination of the sub-states of evalargs (page 215) reveals 
another machine instruction: next[] is used to increment the destination 
pointer. 

Finally, after all the arguments are evaluated, the destination block 
must become the local environment, and the function can be called. Thus two 

more instructions: dink will attach the destination block as the local 
environment and restore the previous dest block; cadd will call the function 
after saving sufficient control information so that we may return after 
execution of the function is completed. 

For example, consider f{glA],A[B]]. Assuming f and g are A-definitions 
with formal parameters [x,y] and [z] respectively, and A is a primitive, then 
an instruction sequence might be: 

alloc((X Y)); adtocl(Z)}; send[A]; 
link[]; call[G], next(]; 

alloc[(G1)],; send[B); link[); 
calllH); linkQ); callLF] 

There are two classes of instructions to break the sequential flow of a 
machine program: we transfer control when we call or return from a 
function; and we transfer control when we execute a conditional expression. 

Examination of ev2, ev5, and evé (page 214) reveals some of the details 
of a function call-return sequence. After saving the current environment, 
restoring the saved destination, and saving a continuation point, we passed 
controi to the body of the function. The instruction sequence, representing 
the body of the function, will be terminated by a call on ret. This instruction 
will restore the saved environment and return control to the instruction 
immediately following the call instruction. The saved information is 
governed by the variable named control, with call adding information, and 
ret removing information. Before showing how instructions are executed and 
how control is manipulated, we will describe the primitives for conditional 
expressions.
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Examination of the details of evcond and its associated functions 
(page 215), exhibits more instructions. We use the evaluator to evaluate a 
predicate; we then receive the result from the dest-block. If that answer is 
true, we evaluate one path; otherwise we evaluate another path. We see two 
instructions here: a test and jump instruction, which we shall call receive_test, 

which tests the contents of the current destination slot and jumps to one 
instruction sequence if the result is true, and jumps to (usually) another 
instruction sequence if the result is false. The second instruction is a means 
of jumping unconditionally to a prescribed instruction sequence. This second 
instruction is named goto. 

For example, a conditional expression [p; > e); ...;\P, > @,] has a code 

sequence like: 

<instructions for p;> 

{receive_test{] > <code for e,>;goto[a0)] 

<instructions for po> 

<instructions for p,> 

[receive_test[] + <code for e,>;gotola0]] 

err(NO_T RUE_COND_CLAUSE]} 

ao... 

Whenever receive_test is true we execute a sequence of instructions and then 
transfer out of the conditional using the goto. We could have treated 
conditional expressions like special function calls, saving @O as the 
continuation and restoring it from control instead of using goto. However 

conditional expressions don’t require that extra generality. 6 
We can now give a more detailed picture of a device which can execute 

this instruction set. A program will be represented as a sequence of 
instructions. Some of these instructions may be prefaced with labels. These 
labels either represent function names or names used within a conditional 
expression. Given a sequence of instructions named inst_seg, we expect that 
they be executed in sequence, unless some transfer of control occurs. For 
example, the following program suffices for the execution of such instruction 
sequences: 

‘Our treatment of conditionals is an instance of "open coding” a 
function call. That means we replace a possible ca/l-ret with the "in-line" 
instruction sequence which makes up the body of the function. This trick 
gives faster execution, but takes more space. We will see another instance of 
“open-coding" when we compile macros in Section 6.18.
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loop <= AlLinst_seg]proglli_s;pe] 
i_s ¢ inst_seq; 

l [nullli_s] > return[’Aalt]]; 
pe ¢ firstli_s], 

i_s © restli_s]; 
{notlis_labellpe]) > pef]); 
gol?) J) 

If loop returns HALT, then the result of our computation is found in dest. 

Labels are not executable instructions, and are therefore ignored. The effect 
of goto is to replace the current instruction sequence with the sequence which 
begins immediately after the label which is the argument to the goto. The 
effect of call-ret is a bit more complex. We describe only the control aspects 
of call, leaving the other details until later. Let an instance cali[fn] be the 

current instruction; and let is’ be the current instruction sequence. Note that 

is’ is the sequence immediately after the call. We save is’ on control by 

control + concatlis’ control], then we set i_s to the sequence beginning at fn. 

Execution of go[/] sends us to label / and we begin executing the body of fn. 
We leave fn by executing ret. This instruction performs 

i_s © firstlcontrol]; control « rest{control], 

and we are back at the instruction following the cal. 
Part of the execution of cali and goto involves locating the desired 

label. Since we have saved the original instruction sequence we can search 

that list for the desired label. We will see more effective ways for locating 
labels in Section 6.5. 

6.3 SM: A Simple Machine 

This section describes a simple machine which has a sufficient instruction set 

to describe the LISP primitives in terms of a more conventional machine. ” 
Note that this machine is not necessary for our understanding of eval. The 
evaluator is self-descriptive. We need describe a machine only to discuss 
lower level implementation and compilation. Indeed, this is an objection to 
describing meaning of programming languages in terms of a compiler: you 
must then understand two things, the language and a machine. 

The simple machine, SM, has a slight similarity to the organization of 
the PDP-10 [DEC 69], however we need very few features to illuminate the 
interesting facets of our primitives. If we were to implement a production 
LISP, many more instructions would be necessary. Similarly, our SM suffices 
for a description of compilation algorithms, but if we wished to perform 

7See also [Deu 73].
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highly efficient compilation for a production LISP system, we would require 
a full instruction set. The point now is to understand basic algorithms. 
When that is accomplished it is reasonable to examine problems of efficiency 
and details of implementation. We address some of the techniques available 
for optimization of compiler code in later sections. 

SM has a conventional addressable main memory, including registers, 
ACI, AC2, .., ACn addressable as memory locations 0 through n. These 
registers, called accumulators, will be used as pointer registers. Each memory 
location is assumed to be large enough to contain two addresses. For sake of 
discussion, assume the word size is 36 bits. One mapping of a dotted-pair 
onto an SM location is straightforward: the car maps to the left-half of the 
word; the cdr, to the right. The addressing space for dotted pairs is therefore 

2'8 A memory area is set aside to contain such dotted pairs. A memory area 
is also dedicated to full-word space; all p-names and numbers are stored 
there. 

Parts of SM memory can be designated as stacks. Each stack is a 
contiguous area of memory, and the current top of a stack is referenced by 

one of the registers, P/, ..., Pj; these registers are called stack-pointers. ® The 
stacks will be used to contain the partial results of calculations and will 
contain the information necessary to implement the function exit sequence. 
In our compilers, a single stack will suffice for saving partial computations, 
environments, as well as control information. This single stack will be 

referred to by P. 
There are only three classes of instructions necessary to describe our 

implementation: instructions for constant generation, instructions for stack 
manipulation, and instructions for flow of control. 

The control instructions and some of the stack instructions refer to the 
program counter of SM. This counter is designated as PC. In the following, C 
means "contents of..."; ac must denote an accumulator; Joc means any memory 
location. 

Here are the instructions: 

MOVE] ac const C(ac) € const 

PUSH P ac C(P) — C(P)+1 Increment stack pointer. 
C(C(P)) — C(ac) Copy contents of ae to top of stack. 

POP P ac C(ac)<« C(C(P)} Copy top of stack into ae. 
C(P) ¢ C(P)-1 Decrement stack pointer. 

8On the PDP-10 a stack pointer must be one of the AC registers.
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The next two instructions implement a function calling mechanism. 

PUSH] P loc C(P)<C(P)+I Increment stack pointer. 
C(C(P)) — C(PC) Place address following the PUSH J. 
C(PC) ¢ loc in the stack. Then change control to 

location doc. 

POP] P C(PC) « C(C(P)) Copy top of stack into PC. 
C(P) + C(P)-1 Decrement stack pointer. 

We have ignored some of the details of stack operations; each stack 
operations must consider boundary conditions on the storage allocated for the 
stack. Any condition which would violate these bounds must be detectable. 
If a stack is allocated in a discontinuous fashion ([Bis 74]) then a storage 
management decision must be made; if the stacks are of fixed size, then an 

error must be signaled. 

MOVE ae loc C(ac) ~ C(loc) This is an instruction to load a specified 
ac with the contents of loc. Note doc may 
be an ac,eg. MOVE AC, AC. 

MOVEM ac loc C(loc) — C(ac) Copy contents of ac into loc. For 
example, 
MOVEM AC, ACz= MOVE ACo AC. 

SUB ac loc C(ac) — C(ac) - C(loc) 

JUMP loc C(PC) © loc Go to location Joc. 

JUMPF ac loc if C(ac)=f then C(PC) © Loc 

JUMPT ac loc if C(ac)ef then C(PC) « loc. Note that JUMPT 

implements the coding trick of 

Section 5.5 which maps tonto 
everything which is not false. 

These instructions are executed by a machine whose basic execution 
cycle is essentially: 

I C(IR) « C(C(PC)) 
C(PC) = C(PC) +1 
execute C(IR) 

go to] 

The IR, or Instruction register, is an internat register used to hold the 
current instruction. Note that the PC register is incremented before execution 
of the instruction. If we incremented PC after the execution of the 
instruction, and the instruction were a JUMP-type instruction, then the PC 
would get a spurious incrementation. 

A critical part of LISP evaluation involves procedure calls and returns. 
Since we expect to handle recursive calling sequences, the cadl-ret pair
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(page 310), represented as CALL and RET, must take this into account. 
However, there is a more fundamental requirement of this pair: they must 
make sure that, on completion of a CALL, the RET can return to the 

instruction which directly follows the CALL. This requirement can be 
accomplished by a less comprehensive call, say JSR, (for Jump SubRoutine), 
which stores the current value of the PC in a known location. Then the 
return, J RTH, (for Jump THrough), need only pick up that saved value 
and restore it into the PC. We could implement this instruction on our 
machine. Recall that in the basic machine cycle the PC was incremented 
before the execution of the instruction. Thus if we were about to execute a 
JSR the PC is already pointing at the next instruction; all we need to do is 
save the current PC. So let’s assume that /SR loc stores the PC in loc and 
begins execution in location /oc+/. Then: 

JSR loc C(loc) « C(PC) Save the PC in doc. 
C(PC) + loc + I Jump to location toc + 1. 

JRTH loc C(PC) © C(loc) 

This pair is sufficient to implement simple non-recursive calling sequences. 
It’s fast and efficient; however it is not sufficient for recursive control. If we 

always store in a fixed location, only the result of the dast store would be 

available and previous values set by prior recursions would have been lost. 9 
What we need is an implementation of the actions of control. For purpose of 

our discussion we can assume that control operates in a stack-like fashion. '® 
What the CALL will do is pusA the current contents of the PC onto the 
control stack; and RET will pop off the top element and put it into the PC 

register. i 
The behavior we have just described is that attributed to the 

PUSH J]-POP J pair when they are applied to the control stack. We have 
separated out the CALL-RET pair since the calling process is not always as 
simple as PUSH J-POP ]. Several things impinge on our decision: 

1. We want to be able to supply detailed debugging information to the 
user. How this will be accomplished will be the topic of 
Section 6.23. 

2. We want to be able to freely replace functions with new definitions. 

°The programmer could have saved and restored the return points in 
an internal stack, but that is wasteful of programmer time, memory space, 

and succeptible to errors. 

Unless we consider extensions of LISP, a stack is sufficient for 
LISP’s control environment. 

''What will be found on the control stack is a time-sequence of those 
procedures which have been entered but have not yet been completed. Such 
information is exceptionally useful in debugging programs.
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A PUSH J transfers control to a particular sequence of 
instructions. 

3, We want to be able to intermix compiled and interpreted programs. 
Compiled programs may call interpreted programs, and vice versa. 
Indeed we may even wish to replace an interpreted (compiled) 
definition with a compiled (interpreted) version. 

4. In dealing with functional arguments, we must be able to transfer 
control to a function variable. We cannot know where the PUSH J 
should transfer. 

When an interpreted function calls a compiled (or primitive) function, 
eval will look for the indicator, SUBR; then retrieve the machine address of 
the code and enter via a PUSH J. That code should exit (back to eval) via a 
POP], after assuring that any internal stacks have been appropriately 
restored. 

Compiled functions call other functions via CALL. The CALL must 
discover how to call the function: is it a SUBR, EXPR, an FEXPR, etc? 

The function is called and on completion control is returned to the address 
immediately following the CALL. For example, CALL can be implemented 
as (PUSH J P DECODE), where P represents the control stack pointer, and 
DECODE represents a routine to decode the actual procedure call. Within 
decode we know that C(C(P)-1) is the actual call instruction; decode then can 
access the function definition associated with fn, set up the call, and then 
return via a POP /. 

Within any CALL or PUSH J we may call any function, including that 
function itself. This brings us to one of the most important conventions for 
any stack-like call-return sequence: Whatever we push onto a stack within the 
body of a function must be popped off before we exit from the function 
body. That is, the state of any stack must be transparent to any computations 
which occur within the function. This is called stack synchronization. 

Usually the effect of RET is identical to POP], however it is 
conceivable that we might expect that complex returns require special care. 
The basic idea in this discussion is that we will supply two similar, 
compatible, but not identical call-return sequences: PUSH J-POP J is fast 
and simple; the other, CALL-RET, is more general but more costly to invoke. 

In the next section we will reconcile LISP primitives with the 
instruction set supplied on SM. 

6.4 Implementation of the Primitives 

As with any representation problem, several choices are available. We will 
begin our use of SM with a study of call-by-value function calls; later we will 

discuss other calling sequences. We will discuss two general implementation
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techniques. The first is applicable to machines without the special AC’s of the 
SM. 

First, we wilt assume only that we are able to simulate a stack. All the 
operations occur on the stack. Constants will be generated by pushing the 
representation on the top of the stack, essentially creating a dest block. A 
function call, f[t,; ... t,], expects its arguments as the top n elements of the 

stack, with the value of ¢, on the top of the stack, and the other values below. 

As the function is called, the dest block on the top of the stack becomes the 
local environment. The function replaces the top n elements with the value of 
the function, thus send-ing its value to the destination of the caller. This 

model is a restricted, but very useful, subset of LISP. It will develop into a 

more robust example as the chapter progresses. The technique is extendible 
to support the implementation model we developed in Section 5.18. 

Here’s an example of the implementation for the expression 
flglAl;C;ALBI: 

(PUSH P (QUOTE A}) ; make argument for call on g 
(CALL G) ; call the function 
(PUSH P (QUOTE C))  ; place second argument 
(PUSH P (QUOTE B)) 

(CALL BH) ; A only uses (and removes) B 
(CALL F) ; after the call, flg[A];C,;ALB]) is 

on the top of the stack. 

Now we will give implementations of the LISP primitives which result 
in reasonably efficient code on the SM, and which also reflect several 
practices applied in current LISP implementations. We will take advantage 
of the existence of the special AC’s; the usual hardware implementation of 
such special registers allows access to their contents in less time than typical 

stack references. !? 
Since the creating, saving, and restoring of destination blocks can be 

expensive, we will try to minimize those kinds of activities. We will use our 
special registers ACI, through ACn to build parameter lists and pass 
parameters. This entails several conventions. We will try to use the 
accumulators as the destination block. Our early compilers will be 
sufficiently weak that this desire can be met. Later we will have to modify 
our stand slightly. 

The actual parameters for a function cail, fl); ... ;¢,], will be developed 

'2There is a question whether such special registers should be 
considered good architecture or a trick. The Burroughs 6700-7700 uses 
special hardware to decrease access time to the initial stack segment. The 
PDP-10 uses special registers. One can argue that such special tricks belong 
in the hardware, and that the machine presented to the programmer be 
correspondingly more uniform [Dor 76].
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in ACI through ACn. In the early compilers we will also pass the evaluated 
parameters to the called function using the accumulators. Thus values will 
tend to stay in the AC’s unless forced out. They can be forced out by alloc 
since a call to alloc is supposed to save the current dest. The interplay 
between next, link, and send requires care. 

We will assume that we are compiling for single valued functions, and 
therefore we must resolve the question of where to put the value of a 
function. Again consider flt);.. ;t, we might expect that each ¢; be 
responsible for placing its result in the proper ACi. Indeed that is the spirit 
of the send operation; it knows where the result should be placed. This 
strategy requires some careful register allocation if it is to be carried out 
successfully. We will postpone this discussion for a while. 

There is a simpler solution available: a function always returns its 
value in AC/ and leaves the register allocation up to the calling function. 
There are at least two strategies here: 

We try to build the dest block in the AC’s and also use the AC’s to pass 
parameters and values. 

A function call, flt,,; ..,t,], expects its arguments to be 

presented in ACI through ACn. We try to compute the 
values of ¢, directly in ACi. This is easy if ¢; is a constant; 

if ¢; is a function call on g, we save ACI through ACi-J; set 

up the arguments to g; perform the call, returning the 
result in ACI, move the result to ACi; and restore the saved 

values of the ¢’s. 
Convention 1 

We try to build the dest block in the top of the stack, using the AC’s for 
passing parameters and returning values. 

A function call, f{t); ..#t,], expects its arguments to be 

presented in AC/ through ACn. As we compute each ¢,, we 

store the result on the stack P. Thus the execution 
sequence should be: 

compute value of f, push onto stack P. 

compute value of z,.,, push onto stack P. 

compute value of f,, move into ACn. 

After this computation the values, V,_;, .., V1, of the 

arguments are stored from top te bottom in P with V, in 

ACn. Thus to complete the function invocation, we need 
only pop the arguments into the AC’s in the correct order 
and call f. We did not push V, since we expected to pass 

the parameters to f in ACi through ACn. 
Convention 2
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When a function completes evaluation, it is to place its 
value in ACI. Nothing can be assumed about the contents 
any other AC. If an AC contains information we need then 
it must be saved on the stack before calling the function. 

Instead of referring to ACI, AC2, .., ACn we will simply 
use the numbers, /, 2, .., n in the instructions. 

General conventions 

We now give an example of both conventions for the expression 
figlAl;C;ALB]]. We use a list representation of the instructions and code 
sequences in preparation for future discussions. 

((MOVE! 1 (QUOTE A)) 
(CALL G) 
(MOVEI 2 (QUOTE C)) 
(PUSH P 1) 
(PUSH P 2) 
(MOVE! I (QUOTE B)) 
(CALL H) 
(MOVE 3 1) 
(POP P 2) 
(POP P 1) 
(CALL F) ) 

Example of Convention 1 

((MOVEI 1 (QUOTE A)) 
(CALL G) 
(PUSH P 1) 
(MOVE! 1 (QUOTE C)) 
(PUSH P 1) 
(MOVE! 1 (QUOTE B)) 
(CALL H) 
(MOVE 3 1) 
(POP P 2) 
(POP P 1) 
(CALL F) ) 

Example of Convention 2 

; make argument for call on g 
; call the function 

; place second argument 
; but now we have to save the values 

; since we must compute A[B] 

; move the result to AC? 

s restore AC2 and ACI in the correct order 

; make argument for call on g 
; call the function 

; save the value 

; save the value 

; don’t need to save the value 
; since this is the last argument 

Neither compiling convention produces optimal code for all occasions. If the 
parameter list to a function call contains only constants, then the first 

convention produces better code. If there are many nested function calls then 
it may produce very bad code. We will worry more about efficiency after we 
develop the basic compiling algorithms.
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At the highest level, our compiler will generate code for the 
alloc-link-call-... machine; but frequently we will express the code in terms of 
one of our more traditional representations. 

The output from the compiler is to be a list of instructions, in the order 
which we would expect to execute them. Each instruction is a list: an 
operation followed by as many elements as are required by that operation. 
We can execute the compiled code by simulating the actions of our machine 
on each element of the sequence. However it is more efficient to translate this 
compiler output further, producing a sequence of actual machine instructions, 
placed in memory and suitable for execution by the hardware processing 
unit. In preparation for this, we will allocate an area of memory which can 
receive the processed compiler output. This area is usually called Binary 
Program Space (BPS). The translation program which takes the output 
from the compiler and converts it into actual machine instructions in BPS is 
called an assembler. 

6.5 Assemblers 

In Section 6.2 we gave an abstract description of an algorithm for executing 
sequences of instructions. In this section we discuss the mechanism for 
translating the LISP list, which represents instructions, into machine 
instructions in Binary Program Space. Part of the process involves the 
actual instructions; before a machine can execute an instruction it must be 

transformed into a numerical code which the machine understands. Part of 
the process involves establishing a link between the BPS code and the LISP 
evaluator; before the evaluator can call the compiled code, it must know 

where to find it. A program which performs these operations is called an 
assembler. 

There are two alternatives available to solve the first problem. We 
might add the assembly phase to the end of the compiler. Then the output 
from the compiler would go directly to locations in BPS. The alternative is 
to compile the functions onto an external medium, and perform the assembly 
phase later; this has some advantages. The assembly phase is significantly 

less time consuming than the earlier phases of a compiler. Therefore several 
programmers may take advantage of assembly code without the necessity of 
recompilation. In either case, the assembler must complete the translation to 
machine code and link that code into the object list such that it may be 
accessed. 

One of the arguments to the assembler is the representation of the 
program. One of its arguments should describe where in BPS we wish the 
assembled code to begin loading; this second argument becomes the initial 
value for the assembly counter. The assembler can sequence through the 
program list, looking up each definition, manufacturing the numerical
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equivalent of each instruction, and then depositing that number in the 
location referenced by the assembly counter. The assembley counter is 
incremented, and the next element of the program list is examined. 

We must also have access to an initial symbol table, describing the 
pre-defined symbol names. These pre-defined names include information 
about the actual machine locations for the utility functions, the values of 

special stacks or registers which the compiler uses internally. We must also 
have an instruction list which gives a correspondence between the names like 
ALLOC or PUSH] and the actual numbers which the hardware uses in 

interpreting the instruction. '* 
Below is a low level representation of a code sequence for f{g(A];A[B]] 

assuming that A is a primitive routine. 

((MOVEI 1 (QUOTE A)) ; make argument for call on g 
(CALL G) ; call the function 
(PUSH P 1) ; save the value 
(MOVE! 1 (QUOTE B)) 

(PUSH] PH) 4 
(MOVE 2 1) 

(POP P 1) 

(CALL F) ) 

The machine representations of these instructions are encodings of specific 
fields of specific machine locations with specific numbers. For example, the 
operation PUSH is represented as a certain number, called its operation 
code or op code, and which will occupy a certain area of a machine word so 
that the CPU can interpret it as an instruction to push something onto a 
Stack. Other fields in the instruction are to be interpreted as references to 
Stacks, to memory locations, to accumulators, constants or external references 

to other routines. 
We must exercise a bit of care in handling QUOTEd expressions. 

Assembling a construct like (MOVE/ 1 (QUOTE (A B C))) should have the 
effect of constructing the list (4 BC) in free space and placing an instruction 
in memory to load the address of this list into AC/. We must notice that this 
list is subject to garbage collection and, if left unprotected, could be 
destroyed. The garbage collector could look through compiled code for any 
references to free-space or full-word-space; or we could make a list of all of 
these constants and let the garbage collector mark the list. Looking through 
compiled code is expensive; that expense can be minimized by compiling 
referneces to constants into an initial block in in the prolog of the code. 

'34 hardware machine is just another interpreter like eval. It is usually 
not recursive, but performs more like loop in the prog-evaluator. 

'4Note that we use P; this assumes we use P to save both value and 
control information.
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(JUMP lec) 
<consti> 

<const2> 

<constn> 

loc <code> 

Then the garbage collector need only search well-defined positions. 
Keeping a QUOTE-list is a compromise; it is a compromise since that 

strategy might retain unnecessary structures in case functions were redefined 
or recompiled. 

The assembler also needs to recognize that there are different 
instruction formats. That is, some instructions use an opcode and a memory 

reference: (JUMP L); some use an opcode, accumulator, and an address: 
(PUSH P 1); and some use a LISP construct: (MOVE! I (QUOTE A)). 
Therefore, the assembler has to have an initial symbol table of opcodes and 

stack numbers. 
Here is a sample op-code table with their machine equivalents: 

symbol value 
MOVE 200 
MOVE! 201 
SUB 274 
JUMP 254 
JUMPE 322 
JUMPN 326 
PUSH 261 
POP 262 
PUSH] 260 
POP] 263 
RET 263 
CALL 034 
P 14
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And here’s what the code for flg{A],C;A[B]] might resemble after being 
assembled: 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

188 261} 1) 485 

834 1187 

261414 1 

261} 1} 486 

268 }14 }11121 

208) 2 1 

262114 1 

834 1851           
where A is located at 45; the atom F begins at 1851, and the instruction 
sequence for A begins at 11121, etc. 

6.6 Compilers for Subsets of LISP 

We will examine compilers for increasingly complex subsets of LISP; we 
begin with functions, composition and constant arguments, and gradually 
include more features. Though each subset is a simple extension of its 
Predecessor, each subset introduces a new problem for the compiling 
algorithm. If the corresponding evaluator (tgmoaf, tgmoafr, and the most 
simple eval) is well understood, then the corresponding additions to the 
compilation algorithm are easy to make. 

The first compiler will handle representations of that subset of LISP 
forms defined by the following BNF equations: 

<form> = <constant> | <function>[<arg>; ...; <arg>] 

<arg> w= <form> 

<constant> := <sexpr> 

<function> := <identifier> 

This LISP subset corresponds closely to that of tgmoaf, handling only 
function names, composition, and constant arguments. In the interest of 
readability and generality, we will write the functions using constructors,
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selectors, and recognizers and supply the necessary bridge to our specific 
representation by simple sub-functions. 

All the compilers we develop will be derived from the second compiling 
convention, saving the results on the top of the stack. Our compilers will 
incorporate some knowledge of the SM machine, and we will try to note 
places where substantial assumptions about machine structure have been 
made. The remainder of this section describes the main components of the 
first compiler. 

compexp expects to see either a constant or a function followed by a list of 
zero or more arguments. The appearance of a constant should elicit the 
generation of a list containing a single instruction to send back the 
representation of that constant; mksend[dest;exp] is a call on the 
constructor to generate that instruction. Since values are always found 
in ACI, that should be the destination for the send. Since we are 

assuming the expression is a constant, the operation can be a MOVE]. 
If the expression is not a constant, we can assume it is a call-by-value 
application. We should generate code to evaluate each argument, and 
follow that with code for a function call. 

compexp <= [Lexp] lisconstlexp] ~ listimksend[1;exp)); 

t > Al[zleom pap plylfunclexp]; 
complis[z]; 
length{z]}) 

larglistlexp]] 11] 

complis gets the representation of the argument list; it must generate a code 
Sequence to evaluate each argument and increment the destination. 
After we have compiled the last argument we should not increment the 
destination. Notice that we have used append with three arguments; 
this could be justified by defining append as a macro (Section 3.12). 

complis <= d[[u] [null[u] > ( ); 
nulllresttu]] + compexplfirst{u]]; 

t + appendlcompexplfirstu]]; 
listimkallocl1]]; 
com plislrest{u}}}) ] 

compapply has a simple task: it generates code for allocation of the values; it 
takes the list of instructions made by complis and adds instructions at 
the end of the list to generate a function call on fn. Here’s compapply: 

compapply <= Al[fn;vals;n] append| vals; 
mklink[n]; 
listimkcall[fnJI]]
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Finally, here are the constructors, selectors, and recognizers: 

Recognizer 

isconst <= X{[x] orlnumber pix]; 

eqix,t]; 

eq(x,f]; 
and[notlatom[x]];eg[first[x],QUOT E]1]] 

Selectors 

fune <= X{Ex) firstlx]] 
arglist <= A{[x] rest{x]] 

Constructors 

mksend <= X[[dest,val] list[ MOV EI ;dest;val]] 

mkalloc <= X{ [dest] listtPUSH,P ;dest]] 

mkcall <= XI[fn] listlCALL,fn]] 

mklink <= [[nllegin,1] > ( ); t > concattmkmove(n;1mklink Ksubl{n}]] 

mklink1 <= [[n]zerop[n] > ( ); t > concatlmk popln) maklink [subi[n]}]); 
mk pop <= Al[n] listlPOP;Pn}] 
mkmove <= d[[{dest;val] list| MOVE ;dest,val}) 

Note that compexp is just a complex ¥t-mapping whose image is a sequence 
of machine language instructions. 

The code generated by this compiler is inefficient, but that is not our 
main concern. We wish to establish an intuitive and correct compiler, then 
worry about efficiency. Premature concern for efficiency is folly; we must first 
establish a correct and clean algorithm. 

Problems 

1. Write compexp to generate code for option I as discussed on page 318. 
Compare the two versions of compexp; now write a more abstract version 
which encompasses both as special cases. 

2. Write compexp and associated functions for a stack-only machine using 
the techniques outlined on page 317. 

6.7 Compilation of Conditional Expressions 

Recall tgmoafr of Section 2.8; the innovation in tgmoafr was the evaluation 
of conditional expressions. The BNF equations were augmented by: 

<form> = [<form> + <form> ; ... :<form> + <form>] 

The compilation of conditional expressions will mean an extra piece of 
code in compexp to recognize COND and a new function (analogous to evcond
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in tgmoafr) to generate the code for the COND-body. '8 In fact, the ma jor 
difference between evcond and its counterpart in compexp, which we shall call 
comcond, is that comcond generates code for each of the branches of a 
conditional whereas evcond only evaluates one branch. 

The effect of comcond on the form: 

COND (conDdD(RE p,] KLe J). RL p, IRL e, 1) 

can be surmised from the discussion of receive_test on page 311. First 
generate code for p,; then generate a test for truth, going to the code for e, if 

true, and going to the code for po if not true. The code for e,; must be 

followed by an exit from the code for the conditional, and we should 

generate an error condition to be executed in the case that p, is false. 

We represent the code as: 

<code for p;> 

T NIL 

JN 
<code for e,> <code for p> 

T NIL 

<code for e9> <code for pa> 

T NIL 

<code for e,> <code for error> 

\ 

"Sf we had designed the compiler like the evaluators in Section 5.8 we 
would need only attach a compile-property to the atom COND, and make the 
property-value COMCOND.
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Expressing comcond in terms of SM _ primitives requires more 
conventions in our compiler. 

We must be able to test for t (or f). Previous conventions 
imply that the value of a predicate will be found in ACI. 

We can test for the occurrence of t or f using the JUMPT 

or JUM PF instruction (see Section 6.3) respectively. '® 
More Compiling Conventions 

Since our code is to be a sequence of instructions, we must linearize the 
graph-representation of the generated code. We can generate a sequence 
representation by appropriately interspersing labels and JUMPs between the 
blocks of instructions for the p;s and e;s. We will generate: 

( <code for p,> 

(JUMPF 1 LI) 
<code for e,> 

(JUMP LO) 

Ll <code for pz> 

(JUMPF 1 L2) 

Ln-I <code for p,> 

(JUMPF I Ln) 

<code for e,> 

(JUMP LO) 
Ln (JUMP ERROR) 
LO ) 

We need to construct the labels, Li. These labels should be atomic and 
should be distinct. LISP has a function named gensym which is used for this 
task. gensym is a function of no arguments whose value is an identifier called 
a generated symbol, or "gensym". Gensyms are not true atoms since they are 
not placed in the object list; they are usually used only for their unique 
name. If it is desired to use them as atoms, they must be placed on the object 
list using the function intern (page 279). Gensyms are distinct from each 
other and will be distinct from all other atoms. '” 

We want to write a recursive version of comcond; therefore we must 

determine what code gets generated on each recursion and what code gets 
generated at the termination case. 

'8In this implementation any value other than f will be 

considered t. See Section 5.5. 
"In many versions of LISP, gensyms are of the form Gn where n is a 

four digit number beginning at 0000. Thus the first call of gensym[ ] would 
give GO000; succeeding calls would give GOO01, GO002, etc.
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Looking at the example, we see that the block 

(<code for p> (JUMPF 1 Li) <code for e> (JUMP LO) Li) 

is the natural segment for each recursion and that: 

((JUMP ERROR) LO) 

should be generated for the termination case. Within each block we need a 
"local" label, Li; and within each biock, including the terminal case, we refer 
to the label LO which is "global" to the whole conditional. We can now add 
the recognizer for COND to compexp and construct comcond. 

Add the clause: 

iscondlexp] > comcondlargs lexpl;gensym{ JI; 

to compexp where: 

comcond <= X[[u;glob] [nudl[u] > listimkerror[ ];gtob); 

t > appendlcomelauselfirstlu]; 
gensym[]; 
glob); 

comcondlrest(u]; glob] J 

comclause <=X{[p;loc;glob] append compexplantelp)); 
list(mhjum pflloc)], 
com pexplconsegl p)}; 
listlmkjum pl glob];loc]) J) 

Recognizer 

iscond <= X[[x] eglfirselx]; CONDI) 

Selectors 

args, <= A{[x] rest{x]] 

ante <= X[[c] firselc]] 

conseg <= XI lc} second{c]} '* 

Constructors 

mkerror <= [1] (JUMP ERROR)] 

mkjumpf <= A([d] listLJUM PF, 

mkjump <= XZ] listLJUMP;1) 

'8This definition of conseg does not allow extended conditional 
expressions. See problem 2 on page 329.
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The partially exposed recursive structure of comcond would show: 

comcond|((p, e€;).(pq €n));LO]= 

( <code for p;> 

(JUMPF 1 LI) 
<code for e;> 

(JUMP Lo) 
LI comcondl((po ep) ...(p, €,)); LO) 

We need to extend our assembler to handle the generated labels and 
jumps which appear in the conditional expression code. 

Problems 

1. Evaluate: compexpl(COND ((EQ (QUOTE AXQUOTE B)XQUOTE C)) 
((NULL (QUOTE A)XQUOTE FOO)))) 

2. Extend comcond to handle extended conditional expressions. 

6.8 One-pass Assemblers and Fixups 

Compilation of conditional expressions requires that the assembler handle 
the generated label constructs. On page 327 we illustrated the general form 
for conditional expression code. The symbols, LO, Li, and L2 in that 

example are generated symbols, representing labels. Though the gensyms are 
not true atoms, they will satisfy the test for atom. Therefore we can represent 
the recoginzer is_dabel as the predicate atom. 

When the assembler recognizes a label, it adds information to a symbol 
table, associating that label with the current value of the assembly counter. 
References to that label will be translated into references to the associated 
machine location. The only problem is that references to labels may occur 
before we have come across the label definition in the program. Such 
references are called forward references. For example, all references in the 

COND-code are forward references. '° 
There are two solutions to the forward reference problem: 

'91f we scan the instruction sequence in the order in which the code 
would be executed, we always refer to a label before we come across its 
definition. We could skirt the forward reference problem by loading the 
program in reverse order: rather than beginning with the first instruction 
and loading upward in memory, we could begin with the last instruction and 
load downward. However, this would only be a temporary expedient: an 
assembler must also handle progs, and the label structure of progs is not 
restricted to such predictable behavior.
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1. Make two passes through the program being assembled. The first pass 
builds a symbol table of pairs, each pair consisting of a label and the 
value of the assembly counter which will be assigned to it. No code is 
generated; a second pass uses this symbol table to assemble the code. 

2. The other solution is to make one pass through the input. Whenever we 
come across a forward reference we update the symbol table with a triple 
consisting of the label name, the assembly counter, and an indication that 
the entry is a forward reference. We assemble as much of the instruction 
as we can, expanding the other fields. When a label is defined, we check 

the table for forward references pending on that label. If there are 
entries posted, we fix-up those instructions to reference the location now 
assigned to the label. 

Some minor programming restrictions are imposed by one-pass 
assemblers, but particularly for assembling compiled code, one-pass 

assemblers are usually sufficient and are quite fast. °° 
There are at least two ways to handle the fixup problem. If the fixups 

are simple, say only requiring fixups to the address-part of a word, then we 
may link those pending forward references together, chaining them on their, 
as yet, un-fixed-up field. 

/ 

potnter from ————~ 
entry in object list 

A Simple Fixup Scheme 

  

20One such restriction requires that any quantities which specify 
storage allocation, must be resolved before that storage allocation statement is 
executed.
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Each time a forward reference is seen it is added to the linked list; when the 

label is finally defined and given an address in memory, then the address 
replaces each reference link. No extra storage 1s used since the linked list is 
stored in the partially assembled code. This assumes a word size is sufficient 
to contain fixup information as well as partially assembled code. If this is not 
the case, there is an alternative. 

Another solution, which is potentially more general is to store the 
information about each fixup in the symbol table under each label. This 
solution solves the previous problem and would also allow fixup information 
for arbitrarily small fields in instructions. 

from object list entry 
  

  

     
   

  fixup | ———___—+     fixup|e ¢ ¢ ¢ 

Another Fixup Scheme 

The additional information tells the fixup routine how to modify the 
referenced location. 

Both methods are useful. Both have been used extensively in 
assemblers and compilers. We now sketch a simple one-pass assembler. The 
assembler will need two functions: 

depositlx,y]: x represents a machine address; y is a list, representing the 
instruction to be deposited. y could be a list of elements: (opcode, 
accumulator number, memory address) The value of deposit is the 
value of 4. 

examine[x]}: x represents a machine address. The value of examine is the 
contents of location x in the form of a list as specified above. 

We use our fixup mechanism, combined with examine, deposit, and putprop 
and remprop from page 261 to write the parts of the assembler which deal 
with forward references and labels. If the label has been assigned a location 
then the property list of the label will contain the indicator SYM and an 
associated value representing the assigned location. If the label has not been 
previously defined but has been referenced then the atom will have an
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indicator UNDEF; the value-part will be a list of all those locations which 
reference that label. Since we will only be doing simple fixups, this will be 
sufficient. The contents of any location referenced from such a fixup list will 
be a partially assembled word with the memory address portion set to 0. 
When the label finally is defined we must perform the fixups, delete the 
UNDEF pair, and add a SYM pair. There are two main functions. 

defloc is called when a label has been defined; if there are no pending 

forward references then the SYM pair is simply added, otherwise the 
fixup mechanism is exercised. 

defloc <= A{{lab;loc] progilz) (nulllz « getllabsUNDEF]] > gola]]; 
fixup depositicar[z]; 

fixitlexaminelcar{z]];loc}); 
[z « cdr{z] > golfixup]); 
rempropltab,U N DEF); 

a return put propltab,loc;SY M J])] 

fixit <= (Lx) mkinstrlop{x);eclx)adalx),10] 

gval is called when a label is referenced. If the label is already defined then 
it simply returns the SYM value; otherwise it adds a forward reference 
to the list. 

gual <= d[[lab]l getilab,SY M]; 

t + putpropliab,conslloc;gettlab,U N DEF ]],U NDEF],0)) 

Notes: these functions use lots of tricks. 
1. In defloc we use get as a predicate, relying on our convention 

that a non-N/L value represents truth (Section 5.5). 

2. In that same conditional, we also rely on the fact that the value 

of an assignment statement is the value of its right hand side. 
We appeal to points 1 and 2 in the second conditional of deftoc. 

3. In gual, there is no e,; recalling (Section 5.5) that if p, evaluates 

to something non-N/L, then that value is the value of the 
conditional expression. 

4. We also use an extended conditional in gual, executing the 
putprop and then returning 0. 

5. Note also that doc is a non-local variable in gval. 

6.9 A compiler for Simple eval: The Value Stack 

The major failing of the previous compexp (Section 6.5) is its inability to 
handle variables. A related failing is its inability to compile code for 
A-definitions. This section addresses both problems. 
From page 321, we know what compexp will do with:
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flglAl ALB) 

(MOVE 1 (QUOTE A)) ; get A into /. 
(CALL G) ; call the function named g 
(PUSH P 1) ; save the value 
(MOVE 1 (QUOTE B)) ; get B into 7 
(PUSH J P H) scall A 
(MOVE 2 1) ; restore the arguments in 
(POP P 1) ; preparation for 
(CALL F) ; calling f 

No suprises yet. What would we expect to see for a compiled version of: 

flgfx]-Aly]] ? 
We should expect to see the same code except we would have instructions to 
send the values of x and y into accumulator J at the appropriate time. So the 
first problem is how to find the values of variables. Assume we are really 
interested in compiling: 

j <= Mlx-y] flglx) Aly] 

This added problem makes our question easier. Consider a call on j: jL4;B], 
for example. We know that the execution of the call occurs after the values A 
and B have been set up in ACI and AC2. Thus at that time we do indeed 
know what the values of x and y are supposed to be. For sake of simplicity, 
assume that the variables x and y are strictly local. That is, no one within the 
bodies of either g or A uses x or y free; we will worry about compilation of 
free references later. Since x and ¥ are local, only j needs to find their values. 
We cannot leave the values in the ACs since those registers are needed for 
other computations. Rather, we will save x and y in the top of the stack P. 

Since P contains the values of partial computations, and now also 

contains the values of the local A-variables, P is also called the value stack. 

This is a value stack similar to that described in deep-binding (Section 5.18); 
however we do not need the name stack here. The compiler will know where 
on the stack values of local variables can be found; it will put them there so 
it should know. This lack of a name stack is a mixed blessing; we save space, 
but we have fost the names; the names are useful when we are debugging 
code, and necessary for a full LISP implementation. Note that P is not solely 
a value stack; it also contains the control information. We are not always 
able to mix access and control information on one stack; in fact, we know 

that a stack is not always a sufficent vehicle for describing LISP’s access 
requirements. However, a very large subset of LISP does allow a single-stack 
implementation, and we will be compiling within that subset for most of this 
chapter. 

Addressing the task at hand, the instructions for the body of j will be 
very similar to those displayed for flglA];A[B]]. We will generate instructions 
to save the values on the actual parameters by prefixing the compexp-code 
with two PUSH operations:
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(PUSH P 1) 
(PUSH P 2) 

After execution of this pair of instructions, called the prolog, the value of y 

is on the top of the stack, and the value of x is the next element down. 21 

Now that we have saved the values, we need instructions to send them 
to ACI when the value is needed. We will implement send@ using the MOVE 
instruction (Section 6.3). In this case our memory reference will be relative to 
the top of the P stack. Relative addressing is described in our machine as an 
address field of the form "n P", where n designates the offset into P and 

references the n'* element, counting backwards from zero. Thus in our 
current example "0 P" refers to the value for y and "-/ P" refers to x at the 
time j is entered. Be sure to realize also that our addressing is relative; 
though "0 P" refers to at entry time, 0 P will not refer to y when we have 
pushed something onto the stack. Be sure to realize that we cannot change 
our relative addressing to hard machine locations in the assembler. The 
addressing must always be relative. We will be compiling code for recursive 
functions. Each recursive call must get a fresh segment of the value stack in 
which to store its results. A similar problem appeared when we examined the 
CALL-RET mechanism on page 314. There we were dealing with control 
information stored on a stack. 

Finally, we cannot leave the code for j as it stands. If the prolog pushes 
two entries onto the stack then we had better construct an epilog to remove 
them; otherwise the stack will not be in the state expected by the calling 

program. As we leave j we subtract 2 from the pointer P to synchronize the 
stack. The constant 2 is designated as (C 2). Finally we exit via RET. 

One further embellishment is needed: since we are defining a function 
and turning it into compiled code, we must preface the code sequence with 
information to our assembler to designate j as a machine-coded call-by-value 
functiou. The assembler will make a new property-value pair consisting of 
the property name SUBR and an associated value part which is the value of 
the assembly counter when the assembly was begun. That pair is placed on 
the p-list of the atom representing the function name. 

21The observant reader will note that the PUSH for x is unnecessary. 
Since we have assumed that x and y are strictly local, and since no one else 
needs the value of x except for glx], we can simply compute g[x] directly. 
One might also think that we could leave B in AC2 while we calculated g[x]; 
we cannot do that, as g[x] might use AC2. We must PUSH y.



(LAP J SUBR) 
(PUSH P 1) 
(PUSH P 2) 
(MOVE 1-1 P) 
(CALL G) 
(PUSH P 1) 
(MOVE 1-1 P) 
(PUSH ] P H) 
(MOVE 2 1) 
(POP P 1) 
(CALL F) 
(SUB P (C 2)) 

(RET) 

A compiler for Simple eval: The Value Stack 

; Says j is a function 
; Save the input args 

; get x 

335 

; call the function named g 

; save the value 

;gety 

; call A 

; set up the arguments in 
; preparation for 
; calling f 
; synchronize the stack by removing 
; the two saved args 
; exit with ACI containing the value of j{x,y] 

As you read the code and as you study its execution you should remember 
that the addressing in the code is relative to the top of the stack: 
(MOVE | -I P) gets x in one instance and finds y in another, because the top 
of the stack changes. Here is a picture of the execution of the code: 

ACI: x ; AC2:y 

| | (PUSH P 1) 
=> 

ACI: x ; AC2:9 
| » |(CALL G) 
J x | => 

ACI: 9 ; AC2:? 
jglx]| (PUSH J P H) 
ly | = 
| x | 

ACI: glx] ; AC2: Aly] 
ly I(CALL 2 F) 
|x | => 

| x | (PUSH P 2) 

ACI: glx) ; AC2:? 
|» |(PUSH P 1) 
jx | => 
| x | 

ACI: Aly] ; AC2;? 

Iglx)| (MOVE 2 1) 
ly | => 

| x | 

ACI: flgte] Aly] 
| y [(SUB P (C2) => 
{ x | 

ACI: x ; AC2:4 
| y |\(MOVE 1-1 P) 
| x| => 

\gix}| (MOVE 1-1 P) 
ly} => 

ACI: Aly) ; AC2: Aly] 
igix}| (POP P ACI) 
| y | => 

| x | 

(RET) 

6.10 A Compiler for Simple eval 

Now that we know what the runtime code for local variable references could 

be, we must describe an algorithm which will generate similar code. We shall
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simulate the behavior of the runtime stack while we are compiling the code. 
The compiler cannot know what the values of the variables will be at run 
time but it can know where to find the values. We will carry this 
information through the compiler in a manner reminiscent of the assoc-style 
symbol table of the eval in Section 3.5. Instead of posting the current values 
in the stack, the compiler will post information about the positions of the 
variables relative to the top of the stack at the time we enter the function. 
The variable-position list, vp/, contains this information. If we are to 

compile a function with A-variables, [x,y,z] then vpl will begin with: 

(X 0, . 2), (2 . 3)... 

When we set up up/ we also set the offset, called off, to minus the number of 
arguments added to upi, in this case -3. Now if we come across a reference, 

say to Y, while compiling code, we use cdr[assoclY ,vpl]] to retrieve 2. The 
offset plus this retrieved value gives us the relative position of Y in the 
stack: -3 + 2 =-l. Thus to refer to the location of Y we use (... -1 P). 

What happens as we add elements to the stack? Or to be more precise, 
what happens as we generate code which when executed will add elements to 
the stack? Clearly we must modify the offset. If we add one element, we 
would set off to -4. Then to reference Y now use -4 + 2 = -2; that is, a 
reference to Y is now of the form: 

(...-2 P) 

But that’s right. Y is now further down in the run time stack. Thus the 
‘symbol table’ is really defined by off plus the current vp/. Here’s a sketch of 
the proposed compexp in its performance of local variable recognition. 

islocalvarlexp] ~ list(mkvarlI,loclexp,off,opl])] 
where: loc <= X[{x,off;upl) plusloff;cdrlassoclx,vpl]}]] 
and, mkvar <= d{Lac;mem] list[MOVE;ac;mem;P]) 

Next, when will the compiler make modifications to the top of the stack? We 
push new elements when we are compiling the arguments to a function call. 
We know that complis is the function which compiles the argument list. 
Thus our new complis must know about off and ufl, and since complis 
changes the state of the stack, then it must change off appropriately: 

complis <= Al[u;off;pl] [null [u] > ( ); 
nullfrest(u)] > compexplfirstluloff; vpll; 

t + appendicompexp [firstlu]; off; vpl); 
listimkallocl!]); 
complis [restlu]; sub/loff]; vp) 

Notice that complis compiles the arguments from left to right, following each 
with (PUSH P 1) and recurring with a new offset which reflects the effect of 
the PUSH. This function is analogous to evlis.
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Here’s a brief description of the rest of the new compiler. 22 

compilelfn;vars,;exp]: fn is the name of the function to be compiled. vars is 
the list of lambda variables. exp is the lambda-body. 

compile <= Al [fn,vars exp] 
Al[n] eppenadl mk prologlfn;n); 

compexplexp,; -n; pruplvars;!]); 
mkepilogin]]] 

UengtAlvars]] J 

mk prolog <= X[Lf;n] concatllist1L AP f;SU BRI ,mk pushsin, 0) 

mk pushs <= Al[n,m]f lesspinsm] > (); 

t + concat[mkalloc{m]; mkpushs{n,addi(m)))]] 

mkepilog <= A[[n] list(mksyncln)mkret I] 

mksyne <=A[[n] listISUB;P,listlC,nJV) 

mkret <=\[(] (RET )] 

pruplvars;n): vars is a lambda list, n is an integer. prup builds a 
variable-position list. 

prup <= Alvars;nlnulllvars] > (); 
t + concatkons([firsttvars); n); 

pruplrest(vers);addi[nJ}})] 

22This compiler was adapted from one written by J. McCarthy 
([McC 76]), and proved correct by R. London ([Lon 71]) and M. Newey 
([New 75)).
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compexplexp;off,vpl): This function generates the code for constants and for 
references to variables. If the variable is local, a simple send is 

generated, otherwise a call on lookup results. If a conditional 

expression is recognized, comcond is called to produce the code. If exp 
does not fit one of these categories, it is assumed to be an application of 
a call-by-value function. In this case, compdis compiles the argument 
list, leaving the arguments in the stack; loadae loads the appropriate 
AC’s. and then we generate a call on the function, and finally generate 
the SUB to synchronize the stack. 

compexp <= XL lexp,;off;upl] 
lisconstlexp] > list(mkconstll;exp)]; 
islocalvarlexp] > list [mkvar[1,loclexp;offvplM); 
isnonlocallexp] > listtmklookuplexp]); 
iscondlexp] > comcondlargs [exp]; 

gensym{ }; 

off; 
vpl); 

isfunsargslexp] > [Lz] compap plyl funclexp); 
complislz,off-vpl); 
lengtalz]] 

lerglistlexp}) J 

compapply is found on page 324. 

comcond|u,;glob,off;vpll: this compiles the body of conditional expressions. u 
is the p; - @; list; g/ob will be bound to a generated symbol name; off and 

vpl will always be the offset and the variable-position list. 

comcond <= X[[u;glob;offvpl] (null[u] 2 listImkerrorl ];glob); 

t > appendlcomclauselfirst(u); 
gensym(]; 
glob, 

off; 
vpl); 

comcondlrestlu]; glob;off;vpl) V) 

comclause <=X[[p,loc;glob,off;vpllap pendicompexplantelp], 

off; 
vpl); 

listlmhjum pflloc]); 
compex pl conseql p); 

off 
vpl); 

listImkjum plgdob);loc}}) 

Here is a partial sketch of compile operating on 

j<= Mfxp]flglx) Aly] 

Compare the code it generates with the code we saw on page 335.
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com pilel J (X Y)AF (G X)(H Y))) 

gives: 
append [((LAP J SUBR)); 

(PUSH P 1) 
(PUSH P 2) 
compexpl(F (G X)(H Y));-2;prupl(X Y);1]; 
((SUB P {C 2)) 
(RET))] 

where: prupl(X Y),0) gives ((X .1) (¥ .2)) 

compexpl(F (G X)(H Y));-2,((X . 1) (Y . 2))) 

results in: append [complisl((G X)(H Y)),-2;(X .D(Y . 2))); 
mklink[2] 
((CALL F))) 

and mklink[2] evaluates to: (MOVE 2 1) (POP P 1)). 

Thus the code we're getting looks like: 

((LAP J SUBR) 

(PUSH P » 

(PUSH P 2 

complisl((G ) (H Y)); -2;(X . DY. 2))) 
(MOVE 2 1) 

(POP P 1) 
(CALL F) 
(SUB P (€ 2)) 
(RET) ) 

complis is interesting since it actually uses the vpl we have been carrying 
along. It gives rise to: 

append [compexpl(G X);-2;((X . I) (Y . 2))); 
((PUSH P 1)), 
complisl((H Y¥));-3((X © 1) (Y . 2))1) 

and the compexp computation involves, in part: 

append{complisl(X);-2;((X . 1) (Y . 2))); 
((CALL G))) 

Finally this complis generates the long awaited variable reference using: 

compex bX ;-2,((X .1) (Y .2))] giving, (MOVE 1-1 P))
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So our code is: 

((LAP J SUBR) 

(PUSH P 1) 

(PUSH P 2) 

(MOVE 1-1 P) 

(CALL G) 

(PUSH P 1) 

complisl((H Y)); -3; (X .1) (¥ . 2))) 

(MOVE 2 1) 

(POP P 1) 

(CALL F) 

(SUB P (C 2)) 

(RET) ) 

Notice that the offset is different within the call: 

complis(((H Y)),-3;(X . 1) (¥ . 2))) 

But that is as it should be: now there is an extra value on the stack. 

Problems 

1. Complete the code generation for the above example. 

2. Extend the compiling algorithm to recognize anonymous A-expressions. 

6.11 Efficient Compilation 

"At the rish of slight exaggeration, we must chastize, in today’s 
programming environment, the process of compilation and the very 
word itself, which is the grand euphemism of computer science. 
Compilation is like an alchemistic art of transforming gold into 
lead, to obtain pencils and hence to communicate information. The 
task of a compiler is to take programs of a high-level, relatively 
problem-oriented language, and mutilate them beyond recognition, 
distorting them finally into sequences of unrecognizable codes 
comprehensible only to elements of electronic circuitry capable of 
actual execution. Incredibly, the high-level intent is simulated in this 
world of wires, and the program is executed as desired. The 
compilation process is magic. A translation has been made between 
two representations with no apparent similarity of form or content, 
yet those representations are in a global sense equivalent in their 
execution.” 

Mark Elson, Concepts of Programming Languages [Els 73)
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We have discussed compilation at two different levels: we can translate LISP 
expressions into sequences of the LISP control primitives of Section 6.2; or 
we can translate into the instructions of the SM machine of Section 6.3. We 
conceptualized the compilers in terms of higher level abstractions, but biased 
many of our choices towards implementation on the SM instruction set. Our 
choices influenced the efficiency of the resulting compiler. 

We should first clarify what we mean by efficiency in this context. If 
the compiler produces code for the LISP primitives and then we encode the 
LISP primitives in terms of the SM instruction set, then we get a simple 
compiler which tends to produce inefficient code; inefficent, in terms of the 

SM machine, not in terms of the LISP primitives. Such a compiler would be 
efficient in terms of compilation time and might suffice for debugging runs 
or student pro jects. 

More likely, efficient compilation is taken to mean production of code 
which we could expect from a reasonably bright machine-language 
programmer. It should run reasonably fast, not have obviously redundant 
instructions, and not take too much space in the machine. It is this second 
interpretation of efficiency which we shall use. In this interpretation we don’t 
simply implement the LISP primitives, but take a more global view of the 
underlying machine. We take advantage of more of the hardware features, 
incorporating them deeper into the structure of the compiler. This process is 
called optimization. Optimization defies the mismatch between the 
programming language and the hardware machine. The result is a compiler 
which is much more machine dependent, may require more processing time, 
but produces much better code for that specific machine. 

Our current compilation algorithm has many opportunities for 
improvement. A major inefficiency occurs in saving and restoring quantities 
on the stack. This is a symptom of a more serious disease: the compiler does 
not remember what will be in the AC’s at run-time. Since we are assuming 
that the arguments to a function call are to be passed through the AC’s, and 
Since it is expensive to save and restore these registers, we should make a 
concerted effort to remember which quantities are in which AC and not 
reload them unnecessarily. This optimization is dependent on the hardware 
of our machine; if we had only one AC, the trick would not be applicable. 

6.12 Efficiency: Primitive Operations 

We should be able to generate references into AC’s other that ACI. This is 
particularly useful for compiling constant arguments.
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For example, the call on f{/;4] should be generated as: 

(MOVE! 1 1) 
(MOVE! 2 (QUOTE A)) 
(CALL F) 

There is no reason to save constants in the stack. 
We also expect that the LISP primitive operations, car, cdr, cons, eq, 

and atom should occur rather frequently in compiled code; ° and we should 
expect that a reasonable compiler be cognizant of their existence and compile 
more efficient code for their execution. In this section we will enlarge the 
instruction set of our machine, adding plausible operations for some of these 

primitives. 24 
CAR is an instruction, taking two arguments: an ac and a loc 

respectively. The car operation is performed from loc to ac. For example 
when compiling the call, fl/;car[x]], we want the value car[x] in AC2. If x 
were in -5 P then we could accomplish the loading with: (CAR 2 -5 P) 
instead of: 

(MOVE 1-5 P) 
(CALL CAR) 
(MOVE 2 1) 

Since the second argument to CAR can be an accumulator, the second 
argument to fL/;car[car{x]]] can be compiled as: 

(CAR 2-5 P) 
(CAR 2 2) 

We will assume the existence of an analogous CDR instruction. With these 
two instructions we can significantly improve the code for car-cdr-chains. 

Another source of efficiency is available to us. Consider the clause: 

leqlx;A] > B; ...] 

?8Though we program at an abstract level, the code passed to the 
compiler may have many car-cdr references, see Section 6.18. 

?4Some of these instuctions exist on the PDP-10. HLRZ and HRRZ 
are used for car and cdr, respectively, and the PDP-6 which was delivered to 
Stanford had a hardware cons operation.
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Assuming that x were on the top of the stack, our current compiler would 
generate: 

(MOVE 10 P) 
(MOVEI 2 (QUOTE A)) 
(CALL EQ) 
(JUMPF 1 LI) 
(MOVEI 1 (QUOTE B)) 
(JUMP LOUT) 

Li... 
The use of predicates in this context does not require construction of the 

constants t and f. All we need to do is implement the eg test as a jump to one 

of two locations. 
We will introduce an instruction CAME taking two arguments; first, an 

ac and the second, a foc. CAME compares the contents of the two arguments, 

and if they are equal, it skips the next instruction. 
Thus the above example could be compiled as: 

(MOVE! 1 (QUOTE A)) 
(CAME 10 P) 
(JUMP Li) 
(MOVE! 1 (QUOTE B)) 
(JUMP LOUT) 

LI. 
Notice that we have added an extra piece of knowledge to the compiler; it 

knows that eg is commutative in this instance? We still require some 
artifacts in the compiler to generate full procedure calls on predicates 

particularly since predicates may return values other than t and f. But in 
many instances, particularly within comcond, we can generate tighter code. 

6.13 Efficiency: Calling Sequences 

We want to integrate the new compiling techniques into our compiler. Since 
LISP depends heavily on procedure calls, the computation of parameter lists 
and procedure calls is an area of great concern to the designer of a LISP 
compiler. 

Here is the code which the current compiler will produce for the 
expression f{i;g[3]; car{x]]: 

251f there are side-effects in the computation of the arguments, the 
order can make a difference. However unless explicitly stated our compilers 
do not have to consider side-effects.
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(MOVE! I 1) 
(PUSH P 1) 
(MOVE! I 3) 
(CALL G) 
(PUSH P 1) 
(MOVE 1-2 P) 
(CALL CAR) 
(MOVE 3 1) 
(POP P 2) 
(POP P 1) 
(CALL F) 

By way of motivation and introduction, here is what our next compiler does 

for the same call: 

(MOVE! 1! 3) 
(CALL G) 
(MOVE 2 1) 
(CAR 30 P) 
(MOVE! 11) 
(CALL F) 

Examination of the code shows the results of several optimization techniques. 
We are using the CAR instruction of the last section. We are also doing 
operations into AC’s other than ACI. This allows us to remove some of the 
obnoxious PUSH-POP sequences. 

The major modification involves an analysis of the arguments being 
compiled for a function call. The function complis is responsible for that 
analysis. Within our new complis we will divide the arguments into two 
classes: trivial and complex. Since most of our worry is about the 
optimization of the AC’s, we will make complis the major state of the 
compiler. We can define compexp as: 

compexp <= Al lexp;opl,off] complisllistlexp];vpl,of fl) 

complis is the natural place to deal with register allocation since it is 
responsible for the compilation of the actual parameters. The alternative 
would be to pass the AC destination to compexp. That scheme becomes quite 
complex if dealt with consistently. So complis becomes the kernel function 
and must examine each argument to a function call. 

Trivial arguments are those which need make no demands on the 
runtime stack; the computation they entail can all be done in the AC registers. 
Thus the code that the compiler generates need not involve PUSH-POP 
sequences. For example, references to constants need not be generated and 
then pushed onto the stack; we can compile the other arguments first and 

then, just before we call the function, load the appropriate AC with that 
constant. A similar argument can be used for postponing the loading of
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variable references. © The third trivial construct for this complis is the 
handling of car-cdr chains. We will use our augmented instruction set to 
perform computation of cars and cdrs directly to a specified AC. Complex 
arguments are those which require some non-trivial computation; each 
non-trivial computation will be prefaced with a PUSH to save the current 
contents of ACI. 

Besides the compilation of efficient code we would also like to make the 
compiler efficient. We would like to make the compiling process as one-pass 
as possible. Our basic tasks in the new complis are classification of the 
arguments and compilation of the code. With a little care we can do both at 
the same time. There is nothing problematic about the compilation of the 

trivial code. 2” We thus turn to the complex code. 
The old complis generated a block <code arg>-PUSH on each cycle. 

That code was followed by a MOVE to move the last value from ACI to ACn. 
In the previous compiler compexp was the major function; it handled the 
bulk of the code generation. Here complis will be the major function. The old 
complis had three states: empty argument list, singleton argument list, and 
otherwise condition. The new complis has two states; this is done to make 
complis shorter. On each cycle through complis we generate a 
PUSH-«<code arg;> sequence. Now we have a spurious PUSH on the front of 

the sequence; one rest will take care of that. 

We must also generate a list of POPs to suffix to the complex code to 
get the saved values back into the proper AC’s: one pop for each argument. 
The last POP should be modified to be a MOVE since we have not 
generated the corresponding PUSH. The memory field of the last POP has 
the needed information; it tells us where the MOVE we want to make should 

go: 

(POP P N) => (MOVE N 1) 

This modified list of POPs is added to the code sequence, followed by any 
trivial code which we may have generated. Note that this reordering is 
Strictly an efficiency consideration under the assumption that the AC’s are 
being used to simulate a temporary dest block, which will immediately 
become a block of local bindings, and which are subject to local use only. 
With this introduction, here is complis and friends: 

complis <= X[lu,off;upl] complis’lu;offioffvpl0,0;0;0) 

26But note that the argument for variables is shaky; if our compiler 
handled programs with side-effects then we could not be sure that the 
postponed value would be the same as that fetched at the “proper” time. 

27That’s why it’s trivial!
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complis’ <= d[[u,org;off;vpl;triv;emplx; pop;ac] 
(nudd[u] > {nulllcmplx) > triv; 

t + append{rest{emplx); 
listtmkmovelmemlfirstlpop]];1)); 
restl pop]; 
triv)); 

isconst[firstlu}] > complis’[resttu]; 
org; 
off; 
vpl; 
concat({mkconstlac,first{u]],triv); 
cmplx; 

pop; 
addi{ac]], 

isvarlfirstlu]] > complis’[restu), 
org; 

off; 
ope; 

concat{mkvarlac; 
loclfirstlul,off;vpl]]; 

triv); 
cmplx,; 

pop; 
addilac]]; 

iscarcdr[first(u)) > complis‘Lrese(u]; 
org; 
off: 
vpl; 
ap pend[reverselcompcarcdrhc; 

firstlu} 
off: 
vpl)i; 

triv); 
cm plx; 

pop; 
addI{ac]];
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iscond[firsttu] > complis’[ rest[u); 
org; 
sublloffl; 
vpl; 
triv; 

appendicmplx; 
concatlmk pus Al]; 

comeondlargs [first(u]] 
gensym(]; 
off; 
vpl))); 

concat[mk poplac); pop); 
adallac)); 

t > complis’[ rest(u]; 
org; 
sublloff]; 
opl; 

triv,; 

appendlemplx; 
concatimk pusAli]; 

Allz] com pap plylfunclfirst{ul]; 
complisl z; 

off; 
vpl 

lengtAlz]]] 
largdistlfirst[u)] 0); 

concat[mk poplac]; pop), 
addIlac}]) 

> 

mhmove <= X[[ac;locleglac;toc] > ()}; t + list(MOVE,ac;loc]]} 

compcarcdr <= X[[ac;exp,off,vpl] 
lisvarlarglexp]] > list{mkcarcdrl funclexp); 

ac; 
loclarglexp),off;upt]}) 

t > concat[ mkcarcdr_aclfunclexp];ac,ac); 

compearcdrlac,arglexp),offvpll))) 

iscaredy <=X[[u] [iscar[u] >iscaredrlarglul] 
iscdrlu] >iscarcdr[arglu]] 
atom[u) > orlisvarlu),isconst[u)); 

tof) 

iscar <= XI[x] eglfunclx];CAR]) 
iscdr <= X{[x] eglfunclx];CDR]] 
mkearcdr <=X[[carcdr,ac;loc} listlearedr;ac;loc]]
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6.14 Efficiency: Predicates 

We have already noted in Section 6.12 that some efficiencies are possible 
when predicates occur within conditional expressions. Here we will examine 
more possibilities. The first point of contention is that the current comclause 
is not good enough. We want to be able to use the Boolean special forms: 
and[uj; ..jUp_)] and orluy; ..ju,l The definition of these constructs requires 

they not evaluate any more arguments than necessary. We can exploit this 
property when and and or appear as predicates in conditional expressions. 
We will add recognizers for and and or inside comclause and will add a new 
section to the compiler to deal with their compilation. 

First, here is the structure of typical code sequences: 

and[uy; ... Ul > @; or[uy; ... Up] > @; 

gives: gives: 

<code for u,> <code for u,> 

(JUMPF 1 lint) (JUMPT 1 loc) 
<code for ug> <code for ug> 

(JUMPF 1 lint) (JUMPT 1! loc) 

<code for Uy? <code for Up> 

(JUMPF 1 lint) (JUMPT 1 loc) 
(JUMP loc) (JUMP lint) 

loc loc 
<code for e> <code for e> 
(JUMP lout) (JUMP lout) 

lint lint 

The label tint indicates the next clause in the conditional expression. Note 
the symmetry between the code for and and the code for or. There is a slight 
inefficiency in and with (JUMP loc) immedately followed by doc, but we can 
easily remove that. 

Here is a compclause which will generate it: 

compclause <=A[[p,loc;glob,off;vpl] appendicompred[ antelp]; 
loc; 

off; 
vpll; 

compexplconsegl p); 

off; 
vpl); 

listtmhjumplglob],loc)})
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compred <= X{[p,lint,off;vplllisand[p] + compandorlargstp); 
off; 
vpl; 

list(mkjumpnillline)]; 

isorlp] > » [Loc] compandorlargst p); 
offi 
vpl; 

listtmkjum prlloc)], 
listlmkjm pllint]; 

loc J} 
[gensym(]]; 

t > appendlcompexpl p;off,vpl); 
listtmkjumpflline) J) 

compandor <=X[[u,off;upl,inst,fini] [nulllu] 3 fini, 

t + appendlcompexplfirstlu];off;vpl); 
inst; 

compandorlrest[u]; 

off; 
vpl; 

inst; 

fini) TN) 

Problems 

_
 . We should recognize the construct t +e in conditional expressions and 

compile special code for it. We should also realize that in the construct: 

{p, 2 €, .. > @; ..p,_ > en] 

we can never reach any part of the conditional after the t-predicate; 
therefore no code should be generated. Rewrite the compiler to handle 
these additional observations about conditionals. 
The second point, above, is a special instance of a general compiling 

question. How clever should the compiler be? If it can recognize that a 
piece of program can never be reached, should it tell the user or should it 

compile minimal code? 

2. Write a new compile including all the efficiency considerations discussed 
so far. 

3. When we apply the convention that anything non-NI/L is a representation 
of truth, it is often convenient to evaluate and and or for “value”. That 
is their value is either N/L or non-N/L. Extend our compiler to handle 
such uses of these functions. 

4. Extend the compiler to compile efficient code for compositions of the 
predicates and, or, and not.
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6.15 A Compiler for progs 

The compiler of this section will not compile all progs; it is only intended to 
demonstrate some of the salient features of a prog compiler. They are: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Handling of assignments. Since we are assuming local variables, then 
storage to the value stack is sufficient. 

The go-label pair. We will assume that this can be passed off to the 
assembler. 

On leaving a prog-body we have to remove the prog-variables from the 
top of the stack. This is done by comparing the current off with ul. 

comp prog <=X[[locals ;body,off;vpl] 

Alinleppend[mk puslistnilln); 
compbodyl body, 

Labels{body); 
differenceloff;n); 
pruplocllocals;-off;vpl; 
n: 

gensym{]1] 
[lengtallocals)) 

pruploc <= X([localsoff;vplMnullllocals] > vpl; 

t+ pruploclrestllocals), 
addlloff); 
concatlcons[firse[locals],offl;vplN) 

labels <= d[[body] [nulé[body) > (); 
islabellfirstlbody)) > concatlfirst{body],labels[restlbody])]; 

t + labelslrestlbody])] 

com pbody <= d[[body,labels of fupl;njexit] 
(null[body] slist[mkconst[I;N1L]exit;mksync[n]]; 

islabel[firstlbody]] > concatLfirst{body];com pbody[rest[body); 
labels; 

off: 
vpl; 

n; 
exit]]; 

isgolfirstlbody]] + append{listlcompgol arglfirst[body)); 
labels); 

com pbodyl restlbody]; 
labels; 

off; 
vpl; 

n; 

exit)];
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isret[first[body]] + appendl compexplarglistlfirstlbody)]; 

off 
vp); 

syncloff;vpl]; 
listimkjum plexit]]; 
compbodyl rest[body]; 

labels; 

off: 
vpl; 

n; 
exit)]; 

issetg[firstlbody]] > appendlcompexplrhslfirstlbody]);of fv pl); 
listimkmoveml1; 

locl tAslfirstlbody]]; 
off: 
vpll)}; 

com pbodyl rest[bodyy]; 
labels, 

off; 
vpl; 
n; 
exit]); 

iscondlfirst[body}] + appendl compcondproglarglfirstlbody])}]; 
compbody| rest[body); 

labels; 

off; 
opl; 
n; 

exit]]; 

t > append! compexplfirstlbody);off,vpt); 
compbody[rest[body];labels of f;vpl-n;exit}]]] 

compgo <= XI[x,l]member[x;!] » mkjumplx], t + er([UNDEFINED_T AG]]]; 

This compprog only handles a subset of the semantics of prog. We do not 
handle any non-local jumps; a new fist of labels is made up on entry to a 
prog and only that set of labels is accessible for gos. As a further restriction, 
we also assume that the prog variables are used in a strictly local fashion. 

1. 

Problem 

Write compcondprog.
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6.16 Further Optimizations 

This section is in the nature of hints and possibilities for expansion of the 
basic compiling algorithms. 

One of the first things to note about the compiling algorithm is its lack 
of knowledge about what it has in the various AC’s. Frequently the compiled 
code will load up one of the registers with a quantity that is already there. 
Thus the first suggestion: build a list of what’s in various registers. We know 
what's there when we enter the function; whenever we perform an operation 
which destroys a register then we have to update the compiler’s memory. 
Whenever we need a quantity, we check the memory. If the object is already 
in the AC’s then we use it. Clearly there is a point at which the complexity of 
the object stored is too complicated to be worth remembering. However, the 
idea can be used quite profitably for variable references and simple 
computations. This idea is a simple form of common sub expression 
elimination. For example, assuming that the compiler knows x is in ACI, 
here’s code for: 

ficar{x],cdr[ear{xJ]] 
(CAR 11) 
(CDR 2 2) 
(CALL F) 

This idea can be extended. There is nothing sacred about knowing only the 
contents of the special registers. We could keep a history of the partial 
computations in the stack. Then if we need a partial result we might find it 
already computed in the ACs or stored on the stack. We might also keep 
track of whether stack or AC contents are still needed. For example, in our 
compiled function j on page 335 we might have noticed that after the call on 
g, the value of x was no longer needed; therefore we need not save x. 
Similarly we don’t need the value of » after the call on A. If we build this 
kind of information into a compiler, we can generate more efficient code. 
However, many of these ideas must be used with some care. Side-effects can 

destroy the validity of partial results. 
Notice that we are comparing the symbolic values in the AC’s or stack; 

we cannot look for actual values. This idea of symbolic processing can be 
exploited at a much more sophisticated level in LISP compilers. In 
particular, we can perform program transformations. For example, the 
compiler can rewrite program segments taking advantage of transformations 
it knows. These transformations typically involve equivalence preserving 
operations which might lead to more efficient compiled code. 

For example several LISP compilers have the ability to perform 
recursion removal, replacing recursive programs with equivalent iterative 

versions. 2° Here’s a case: 

28 A 11 these transformations should be invisible to the user.
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rev <= Allx,ylnudl[x] > 9; t > revlrest[x];concatlfirstlx]-y)10) 

This program is automatically rewritten as: 

rev <= X{fx,y] proglf] J [nudélx] > return[y]]; 
y < concatlfirstlx],y); 
x © rest{x]; 
gol!) J) 

This second version makes no demands on the run-time stack; it does not 

stack its partial computation like the recursive version. Each recursive call 
pushes the values for x and 4, the iterative version uses two fixed locations. 

Typically the second version on rev will execute faster. 
A major obstacle to most kinds of optimization is the unrestricted use 

of labels and gos. Consider a piece of compiler code which has a tabel 
attached to it. Before we can be assured of the integrity of an AC we must 
ascertain that every possible path to that label maintains that AC. This is a 
very difficult task. The label and goto structure required by compile is quite 
simple. However if we wished to build an optimizing compiler for LISP with 
progs we would have to confront this problem. 

Problems 

I. Extend the compiling algorithm to remember what it has in its AC 
registers. How much of the scheme is dependent on lack of side-effects? 

2. Titled: “ If we only had an instruction.. " We advocate an instruction, 
EXCH ae loc, which will exchange the contents of the ac and the Joc. 

This instruction could be used effectively on the code for j on page 334 
to save a PUSH-POP pair. 
Here’s EXCH in action, using the results of the previous exercise: 

((LAP J SUBR) ; Says j is a function 
(PUSH P 2) 

(CALL G) ; call the function named g 
(EXCH 10 P) ; Save the value and dredge up 9 
(CALL H) ; call A 

(MOVE 2 1) 
(POP P 1) ; preparation for 
(CALL F) ; calling f 

(RET )) ; exit. ACI still has the value from f. 

Look for general situations where EXCH can be used. Try to notice other 
areas of the compiler which would benefit form new instructions. 

3. Write code for the factorial function, and simulate the execution on 2/. 

4. Write a LISP function to take recursive schemes into equivalent iterative 
ones in the style of the rev example on page 353. Your first version need 
not be as efficient as the one advertized there, but try to make it better as 
you proceed. See [Dar 73] for this and related transformations.
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6.17 Functional Arguments 

Function variables add more complication to the compiling algorithms. We 
will address the simpler cases of functional arguments. There are two issuses 
involved: what to compile when a function construct is recognized; and what 
to do when the function position of an application is a variable. 
Consider an example: 

fool ...,function[$],...] 

We generate (MOVE! 1 $) and compile ¢ if it is a A-definition; otherwise we 
essentially generate (MOVEI 1 (QUOTE $)). 
Assume foo is defined as: 

foo <= ML ug; .] ..gltys tal] 

The instance of g in glt); ..;t,]] is a special case of a computed function 
(page 158); in this case, the computation is only a variable lookup. We will 

display the more general code for a computed function call of the form: 

explty; tal 

We get: append! <compexplexp,off;vpl); 
listtmkalloc{1)); 
<complis((t,; ..:t,),off-Lepll> 

list(mkallocl1)]; 
((CALLF nO P)) 
((SUB P (C 1))) 

The calling structure for a functional argument is slightly different. The 
arguments are on the stack but, more importantly, note that the call must 

always be trapped and decoded. We cannot replace that call with a PUSH J 
to some machine language code for the function because the function 
referred to can change. We use a CALLF instruction to designate a call on a 
functional argument. Since the value of the expression may very well change 
during execution we can never replace the CALLF with a PUSH J. 

Often, unneeded generality allowed by the functional notation can be 
removed by the compiler. Production LISP compilers, like the MACLISP 
compiler, produce very efficient code for many uses of the mapping 
functions, like maplist. 

The problems of compiling efficient code become magnified if 
generalized contro] structures are anticipated. The problem is similar to that 
of recognizing an implied loop construct in a program using labels and go’s 
to control the algorithm. Control constructs like catch and throw (page 198) 
have some advantages here; rather than using evaluation relative to 
arbitrary access and control environments ([Bob 73a]), these constructs do 
impose some regularity which the compiler and the programmer can exploit.
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6.18 Macros and Special Forms 

We wish to extend our compiling algorithm to handle macro definitions. 
Consider the example of defining plus of an indefinite number of arguments 
given on page 156. A compiler can make execution of macros much more 
efficient than their special form counterpart. Macros usually involve 
transformations which can be executed at compile time, whereas a special 
form may involve run time information. For example, consider the case of 
the macro definiton of plus. When plus is called we know the number of 
arguments, and can simply expand the macro to a nest of calls on «plus. For 
example: 

plus(x,addI[y];z]  expandsto «plus[x;«plusladdi{y];z]) 

The second expression may be compiled into machine code which uses the 
hardware arithmetic unit. 

Macros can also be used effectively in implementing abstract data 
structures and control structures. For example, the constructors, selectors, and 
recognizers which help characterize an abstract data structure can be 
expressed as very simple S-expr operations. These operations are performed 
quite frequently so any improvement in their running efficiency would have 
dramatic impact. Recall that on page 77 we defined coef as car. For speed of 
execution it would be better to use car instead of coef. Compiled calls on coef 
would invoke the function-calling mechanism, whereas many compilers can 
substitute actual hardware instructions for calls on car; the code executes 
faster and requires less space. However, good programming style dictates 
that we stay abstract and use coef. Compiled macros can resolve this tension, 
giving both abstraction and fast compiled code. Define: 

coef <,= AC] cons(CAR,cadr[0])) 

The user writes (COEF ..); the evaluator sees (COEF ..) and evaluates 
(CAR ...}; the compiler sees (COEF ...) and compiles code for (CAR ...). With 
macros, we can get the efficient code, the readibility, and flexibility of 
representation. 

Macros can also be used to perform most of the operations which 
Special forms are meant to do. Since eva/ handles calls on special forms, we 
should examine the extensions to compile to generate such code. We have 
seen that in compiling arguments to (normal) functions, we generate the code 
for each, followed by code to save the result in the run-time stack, P. The 

argument to a special form is unevaluated, by definition. All we can thus do 
for a call of the form f{/], where f is a special form, is pass the argument, 
compiling something like: 

(MOVE! Aci (RL 2 ])) 
(CALL 1(E F))
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We have already mentioned some of the dangers in using special forms; 
the fact that a compiler cannot do much with them either, makes them even 
less attractive. 

Problems 

I]. Extend the last compile function to handle macros. 

2. Define and as a macro in terms of cond. Compare the code produced in 
the two cases. How could you improve the compiler to make the two sets 
of code more nearly alike? 

6.19 Compilation and Variables 

Our compilers translate the formal parameter list into a block of storage 
allocated in the stack, P. The body of the function definition references 

those local variables as the corresponding stack entries. This scheme suffices 
only for lambda or prog variables which are used in a strictly local fashion. 
We have said that A-expressions may refer to global or free variables. The 
lookup mechanism finds the latest active binding of that variable in the 
current symbol table; this is the dynamic binding strategy. Care is required 
in extending the compiling algorithms to handle dynamic binding. The 
problem involves reference to variables which are currently A-bound but are 
non-local. Such variables are called special variables. 

Assume that we are implementing a deep binding algorithm. If all we 
store on the stack is the value of a variable, then another program which 
expects to use that value will have no way of finding that stored value. One 
scheme is to store pairs on the stack: name and value; then we can search the 
stack for the latest binding. This scheme is compatible with the stack 
implementation of deep binding given in Section 5.18. The compiler can still 
"know" where all the local variables are on the stack and can be a bit clever 
about searching for the globals or special variables. 

Shallow binding implementations offer an alternative. We can still store 

variables on the stack 7° if we are sure that the variable is used in a strictly 
local fashion. If a variable is to be used as a special variable then the 
compiled code should access the value cell of that variable. The compiler 
recognizes a variable as special by looking for the property name SPECIAL 

on the property list of the atom; if the property exists and its value is t then 
the variable is a special variable and the compiler generates different code. 
When a variable, say x, is declared special the compiler will emit a reference 
to x as (GETV AC; X) or (PUTV AC, X) rather than the corresponding 

2°We assume throughout this discussion that we are compiling code for 
the stack implementation of shallow binding as given in Section 5.19.
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reference to a location on the stack. GETV and PUTV are instructions to 
access or modify the contents of the value cell. 

When the LISP assembler sees one of these instructions, it will locate 

the value cell of atom and assemble a reference to that cell. Since the 
location of the value cell does not change, we can always find the current 
binding. Any interpreted function can also sample the value cell so non-local 
values can be passed between compiled and interpreted functions. 

Assume a function f calls a function g, and assume that g uses some of 
fs A-variables. The usual compilation for f would place the 4-variables in 
the stack and they would not be accessible to g. Our compiler must therefore 
be modified to generate different prolog and epilog code for special 
variables. The code must save the old contents of each special value cell on 
entry to the function, and the compiler must generate code to restore those 
cells at function exit. Any references in either f or g to those special 
variables will involve GETV-PUTV rather than references into the stack P. 
In this scheme, lookup[{x,env] is given by getulx]. 

Non-local variables cause several problems in LISP. The simple 
mechanism we used for referencing local variables is no longer applicable. 
Other programming languages allow the use of non-local variables, some, like 
APL ({Ive 62)), only allow global variables; others, like Algol60 and its 
successors ([Alg 63] and [Alg 75]), allow free as well as global variables. 
However, Algol compilers are much simpler to construct than LISP 

compilers, and we should explore some of the reasons. 9° One simplicity of 
Algol is its treatment of procedure valued variables. Algot dialects typically 
restrict themselves to what LISP calls functional arguments. Algol dialects do 
not allow arbitrary procedures to be returned as values. Their restrictions 
allow the run time environment to be modelled in a stack, as described in 

Section 5.18. 
The difference between LISP and Aigol, which is more to the point 

here, is their binding strategies (Section 3.11). A typical LISP uses dynamic 
binding whereas Algol uses static binding. The difference is that Algol 
translators determine the bindings of variables at the time the definition is 
made whereas LISP determines bindings at the time the function is applied. 
That is, definitions in Algol always imply an application of function, binding 
up all non-local variables. The net effect is that Algol does not have free 
variables in the sense that there is any choice of bindings; all choices have 
been made when a procedure is declared. That binding decision has 
dramatic results when we come to implement language translators. As a 
result, Algol can effectively compile atl variable references to be references 
into the run time stack, and need not retain the name stack for variable look 
up at run time. It is not at all clear yet which binding strategy will dominate. 

3°For reasons other than those we are addressing here, APL compilers 

are difficult to construct.
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Counterexamples to exclusive use of either strategy exist. Recent work 
([Ste 76b], [Sus 75], [Hew 76]) points to the use of static binding in LISP-like 
languages. 

A typical preserve of dynamic binding is that of interactive 
programming, where programs are created as separate entities to be 
connected into a cohesive whole at some later time. Frequently one wants the 
bindings of the free variables to be postponed until such a grouping is made. 

6.20 Compiling and Interpreting 

We have discussed the similarities between compilers and interpreters. Now 
that we have seen compilers in some detail we should reexamine the 
relationships. The compilation of conditional expressions introduces an 
interesting dichotomy between the action of an interpreter and that of a 
typical compiler. 

We will restrict ourselves to a simple form of the conditional 

expression: if p,then,otherwise), where p is a an expression giving t or f; 

then is the expression to be evaluated if p gives t; otherwise the expression, 
otherwise, is to be evaluated. It is an easy exercise to express a LISP 
conditional in terms of if expressions. 

When an interpreter evaluates a conditional expression or an éf, it will 
evaluate either then or otherwise, not both. When a compiler compiles code 
for an if expression, it compiles both branches. Certainly, we cannot only 
compile one branch of the if; we expect different input values to use different 
branches, otherwise the conditional expression should not have appeared. 
For example, if a particular evaluation never takes the ofherwise branch of a 

conditional, 2! then we need not compile code for that branch; compiling 

code for program segments which are not executed is disconcerting. At a later 
date, a different evaluation might take the other branch, and at that time, we 

should be able to compile the branch. 
We will show that it is possible to interpret and compile at the same 

time. The relevant observation is that large parts of compiling and 
interpreting algorithms are identical, they deal with decoding the input 
expression and understanding which constructs are present. It is only after 
the interpreter or compiler has discovered the nature of the expression that 
the specifics of compilation or interpretation come into play. 

We will build an evaluator/compiler named evcom based on the explicit 
access evaluator of Section 4.6. It will handle compilation and interpretation 
of applicative forms involving either primitive functions or named 
a-definitions; it will recognize the difference between local and non-local 

3!That does not imply that the ofherwise-branch will never be visited. 

32See [Mit 70] for a similar idea applied to a different language.
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variable references, compiling (and executing) calls on lookup for non-local 
references, and use a faster relative addressing technique for local variables. 
Finally it will "incrementally compile" if expressions, executing (and 
generating code for) the branch designated by the predicate; and will leave 
sufficient information available such that if the other branch is ever 
executed, then code is compiled for it. 

Before sketching evcom, one other implementation detail is worth 
mentioning. We cannot simply replace a LISP expression with compiled 
code; LISP expressions are data structures and we must be able to operate on 
that data structure representation without being aware that a compilation has 
occurred. For example the LISP editor (Section 6.22) must be able to 
manipulate the S-expr representation. So rather than replace expressions 
with code we associate the code with the expression using an association list 
whose name-entries are LISP expressions and whose value-entries are 

sequences of instructions. °° The variable code is used to hold the association 
list or code buffer. 

Finally here is the sketch. We have left out many of the subsidiary 
functions and have left out all of the execution mechanism involved in xct 
and execute, xct executes a single instruction and execute is the combined 
assembler and execution device. 

evcom <= 
Allexp] 

progt{z] 
returnl [z © hascodelexp] + execute[z]; 

isconstlexp] > xctILlist[mksendlexp]]]; 
z ¢ isvarlexp] > [islocal[z] + xctIlsend_codellist[mklocal[z]]); 

isfuntz] > send_codelevcom I[def{z],()]]; 
issubr{z] + send_code[list[mk pusAjlz]]); 

t + xcti{send_codeflist{mk glob[z]))]; 
isiflexp] + send_codeleviflexp]l; 

t + send_code[mkcode[ xcti[listimkalloclvars[funlexpJ)I]; 
evcomlistlargslexp]]; 
xetl{listtmkealllfunlexp)I)) JJ) J] 

evcoml <= X{lexp,code] evcomlexp)) 

xet! <= X[[x] xct{x]; x] 

Here's the essence of evcom: if the expression has code in the current code 
buffer, then we execute it. A constant is executed and produces code, since 

that constant may be a subexpression of a larger expression being compiled; 
we do not save the constant code in the code buffer. Two types of variables 
are recognized: a local variable is recognized by its presence in the local table; 

331m actual practice, such a representation would be prohibitively 
expensive and we would substitute a hash array technique; see Section 7.14.
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a relative address reference can be given for that entry. If the variable 
reference is non-local, then we compile a version of lookup; the actual form of 
that code will depend on the binding implementation (shallow or deep). 
Either type of variable reference saves the code using send_code. 

If the variable references a function name, then we must compile and 

execute code for that function definition. 94 We use the function evcom! since 
the code buffer, code, must be re-initialized within the compilation of the 

function body since code in the outer environment won't be valid within the 
function body. Finally, the variable might be a reference to a primitive 
function, in which case we just return the call and let the function 

application execute it. 
If the expression is an application, we generate and execute code to 

allocate space, compile and execute the argument list, and if necessary 
compile, but always execute, the function call. 

hascode <= X{Lexp] progiiz) 
returnl [z © findcodelexp] > cdr{z]; 

t> 77) 
evcomlist <= r[[l] [nwil[?] > (); 

nulifrestl{]] > evcomlfirstl2]]; 

t + mkcodelevcom|first[t]]; 
xctli((NEXT))),; 
evcomlisttresttJI]] 

The compilation and execution of if expressions is interesting. When 
compiling the first reference to an if instance, we compile the predicate and 
one of the branches; we associate a structure with the instance; that structure 

has either the name ifa or ifb depending on which branch was compiled. If 
we come across this instance of if again (either in a loop or in a recursion) 
then we find the ifa or if entry in code. If we pick the same branch of the if 
then nothing new happens; but if the (compiled) predicate evaluated to the 
other truth value, then we compile the other branch and associate a 
completely compiled program with the original if expression. 

evif <= r[lexp] progl{l p a 6] 
1 + bodylexp]; 
p< pred]; 
a © ante[l); 
b © owl]; 
p « evcomlp]; 
return[list{ [receivel] > mkifalexp,;p,evcom[a);b); 

t > mkifblexp;p,a;evcom[b)1) J) 

The construction of the completed conditional code is the business of the 

34We assume the variable is being used as a function; we make no 
attempt to handle funtional objects referenced as data.
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next function, mkifcode. A call to this function is manufactured within mkifa 
and mfifb. 

mkifcode <= X{[p;a;b] 
AL[ZU/] mkeodel p; 

listimkjum pflN); 
a; 

list(mhjump(t/]]; 
lise{l]; 
b; 

listtU]] 
[gensyml];gensym{]] J 

Recog nizers 

islocal <= X[[xknlx,locad[env]]] 

isif <= A[[x] eglfirselx] IF] 
isprim <= X[Lins] getlins;INST]] 
isfun <= Al[x] getlx; EXPR]] 

Constructors 

mklocal <= d[[var] list1SEN Do,var)] 

mkglob <= X[[x] listtLOOKUP;x]] 
mkalloc <= d[[vars] list ALLOC,vars]] 

mkceall <= [[fn] list(CALL,fn]] 

We have left out a significant amount of detail and we have only covered a 
subset of LISP, but the result should be understandable; and it should 

further clarify the relationships between compilation and interpretation. 
Typical discussions of compilers and interpreters lead one to believe that 
there is a severe flexibility/efficiency tradeoff imposed in dealing with 
compilers. If you compile programs you must give up a lot of flexibility in 
editing and debugging. With a properly designed language and flexible 
machine architecture, that is not true.
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6.21 Interactive Programming 

".. What is actually happening, | am afraid, is that we all tell each 
other and ourselves that software engineering techniques should be 
improved considerably, because there is a crisis. But there are a few 

boundary conditions which apparently have to be satisfied. 1 will list 
them for you: 

We may not change our thinking habits. 

We may not change our programming tools. 

We may not change our hardware. 

. We may not change our tasks. 

. We may not change the organizational set-up in which the work 
Aas to be done. 

T
h
 
O
N
 

Now under these five immutable boundary conditions, we have to try 
to improve matters. This is utterly ridiculous. Thank you. 
(Applause). 

E. Dijkstra, Conference of Software Engineering, 1968. 

We have talked about the constructs of LISP; we have talked about 
interpreters and compilers for LISP; and we have talked a little about input 
and output conventions for the language. The combination of these 
properties leads us to a most interesting practical aspect of LISP: its use as an 
interactive programming language. A programming language is a tool for 
building programs. LISP’s representation of programs as data structures 
coupled with the availablilty of display terminals offers the LISP 
programmer unique opportunities for the interactive construction of 
programs. Historically, machines have been oriented towards the rapid 
execution of well-defined numerical algorithms. This perspective over-looks 
two important points. 

First, the actual process of discovering, debugging, refining, and 
encoding the algorithm is a complex process. In the early days of 
computation, the programmer performed the analysis on the algorithm on 
paper, transcribed the algorithm to a programming language, encoded that 
program on coding sheets and keypunched a card deck. That deck was 
supplied with data cards and presented to the machine. If some abnormal 
behavior was detected in the program, an uninspiring octal dump of the 
contents of memory was presented. Often the state of the machine at the time 
the dump was taken had only a casual relationship with the actual bug.
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Memory dumps were an appalling debugging technique, even then. As 
higher level languages became more popular, memory dumps became even 
less attractive, the dump gave little insight unless the programmer knew 
where the program and data resided in memory, and understood what code 
was produced by the compiler. 

The programmer had a slightly more appealing alternative called 
tracing. A program could be embellished with print statements whose 
purpose was to determine access behavior by printing values of variables, 
and to discover control behavior by printing messages at entry and exit from 
procedures. This tracing technique was frequently available as an operating 
System option. Then the programmer would supply control cards which 
expressed what kind of output was desired. In either case, unless this 

technique was used with resolute precision, the output would either be 
voluminous or uninformative, or both. 

When the cause of a bug was discovered the offending cards were 
replaced and the deck was resubmitted for execution. This cycle was repeated 
until an acceptable program was developed. This approach is still followed 
by a majority of programmers. What is missed is that much of the detail and 
tedium of these early phases of program development can be aided by a 
well-constructed interactive programming system. The major difficulty is the 
emphasis on program execution rather than program debugging and 
development. Most architectures and languages assume that a program runs. 
If one assumes that "programs never run”, and designs a "debugging 
architecture” then a LISP-like machine appears. 

The second point which is overlooked is that a large class of interesting 
problems are not included in the range of “well-defined numerical 
algorithms". In fact most of the problems which are traditionally attacked by 
LISP programs fall into this class: language design, theorem proving, 
compiler writing, and of course, artificial intelligence. In such “exploratory 
programming” it is often the case that no well-defined algorithm is known, 
and it will be the final program which is the algorithm. Such exploratory 
programming requires that the programming language be usable as a 
sophisticated “desk calculator". It requires experimentation with, and 
execution of, partially specified programs, that is, the ability to develop and 
run pieces of programs; to build up a larger program from pieces; to quickly 
modify either the program text or the computational results themselves, 
before the programmers have lost their train of thought. 

An important outgrowth of such exploratory programming is a LISP 
technique called “throw-away implementation". In developing a large 
programming system one begins with a few simple ideas and incrementally 
develops the larger system. If some of the ideas are inadequate they are 
replaced. At some stage an adequate model is developed; it may be lacking in 
some aspects, but it does model the desired phenomenon. At that point, the 

programmer’s understanding has been sufficiently improved, that the
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implementation should be thrown away and a new, more enlightened version, 
created. Certainly this kind of programming can be accomplished with 
languages other than LISP; the point is that an interactive LISP 
environment is sufficiently responsive that an implementation cycle is quite 
short and relatively painless. The effect is that the programmer does not 
invest so much effort in an implementation that he feels a compulsion to 
patch an inferior implementation, rather than start afresh. 

The development of an interactive programming system has several 
important implications. The usual partitioning of program preparation into 
editing, running, and debugging is no longer adequate. The text editor and 
the debugger are integral parts of the system. A programming "environment" 
is established in which all facets of programming are integrated. The tasks 
which are usually performed by an operating system are subsumed by the 
programming language. The idea of a separate file system becomes obsolete, 
and all programs and data are accessible from within the “environment”. 
This has an important advantage in LISP-like representations of programs: 
the conversion from internal representation to "text file” format is eliminated. 
The technique puts added burden on naming facilities so that a 
programmer’s definitions are accessible, but are unambigiously addressible. 
The effect is to structure the interactive environment as a very large data 
base containing programs and data structures. The programmer has accessing 
procedures to manipulate the elements in the base. All the items in the base 
are accessible as data structures, the editor can modify any objects in the 
base. Some of the objects can be executed as procedures; the evaluator is 

responsible for this. 
A procedure object can be further expanded into machine instructions 

for faster execution; this may either be done by an explicit call on a compiler 
or be done invisibly by a compiler/interpreter. If an evaluation is not 
performing as expected, yet another data structure manipulating program is 
available. The debugger is able to manipulate both the program structure 
and the run time data structures which the evaluator has created. Any of 
these data structure manipulating programs is able to call any other program. 
The effect is a programming philosophy sometimes characterized as 
“middle-out" rather than “top-down” or "bottom-up". The emphasis is on the 
programming process rather than on the final product.°° This view of 
program development is in direct conflict with the traditional approach 
which grew from the card deck philosophy, and assumed that machine time 
was more valuable than programmer time. Several current research projects 
are developing along these lines; among them are [Hew 75], [Int 75], and 
{Win 75]. Ail of these projects are based on LISP. 

35Compare the term “structured programming". The emphasis is also 
on the action. The application of a methodology should aid in the 
development of an object with the desired characteristics. In programming, 
that implies the existence of a programming environment.
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It is not accidental that LISP is the major language for these kinds of 
programming tasks; it is the features of the language which make it 
amenable to such programming tasks. In the next two sections we will discuss 
two of the ingredients of interactive programming systems; this will 
illuminate the features of LISP which make it important for interactive 
programming. 

First we will sketch some basic features of LISP text editors. This will 
show some of the benefits of having the program structure available as a 
data structure. The succeeding section will discuss a few features of a typical 
LISP debugging system; this will further demonstrate the advantages of 
having a natural program representation available at run time. 

There is no standard LISP editor or debugger. 2° Therefore the next 
sections will contain general information rather than an abundance of 
concrete examples. The design of such devices is a subject of very personal 
preferences and prejudices. Some characteristics are common and those we 
will stress. A related difficulty is that editing and debugging devices are best 
done as interactive display programs, rather than as key-punch or teletype 

programs. 37 Interactive programming is a very visual and dynamic 
enterprise; teletype-oriented interaction is not sufficient; it results in a 
presentation more like a comic strip than a movie. 

6.22 LISP Editors 

A LISP editor is just another LISP program; it operates on a data structure. 
In this case the data structure represents a program. A simple editor could be 
constructed along the lines of the subst function: 

subst’ <= Al[[x,9;z] Latom[z] » lequally,z] > x; t > 2]; 

t + cons{subst'Lx;;car[z]]; 
subst'[x,9;edr[z]]]]) 

That is, we would let z be the program; y, the piece of text to be replaced; 

and x, the new text. Such global editing is useful sometimes, but text editing 
is a more local and controlled action, better accomplished as a interactive 

process. 
A typical editor will take an expression as input and will then enter a 

“Jisten-loop", waiting for commands from the user. The input expression 
may either be a list representing a constant data structure, or a list 
representing a (constant) function. There are commands for the selection of 
a subexpression of the input expression; and there are commands for the 
replacement of expressions with other expressions. 

36Indeed, ther is no standard LISP. The language is dynamic, flexible, 

and still developing after twenty years. 

37That is one of the author’s many preferences and prejudices.
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The mechanics of presenting list structure to the user are interesting. 
Since a list may be deeply nested, we need a convenient way of designating 
subexpressions. A display device might illuminate the selected expression 
more brightly than the containing expression. More structured 
representations of text are required, however. A "pretty-printed” (see 
Section 9.2 or page 274) version of the text may be presented. If the text 
is too extensive to fit on the display face, then abbreviational devices are 
available. 

If the text is deeply nested it is often difficult to perceive the top level 
structure even in pretty-printed form. Consider the S-expr representation of 
the definition of member: 

(MEMBER 
(LAMBDA (X L) 
(COND ({NULL L) NIL) 

((EQ X (FIRST L))T) 
(T (MEMBER X (REST L)))))) 

In this case the structure of the COND is clear; but it is clearer if we express 
it as: 

(LAMBDA (K L) (COND & & &)) 

Or given a linear list: (a Bxdedynid«d) 
it may be more instructive to display it as: 

(aBxydegy ne...) 

or (.8€6 7 76... ). 

where the focus of attention is controlled by the user. 
There should be commands to move selected subexpressions to different 

locations within the same structure and move expressions to other structures. 
Since a common text error in LISP is the misplacing of parentheses, there 
are commands to move parentheses. 

There are at least two reasons for text editors: programmers make 
errors, and programs which are correct need to be modified to perform other 

tasks. Particularly in exploratory programming, the “try-it-and-see” attitude 
must be supported. Thus we demand a flexible editor which can "undo" 
changes to functions or constant data structure. LISP editors have the ability 
to save the current edit structure such that an "undo" can restore to that state 
if needed. 

Regardless of the idiosyncrasies of a particular editor the common 
feature is that LISP editors are structure-oriented editors. They operate on 
S-expressions, not text strings or card images. A program is not a linear 
string of characters; it is a structured entity, whose parts are distinguishable 

as representations of instances of programming language constructs. The
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editing process should take cognizance of that structure. 38 

6.23 Debugging in LISP 

Few areas of computer science field are as primitive as the art of debugging; 
few areas of the field are as important. The development of a correct 
program is the point of our programming activity. The power of our 

debugging techniques has been directly related to the sophistication of the 
hardware/software interface which is available. Not until the advent of 

sophisticated on-line systems has there really been any hope for practical 
“correct-program” construction. 

Several pieces of information are required to do interactive debugging. 
We need an indication of the error condition, we need the current state of 
the computation; we need to have some indication of how the computation 
arrived at the error condition; and, if interactive debugging is to be 
meaningful, we need the ability to modify the computation and resume 
execution in that modified environment. This last point is quite important; 
it has implications for programming style. First, we should hope to modify 
an errant calculation rather than restart the entire computation. To start over 
is like repunching a whole card deck because one card was wrong. We 
repunch the offending cards and retain the rest. Similarly, we should expect 
to throw away offending computations and retaining the remainder. 
Typically, computation is not as local and exciseable as removing a single 
card; a primary purpose of most computation is to pass a result to some other 
procedure. However, if we try to localize the effects of each procedure to 
simple parameter passing and value returning then we have a better chance 
of discovering a point in the computation history which is prior to the error; 
return the control stack to that point; modify the erring procedure and restart 
the computation from that point. This implies that procedures should 
minimize their use of side-effects; for it is side-effects which spoil the nice 

applicative behavior and will require the programmer to make explicit 
modifications in the computational environment before a computation can be 
restarted. This attention to program interaction is another manifestation of 
the modular programming style; each procedure is a module, or black box, 
dependent on other procedures only through well-defined input and output 
considerations. It is this style of modular programming which will enhance 
the use of interactive debugging tools. 

This section will deal only with the primitive mechanisms which 
underlie LISP debugging techniques. The discussions of more complex tools 
which are available or are comtemplated are well-documented in other 
sources; [Int 75], [Moo 74]. 

38 A case can be made for believing that the program construction 
process should also be driven by that structure [Han 71].
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A debugging system for an applicative language like LISP is based on 
the following kinds of information:.which functions are being entered; what 
are the actual parameters; and what are the values being returned. With an 
open implementation, like that provided by LISP, such information is readily 
available. 

Assume that we wish to monitor the behavior of the function, foo. We 

will place the real definition of foo on another symbol table entry (using 
gensym{]) and redefine foo such that, when it is called, it will: 

1. Print the values of the current actual parameters. 

2. Use apply to call the real defintion of foo with the actual parameters. 

3. Print the value of the cali on foo. 

4. Return control and the value te the calling program. 

Since foo may be recursive we should also give some indication of the depth 
of recursion being executed. 

Now every call on foo will give us the pertinent statistics. This 
technique is called tracing. The current description is similar to many 
implementations on teletype-like devices. Given an interactive display and a 
well-defined "LISP machine” description like that in pevad (Section 4.8), a 
much more satisfactory trace can be given. 

The trace mechanism can be used for both interpreted and compiled 
function calls, but some care needs be taken. Interpreted calls on foo will go 
through eval, and if (CALL ... FOO) is being used in the compiled code the 
CALL decoder can pass control to the tracing mechanism. If the call is a 
PUSH J, control passes directly to the machine language code and we will 
not intercept the call. 

In most implementations of LISP the programmer may selectively 

replace a CALL by a PUSH J. *° A PUSH will be executed at machine 
speed, transfering to known location; whereas the CALL is passed to 
decode (page 316) and the function definition is looked up; therefore after a 

program is debugged, the programmer may replace the CALL with the 
PUSH J] and the programs will execute faster. On some implementations this 
action is reversible ([Ste pc]); a table, relating the CALLs to the PUSH Js, is 

built; when tracing is desired, the CALL version is made available. *° 

38s we have seen, CALLs to functional variables won’t be replaced. 

4°Actually, the scheme is as follows: instead of assembling the CALL 
into a memory location, an XCT is assembled; the XCT references a copy of 

a table which contains the actual CALL. The user may replace the CALLs by 
PUSH J, but also has the original table available to replace the modified 
version when tracing is desired. This XCT trick has the additional benefit 
of allowing several users to share a “pure” piece of program, while some 
people are tracing and some people are not. The added flexibility more than 
compensates for the slight decrease in speed.
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A variant of this tracing scheme can be used to monitor SETs and 
SETQs. We can modify their definitions to print the name of the variable 
and the new value, perform the assignment, and return. This technique can 
be lost in some compiled code. If we compile local variables as references into 
the value stack, we have lost both the names and the ability to trace their 
behavior. Variable references which use PUTV and GETV can be traced 
like CALL. In fact, on SM, we have an operation analogous to PUSH J, so 

the CALL-PUSH J technique is open to us. PUTV and GETV can be 
implemented as hardware MOVEM and MOVE instructions. 

The trace facility is a debugging feature which has been adapted from 
the batch-processsing versions of LISP. There is a related, but more 

interactive, version of this technique called the break package. In this mode 
of tracing, the user can specify that the program should halt on recognition 
of certain conditions. If that halt occurs, the break package is entered and the 
user may then type commands which survey the state of the computation. 
Expressions may be evaluated, which may themselves enter the break 
package recursively. If desired, the LISP editor may be called either to edit 
function definitions or to edit an expression on the actual control stack of the 
current computation. 

Since it is difficult to predetermine when a computation may require 
debugging, several systems supply an interrupt system analogous to that 
found in hardware machines. Striking certain keys may then cause interrupts 
to the break package, just as if a break condition were pre-programmed. 
Such a feature is useful in conjunction with the trace package. If a trace 
indicates to the user that the computation is not performing according to 
expectation then an interrupt key can be struck and the computation will be 
suspended. 

User-definable interrupt systems apply to other areas of computation 
than that of debugging. The most well-developed system is that of MacLISP. 
The ability to selectively trace the execution, coupled with the ability to 
interrupt a computation, allows the user to examine computations which are 
suspected of divergence.



CHAPTER 7 

Storage Structures and Efficiency 

7.1 Introduction 

This chapter reconciles some of the generality cf LISP with the realities of 
contemporary data structures and machine organization. Though any 
algorithm can be coded in terms of manipulations of binary trees, often there 
are more efficient organizations of data. For example, our numerical 
algorithms could be expressed as list algorithms using ( ), (( )}), (() ( )), and 
so on, as representations for 0, I, 2, respectively. Most machines supply 
hardware arithmetic representations and operations, making such _ list 
representations unnecessary. 

At the next level of data organization are vectors and arrays of 
numerals. These data structures could also be stored in a list-structure 
format and individual components could be accessed by car-cdy chains. 
However, most machines have a hardware organization which can be 

exploited to increase accessing efficiency over the list representation. 
Sequential storage for elements, often coupled with hardware index registers 
for fast access to elements, makes a more effective representation. 

Similarly, strings can be represented as lists of characters. The string 
processing operations are expressible as LISP algorithms; again, this is 
usually not the most reasonable representation. Some machines supply special 
hardware aids for string operations. 

370
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Even at the level of list-structure operations, simple binary trees might 
not be the most expeditious representation. Also many of the algorithms we 
have presented in LISP are overly wasteful of computation time. 

There are no general rules for selecting data representations and 
chosing programming style. Efficiency must be balanced against generality. 
The chosen representation must match the machine and the problem domain 
being studied. If the problem is strictly numerical, then list-structure is 
overly general. If simple string manipulation is sufficient, then list processing 
also may be too general. There are many applications of list processing which 
are so sufficiently well behaved that complex devices like garbage collectors 
are unnecessary. However, understanding the programming art in a rich 
environment such as LISP, prepares the programmer to apply these 
techniques in a meaningful way. Many times a representation in LISP is all 
that is needed; a "throw-away implementation" may answer the question. A 
clean representation with comprehensible algorithms is developed. Once @ 
representation is developed, it is easy to get better ones. 

7.2 Vectors and Arrays 

Vectors. Vectors, also known as one-dimensional arrays, are usually stored 
sequentially in memory. Simple vectors are usually stored one element to a 
memory location though this is not a necessity; for example, a vector 
representation of a complex number may be stored as pairs of cells. If 
vectors of nonhomogeneous data modes are contemplated, each element 
would include type information. Also, we have seen a representation of a 
stack as a (sequential) vector with access made via a global pointer to the 
vector. In any case, most languages make some restrictions on the behavior 
of vectors such that efficient accessing of elements can be made. Vectors are 
an attractive representation when the size of data objects will not vary. 
Given such a static behavior, machines can perform access and updating of 
the elements rapidly. 

Arrays. Arrays are vectors which aliow vectors as elements. For example, a 
two-dimensional array is a vector, whose elements are vectors of individuals. 
We will restrict attention to array whose elements are all of the same 
dimensions; efficient representation of more general arrays, called ragged 
arrays, will be examined in Section 7.13. We will restrict our attention 
further to two-dimensional arrays, though most of the discussion generalizes 
very naturally. Since most machine memories are organized as linear devices, 
we map arrays onto a linear representation. A common implementation 
stores the array by rows; that is, each row is stored sequentially - first, row 1; 
then row 2,.. and so on. A simple calculation finds the location of an 

arbitrary element, Ali;j], given the location of the first element A[1;1] and 
the length of each row of the array. For an array A[1:M; I:N],
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loc ALijjJ] = loc CALI 1]] + G-1eN + (j-1) 

In languages like Fortran which require that the size of the array be known 
at compile-time the compiler can generate the accessing code as references to 
specific memory locations. Languages, like Algol 60 and some versions of 
LISP, allow the size of an array to be determined at run-time. Algol 60, for 
example, requires the declaration of the type (real, boolean, etc.) of the array 

and specification of the number of dimensions in the array, but the size 
Specification of each dimension can be postponed until run-time. To 
implement this flexibility, a dope vector is introduced. A dope vector is a 
header or descriptor associated with the area containing the actual array 
elements. The information in the dope vector tells the functions which access 
the array how to treat the data. Type and dimensionality are typical entries 
in dope vectors. 

The compiler can determine the size of the dope vector, but cannot 
determine its contents. The dope vector is filled in when the array 
declaration is executed; at that time the array bounds are known. The 
compiler cannot allocate space for the array elements; the allocation must be 
done at run-time. At that time we allocate space and complete the dope 
vector. All references to array elements must use the dope vector. 

Assume that the array elements are stored by rows. Look at the 
calculation of the location of element Al[i;j]. For specific execution of an 
array declaration much of this information is constant; the location of the 
array elements, in particular, A[1;1] and the number of columns N are fixed. 

Thus we rewrite the calculation as: 

constant part variable part 
{loc [AE1;1J)-N-1] + (ixN+j) 

The constant part is stored in the dope vector. When we wish to 
reference an element A[i;j] we need only compute the variable part and add 
it to the constant part. 

The dope vector for A [1:M; 1:N] perhaps might contain 

constant part 

  

array elements 

There is another scheme for storing arrays which is used in some of the 
Burroughs machines ({Org 71], [Dor 76]). Each row is stored sequentially
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and access to separate rows is made through a device called a mother-vector. 
The mother-vector is a vector of pointers to the rows. 

Thus, 

[au Ai2 eee AN 

  

L 

| >| Au Aue eee AuN | 

Notice that the accessing computation is very inexpensive.' On a 
virtual memory machine this array organization can be helpful; all rows need 
not be in memory at once. If an access to a row not in core is made, a 
“page fault" is raised; the monitor brings the row into memory and the 
computation continues. The mother-vector scheme generalizes to 
multidimensional arrays, and can also be used in conjunction with a dope 
vector. 

An implementation of an array facility in LISP might include a 
declaration: 

array[<identifier>;<type>;<boundss; ... ;<bounds>], where the identifier names 
the array; the type could be numeric or S-expr, and finally a declaration 
of upper and lower bounds for each dimension would be needed. array 
is a special form whose effect is to make the array name a SUBR, 
whose code is the calculation of the dope vector. Thus, 

SUBR . dope vector 
calculation 

array 
elements 

rd 

  

  

    

If we are to store S-exprs in the array, then the garbage collector must be 
able to mark the entries. This is the reason for including type information. 

When an array element is to be referenced, the subscripts are evaluated 
(since the array name was declared as a SUBR) and the dope vector code is 
executed. That computation results in a reference to the appropriate cell. 

We also must be able to store information in the array. 

store[<name>[<subscr>; ... ;<subscr>],<value>] : store is a special form whose 
effect is to store the value of <value> in the designated array element. 

"However access by array columns can be expensive. If each row is on 
a separate page in the machine, the access overhead can be substantial.
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We have discussed storage allocation and accessing of array elements. 
Important distinctions in language design appear in discussing deallocation 
of array space. Typical Algol-like languages impose a stack discipline on 
storage management. This imples that the arrray elements may be allocated 
in the run-time stack. It also implies that the elements become inaccessible 
once the block which allocated that array has been exited. This is 
implemented by popping the array from the stack. There are two ways for a 
language to assure that no references to “inaccessible” elements can occur 
(such references are called dangling references.) Either restrict the semantics 
of the language such that no such references can occur (Algol 60), or allow 
constructs which may cause dangling references, but declare any occurrence to 

be an error (Algol 68). 
LISP-like languages suppose that data structures are to be retained as 

long as they are accessible; that treatement is also given to LISP arrays. 
Therefore arrays are allocated and deallocated in a manner similar to the 
cons operation for S-exprs; sequential blocks are maintained in a free list; we 
will say more about this in Section 7.13. 

The two management philosophies for deallocation of data structures 
are characterized as the deletion strategy and the retention strategy; see 

[Ber 71]. 

Problem 

1. Implement a stack in LISP first using lists or dotted pairs, then using an 
array. Include implementations of the stack operations. 

7.3 Strings and Linear LISP 

On page 268 we discussed one representation for LISP print names: a linked 
list of full words; each full word contained a segment of the atom name. Print 

names are a special instance of a data structure named strings, our use of 

strings in LISP has been restricted to manipulating string constants. In this 
section we will discuss alternative representations for strings, and discuss 
further operations on string objects. Most production LISP systems have a 
comprehensive set of string operations. As with numbers and vectors, string 
operations could easily be represented as operations on S-exprs; however it is 
frequently more efficient to represent strings as a separate abstract data 
structure. 

Each string object is a sequence of characters. The elements of a string 
may not be strings; this is the essential difference between sequences and 
strings. That simplification of data structures introduces some different 
aspects of storage management. It is these issues which we will emphasize in 
this section.
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The primitive string manipulations -- constructors selectors, recognizers, 
and equality -- are similar to those for sequences. Therefore we use LISP 
M-expression syntax when describing the operations; for that reason we call 
the string language, linear LISP. The implementation allows the creation of 
Strings of arbitrary length; it allows the generation of new strings and the 
decomposition of existing strings. Since arbitrary length strings are to be 
created, an organization similar to free space will be used. The storage area 
for strings will be called string space. 

String space is a linear sequence of cells; each cell can contain one 
character. A string will be represented as a sequence of contiguous character 
cells. The value of a string variable will be represented as a pair, containing 
character count and a pointer to the beginning of the character sequence in 
string space. 

Thus, 

3 {| 

  

a "A BB 1D... . string space 

encodes the string ABB. 
There are two primitive selector functions: first and rest. 

first[x] is the first character of the string represented by x. first is undefined 

for the empty string, €. For example, 

first(ABC) is A; firstle] = L 

rest(x] is the string of characters which remains when the first character of 
the string is deleted. rest is also undefined for the empty string. For 
example, 

restLABC] is BC 

There is one constructor primitive. 

concat[x;9] creates a new string. x is a character; y is a string. concat forms a 
string consisting of the concatenation of x with y. For example, 

concatlA;BC] is ABC 

There are two primitive recognizers: 

char{x]. is x a single character? 

null{x]: is x the empty string? 

For example: char{ A) is t 

char{ AB) is f
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Finally, we include a version of the equatity predicate which will determine if 
two characters are identical. 

x = y: are x and y the same character? 

AB = AB is L 

The implementation of these string primitives is less complex than that of 
LISP primitives. first generates a character count of one and a pointer to 
the first character of the parent string. rest generates a character count of 
one less than that of the parent and a pointer to the second character of the 
parent string. Therefore, this implementation shares substrings, just as car 
and cdr share substructure. 

The implementation of the recognizers and the equality predicate is 
Straightforward. We will blur the distinction between characters and strings 

of tength one. Thus char need only check the character count. null gives t if 
the count is zero. To implement equality, we note that characters are not 
stored uniquely, so we must make an actual character comparison. 

As with full LISP, the implementation of the constructor requires more 
care. Since our implementation requires that string components be 
contiguous, we must copy the arguments to concat. To evaluate concat[x;y], 
we copy x, then copy y so that y follows x in free string space; we generate a 
character count of one plus the count of 9, and generate a pointer to the copy 
of x. The copies are made in the free string space in a manner similar to 
that used in cons. 

The storage management is somewhat different from that of a simple 
LISP implementation. Since the copying operation within concat allocate 
Space, we must include some method for deallocating space. Though simpler 

methods may suffice we us a garbage collector.? The marking phase is much 
simpler than that for LISP; it is not recursive. We use the descriptor in the 
symbol table to mark each character string. However, we cannot stop 
marking simply because we have encountered a previously marked character. 
Since we are sharing substrings, we must visit each character in the string 
item. 

The sweep phase needs to be more comprehensive for string collection. 
Since strings are stored sequentially, a fragmented string space is of little use. 
We must compact all the referenceable strings into one end of string space, 
and free a linear block for the new free string space. Since we are sharing 
substrings, a little care must be exercised. When we move a string, the 

descriptor of any variable referencing any part of that parent string must be 
changed to reflect the new location. So before we begin the relocation of 
strings, we sort the string descriptors on the basis of their pointers into string 

2Since string operations are quite well-behaved, a reference counter 
could be used. We use a garbage collector for its elegance and its pedagogical 
value for the next section.
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space. We then recognize each parent string, moving it down into freed 
locations and update the address pointers in the descriptors of any substrings. 
Eventually all strings will be compacted; the string space pointer can be set 
and the computation continued. Next, we adapt the compacting garbage 
collectors for use in LISP. 

7.4 A Compacting Collector for LISP 

We can combine the simplicity of the original mark-sweep garbage collector 
with the sophistication of the collection phase of string garbage collector and 
produce a compacting garbage collector for LISP. 

There are several motivations for compacting storage. First, besides 
making the active storage contiguous, we also make the free locations 
contiguous. Thus the free lists can be handled as vectors rather than as lists. 
This simplifies storage allocation: to allocate the next free element, take the 
next element in the free space vector. 

Another reason for concern with compacting is related to hardware. If 
the underlying machine is using a paging scheme, then we can try to 
minimize page-faults by keeping the LISP structures localized. In the worst 
case, we could have every element of a list on a separate page; this could 

require that the memory manager retrieve a new page for every reference. 3 
However, we cannot restrict the operations of the LISP programmer. The 
underlying hardware must be invisible to the user. The next best thing is to 
try to keep the structures as local as possible, compaction of spaces is a first 
attempt at this. We will discuss other lower-level tricks later. 

Compaction is important in languages other than LISP. If the 
language allocates storage in a manner similar to LISP but the constructs 
allow different-sized blocks to be specified (a string processor is a simple 

example), then compaction may be necessary. 4 
Granted that compaction is a worthwhile endeavor, we proceed. We 

can’t simply mark all the active cells and then move them into unmarked 
cells to compact the space. We must also maintain the original topological 
relationships between the elements. 

I TI 
284 |284|284| is not the same as 180 = |284|204| 
Ly L_4 

Besides moving the cells, we must also update each reference to a 
moved location: 

3Very little empirical work has been done on the actual storage 
requirements and running environment of LISP. A start is made in [Cl 76}; 
much more should be done. 

4s we shall soon see, the rationale is applicable in LISP as well.
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204 is the same as 188 

To handle these problems, we expand the sweep phase into two phases: the 
relocating phase and the updating phase. 

The relocating phase begins after all active structure is marked. 
Assume we are to compact all active structure down to the bottom of the 
space. First we initialize two pointers: a free pointer to the lowest cell in the 
space; and an active pointer to the top of the space. We move the active 
pointer down until we come across a marked location; we move the free 

pointer up until we locate an unmarked cell. We want to move that marked 
cell down into the free location, but we must also supply enough information 
to maintain the original relationships in the transformed structure. The cell 
we move may reference other cells which will be moved. 

Here’s a picture: 

f 
168 [ 1] ¢free pointer 

204 {482 

462 |264)462| «active pointer 

Cell 77 was active so we left it alone; it references cell 65, which has already 

been visited; and also references cell 482 which is about to move. We move 

the contents of cell 482 into cell 188, and to let everyone know where the 
contents has gone, we leave a forwarding address of 188 in location 482. 
Thus, 

188 «free pointer 

482 | {188] «active pointer 

The active pointer, having writ, moves on; it Skips over any unmarked cells, 

looking for the next marked location. Assume the next marked location is
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284. It stops there and waits for the free pointer to discover that location 155 
is the next free location. In its search the free pointer will skip over any 
marked cells. The same relocation operation occurs: the contents of 284 is 
moved to location 155, and the forwarding address of 155 is placed in 
location 284. The process continues until the two pointers collide. Call that 
collision point col. When they meet, all locations above col either will be 
free or will contain forwarding addresses. All addresses, col and below, will 

contain, marked words or relocated cells. We are now ready to enter the 
update phase. 

Here is the picture: 

188 

204 i56 

4@2 , 

We examine the initial segment of our space from the bottom to col looking 
for any references to that area above col. A reference to that area must be 
changed. What is found in the referenced cell is not the desired information, 
but is the forwarding address of the desired information. What to do is 
obvious: tell the sender what the change of address is. Thus the cdr-part of 
cell 77 becomes 188; the car-part doesn’t change. Cell 188 refers to two 
relocated cells; we find their forwarding addresses, and cell 188 becomes 

1e@ {155 

Similar treatment is given to cell 155, modifying the car-part. When all cells 
below col are updated, the garbage collection is finished. The cells above col 
are all available for the free-list.
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Problems 

1. Is col in the free space list after the update phase? 

2. Write a LISP algorithm for compacting garbage collection in LISP. 

7.5 Bit-tables 

In the marking phase of a garbage collector it is necessary to record the 
visitation of each word. Frequently it is not possible to place a mark in the 
actual word. This might occur for several reasons: 

1. For a word in FS, there is no room if each word contains exactly two 
addresses. 

2. For a word in FWS, the information would be changed if we modified a 

bit. 

3. In structures, more complex than dotted pairs, there may not be room for 
marking bits. 

4. If a mark bit is assigned in each word, then the initialize phase requires 

that we visit each word. This violates "locality of reference”. ® 

An alternative solution designates a separate section of memory called a 
bit-table. The bit-table is a sequence of binary flags such that there is a 
one-to-one correspondence between a flag and a markable memory location. 
Whenever we wish to record the visiting of a word, we set the corresponding 
flag in the bit table. A bit table is represented as a sequence of machine 
locations with several flags represented in each word. The initialization 
phase is improved since it is faster to initialize a whole table rather than 
initialize single bits in separate words. The mark phase is rapid if there is a 
simple calculation to relate each bit in a word with its corresponding 
markable location. 

SLocality refers to the relative distance between memory locations 
assigned in a particular structure. In some machine organizations, memory is 
divided into “pages” of a relatively small size. There is significant overhead 
involved in crossing page boundaries. Therefore memory referencing which 
entails many scattered references is said to violate “locality of reference."
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7.6 Representations of Complex Data Structures 

In our discussion of abstract context-free data structures in Section 2.1, we 

isolated three kinds of structures: 

Du= D,.. D, 

e.g., <seq> «= (<seq elem>, .., <seq elem>) 

Du= D, | D1 D3 

e.g, <seq elem> := <indiv> | <seq> 

D = d, D, Dz ae D, 

eg., <sexpr> i= (<sexpr> . <sexpr>) 

We have discussed the behaviorial characteristics of algorithms which 
operate on these structures. Now we wish to examine the storage structure 
aspects of these data structures. 

Corresponding to these three data structures are three “natural” storage 
representations. By “natural” we mean that even though all these structures 
can be represented as LISP S-expressions, for example, there are 

representations which might better suit the operations which we expect to 
perform on those structures. Since "natural" is not a well-defined term, we 
will clarify its meaning using examples of context-free data structures. 

The first type of data structure given above, maps naturally onto a 

representation which contains information that the object is of type D and 

contains space for the storage instance of this data type. Elements of type D 

are homogeneous, being all of type D,; however, the size of a type D element 

is indefinite. Depending on the operations which are to be performed on the 
representation, either a list representation or an array representation is 
reasonable for the storage structure. Unless the operations are quite complex, 
a sequential allocation scheme suffices. 

The second type of data structure is frequently represented as a pointer. 
There really isn’t any storage allocated for objects of this type. Instances 
which satisfy this equation have their storage requirements set by one of the 

Dj alternatives. We will discuss pointer manipulation in LISP in the next 

section. 
This section will discuss the third abstract data structure. The essential 

characteristic here is that instances of this structure have a fixed number of 
components, and those components need not be of homogeneous type. Those 
components are typically referenced by name. These characteristics form a 
natural distinction between this third class and the first class, even though an 
appropriate encoding would make it possible to represent either class in the 
other. 

For example, in equations like 

<sexpr> ::= (<sexpr> . <sexpr>) 

or <form> «= <function>[<arg-list>] 

we reference components by selectors like car, cdr, func, and arglist.
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LISP represents instances of the above equations as objects of the first 
and second types of data structure: variable-length lists of pointers. As a 
result, we have thought of these selectors as operations which might require 
some nontrivial amount of computation to discover the desired component, 
but as we saw in Section 1.8 what is algorithm and what is data depends on 
your point of view. For example, we could think of a dotted pair as an array 
which has two components, one referenced by car, one referenced by cdr. We 
say “array,” since the number of components is known; but the element 
references are done by nonnumerical names. 

The natural storage requirements for such objects imply a fixed 
amount of storage. That storage can be sequentially allocated since the size of 
the element will not vary. The representation must also encode the scheme 
for associating external selector with internal representation. 

For example, 

  

CAR 

COR 
  

        
Notice that the array-referencing mechanisms have to solve a similar 
problem. However, array representation is such that the dope vector can 
perform a calculation to locate the element. 

The storage element which we are developing is called a record 

({[Pop 68]), or a structure ([Alg 75], [EL1 74)), or a plex ([Han 69)). 6 
Besides the usual constructors, selectors and recognizers, records may be 

supplied with a function to modify components of a structure. This function 
is called an updater. Just as we can write A[43] ¢ 56 where A is an array, 
an updater function would implement a statement like car[x] < (A . B). 

Updating of simple variables is called assignment. A discussion of 
"updating" of more general data structures requires a deeper understanding 
of the implementation and storage structures. In the case of LISP, it requires 
a discussion of pointers. That is the topic of the next section. 

7.7 rplaca and rplacd 

The discussion in Chapter 5 developed an implementation of the LISP 
operations in terms of the manipulation of pointers. Those manipulations 
allowed the creation of new structure or allowed sharing of an existing 
structure. None of these operations involved the modification of an existing 

®A similar device, called a hunk, has been implemented in MacLISP 
[Ste pc].
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structure. In this section we will discuss some LISP coding tricks which do 
involve modification operations. 
First, consider 

append <= X[[x,y][nudl[x] + y,; t > concat[first[x],ap pend[rest{x],y]1] 

This function copies x onto the front of y.’ Or recall the swbst function: it 
generates a copy with the correct substitutions made; the substitutions are not 

made in the original S-expr. Since it is the constructors which carry out the 
copying operations, and since the application of a constructor may initiate the 
expensive operation of garbage collection, we should examine the possible 
ways of reducing copying. 

Consider the expression eppendi(A B C){D £)) Jt appears that we 
could get the effect of append by rest-ing down the list (4 B C) until we 
found the terminator; then we could replace that terminator with a pointer to 
the list (D E). Thus, 

CCLELLEG : -EIG+E 
The resulting structure does indeed took like one we would have obtained 
from append. The operation we want to perform modifies the existing 
structure, instead of copying it as append would have done. Such 
modifications can cause serious difficulties. 

Let us call the modifying version of append, nconc; and consider the 
execution of the following sequence of statements: 

  

first ie (ABC) 

then je (DE) 

and finally, k © neoneli,/] 

After execution of the third statement, k would have the expected value 
(A BC D E). However i would also have this value since we modified the 
Structure assigned to i. Also, any value which was sharing part of the 
structure of i will also be changed. nconc is a pointer modification procedure; 
its effect can be quite far-reaching and unexpected. Exclusion of such 
features is one solution. However a programming language is a tool, and 
used carefully, such features are valuable for decreasing storage requirements 
and execution time. Inclusion of such features must be done with care, 

however. The chance for inadvertent application must be minimized. 
With the preceding adminitions, we introduce the LISP pointer 

modification primitives. Their appearance at this position in this text 

7Note: y is not copied.
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indicates that such operations are not critical to an understanding of 
programming languages, and also that such features should not be used 
without a reasonable understanding of that language. 

Pointer modification functions for LISP are defined in terms of two 
primitive operations, rplaca replaces the car pointer; rplacd replaces the cdr 
pointer. 

The expression rplaca[x,y] replaces the car-part of x with 9. 

[ Te L wo ees 

rey oe Gray to 

  

  

  

        

  

Algorithm for rplaca 

The AMBIT/G description of rplacd was given on page 285. 

Now nconce can be defined as: ® 

neonc <= XI[x,9] progilz] 
(nudd[x] > returnfy]]; 
Ze; 

a [nullledr{z]] > rplacd{z,9]; return [x]; 
z cdr [z]; 
gola] J) 

Consider: progi{x] x — (NOTHING CAN GO WRONG); 
1 placd{cdddr[x),cddr[x]); 
print[x]) 

This expression will generate a circular list. Circular lists cannot be 
generated in LISP without functions like rplaca and rplacd. See the problem 

8Since we’re really involved with the representation we use car and cdr 
rather than first and res¢.
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on page 287. In general, to circularize a nonempty list, x, rplacd[last[x];x] 
suffices where 

last <=Al[x][nudlledrix]) > x; t > dastledr[x]])) 
Problems 

. What is the effect of evaluating rplacd[x;cedr[x]}? 
2. Recall the problem on hash consing on page 287. There we were 

contemplating unique storage for all S-exprs. Can such a scheme be 
reconciled (efficiently) with functions like rplaca and rplacd? 

3. It has been pointed out that rplaca and rplacd are closely related to 
assignment statements [And 76]. Extend one of our evaluators to 
recognize expressions like: 

—
 

car[<form>] + <form> 
as abbreviations for: 

rplacal<form>; <form>] 
This extension of assignment is obviously not restricted to rplaca but 
could allow arbitrary forms on the left-hand side of an assignment. 

7.8 Applications of rplaca and rplacd 

We begin with rather simple examples. Consider the problem of 
inserting an element into the middle of a list. For example let x be the list (A 
BC). If we wished to insert an atom, say D, between B and C, we could 
perform 

x < cons(car[x],cons(cadr[x],cons[D ;eddr[x]1]] 

We recopy the initial segment of x, adding D at the appropriate place. 
In appropriate circumstances, we can use rplacd to insert elements into 

lists, using fewer cons operations. For example, given the list (A B C) with 
pointers x and 4 into it as follows: 

Lom eee
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we could insert the element D after the first element in y by 

rplacdly,cons{D;cdrly]]], giving: ° 

Lolo, 
[0 | eH 

But note that the value of x has also been changed, and any S-expr sharing 
the list x or y as a sublist has also been affected. 

We could delete the element D by 

x © conslcar[x], conslcar[y]seddrly])) 

We can also use rplacd to delete D without using cons; we delete not the 
first element of y, but the next element in » by 

rplacdly;cddrly)] 

Similarly, we can use rplaca to modify an element in a list (or S-expr). To 
change the first element in the list, y, to the S-expr z use 

rplacaly,z] 

Notice that the uses of rplacd for insertion and deletion are couched in 
terms of insert after and delete after, rather than insert at or delete at. If 
you look at a diagram you will see why. 

Lots —EE-En 
To delete the element B requires modifying the cdr-part of the predecessor 
cell; a similar remark applies to insertion at a specified cell. A simple, 
perhaps inefficient scheme, to support such modification would be to start a 
second pointer from the beginning of the list, looking for the cell whose cdr 
pointed to the desired spot; then make the modification. 

If these "modification-at" functions were to be performed very 
frequently, then it might be worth starting two pointers down the list, one at 
x, one, say y, at cdr[x], as above. Then testing could be done using y and the 
modification could be done using x. When we move y to cdr[y], we move x to 

Notice that one application of cons is unavoidable.
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cdr[x]. If we wanted to modify before rather than at, we could proliferate the 
"pack pointers,” but if this kind of generality is required a change of 
representation is called for. We might resort to the double-linking scheme 
introduced on page 247; more complex representations are also discussed in 
detail in [Knu 68] Chapter 2. 

A LISP implementation which stores p-lists as list structure would use 
rplaca and rplacd heavily; for example, functions which modify properties on 
the p-lists would use these functions. Here are the two p-list manipulating 
functions, putprop and rem prop. 

putprop. was introduced on page 261. Recall that the effect of putprop is to 
attach an indicator-value pair to an atom. If the indicator is already 
present, then we will simply change its value; if the indicator is not 
present, then we will add the indicator-value pair to the front of the 
p-list. In the definition n is an atom, é is an indicator, and v is the value 
to be stored. 

putprop <= X{[n,v,i] proglim)] 
m © cdr{n]; 

a [eglear[m],i] > rplacaledr{m),v),return[v]]; 
m «+ cddr[m); 
({nudllm] + rplacd[n;consli,;conslv;cdrin]))],;return[v]]; 
gota) J) 

Note that extended conditional expressions are used in the definition. 

remprop was also introduced on page 261. remprop is a predicate used to 
remove attribute-value pairs from the property list of an atom. We will 
capitalize on the LISP “N/L-non NIL" trick for predicates and return 
the removed property value if one is found. The following 
implementation of remprop does that. 

remprop <= Xlln,i)] progllm] 
men; 

a leglcadr{m),i] > return progil caddr[m]; 
rplacd(m,cdddr[m]]], 

m © cddr[m]; 

[nudé[cdr{m]] > return[f]] 
gola]}) 

where prog/ evaluates its arguments from left to right and returns the value 
of its first argument. 

Applications of rplacd occur inside ratom when p-lists are built and 
added to the object list. On page 394 we will develop a version of LISP’s 
parser which uses pointer modification to gain efficiency when building the 
internal representation. Pointer modification is also used inside the garbage 
collector; examine the sweep phase of the collector on page 286.
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Finally, pointer modification allows the construction of self-modifying 
programs. This technique is similar to the machine language tricks of 
self-modifying code and should be used with similar care. The freedom to 
hang yourself should not be construed as an invitation to do so, but it again 
points out the similarities of LISP to machine language and highlights the 
differences between LISP and its contemporary high-level languages. 

LISP’s central processor eval operates by traversing and interpreting the 
data structure representation of the program, that data structure is also open 
for inspection by LISP’s data structure manipulating functions. Since we 
now have list-modifying functions, we could modify a program by changing 
its internal structure. Indeed we can write a program which modifies its own 
structure. 
Here’s one: 

foo <= Xllx] proglly;z] 
zel; 

ye sixth[bodylfoo)); 
a print[x]; 

rplacalrestly);z-addI{z]]; 
gola] J) 

The mystery created by is a pointer into the representation of the statement 
print[x], that representation is (PRINT X). Therefore the effect of the first 
rplaca is to change (PRINT X) to (PRINT 2). Subsequent passes through 
the loop will change the statement to print 3, 4, and so on. There really isn’t 
much that can be said about such a program. 

Problems 

1. More on ratom. Recall the discussion of ratom in Section 5.11 and 
Section 5.12. Now that you know about rp/aca and rplacd write a more 
detailed version of ratom. 

2. On page 48 and page 49 we wrote various styles of reverse. All these 
functions used concat; however, we should be able to reverse a list 
without using any new cells. Express this algorithm as a LISP function. 
If you use prog, don’t use any prog-variables.
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7.9 Numbers 

In many implementations of LISP, numbers are stored as very simple kinds 
of atoms: they are not stored uniquely, and do not need print names. Most 
implementations allow fixed- and floating-point representation; therefore, 
indicators for these properties are needed. Thus: 

fixed-point 1 

MAT} J 
floating-point 1 

| FLONUM | -—| <machine rep of 1.@> 

The number is stored in FWS and the type is indicated by a minimal 
property list. This representation is expensive in space and adds significant 
overhead to the execution of arithmetic operators. Several techniques have 
been used to improve LISP arithmetic. 

Assume that the addressing space of the machine is 2'® and that the 
usual size of a LISP memory image is N; within the LISP system, all 
references to memory locations greater than N are illegal. We will use these 
illegal addresses to encode some of the smaller positive and negative integers, 
mapping zero on the middle address, the positive numbers to lower addresses 
and the negatives onto the higher addresses. These smaller integers, called 
INUMS, are represented by pointers outside of the normal LISP addressing 
space. This trick can considerably decrease the storage requirements for 
applications which use small numbers extensively. 
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gis 
  

  

      

Picture of INUM Space 

The INUM representation adds some complexity since the arithmetic 
operators now have to recognize these illegal pointers as encoded numbers. 

The MACLISP ([Moo 74]) implementation uses a different 

representation for numbers. '° In that implementation, two spaces are 
allocated for number storage: FIXNUM space and FLONUM space. This 
makes a more compact representation since the type information is implied in 
the address of the object rather than being explicitly stored. To those basic 
spaces we add two temporary stack areas: FIXPDL and FLOPDL. These 
areas are used for temporary arithmetic computation. 

The temporary areas work in conjunction with a type declaration 
option used to aid the MACLISP compiler. If we know that certain 

'Much care went into the the representation of numbers in 
MACLISP. That LISP system is used as the implementation language for 
MACSYMA ([MAC 74], [Wan 75], [Mos 74]), a large algebraic and 
symbolic mathematics system. MACLISP’s efficient number facilities, coupled 
with its optimizing compiler, have resulted in the production of compiled 
code which is more efficient than that produced by DEC’s FORTRAN 
compiler ({Fat 73)).
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variables are always going to be used as numbers in a particular function, 
then we can compile better code. Assume x and y are to be used only as 
FIXNUMs within a function f; we would make such declarations for the 
MACLISP compiler just as we can declare some variables as “special” to 
other LISP compilers. When we allocate space for x and 4, we allocate space 
on the top of FIXPDL. Within f the arithmetic operations use the hardware 
arithmetic and reference the stack elements. The stack elements can be passed 
to other arithmetic functions called within f, and no permanent storage need 
be allocated in FIXNUM space until later. The efficiency of arithmetic 
operations is dependent on the existence of special hardware instructions for 
such arithmetic. However, special hardware also places limits on the 
arithmetic capabilities of most languages: arithmetic is usually limited by the 
word size of the machine. 

There are several versions of LISP which will automatically change 
representation when faced with overflow. This scheme is called arbitrary 
precision arithmetic and has been implemented for both fixed-point and 
floating-point numbers. We will describe a representation for fixed-point 
numbers called BIGNUMS; they could have the following structure: 

positive big number 

{ posnum | 4 jo... Ge 

0 

  

negative big number 

(eer TS-GT4- GA 
No fn 

  

Structure of a BIGNUM
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The value of a BIGNUM is given by: 

B(No + @Nj+ ... + @"N,) 

where # is either + or - and @-1 is the largest number representable in one 
machine word. The translations between BIGNUMS and the other numeric 
representations are done automatically. 

On most implementations of LISP, no attempt is made to store numbers 
uniquely. Thus eg will not work on numbers other than INUMs; either equal 
is extended for numbers or a special equality predicate for numbers is 
provided. 

7.10 Stacks and Threading 

Though recursive algorithms are usually more illuminating than their 
machine-oriented counterparts, it is frequently more efficient to encode those 
algorithms in manners which can take advantage of the hardware. This 
section will discuss two techniques which "unwind" the recursion and 
typically lead to faster execution. 

Recall the marking phase of a garbage collector in Section 5.14. There 
we wrote mark as a recursive algorithm. We could equally well write mark 
using an explicit stack: 

mark <= X[[tr]progl[se] 
loop {is_marked{tr] > golchk_st]; 

is_full_wdltr] > mark Altr];golchk_st]; 
is_free_wdltr] > st-pusAlcdrltr);se]; 

mark Altr),; 
trecarltr);golloop)); 

{> golchk_st]]; MW 

chk_st[null[st] > return[t]]; 
tretop{st]; 
ste poplst]; 
golloop] J] 

push <= X[Li;st} concatli;st]) 

top <= Alls] firse[st]] 
pop <= Al[st] rest{st]] 

Notice that we save only the cdr-node in the stack; even at that, the stack 
grows proportionally to the depth of the tree being traversed. See the 

‘This branch of the conditional could be omitted and the effect would 

be the same.
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problem on page 393. The technique of using an explicit stack sometimes is 
more intuitive and sometimes will lead to faster execution. 

The second technique is more tricky but will lead to significant pay-offs 

in execution time.'? The technique is called threading. The basis for 
threading is a desire to traverse tree structures in a more efficient fashion 
than that typically available implicitly in recursion, or explicitly via stacks. 
Recall that on page 247 we surmised that double-linking might be 
advantageous in moving up and down the “spine” of a tree structure. 
Double links would allow us to find the successors and predecessors of nodes 
easily. However the extra link gives us no help if we wish to descend into the 
substructure. It is this area to which threading addresses itself: descent into 
tree structure. 

Examination of the new mark algorithm will reveal that for a fixed tree 
and a fixed order of traversal; any two applications of marking will have the 
same pattern of behavior. The order of visitation to each node will be the 
same, but more importantly, the dynamic changes in the state of the stack will 
also be the same. Instead of replicating the portion of the stack, it might be 
possible to store the stack information in the structure itself. Threading 
hides the control structure in the data structure. Typically, threading 
requires a more complex data structure since we must store both threads and 
links. The traversal algorithms also become more complex since we must 
recognize the difference between control threads and data links. Care must 
also be taken if we wish to share threaded list structure. See [Knu 68] for a 
complete discussion of the techniques and tricks. 

We do not wish to complicate the LISP structures, but dispensing with 
a stack, be it implicit or explict, does influence storage requirements. We can 
strike a compromise; instead of permanently storing the threads in the 
structure, we can temporarily store threads as we traverse trees. The first 

application is in the design of a nonrecursive read program. The second 
application we will describe is in the mark phase of a garbage collector. 

Problem 

1, With a little more testing before stacking we can significantly cut down 
the number of pushes we have to do. Namely, if some of the branches 
point immediately to atoms we might as well mark them at that time and 
proceed without doing a stack operation. Only when both branches are 
“nonatomic” do we need stack the cdr. Write such an algorithm. Further, 
is it better to stack the cdr nodes or the cdr nodes? 

'2But there will be a proportional loss in clarity in the code.
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7.11 A Non-recursive read 

The original read algorithm of Section 5.11 is a good example of a clear 
recursive algorithm; it is reasonably straightforward to follow the flow of the 
algorithm. However, now that we understand what the run-time behavior of 

such a recursive program is, we see that read is a drain on two resources: it 
uses free-space to construct the internal representation of the input; it uses 
the run-time stack in the implementation of the recursion and for saving 
parameters and intermediate computations. A deeply nested expression will 
use a fot of the run-time stack. Clearly, there is nothing we can do about the 

drain on the free lists, ' but threading can dispense with the run-time stack. 
We can in fact do so without a proportional increase in the use of free space; 
indeed we need only one additional free cell, regardless of the complexity of 
the input! The algorithm will be much more complex that the recursive 
parser, but that’s why this section on storage and efficiency is where it is. We 
now understand the purpose and intent of read. Now that the basic 
algorithm is well understood we can be clever and efficient. 

First we describe the basic ideas of the algorithm, then we give the 

algorithm. The main idea in the algorithm is the realization that we can 
determine the storage requirements for a complex S-expr or list structure as 
we read it in. For example, consider the input string "(A (BC) D)". As we 
start our left-to-right scan of the input, we see "(". This immediately tells us 
that we need at least one cons. We read “A”. that tells us what the car of the 
expression is. Notice that we don’t yet know whether the expression is 
"dotted" or "listed," but the storage requirements will be the same. On 
reading the next open parenthesis we know we need to add a new level in 
the developing representation. The "B" and "C" add elements to that level, 
and the closing parenthesis finishes it off. The closing parenthesis also 
should signal our parser to return to the prior level and continue scanning 
the input. The "D" goes on that level and the final closing parenthesis 
completes the input. To implement this informal idea, we keep a thread in 
the cdy-part of the last cell on every level. When we go down a level we 
manufacture a new cell with the cdr pointing to the cell we just came from in 
the previous level; this happens when we see a left parenthesis. We go up a 
level when we see a right parenthesis; that is done by following up the 
thread in the current level, after doing appropriate cleanup. 

There are three basic states in the reader: 

1. The next input should go into the car-part of the current cell. This state 
is entered when we go down a level. It is labeled Aead in the following 
program. 

The next input should go on the current level. This is the typical state in id
 

13We probably will be drawing on the full word area for print name 
storage as well as on the free space area for list structure storage.
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the building of a list-input. Here we add a new cell in the current level 
and put the input in the car-part of that cell; then stay in this state. This 
state corresponds to label tail. 

3. The other main state occurs on reading a dot when in tail state. '4 In 
dot state we check the next input; if it is an atom we store it on the 

thread and follow the thread. If the input is a left parenthesis we add a 
new cell and go down. 

There are some anomalies in the algorithm since it must recognize both 
S-expr notation and list notation. To handle both kinds of input, we add a 

parenthesis counter; it increments for left parentheses and decrements for 

right parentheses. A legal input has been recognized when we are back at the 
top level and the count is zero. 

The final difference between the old parser and the new one involves 
the scanner ratom. We assume a new ratom which reads () and returns N/L. 

If the scanner sees an open parenthesis, it looks ahead to the next 

meaningful character. '® If the character is a closing parenthesis, the scanner 
takes it; if the character is not, it is left for the next call on ratom and ratom 

returns with an indication that it has seen a left parenthesis. 

'4Dots seen in any other context are errors. 

'81t ignores spaces and the like.
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With this introduction, here is the new read: 

read <= XI[[] progll;cp;count;top,temp) 
countcinitl]; cpecount; topecp; 

head = je ratom(); 
Lorlis_dotlf],is_rparl{]] > errf]; 
is_lparlj] » inerlcount]; 

cpedownlep); 
golhead); 

atomlj] > stufficp,j]; golckend)]; 
tail = jeratom(]; 

{atom[j] + cpeinsert_movelcp,j]; golckend); 

is_rparlj] » decr[count]; 
Legltop;ep] > golck!]; 
t+ cpestuff_uplep;NIL]; golckend]]; 

is_lparlj] + incrlcount}; 
cpedownlinsert_movelep;NIL)); 
gol head]; 

is_dotj]» jeratom(]; 
lorlis_dotl{],is_rparlj]] > err[]; 
is_lparlj] > incr{count]; 

cpcinsert_movelcp;NIL]; 
golhead]; 

atomlj] > cpcstuff_uplep); 
golckend]}), '® 

chend [eglep,top) > golck!); 
t > golzail)); 

chl tempe cniltop); 
end2 = [zerop[temp] > returnlexpltop)); 

jeratom(); 
lis_rparlj] > tempesublltemp); golend2]; 

t> err] 

This go is superfluous, but makes the flow more apparent.
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init <= A[[] cons[N/L,O}) 
stuff <= Al[x;9] rplacalx,y]) 
incr <= X[[z] rplacd[z;addiledr[z]]]) 

insert_move <= X[[cp,val] rplacdlep,cons{val;cdrlep ll; cdrlep}] 

down <= X[[cp] rplacalep,cons[NIL,cp]l;carlep]) 

stuff_up <= rX[lep,j] progllzemp] 
temp « cdrlep]; 
rplacdlepj]; 
return(temp))] 

ent <= A[[x] cdr[x]] 

exp <= XI[x] car[x]] 

The development and understanding of this algorithm requires most of what 
we have covered in the course. We use our knowledge of the parser, read; we 

use our familiarity with S-exprs stored as linked lists; we have to understand 
the run-time control of recursive calling sequences; we have to understand 
pointer manipulation; we have to understand pointer modification; and 
finally we have to be wickedly clever. With that understanding we were able 
to apply threading at a level higher than a “once only” trick. 

Problem 

L. Write a version of read which uses an explicit stack to remember where it 
is in the parse. 

7.12. More Applications of Threading 

A Link-Bending Garbage Collector for LISP 

The use of a stack is one of the difficulties associated with garbage collection. 
Garbage collection is invoked when available space has become exhausted, 
but here we are asking for more space to use for stacking. The usual solution 
to such a problem is to allocate a separate area for stack storage. This has its 
drawbacks. If we don’t allocate enough stack space the depth of a piece of 
structure may become too great, and the marker will fail. The amount of 
Stack space can become large - proportional to the depth of a list. We can 
apply threading here, modifying the structure as we traverse it; as usual the 
threads will be used as control information. As we finish marking a branch
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we restore the structure to its original topology. Several versions of such 
threaded collectors are available, see [Chr 68] for a version written in 

AMBIT/G; a more traditional description is found in [Sch 67}, 17 and see 
([Knu 68) for several alternatives. 

Binding Implementations 

Threading can be used in the shallow binder described in Section 5.20 to 
remember the path through the environment tree ([Urm 76]). We thread 
from Eping tO Eintey When we are looking for Ente. This consists of reversing 

the access links as we proceed toward Ejinta, Then, as we swap back the 

value cells, we will unthread from Ejqte, tO Exing- 

7.13 Storage Management and LISP 

There are two basic areas of LISP which require attention: the 
implementation of data stuctures, and the implementation of a LISP 
machine. We will discuss applications in that order. 

LISP’s typical data object is a dotted pair; however, dotted pairs are 
frequently used to represent more structured objects. For example, many 
common LISP programs involve list operations on list representations. But 
lists, we know, are representations of sequences. From Section 7.2 we now 
also know that arrays are efficient representations of sequences. Indeed array 
representations are typically more efficient than the general LISP linked-list. 
We would like to capitalize on this more efficient representation without 
jeopardizing the LISP operations. 

An analysis of the LISP operations shows that we share substructures, 
and if using rplaca or rplacd, we modify existing structures. Any proposed 
economies in storage layout must take cognizance of these facts. Fortunately 
these requirements are compatible. 
Consider the typical representation of the sequence: 

(LAMBDA (X) (F X Y)) 

Lbansoa | +=} ; | ; i] 

! LEAL pid ply 

  

  

'7The correctness of [Sch 67] has been proved by de Roever.
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This representation takes seven words. The car-part of each cell contains the 
information; the cdr-part tells where the rest of the expression is to be found. 
That is, we have ded:.ated 14 half-words to represent the structure; only 
seven of which contain the actual information we wish to store. Using some 
extra encoding we can carry the same information in seven slightly larger 
cells. 

   

    

4 LAMBDA 

4 
/ e 

      

  

   
   

    

  

  

  

J F 

1 x 

/ Y       
The intent of the special characters is to encode type information about the 
next cell in the representation. It thus is called cdr-coding. The | means the 
next cell is the cdr; / means the cdr is NIL. 

The typical LISP cell is a third variety of cdr-coding: the code + says 
the next cell contains a pointer to the cdr. With that, we introduce the final 
code: * means this cell is the cdr-half of a LISP word. Thus (4 B) could be 
expressed in any of the following forms: 

    

A > A 

B x —t—+| / B | 
    

    
‘ 

/ 
        

    

= CTI 
* NIL 

        
      

However this encoding scheme is not sufficient as it stands. Consider 
the following example: Given internal pointers x and z into
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x Zz 

a 
and assume we wish to perform rplacd[x,(A BC)}. Using our standard 
implementation, we would have: 

Let been 

However, a problem arises if (F X Y) is represented in its compact form. We 
can’t replace the cell 

  

Ib X | by jx eb to (ABC) 
LW’! LU 

since the value of z would change. The solution is an application of the 
forwarding address scheme we introduced on page 377 in the compacting 
garbage collector. We put a forwarding address in the cell referenced by x; 
then allocate a new pair of half-cells, putting F in the first and a pointer to 
(A BC) in the second. 

x 
by] i , U F re A 

zo) X * — t B 

/ Y / C 

    

    

  

    

        

      

These forwarding addresses are an instance of invisible pointers used by R. 
Greenblatt in his LISP machine; he has also implemented hardware 
cdr-coding. Between invisible pointers and cdr-coding, we can effect ali LISP 

operations using this potentially more compact representation. 
We must be able to maintain that compact representation while the 

program is running. This requires more care in the management of storage. 
We cannot simply garbage collect and fragment space; we cannot use the 
simple compacting garbage collector discussed in Section 7.4 since it does not
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attempt to maintain the compact representation. Several algorithms with the 
desired properties exist ([Che 70], [Cla 76]). One feature of this data 
representation is its use of variable-sized linked blocks of sequential storage. 
The management of these storage blocks is more complex than that of simple 
dotted pairs, but the additional overhead may be acceptable if it gives better 

locality of reference and faster access to list elements. 18 
There is less conflict about the use of more complex storage 

management techniques in the area of LISP’s dynamic implementation. The 
original versions of LISP 1.5 used dotted pair structure to represent the 

access environments. '® This generality gave a correct solution to the 
implementation of function, but experience with LISP imptementations has 
shown that it is quite expensive to maintain this generality when most 
applications are of a less general nature. Implementation techniques, 
patterned after our Weizenbaum diagrams, allow some economies without 
loss of generality. Again, storage would be allocated in sequential blocks; 
each block would be of a size sufficient to hold the representation of the 
name-value entries along with the additional areas to link the block to the 
environment. The storage blocks need not be allocated sequentially; indeed, 
in the general case blocks cannot be allocated sequentially. The de-allocation 
problems are somewhat different from those experienced by data structure 
representations. The environment structures are much more "well behaved" 
than general list-structures. Therefore an “environment garbage collector” 
may not be needed. 

The most general techniques for management of LISP’s dynamic 

environment are based on [Bob 73a] and succeeding papers. 7° 
At a lower level of implementation, LISP has much to say about 

machine organization. The implementation of efficient 
environment-swapping algorithms is a problem which any operating system 
must face. The traditional solutions impose severe restrictions on 

'8Notice that the cdr-coded representations of (A B) and (A. B) are 
equally expensive. In the typical linked-list representation, (A B) requires 
more space than (4. B). 

'8The control information did use a stack implementation coded in 
machine language. 

20There is something contradictory about LISP implementors’ attitudes 
toward storage and dynamics. Much effort is expended in attempting to 
minimize the overhead involved in the dynamic operation of LISP; it is 
frequently stated that users should not be penalized for access/control 
constructs which they do not use. However, that attitude is not extended to 

LISP’s data structures. There are very generous subsets of LISP applications 
in which the data structure operations are suitably well-behaved, that storage 
reclamation techniques less general than garbage collection are applicable. 
Analysis of this area of LISP should lead to profitable results.
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interprocess communications. The algorithms developed for LISP show 
promise for giving efficient implementations of more general scope. 

LISP’s organization of memory also has lessons for machine 
architecture. The management of large variable-sized memory spaces like 
[Ste 73] or [Wegb 70] can be supported in hardware. The allocation and 
de-allocation of such large spaces also require care; LISP implementors have 
begun to address these problems ([Ste 76a], [Bis 74a]). 

7.14 Hash Techniques 

One phenomenon of LISP is the sheer size of data structures which a large 

LISP program generates. Many LISP projects approach 10” bits of program 
and data. Several techniques have been developed to help shrink data 
representation; cdr-coding (Section 7.13) is one technique. Another technique 
stems from the observation that LISP tends to copy structures rather than 
share them. We know that the sharing of structures must be done with great 
care if modification operations like rflaca and rplacd are present, but 
sharing of structure can mean a Significant saving in space. In fact, the 
saving can also improve the algorithms which manipulate the structures. For 
example if every list structure is stored uniquely, then the time for the 
equality test egua/ is a constant rather than being proportional to the depth 
of the structure. 

We present two techniques for maintaining unique structure: either 
maintain list space such that unique representations are always present or 
supply an algorithm which will “uniquize” structures upon request. The first 
alternative is usually called hash consing; the second technique is called list 
condensation ([Lin 73]. A condensation algorithm must remove all 
duplicated structure from within a list. Since condensation is a component of 
many hashed LISP implementations, we will concentrate our attention on 
hash consing. 

Hash consing is an extension of the LISP technique for generating 

unique atoms. Since list structure is created only by the cons operation, 21 we 
place the responsibility for maintaining unique structure within cons. If the 
result of a pending cons is already present, we return a pointer to that 
structure, otherwise we perform the cons and record the result so that it will 
be retrieved if the same cons happens again. The adjective "hash" is applied 
to this version of cons since the typical implementation uses a hashing 
algorithm to maintain the uniqueness. Hash consing imposes restrictions on 
the programmer’s use of list modification operations. If unique copies are 
available, severe difficulties result if modifications are made. One either 

may disallow list modification or may supply additional operations to copy 

2! However, list structure may be modified by rplaca and rplacd.
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structure, modify it, and "uniquize" the result, or an implementation may 
supply different kinds of structures, some modifiable and some not 
modifiable. 

A hash cons was proposed for LISP 1.75 on the IBM M44, but the 
implementation was never completed. A limited version of hash consing was 
implemented as an extension of LISP 1.6 at Stanford. 

Impressive and extensive applications of hashing appear in HLISP 
({Got 74], {Ter 75]). That implementation of LISP supplies two different 
kinds of structures: ordinary fist structure and “monocopy" structures. 
Operations are also supplied for conversion between types. Extensive analysis 
of hashing effects on algorithm performance has also been done ([Got 76]). 
HLISP also employs hashing in its implementation of property lists. 
Property lists are not stored explicitly, but rather the atom name and the 
property name are used to form a hash index; the property value is 
associated with that hash index. For example, get[x,i] hashes with both x 
and i to retrieve the property value. 

The other major implementations of LISP also offer specialized 
operations for dealing with hashed quantities; see [Moo 74], [Int 75], and 

[Bob 75].



CHAPTER 8 

Implications of LISP 

Any text which is of the size and extent of this book certainly owes a word 
of explanation to its readers; after 404 pages it is not fair to turn the page 
and find the index. This section will try to summarize what we have 
accomplished in this book and will address some of the current research 
related to LISP-like languages. 

It is the author’s belief that LISP should be the first language learned 
by persons interested in computer science. As a language for studying 
algorithms for data structures, it is presently without peer. As you have seen, 
the problems of language implementation and their solutions are describable 
quite naturally in the implementation of LISP. As a programming language, 
LISP has powerful features possessed by few languages, in particular the 
uniform representation of program and data. 

We have developed several areas of programming languages and data 
Structures in this book and have hinted at future possibilities in several of 
those areas: 

404
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Mathematical models: This refers to some of the theoretical areas which 
use LISP as the basis for mathematical studies of algorithms, equivalence 
of programs, and program synthesis from format specifications. These 
are not of purely theoretical interest: correctness of non-trivial programs 
is an important practical problem. The issue of programming language 
semantics also needs clarification. This branch of semantics seeks a 
descriptive tool for the meaning of constructs of a language; in particular, 
a tool of the power and clarity of BNF descriptions of the syntax of 
languages. We have talked a bit about semantic issues in Section 3.13. 
The close relationship between LISP evaluators and denotational models 
is encouraging. 

. Generalized control structures: We hinted at some of the options under 
consideration for control of algorithms. The work on generalized access 
and control, also known as "spaghetti stacks" ([Bob 73a]), is of current 
interest and many of its motivations and implications should be more 
understandable now. The devices which are required for such general 
control also come directly from the LISP experience. Devices like 
"spaghetti stacks" serve for implementation of higher level language 
constructs like pattern directed invocation. 

Interpreter/compilers: This is an interesting area which begins to resolve 
the dichotomy between compilation and interpretation. Work was done in 

{Mit 70], but little has been done since. Again, LISP is a natural vehicle 
for discussing this topic. 

Implementation tricks and machine organization: In the past LISP has 
been the originator of several, now every-day, programming tricks. 
Current production versions of LISP continue to develop sophisticated 
techniques for management of very large spaces, representation of data 
structures, and execution of complex algorithms. Many of those ideas 
have direct implications for the development of hardware for LISP like 
languages. 

. Languages for Artificial Intelligence research: Though LISP is thought of 
primarily as the language for Artificial Intelligence programming, we 
have barely touched on those applications. In the last decade, LISP has 
really become a systems programming language, rather than a research 
tool. It is the systems language for developing more powerful languages 
for A.l. They are “more powerful” in the sense of descriptive power, 
rather than computational power. LISP is also used exclusively as the 
systems programming language on the M.I.T. LISP machine.
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6. Interaction and personal computation. Though LISP developed in the late 
1950’s, contemporary implementations are finally exploiting the true 
interactive nature of the language. A LISP machine is a sophisticated 
and powerful calculator. The language is the most interactive of the 
major programming languages, and as such, should attract the interest of 
the personal computer field. This should see the development of 

sophisticated p-computer LISP implementations. The combination of 
LISP, inexpensive hardware, and creative minds should be interesting to 
watch. 

The main purpose of this epilog is to tie together most of the material 
we have studied. The underlying thread in our study has been the internal 
and external behavior of LISP. A rather natural vehicle to unify these topics 
is the design of a new LISP-like language. Language design is not a pastime 
to be entered into lightly; we will therefore sketch an existing LISP extension 
named ELI. The name ELI is derived from Extensible Language/ I. 

There are two basic views in programming language design: one 
approach is to design a small language, called a base language, which has 
sufficent expressive power to allow its user to mold a special language from 
that base. This is called the "core" approach and such base languages are 
called extensible languages. The alternative, called the "shell" approach, is to 
design a full language, capable of covering a specific area. That area may 
only cover a special domain of algorithms or might encompass all algorithmic 
processes. 

The "shell" approach to general purpose languages is best exemplified 
by PL/I. This approach attempts to build a language which encompasses all 
the Pl/t is an The approach gives rise to many problems. Of necessity, the 
language is large; unless care is taken a programmer will have difficulties in 
learning the language. Even if a small subset is presented to a beginner, the 
occurrence of bugs in a user program may cause mysterious results if those 
bugs happen to invoke features outside the subset. Also the language 
implementor is in for a hard time; language processors will have to be 
cognizant of all the language features even if the user wishes to work within 
a small subset. The problems of optimization are compounded immensely, 
since the interaction of language features may well lead to torturous code. 
Though the “shell” approach presents severe problems, the “core” approach 
of extensibility is not without flaw. There are non-trivial research areas 
involved in developing smooth and efficient means of describing the syntax, 
pragmatics and semantics of user defined data structures, control structures 
and operations. 

An extensible language is designed to supply a base language, which 
has sufficient handles such that a user can describe new data structures, new 
operations, and new control structures. These new objects are described in 
terms of combinations of constructs in the base language. Extensibility is
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implicitly committed to the premiss that the power of high level languages is 
primarily notational rather than computational. That is apparent from our 
experience with high level numerical languages. Their notations allow us to 
express our problems in mathematics-like statements, rather than coding in 
machine language. 

Like LISP, the extensible language ELI maps programs onto data 
structures. EL! has richer data types including integers, characters, pointers, 
and structures. Its syntax is described in BNF and a mapping from 
well-formed syntactic units to data structures is given. The ELI evaluator is 
written in EL1 and manipulates the data-structure representation of EL1 
programs in a manner totally analogous to the LISP eval function. 

The syntax of ELI is similar to that of M-expression LISP. The 
details are not relevant and are best left to the user’s manual, [EL1 74]. 
What is important is the interrelationships between the constucts of the 
language and their data structure representations. That is, we wish to 
develop a representation of the abstract syntax of ELI using the data 
structures available in ELI. Our approach here is the other way round: to 
motivate the data structures of a language by the requirements for expressing 

a realistic evaluator. ! 

Consider this fragment of the LISP syntax from page 17: 

<form> == <constant> | <application> | <variable> 

<application> = <function-part>[<arg-list>] 

<arg-list> i= <arg> | <arg-list>;<arg> 

These equations demonstrate the three kinds of BNF equations. We will 
concentrate our attention on the last two equations. 

The LISP M-to-S-expression mapping will map an <application> like 
flx,9;z] onto (F X Y Z). For all intents and purposes, LISP has little choice; 
LISP has few representations available and since we wish to use the S-expr 
representation as the programming language, the representation must be 
readable. In the typical implementations of LISP, the representation of 
flx;y;z) is (F .(X .(Y .(X NIL)))). That requires a lot of space, and 
requires some decoding by any program which is to use this representation. 
If we look closely at the storage requirements for <application>’s and 
<arg-list>’s, we see that there are differences. 

The representation of an <application> has fixed storage requirements; 
it demands space for two components: a <function-part> component, and a 
<arg-list> component. We have seen such storage structures before in 
Section 7.6; they are called record structures. The name components of the 
record structure can be fun and args, and the selector functions are 
implemented by matching the name components. Note that the use of record 

‘Compare the following discussion with Section 7.6.
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structure is a bit freer than LISP’s list representation; we need not make a 
commitment to the position of the fun component in the representation. 

The requirements for <arg-list> are different. An arbitrary <arg-list> 

has a variable number of components. Each component has the same 
characteristic: it’s an <arg>. We can represent a homogeneous object like 
<arg-list> as a sequence whose length is fixed. A natural storage class for 
such sequences is a linear array, each component of which is an item of the 
sequence. Information about the length of the sequence, and the class to 
which elements of the sequence belong, can be stored in the "dope vector” of 
the representation. 

What we are developing is a description of a class of storage 
representations for language constructs. This class of structures covers the 
space which LISP covers, but partitions it differently. More information is 
stored explicitly, and the representations are more discriminating in their 
storage requirements. Assuming that the resulting structures are made data 
structures of the language, we can then write a LISP-like evad which runs on 
these data structures. 

Our refinement is not without penalty. We are in fact imposing a type 
structure on the language. We know that such restrictions are not always 
desireable. The type structure becomes more apparent when we consider the 
remaining syntax equation: 

<form> ::= <constant> | <application> | <variable> 

Consistent with our treatment of record structures and sequences, we should 
develop some representation for <form>. In LISP, no storage was allocated 
for the representation of such alternative BNF equations; the recognition was 
done by recognizers embedded in a conditional expression: 

[is-const[x] 3 ... 
is-applx) > ... 
is-var[x] 2 

t+ ... what to do if x is not a form ... 

In ELI, every data item has an associated type. Since we are 
representing language constructs as data structures they will also have 

associated types. To determine if something is an <application> requires only 
that we examine the associated type. The question then arises: what kind of 
ob ject is to be associated with an object like <form>? At any one time an 
ob ject of type <form> is one of the three alternatives. The EL1 solution is to 
assign a pointer-like data object as the representation of such objects. The 
type of the pointer is constrained to point at one of the alternatives. 

Let’s compare LISP: Given an application flx;A;1] we represent it as a 
constant (F X (QUOTE A) 1). That is: 

Ri splLftx;4;1)] = (F X (QUOTE A) 1) 

We wish to represent this application as a constant in EL1 as well. We need
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some notation for record structures and sequence constants. A record 

constant of type ¢ will be represented as <;¢);..;C,>.? A sequence of type ¢ 

will be represented as (j5); ... ;S,). 

Then Re. Lflx:4:0] = <app Rely; 

gist Re Lx]; 

Rell; 

Rel] > 

We have suppressed much of the detail because each of the components of 
the representation must also have type information. 

The structured items in LISP are built from dotted pairs; the structured 
items in ELI are built from sequences (or lists), from records (or structures), 
and from pointers (or references). The difference is that the ELI user has 
more choice over the underlying representation. This can lead to more 
efficient utilization of storage and perhaps more efficient programs. Since 
the evaluator is just an EL| program, these considerations carry over to the 
evaluation process. ELI allows us to represent the data structures of the 
evaluation process in terms closer to actual implementation. Both LISP and 
ELI allow us to express realistic implementations, however LISP may 
ultimately represent its structures as dotted pairs. 

This realism of representation carries over to the evaluation process 
which runs on the representation. The language is capable of accurately 
representing more of the techniques which occur in a _ language 
implementation. The language supplies storage management primitives which 

allow the creation of stack-like objects as well as the heap-stored items of 
LISP. 

The language offers the user the ability to define abstract data 
structures in a manner similar to that we have been advocating informally. 
Given the finer partition of storage structures, the user can map those 
Structures onto more frugal representations than LISP, and since the 
type-checking is built into the language, the language processors can check 
the consistency of the parameter passing. Relating the abstract with the 
representation requires some care. Supplying a comfortable interface between 
these two domains is a non-trivial problem. EL1 supplies "lifting" and 
"lowering" mechanisms to aid in this problem; the result is not completely 
satisfactory. 

We have frequently seen how easy it has been to extend LISP by 
modifying eval. This is particularly easy because we are making 
modifications at the level of data-structure representation of programs. In 
ELI we wish to make the extensions at the level of concrete syntax, rather 

2We have suppressed the explicit naming of each component of the 
record. We assume that a “template” of each type ¢ is available. That 
template can be consulted to determine which component is referenced.
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than abstract syntax as LISP does.% ELI can do this by using a parser 
which is table-driven, and operates on a modifiable set of productions. To 

introduce a new construct into the language we need to supply the concrete 
syntax for the item, its abstract systax, a mapping from concrete to abstract, 
and its pragmatics expressed as additions to the evaluator. However there 
may be wider implications in the language and more general features are 

required. 4 The field of language design is still quite young and tentative. 
Though LISP is a full twenty years old, it is still a fertile research area. 

Projects are extending LISP in several directions. [Car 76] investigates the 
possibilities of adding a type-structure to LISP, giving a strong-typed 
programming language and a precise formalism in which properties of 
Typed LISP programs can be discussed. This project supplies an Algol-like 
user language as well as develops interesting theoretical results. 

Several people have supplied parsers which give the user an Algol-like 
syntax ([Mli 73], [Pra 76]). Extensions to the ideas of SDIO Section 9.4 

are being pursued. 
Programming language semantics is being coupled with the realities of 

programming language design in a successor of [LCF 72] This is being 
built on the LISP experience. 

LISP is the direct source of inspiration for two current MIT projects. 
For several years C. Hewitt has been developing an interesting philosophy of 
computation. Building on his experience with LISP, he developed 
PLANNER [Hew 72], and more recently refined thse ideas in a methodology 
called Actors ([Hew 74], [Hew 76]). One of the aims of these investigations 
is to develop a self-sufficient description of modern computation much in the 

way that the A-calculus gave a foundation to the notion of computable 
function. The goal therefore is much higher than to develop just another 
programming language. Along the way, however, these projects have 
developed some of the most notable ideas of advanced programming 
languages. From the PLANNER experience, partially implemented in 

(Mic 71], evolved the ideas of pattern-directed invocation; see Section 2.5. 

This gave PLANNER a new way to call procedures, and its implementation 
in Micro-PLANNER gave researchers new power of expression much in the 
way that LISP improved over machine language several years before. These 
investigations generated much controversy and stimulated more research in 
language design for artificial intelligence; see [Bob 74], [Con 73], [(QA4 72]. 
The lessons of PLANNER led to Actors and a study of the control aspects of 
programming languages. From these investigations Hewitt has developed a 

3To program in the abstract syntax would be possible, but messy. We 
would be writing constants consisting of pointers, records, and sequences, 
rather than the list notation of LISP. 

"For example, if new control structures are desired, major revision of 

the inner structure of the language may be necessary ((Pre 76b]).
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model which looks on control as an activity of passing message between 
program modules. Recently, Hewitt’s efforts have again stimulated others to 
examine programming languages more closely. 

G. Sussman and G. Steele have been developing a language named 
SCHEME ([Sus 75], [Ste 76b], and [Ste 76c]) which was begun as an 
experiment to understand and implement several of the ideas of Hewitt. The 
result is a dialect of LISP which uses static binding rather than dynamic 
binding. The interpreter is built in the spirit of [Con 73) and is similar to 
the evaluator of Section 4.8. The result is an interpreter which makes the 
control aspects of the language much more explicit. Using SCHEME, Steele 
and Sussman have been able to illuminate many of the control and access 
problems of programming languages. 

In these two projects we see two views of computation: the 
philosophical and the tool builder. Both are important; together they are 
developing an impressive array of knowledge. 

Finally, LISP is being used as an effective tool for the design of 
interactive programming systems. The successful development of 
programming systems which integrate alt phases of program creation, 
debugging and optimization, will be based on LISP user’s experience. 

Many people find it curious that LISP has survived so long and so 
well. It is not supported by any organization or computer manufacturer yet it 
flourishes and continues to attract many of the most exceptional computer 
science talents. LISP does a lot of things well. As a programming language, 
it is an exceptional tool for developing sophisticated applications. The 
artificial intelligence community has always been one of the most demanding 
and creative builders of programming tools. LISP’s treatment of program 
and data supports this kind of behavior. 

Until we can develop a tool which handles any of these areas as well as 
LISP, LISP will survive.



CHAPTER 9 

Projects 

This chapter consists of a set of non-trivial projects which either apply LISP 
or extend LISP by adding new language features. 

9.1 Extensions to eval 

This first project was derived from the syntax of MUDDLE [Mud 75], 
CONNIVER [Con 73], and MICRO-PLANNER [Mic 71]. 

We have seen that LISP calling sequences are of two varieties: either 
evaluate ali of the arguments; or evaluate none of the arguments. To 

generalize this regime we might allow the evaluation of some selection of the 
actual parameters; the formal parameter list could specify which parameters 
are to be evaluated. We have also specified that the number of formal 
parameters must agree with the number of actual parameters; yet it is 
sometimes useful in practice to allow such a discrepancy. Some 
implementations allow a mis-match, supplying default values when too few 
are given, and discarding the excess actual parameters after their evaluation. 
We might partition the formal parameters into required parameters, optional 
parameters, and an excess collector to handle any actual parameters left over. 
Required parameters must have corresponding actual parameters; optional 
actual parameters are used if present, otherwise default values are used. If 
there are more actual parameters than the formals encompassed by the first 
two classes, then they are associated with the excess collector. 

412
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To be more precise consider the following possible BNF equations: 

<varlist> — :=[<required> <optional> <excess>] 

<required> ::= <par>;..j<par> |¢! 

<optional> := “optional” <opno; ..; <opn> | € 

<excess> i= "excess" <par> | € 

<par> := <variable> | ‘<variable> 

<opn> n= <par> | <par> ¢ <form> 

1. The formal parameters are bound to the actual parameters from left to 
right as usual. 

. There must be an actual parameter for each required parameter, and if 
there is no excess collector there may not be more actual parameters than 
formals. (There may be fewer if we have optionals.) 

up 

’ If a <variable> in a formal parameter is preceded by a then the 
corresponding actual parameter is not evaluated. This is implements the 
quote-ing read macro. 

If we exhaust the actual parameters while binding the optionals, we look 
at the remaining formal optionals. If a formal parameter is simply a 

<par> then we bind it to ( ); if a formal is ’<variable> ¢ <form> then we 
bind the <variable> to the <form>. 
If the formal is <variable> + <form>, we bind <variable> to the value of 

<form>, where the evaluation is to take place after the required 
parameters have been bound. 

. Finally, the excess collector is bound to a list of any remaining actual 
parameters: if <par> is <variable> then using the calling environment, 
form a list of the values of the remaining arguments, if <par> is 

‘<variable>, bind <variable> to the actual list. If there is no excess, bind 

to NIL. 

We will also extend prog-variables slightly, allowing them to be 
initialized explicitly. If a prog-variable is atomic, intialize it to ( ), as usual. If 
it is of the form <variable> « <form> then initialize it to the value of the 

<form>. 

1. 

Here are some examples: 

In the initialization of length on page 186, we could write: 

. progit! « x;¢¢ 0)... 

2. list could now be defined as: A[["excess” x}x]. 

'The symbol "e" stands for the empty string.
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3. Consider the following definition: 

baz <= A[[x; "9,"cpational” z; u « 0; “excess” v] 
print[x]; 
printly]; 
printlz]; 
printlul; 
printlv) ] 

Then a call of: 

evall (BAZ 2 (CAR (QUOTE (X Y))) 45 6 7 (CAR (QUO’'E (A. B)))); 

NIL} 

would print: 2 
(CAR(QUOTE (X Y))) 
4 

and return value: (6 7 A). 

Similarly, defining: 

fii <= XL [x,y,"optional" z; u © 0; "excess" v) 
print[x); 
printly]; 
printlz); 
print(u); 
printlv]] 

and calling: evall(FIl 2 (CAR (QUOTE (X Y)));NIL] 
prints: 2 

Xx 
NIL 
0 
NIL 

Problem 

Design simple S-expr representations of these proposed constructs. Make the 
necessary extensions to eval. 

9.2 Pretty-printing 

This project expands on the basic notion of "pretty-printing" which was 
introduced on page 274.2 This section presents several considerations 
involved in designing such a pretty printer. Take these suggestions and 

2Pretty printers are called "grinders" at MIT.
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develop a suitable program based on the suggestions and your experience 
with your locally available pretty printer. In [Gol 73] several pretty printing 
formats are discussed. 

I. Linear format: The minimal acceptable output format is that produced by 
print. Acceptability is judged by whether that output can be read back into 

the machine and have a structure egual the the structure printed out. 3 

II. Standard format: Given a list (@ 8 x .. 8) the standard format will 
assume that we are trying to print a function application and will produce: 

(a B 
x 

8) 
Thus (FOO (CAR (CONS (QUOTE A) B)){G (H A) 4)) would produce: 

(FOO (CAR (CONS (QUOTE A) 

B)) 
(G(H A) 

4)) 
Note that the "standard format” is recursively applied, and thus may become 
too wide for the output device. It that case we can resort to the following 
format. 

III. Miser format: Write a list (a 8 x ... 6) as: 

(a 

B 

x 

8) 
Again, the recursive application of this format can overflow the output 
width. In that case we may have to resort to "linear format". 

SWe must hedge that a bit, since gensym atoms are not placed on the 
object list. Also structure made by rplaca or rplacd may not be re-readable.
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Typical pretty printers also recognize certain LISP constructs and 
“grind” them differently. That is, we build some semantic knowledge into the 
grinder. Block format is useful in many of these contexts. 

IV. Block format: A list (@, ... @_;, .. @,) has the block format: 

(@) .. &y 

@; ... &,) 

For example, the list representation of a prog might be “ground” with its 
prog variables in block format and special indenting would be used in the 
prog body to emphasize the label and statement structure. The 
representation of length given on page 192 illustrates the special format for 
progs, though the prog variable list is not sufficently long to require block 
format. 

Another list format which is treated specially is the representation of a 
A-ex pression. 

(LAMBDA <)-list ground in block format> 

<body ground as a block>) 

The example on page 192 also illistrates this. This format will allow 
multiple-bodied A-expressions. For example: 

(LAMBDA (X Y Z) 
(CONS X 

Notice that we decided to write (H / 2) in linear format rather than standard 
format; somehow it “looks better". Personal taste plays a strong role in pretty 
printing, so several grinders give the users the ability to describe their own 
formats. We will see a similar, but more general device in Section 9.4. 

Another possibility for user extension lies with our property list evaluator of 
Section 5.8. Part of the definition of the various LISP constructs would 

allow the specification of output conventions for instances of those constructs; 
thus besides specifying evaluation properties for LAMBDA, PROG, and 
COND, we would also the grinding routines for outputting instances of those 
constructs. 

Since lists beginning with COND are representations of conditional 
expressions they too are handled specially by the grinding routines. 

(COND «grind clause,> 

<grind clause,>) 

These selected formats should give a reasonable idea of the techniques 
available for pretty printers. More techniques can be extracted from your 
local grinder.
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Your pretty printer may assume the existence of patom, print, and 
terpri of Section 5.11; and you may assume the existence of the usual class of 
arithmetic operations. In addition, the following primitives may be used: 

1. linelength: If linelengtA{ ] is evaluated, the value returned is the number 
of characters allowed on a line of the current output device. If 
linelength is called with a numeric argument, then the line length of the 

current output device is set to that number. 

2. chrct: This is a nullary function, and returns a number representing the 
number of character positions remaining on the current line. For 
example, just after terpril] has been executed 
chretl] = linelengtAal] 
and proga[patom[ ABC]; differenceLlinelengtal];chrctt]]] = 3 

3. flatsize. A simple count of the atoms and special characters in an 
expression won’t give an accurate picture of the requirements for 
printing an expression. Special characters take one character position, 
but literal atoms and numbers may require more. To determine whether 
or not a special format can be used on an expression requires 
knowledge of its character count. The number of characters in the atom 
x is given by flatsizelx]; for example, flatsizel[ABCD] is 4. Actually 
flatsize is defined for non-atomic arguments, giving the number of 
character positions required to print its argument. Thus, fletsizel[(A.B)] 
is 7 rather than 5 since print will surround the dot with spaces. 

9.3 Syntax-directed Processes 

This project is only an introduction to the very important area of 
syntax-directed processes. As the name implies, there is a close relationship 
between the syntax specification of an object, and the computational rules 
which we wish to apply. Syntax-directed techniques are used extensively in 
compiler construction, relating the syntax equations to the code generation. 
We shall begin by applying syntax-directed techniques to evaluation. 

We know that there are alternatives to the call-by-value evaluation 
scheme; and we know there are alternatives to the prefix notation which we 
chose to represent function application. 

For example, in grade school we all learned infix notation and its 
implied precedence relations, say for + and x. Simply because infix notation is 
the first representation we see doesn’t mean that it is the most convenient for 
evaluation either by us or by machine. 

Let’s take as example the expression: 2+3%5. The grade school 
precedence relations say that « takes precedence over +. That is, the
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expression represents 2+(3«5) rather than (2+3)x5. When we write the 
expression in prefix notation: +[2;:{3;5]], the precedence of operations is made 
explicit. Similarly, postfix notation (where the operators follow rather than 
precede the operands) is easy: [2;[3;5]}s}+. 

Some notational schemes lend themselves to mechanical evaluation 
better than others. There is a certain amount of implied intelligence 
required in the usual infix scheme. We have already seen one very 
mechanical method for evaluating some prefix expressions: the value 
function in Section 2.7. 

A strong point of postfix string notation is its ease of evaluation. First, 
since we know that plus and times are both binary operations, the 
punctuation, ],[, and ;, is redundant (this is also true for prefix notation). 
Thus the string, 2 3 5 * +, contains the same information as [2;[3;5]s]+. 

Using "1" to point to the current position in the string and using the 
"|... |"-notation of page 124 to represent the stack, the following is a trace of 
the evaluation of the above string, 2 3 5% +. 

L L L 
235u+;) | => 35%45)2| => 5e+; [3] => 

}2| 

L 4 
wes) 5] => 45] 15] =>] 17] 

13 | | 2| 
12 | 

It is a very simple task to program this scheme in LISP, and it is quite 
simple to extend this evaluation scheme to n-ary operators. 

Given an arbitrary arithmetic expression involving constants, and the 
binary operations of plus and times, we have a straightforward mechanical 
evaluation scheme. It is intuitively clear how to translate infix expressions 
into postfix notation. If we could mechanize this process then we would 
have an algorithm for the evaluation of infix expressions. First let’s attempt 
to describe precisely the class of infix expressions which we wish to evaluate. 
The BNF notation is a good vehicle. Perhaps the following: 

<exp> = <exp><binop><exp> 
n= <integer> 

<binop> «= + | + 

There are many difficulties with this grammar. First, many expressions have 
more than one possible description or parse tree; the grammar is said to be 
ambiguous. Second, this grammar doesn’t express our usual precedence 
relations. The next attempt is successful:
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<exp> = <eXp> + <term> (1) 
n= <term> (2) 

<term> s= <term> x <factor> (3) 
sm <factor> (4) 

<factor> «= ( <exp> ) (5) 
n= <integer> (6) 

<integer> s= O0]1)2... (7) 

For example the (only) parsing of 2+3«5 is: 

<exp> 

<exp> + <term> 

<term> <term>#<factor> 

<factor> <factor> <integer> 

<integer> <integer> 5 

2 3 

Our next step is based on the following: 
Assumption: Given an arbitrary, well-formed, arithmetic expression, e, of our 

above class, we can find the left-most well-formed subexpression, s, 

such that s is an instance of the RHS of one of the rules, (1)-(7). Let 

e” be the expression obtained from e, by replacing the occurrence of 

the RHS by the LHS; then our assumption is also applicable to e’. 

For example, 

e s e rule 

24385 2 <integer>+3%5 (7) 
<integer>+3%5 <integer> <factor>+3%5 (6) 
<factor>+3«5 <factor> <term>+3%5 (4) 
<term>+3%5 <term> <exp>+3u5 (2) 
<exp>+3s5 3 <exp>+<integer>s5 (7) 
<exp>+<integer>«5 <integer> <exp>+<factor>%5 (6) 
<exp>+<factor>#5 <factor> <exp>+<termond (4) 
<exp>+<term>s5 5 <exp>+<term>s<integer>{7) 
<exp>+<term>x<integer> <integer> <exp>+<term>s<factor> (6) 
<exp>+<term>s<factor> <term>#<factor> <exp>+<term> (3) 

<exp>+<term> <exp>+<term> <exp> (1) 

Now we associate an action with each of the rules (1)-(7) such that whenever 
we apply one of the rules in the above reduction technique, we will also
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execute the corresponding action. We will also designate an initialization 
routine which will be executed at the beginning of the reduction. 

Initialization: Let V[0:N] be a vector indexed from 0 to N, where N is at 

least as long as the input character string. Let i be an integer variable, 
initialized to 0. 

rule action 

<exp> n= <exp> +<term>  -V(i) € “ie i+l 
n= <term> do nothing 

<term> = <term>s<factor>  V(i) « ‘3 i ¢ i+l 
us <factor> do nothing 

<factor> = (<exp>) do nothing 

n= <integer> do nothing 

<integer> := O| 1 |... Vii)  O] Vide Ll... ie ivd 

Again performing the reduction of the expression, 2+3%5, but now executing 
the action routines as well we find the contents of V will contain the 
following: 

Vv: 

That is, the postfix form of the arithmetic expression is formed in V. 
So combining the algorithms for infix-to-postfix translation, with 

postfix evaluation, we could obtain an infix evaluator. However, we can do 

better. By a simple change to the action routines we can perform infix 
evaluation as we reduce the expression. 

Initialization: Let V[0:N] be a vector and let i be an integer-valued variable, 
initialized to 0 

rule action 

<exp> i=: <exp>+<term> V(i-2) © V(i-1)+V(i-2); i © i-t 
n= <term> do nothing 

<term> = <term>s<factor> V(i-2) © Vie Ds V(i-2); ie ie] 
u= <factor> do nothing 

<factor> «= (<exp>) do nothing 
n= <integer> do nothing 

<integer> z= 0| 1 |... V(i) — Of Vii) © A. 5 be del 

When the arithmetic expression has been recognized, V(0) will contain the
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value of that expression. Notice that the combination of V and its index i, is 
performing as a stack in this translator. That is: when we see an integer, we 
push it into the stack; when we see a binary operator we pop the two 
operands, perform the operation and push the result back on the stack. 

This technique of associating action routines (also called semantic 
routines) with the BNF (or syntax) equations is extremely powerful. Such 

processes are called syntax-directed. 

Project 

Write a LISP program to perform infix to postfix translation; and then 
modify it to perform infix evaluation. Write your programs two ways: first 
use an explicit stack; then use recursion to operate with an implicit stack. 

Project 

As a further example of syntax-directed processes recall the set of expressions 
evaluated by tgmoaf: the five primitives under composition of functions, all 
with constant arguments. Write syntax equations and action routines to 
effect the evaluation of such expressions. 

9.4 Syntax-directed I/O 

It is frequently quite convenient to enter input and receive output in 
something other than list notation. Recall our diagram on page 56. We wish 
to mechanize the encoding of the input and the decoding of the output. 

Consider for example, the problem of simplification of algebraic 
expressions. Many rather sophisticated simplifiers have been written 
([Hea 68], [MAC 74]). Assume that we have one named simplify which 
expects list input and gives list output. Thus for example: 

(34+4)ex + x =) => (PLUS (TIMES (PLUS 3 4) X) X) 
=simplity=> (TIMES 8 X) =q => 84x 

We would like transformations | and O done automatically. M-expr notation 
is a candidate for such a task. Then we could write algorithms in M-expr 
notation and have them executed by eval. 

cons[A;B] =, => (CONS (QUOTE A) (QUOTE B)) 

=eval=? (A. B) =9 => (A. B) 

Transformation O is the identity in this case. 
Frequently, the input and output transformations can be generated 

automatically. We describe one such program, called SDIO for 
Syntax-Directed Input-Output ([Qua 68].) It was the forerunner of the
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MLISP2 project; see [Mli 73]. We will assume that the input and output 
syntax is specified in BNF. With each BNF equation we will associate 
semantics describing the S-expr representation. The input transformation 
(parser) will use this information to build the representation; and the output 

transformation (unparser) will map the internal representation back. 
Syntax directed I/O is more than a cosmetic. Assume we wish to 

represent a structure as a particularly horrible list structure. We can give 
augmented BNF equations specifying the external representation and the 
translation to the underlying representation. Clearly when outputting these 
structures we do not want to see the internal representation. This can be 
particularly annoying when we are debugging; we wish to concentrate on the 
misbehavior of the algorithm, we do not want to be distracted by 

incomprehensible output. Syntax directed output, or unparsing, can aid 
significantly. 

The easiest introduction to SDIO is to examine an example. Consider 
the proposed simplification task above. The “natural” input syntax can be 
described in BNF. We have given closely related syntax equations on 
page 419. We will display a few equations augmented by SDIO semantics. 
For example: 

<EXP> n= <EXP>+<TERM> =>(PLUS EXP TERM) 
z= <TERM> => 

<TERM> := <NUMBER> => 

To the input parser the first BNF equation means: whenever the right hand 
side is recognized, reduce that occurrence to the left hand side and associate 
with it the list consisting of the atom PLUS, the S-expr associated with the 
occurrence of <EXP>, and the S-expr associated with the occurrrence of 

<TERM>. The second equation means reduce <TERM> to <EXP> 
associating whatever S-expr is attached to <TERM> with that occurrence of 
<EXP>. In the third equation we assume that <NUMBER> is a syntactic 
type recognized by the scanner, and return that number as the semantic 
value. For example, if such a parser were given 2+3+44 it should return the 
list (PLUS (PLUS 2 3) 44). 

The unparser uses these equations in the inverse manner. It will see a 
S-expr and will attempt to match that to the description of the semantics, 
outputting an instance of the BNF if successful. 

The SDIO program will take such an augmented set of BNF equations 
and generate a parser and an unparser for the language. This project 
involves writing such a SDIO program. We describe a basic SDIO program 
and suggest extensions and improvements. 

The best way to describe the format of SDIO input is to give an SDIO 
description.
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<RULES> ss END =>NIL 

n=<RULE><RULES> =>(RULE. RULES) 

<RULE> t= <LFPT><RTLST> =>(LFPT RTLST) 

<RTLST> m= u=<RTPT><SEXPR><RTLST> 

=>((RTPT SEXPR). RTLST) 

us € =>NIL 

<LFPT> us <<ID>> =>i 

<RTPT> ne "=> =>NIL 

= <RPELEM><RTPT> 
=>(RPELEM . RTPT) 

<RPELEM> = <<]D>> => 

= <JD> =>(SPWD ID) 
= ""<CHAR> =>(QCH CHAR) 
:= <CHAR> =>(CH CHAR) 

<SEXPR> = <ATOM> => 
ss (<SEXPRLIST>) => 

<SEXPRLIST> := <ATOM> => 
<SEXPR> <SEXPRLIST> 

=>(SEXPR . SEXPRLIST) 

sm € =>NIL 

END 
The expressions (SPWD ID), (QCH CHAR), and (CH CHAR) are S-expr 
representations of calls on rountines to process special or reserved words, 
quoted characters or special characters, respectively. 

The input to SDIO is a sequence of augmented BNF equations 
terminated with END. What the SDIO program sees is a S-expr 
representation of these equations. The sample equations for <EXP> above 
would pass the following to the SDIO program: 

( (EXP ( (EXP (CH +) TERM) (PLUS EXP TERM)) 
((TERM) NIL))) 

(TERM ((NUMBER) NIL))) ) 

The SDIO program generates the parser and unparser. 
The elements of the BNF equations in SDIO are rather standard: 

syntactic variables, which are identifiers bracketed by "<" and ">"; and 
special words, which are identifiers; and special characters, which are 
preceeded by " if they conflict with the special characters of the BNF. 

The elements of the semantics are: unbracketed syntactic variables 
occurring in the RHS of the associated BNF equation; other identifiers, 

taken as constants; NIL, the LISP atom; notation for cons-ing, ( . ); 
notation for making a list, (e, ... é,); the character , described above.
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Project 

Write such a SDIO program. You should consult tocal LISP documentation 
when building the basic I/O routines like <NUMBER>, <CHAR>, or <ID>. 

First Extension 

You may have noticed already that the basic SDIO program fails to 
distinguish two occurrences of the same syntactic variable on the RHS of an 
equation. Thus an equation like: 

<ZIP> «= <ZAP> <FOO> <ZAP> must be replaced by the pair: 

<ZIP> = <ZAP> <FOO> <ZAP1> 

<ZAP I> :=<ZAP> 

This trick is called stratification. It is a syntactic trick, adding nothing to the 
semantics. 

Add notation to the semantics of your SDIO program to handle RHS 
with multiple occurrences of syntactic variables. Modify your parser 
generators accordingly. 

Second Extension 

Besides building a S-expr representation of the input, it is frequently 
desirable to generate other information during the input parse. Lists of 
occurrences of operators or other tables are commonly needed. The additional 
information could be discovered by examination of the completed parse tree, 
but that requires reexamination of the tree. It is much more efficient to do as 
much as possible on a single pass. 

Introduce notation which will allow execution of arbitrary LISP code as 
the parse progresses. That code should be able to manipulate any of the 
semantic properties associated with the syntactic variables appearing in the 
RHS of the associated syntax equation. 

Third extension 

While it is obviously advantageous to produce output in the language 
described by the BNF equations rather than the S-expr form, formatting of 
the output can be equally beneficial. We should like to be able to specify 
formatting information in SDIO such that spacing and line-length are 
controlled. 

One proposal is to embed spacing and line-feed control characters in 
the BNF equations. The spacing character is "»" and the line-feed is "lL". 
The "tT" sets the indentation point for the string on its right; and the "" 
followed by a digit says space over than number of spaces from the last
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indentation point if the remaining space on the line is not sufficient to 
contain all text specified by the remaining RHS of the equation. "03", 
meaning go to the indentation point can be written +. 
For example consider the following: 

<EXPR> n= <ID>( 1 <EXPR_LIST>) 
n= <ID> 

<EXPR_LIST> s= T<EXPR> , 9<EXPR_LIST> 

us T<EXPR> 

These equations, when used to drive an unparser, could give: 

mumf( a, 
foobax( gar p(b)), 
bletch(a,b,c), 

da) 
as the formatted version of: 

mumf(a,foobaz( gar p(b)) bletch(a,b,c),d) 

Extend SDIO to handle formatting of output.
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